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The Fisher 440 -T
70 -Watt All- Transistor FM- Multiplex Stereo Receiver
BEACONt, 4 -gang tuning condenser, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, transformerless output stages with silicon transistors; $329.50*

The Fisher 400
65 -Watt FM- Multiplex Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEAMt, 3 IF stages, 2 limiters; $279.50*

The Fisher 500 -C
75 -Watt FM- Multiplex Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACONT, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters; $349.50*

N! 4!l lsb ! Iim

The Fisher 800 -C
75 -Watt AM -FM- Multiplex Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACONT, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, switchable
AM bandwidth; $399.50*

IN

i

The Fisher 600 -T
120-Watt Transistorized FM- Multiplex Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACONt, 5 IF stages, 5 limiters, transformerless
4- transistor output stages; $459.50`

Stereo '66
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Control -Amplifiers
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The Fisher TX -300
100 -Watt Transistorized Stereo Control- Amplifier
with transformerless output stage, four output transistors per channel, 21 controls and switches, every Fisher convenience; $329.50'*
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1
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The Fisher X -100 -C
50-Watt Stereo Control- Amplifier

The Fisher X -101 -D
66 -Watt Stereo Control- Amplifier

with headphone jack, DIRECT TAPE MONITORT, high filter; $169.50*

with headphone jack, DIRECT TAPE MONITORI,
high filter; $199.50*

The Fisher X -202 -C
84 -Watt Stereo ControlAmplifier

The Fisher TX -200
90 -Watt Transistorized Stereo Control- Amplifier

with headphone jack, DIRECT TAPE MONITORI,
high filter, rumble filter; $249.50*

with transformerless output stage, four output transistors per
channel, 16 controls and switches, every Fisher convenience; $279.50°

Fisher
www.americanradiohistory.com
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With STEREO BEACONt, Ndt'isfor- GOLDEN

The Fisher TFM -300
Transistorized FM- Multiplex Stereo Tuner
limiters, 1.8 µv sensitivity, AtTOSCAN t stereo scanner; $279.50*
SYNCHRODE front end, 5 IF stages,
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The Fisher TFM -200
Transistorized FM- Multiplex Stereo Tuner

The Fisher FM -90 -B
FM- Multiplex Stereo Tuner
With STEREOSCANt, GOLDEN SYNCHRODE front end, 3
2 limiters, 2 AV sensitivity; $169.50*
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With STEREO BEACONt, NHVISIGr- GOLDEN SYNCHRODE front end,
4 IF stages, 3 limiters, 1.8 µv, sensitivity; $229.50*

IF stages,

N
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The Fisher FM -100 -C
FM- Multiplex Stereo Tuner
With STEREO BEACONt, Nuvistor- GOLDEN SYNCHRODE front end,

4 IF stages,

3

limiters, solid -state multiplex,

1.8 Av sensitivity; $229.50*
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Mail this post card
for your free copy of
The New Fisher Handbook
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*Cabinet $24.95
* *In Finished Walnut
;Patent Pending
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ON READER -SERVICE

CARD

Phonographs

The Fisher 50
Portable Stereo Phonograph System
with transistorized 30 -watt stereo control -amplifier, matched speaker systems, 4 -speed
Garrard automatic changer, Pickering cartridge, Royalite carrying case; $199.50

The Fisher 75
Custom Module Stereo Phonograph System
with transistorized 30 -watt stereo control -amplifier, matched speaker systems, 4 -speed
Garrard automatic changer, Pickering cartridge, walnut housing; $249.50

Fisher
www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Fisher XP-7
3 -Way Free -Piston Loudspeaker System
with i 2" woofer, two 5" midrange drivers, I1/2" soft -dome tweeter, 300 and 2500 cps crossovers;
SI39.50 **

The Fisher XP-6
3 -Way Free- Piston Loudspeaker System
with 10" woofer, 5" midrange, 11 soft -dome
tweeter, 300 and 2500 cps crossovers; $99.50 **

/"

kt1

The Fisher XP -10 Consolette
Professional 3 -Way Loudspeaker System
with 15" woofer, 8" midrange, 2" soft -dome tweeter,
200 cps and 2500 cps crossovers; $249.50 **
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The Fisher XP-5A

The Fisher XP-9

U ltracompact Free-Piston

Loudspeaker System
with 8" low- resonance woofer,
21/2" wide -dispersion tweeter,
2000 cps crossover; $59.50**

r

CIRCLE 32 ON

READER -SERVICE

3 -Way Free -Piston Loudspeaker System
with 12" woofer, three 5" midrange drivers,
11/2" soft -dome tweeter, extra -heavy magnets,
300 and 2500 cps crossovers; $199.50

CARD
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Capture natural so unZ

With

woodwinds to the floor- shaking boom of the bass drum,
natural sound begins with Pickering. Right where the stylus meets the groove.
the groove, the whole
Any of the new Pickering V -15 stereo cartridges will reproduce
natural if
groove and nothing but the groove. That's why a Pickering can't help sounding
quality.
the record and the rest of the equipment are of equally high
different Pickering
To assure compatibility with your stereo equipment, there are four
new V- 15AC -2 is for convenV -15 pickups, each designed for a specific application. The
required. The new
tional record changers where high output and heavier tracking forces are
turntables. The even more comV- 15AT -2 is for lighter tracking in high -quality automatic
the V- 15AME -1 with
pliant V- 15AM -1 is ideal for professional -type manual turntables. And
the last word in
elliptical stylus is the choice of the technical sophisticate who demands
tracking ability.
to
No other pickup design is quite like the Pickering V -15. The cartridge weighs next
Pickering's
nothing (5 grams) in order to take full advantage of low -mass tone arm systems.
both
protect
assembly
stylus
V
-Guard
exclusive Floating Stylus and patented replaceable
the
difference.
hear
You will
the record and the diamond. But the final payoff is in the sound.
From the softest flutter of the

PICKERING -for those who can hear the difference.
Pickering & Co., Ploinview, l.l., N.Y.
CIRCLE 67 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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high fidelity
Pages

57 65

Music and Musicians
57
58
62
65

The Mozart Operas: an editorial
"That True Phoenix " -Lorenzo da Ponte Gordon Rogof f
Mozart on the Eighteenth- Century Stage H. C. Robbins Landon
The Operas of Mozart on Microgroove: a discography -in -depth

26
34

Notes from Our Correspondents: Boston, London
Music for Non -Listening Leslie Rich

Conrad L. Osborne

Sound Reproduction
46
75

149

High Fidelity Newsfronts: more sound on less tape Norman Eisenberg
Equipment Reports
KLH Sixteen Control Amplifier
Benjamin Stereo 200 Modular System; Model 208 Speaker System
Marantz 10B FM Stereo Tuner
Garrard AT60 Automatic Turntable
Dynaco B &O Stereodyne III Cartridge
Tape Recorder Guide
special supplement

-a

Reviews of Recordings
83

87
124
143
54
169
175

Feature Record Reviews
Ives: Symphony No. 4 (Members of the Schola Cantorum; American Symphony Orchestra, Stokowski, cond.)
Verdi: Luisa Miller (Moffo, Bergonzi, et al.; RCA Italiana Chorus
and Orchestra, Cleva, cond.)
Berlioz: Grand Messe des Morts, Op. 5 ( "Requiem ") ( Valletti; Temple
University Choirs; Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormandy, cond.)
Other Classical Reviews
Reissues
The Lighter Side
Folk Music
Jazz
The Tape Deck

NOVEMBER 1965

VOLUME

15

NUMBER

11

Published monthly at Great Barrington, Mass., by The Billboard Publishing C. Copyright m 1965 by The Billboard Publishing Co. The
design and contents of Nigh Fidelity Magazine are
fully protected by copyright and most not be reproduced in any manner. Secondeclas, postage paid at Great Barrington and at
additional nailing offices. Authorised n secondelass
mad by the Post Office Department, Ottawa, and for payment of postage in cash, Nigh Fidelity /Musical America Edition
published monthly except December when it is published semi.
monthly. Subscription Anywhere on Earth 19. National and other Editions published monthly. Subscription Anywhere on Earth
Indexed in the "Reader's Guide to Periodical Litera$7.
ture. Change of address notices and undelivered copies (Form 3579) should be addressed to High Fidelity, Subscription Department, 2160 Pattenon
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214.
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Cover Design: by Roy Lindstrom

Roland Gelaft
Editor in Chief

Joan Griffiths
Executive Editor

Norman Eisenberg
Audio Editor
Sue Severn

Managing Editor
Peter G. Davis
Assistant Editor

CAN
YOU HAVE
PERFECT FM

Shirley Fleming

Managing Editor
Musical America Section
Leonard Marcus
Special Projects Editor

SOUND?

Roy Lindstrom

Art Director

TRY THE ALL NEW WINEGARD STEREOTRON AND FIND OUT!
buy. But for
You've got an FM tuner. Let's say it's the best that money can
Or maybe the
hisses.
it
Maybe
so
".
"just
isn't
sound
the
reason
some

Nathan Broder
R. D. Darrell
Alfred Frankenstein
Conrad L. Osborne

to any FM
pureness of that FM signal is being distorted. This can happen
antenna.
tuner ... even in strong signal areas. The cause -an inadequate FM

two powerThe cure ... Winegard Stereotron FM antenna. Stereotron's
antenna.
ful driven elements give it the highest front -to -back ratio of any FM
It reduces multi -path distortion, eliminates hiss and noise.
of receiving
If you're miles from the nearest FM station and never dreamt
are
beautiful FM sound, you should know this: Winegard Stereotrons
mile radius
GUARANTEED to bring in 85% of all FM stations within a 200
when used with the Stereotron antenna amplifier.
not comWinegard Stereotron antennas carry a 100% guarantee. If you're
pletely satisfied, your money will be refunded. Write today for technical
brochure on FM
specs, gain charts, polar patterns, VSWR, etc., and get a
reception plus an FM station log and map absolutely FREE.

Robert

AMPLIFIERS

TEREOTRON ANTENNAS

C.

Marsh

Contributing Ed:tors

a

Claire N. Eddings
Director of Advertising Sales

Walter F. Grueninger
Circulation Director

Warren

B.

Syer

Publisher

A

D

V

E

R T

I

S

I

N G

Main Office
Claire N Eddings, The Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230
Telephone: 1300
New York
165 West 46th St., New York 10036
Telephone: Plaza 7 -2800
Seymour Resnick, Andrew Spanberger
Norman Rcdmon !Musical America Section/

MODEL SF100

MODEL SF80

MODEL SF60

32.50

24.95

19.95

MODELS
from 39.95

2

Winegard Co.

Chicago
Taylor, Friedman
333 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 314, Chicago 60601
Telephone: 332 -7683
Jerry Taylor, Jerry France
Los Angeles
434 So. Son Vicente Blvd.
Los Angeles 9C048

Telephone: Olympia 2-210C
Robert J. Friedman, Joseph P. Diamond

Burlington, Iowa
3000 Kirkwood
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How to get
any phonograph record
at the lowest possible price

...and fast!
Join the Citadel Record Club.
Unlike record stores and clubs that offer discounts on selected specials, Citadel gives across -theboard discounts. All phonograph records, all 4 -track stereo tapes.
See for yourself how much money the Citadel Record Club can save you. Now, for about half the
price of a single stereo record, you can be a member for a full year.
Here is what Citadel offers to all its members:
Discounts! Tremendous price reductions on all records and tapes; in certain cases you save as
much as 55%.
No obligations! You buy as few or as many records or tapes as you wish. No agreements to sign.
All labels! Any record, album or tape that's in print is available at a discount to Citadel members.
Your choice is unlimited.
Promptest service! Orders are usually shipped the same day as received, rarely later than the next
few days. Citadel is famous for speed.
100% guarantee! Guaranteed factory- fresh, unplayed, defect -free records and tapes; if not, you
are entitled to an immediate replacement.
Free Schwann and Harrison catalogs! Every new Record and Tape Division member gets both
catalogs free; every new Record Division member gets Schwann's free. The Schwann catalog is the
300 -page standard reference guide to nearly 30,000 long- playing records. Harrison's is the standard
guide to all stereo tapes.
R == == =
== -to = to MI E = MI tae
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Citadel Record Club
H115
545 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017
Please enroll me for ore year as a member
of the Citadel Record Club. I understand that I
am entitled to all membership privileges without any obligation to buy anything, ever. If,
after 30 days, I am not satisfied in every respect, my dues will be immediately refunded.
No questions asked.
am enclosing $3.00 for Record Division
membership.
I am
enclosing $4.00 for Record and Tape
Division membership.
I

;

;

,

'
,

Name

;

Address

Immmimmma
CITADEL RECORD CLIJB
City

State

Zip

PA
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TELEVISION

Hi.fi: STEREO

IETr

RADIO

C. B.

TELEVISION
Are you planning to B u d ? Remodel ? Add- A - Room ? f so, you
will want built-in convenience and
versatility, even your TV and FM.
Now you can! How? Mosley has
a complete line of accessories for
completely installing your antenna
lead within the wall and terminating in a decor harmonizing wall
i

l

I

SIR:

Norman Eisenberg's article "The Magnificent Monsters" [September 1965]
poses the question of whether three AR3s "equal" one Patrician.
As the designer of the AR -3 I would
like to say that neither three, nor one,
nor sixteen AR -3s sound anything like
a Patrician. I am sure that Electro -Voice
agrees, and that both of us are glad
of it.
The AR -3 speaker represents the best
effort of Acoustic Research. without any
limitations on design approach, size, or
cost. Undoubtedly the Patrician represents the same thing for Electro- Voice.
The two speakers must therefore be
compared on a one -to -one basis. and the
chips allowed to fall where they may.

Convenient? Versatile?

outlet.
You Bet

The "Best" Speaker

With two or more Mosley

I

outlets installed throughout your
room or home, even a console becomes portable.
HI FI.'STEREO
Hi Fi and Stereo is a great source
of family enjoyment and company

entertaining. Here too, a versatile
and convenient system is needed.
Mosley has switch plates, remote
speaker outlets, attenuator plates
and many more, each expertly de-

The three-to -one handicap suggested in
the article has no meaning. if I had been
after the kind of sound produced by
three AR -3s
would have designed a
triple system.
The "best" speaker is the one that
reproduces the original live sound most
accurately. When two speakers are very
different in sound both may be grossly
unfaithful to the original sound. each
in its own way. or one may he more
faithful than the other, but both sounds
cannot be right.
1

signed to harmonize with room decor and give positive performance
wherever installed.

J

COAX TERMINATION OUTLETS
FOR

Citizens Band /Business Band

Edgar Villchur
Acoustic Research, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

RADIO
Here is

a

Mr. Eisenberg comments: The question
of ".
whetter three ,4R -3.s equal one
Patrician or whether a brace of KLH -4s
sound as good as a I.B. Lansing Paragon.
and so on . ." was posed in terms of

NEW, COMPLETE line

.

of coaxial termination accessories
that enables your antenna lead -in
to be concealed within the wall,
and terminated in a decor harmonizing wall outlet. A convenient,
low cost way to add a professional
touch to your two -way communica-

.

OUT AND RETURN FOR

L_] TELEVISION ACCESSORIES.
HI Fl /STEREO ACCESSORIES.

Ili]
Ei COAX

C^ .TALOGS AND LITERATURE

TERMINATION OUTLETS.

ADDRESS

NAME

STATE

CITY

-

ALLs1ey
4610 NORTH

LINDBERGH BLVD.

-

the points raised earlier in that paragraph, regarding the spreading out of
the sound source and the enhancement
of the volume of sound crafted into a
room. In terms of these acoustic considerations. the comparison is quite apt
and in fact many of AR's demonstrations, including those of live- versus -recorded sound, have been conducted with
exactly this point in mind. as witness
the use of more than one A R system per
channel to make such demonstrations
more effective. Mr. Villchur states that
"the 'best' speaker is the one that reproduces the original live sound most
accurately." This implies a direct route
between live sound and a loudspeaker
as if microphones, tape recorders, disc

-

tions.
FILL

.

BRIDGETON, MISSOURI, 63044

Cortunued on gage 12
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4 important ways
diffèrent. . .
It's efficient ...ideal for use with moderate
power amplifiers and receivers. W30 doesn't
need powerful amplifiers to fill highly absorbent rooms with impressive sound.
2. Sounds good because it is all there -rich,
musical bass, full- bodied articulate midrange, bright clear-toned treble. W30 produces
this kind of satisfying sound because it doesn't
eliminate the mid -range in order to create an
aural impression of bass and treble; nor does
it bump up the mid -range to provide the illusion of presence.
3. It preserves definition and full -range re1.

presents the

sponse at

all levels.

W30 will not distort at high levels: nor will it
fade into an indiscernible sound played at low
levels. This is because the system is built entirely of genuine Wharfedale components,
renowned for the uncompromising quality designed into them by England's G. A. Briggs.
4. It provides an entirely new technique for
complete acoustical correction of both the
treble and mid ranges. on a frequency dis-

crimination basis.
The W30 Acoustic Compensation Control
doesn't resort to a simple resistor or potentiometer which

merely attenuates the tweeter

for only partial adjustment to room acoustics.
This

is how the

Acoustic Compensation

Circuit operates

Switch in "FULL" position:
Crossover network functions as conventional
2- section LC circuit, permitting speaker system to operate unencumbered through entire
audio spectrum. "FULL" position is suggested
for "normal" living room acoustic environment having upholstered furniture, wall-towall carpeting, window drapery. It will also
best satisfy listeners who prefer a "lively"
sound to their music, projecting instruments
and vocalists into the room.

2- section LC network
Cast basket for
lifelong adherence
of critical
elationship between
moving voice coil
and magnetic gap.

High efficiency tweeter,
uses heavy Alcomax
magnet and low mass
aluminum voice coil;
produces clear,
clean treble
to inaudibility.

. plus new acoustic
compensation control
that adjusts both
mid and high
frequencies; preserves
definition and range
regardless of
listening level.

Permeable compression
barrier, equalizes
front and rear
radiation impedance
to prevent axial
excursion distortion;
also improves
power handling
capacity and
speaker damping.

New Flexiprene
surround on

8" woofer
for high
compliance,
low resonance

Switch in "DE-EMPHASIS" position:
Reduces reflections, echoes and reverberation
which generally distort the reproduction of
music where acoustical conditions may be
described as "hard surfaced." This position
is also suggested for persons who prefer a
mellow, subdued type of sound, but without
loss of musical timbre, definition or range.

Unlike simple resistors or variable potentiometers, which attenuate all frequencies
equally, the W30 acoustic compensation is
frequency discriminating, and is applied both
to mid -range and treble response for preservation of true musical balance. While an alteration in speaker characteristics is apparent
in the "DE- EMPHASIS" position, the change
is not exaggerated because there is no noticeable loss in frequency range and, therefore,
no loss of musical content.
In "DE- EMPHASIS" position, a shunt circuit, introduced into the crossover network...
(1) permits bass frequencies to pass freely to the
woofer, but attenuates the

mid -range, starting at
about 500 cps and becoming more prominent above
1250 cps.
(See equivalent

circuit.)

(2) attenuates treble energy to the tweeter from

1500 cps to approximately
6000 cps, becoming less ef-

fective from that point out

Extra heavy
Alcomax magnet and
high excursion
voice coil, for
watts- saving
efficiency.

Woofer diaphragm
of specially
compounded Tong -fibred
wool and virgin pulp
for enduring resilience,
distortion -free

Separate tweeter
enclosure, prevents
mechanical coupling
between woofer and
tweeter; extends lowe
frequency range,
reflexes rear wave

response.

Cabinet tuning slots,
complements woofer
resonance for greater

through slotted exits.

True bookshelf dimensions:

IOnly

19" x 10" x

91" deep.

linearity

Genuine walnut,
fine furniture styling
and finish; floating
grille to prevent
resonance and
vibration buzz.

and range

of bass response,

eliminates unnatural
one -note

"thump."

Oiled or Polished Walnut, $69.95.
Utility version in Sanded Birch, $63.95.
(Manufacturer's suggested list prices).

www.americanradiohistory.com

to 20,000 cps.
(See equivalent circuit.)
The net result is to produce a response
envelope in which the range from 500 to
8000 cps is depressed approximately 3 -4 db,
while attenuating the range from 8000 to
20,000 cps significantly less. This produces a
more linear and better balanced response than
systems which cut off tweeter response without regard for the relationship between frequency, hearing acuity and room absorption.

For Comparator Guide,
write Wharfedale, Division

British Industries Corp.,

Dept. WS -2095, Westbury,
New York 11591.
CIRCLE NO. 101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

INTRODUCING
HENF1' Looks can be deceiving! Just
T
because the new
Model
MAGNECORD 1020 Magnecord
g

pretty face and optional walnut base,
don't get the idea it's not a professional quality
instrument.
1020 has a

When your wife starts raving about the way
it complements her decor, don't be afraid you're
going to miss any of that famous Magnecord
quality. If the elegant new appearance fools you,
just put the 1020 through its paces. The 1020
has Magnecord's unsurpassed ability to record
from any program source, gentle and sure tape
handling and professional endurance.

The new Magnecord may not look like a big,
business -like professional tape recorder /reproducer ... but it sounds like one.
See the new Magnecord 1020 at your dealer's or write for new brochure.

DECORATOR STYLED WITH A PROFESSIONAL HEART

.

CIRCLE 58 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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agnecord

Sales Div.
MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS

Subsidiary of the TELEX Corporation
P.

0. Box 7509 / Tulsa, Oklahoma

74105

CIRCLE 58 ON READER- SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS

ASOME SHAPES NEVER CHANGE

Continued from page 8
cutters, playback amplifiers, and the room
itself were nonexistent and not directly
and most influentially involved in the
whole process. It must be obvious that
while live -versus- recorded demonstrations
are great fun, and are wortlnvhile in
showing how good audio equipment can
be, they are as much a demonstration of
the recording process as of the playback
system. In the last analysis, all we can
expect of the latter is that it respond
accurately to the electrical signal fed to
it. How closely that signal resembles
the live original is a matter of recording
technique entirely. And, in any case, the
similarity of acoustic environment
which both the live and reproduced sound
are heard-must be at least partly responsible for the success of the illusion.
A key phrase in Mr. Villchur's statement is "most accurately" (rather than
"with complete accuracy "), which implies-and with which I agree-an approach to, rather than a complete duplication of, live sound. This point, plus

-in

Mr.

For example, a spoon, a VW or an 88 Stereo Compact. They are made
for a specific purpose and fulfill it so well, the basic design never
changes.
Improvements are made though. Spoons are better balanced. VW's
have larger tail lights. We've added a pause control to the 88 Stereo
Compact. We've improved the automatic stop, included a pilot light and
put a push- button on the counter - but we haven't changed the basic design An 88 is still only 13 x 13 x 7" and fits into most hi fi consoles.
88 Stereo Compacts always deliver smooth tape handling, excellent
frequency response, feature off the tape monitoring and separate
hyperbolic heads for erase, record and playback.
An 88 Stereo Compact is never obsolete. Ask those who own one design and quality have endured the test of time. So we didn't change it
- we just made improvements.

88 Stereo Compact in modern

walnut finish cabinet with
hinged cover.

Villchur's acknowledgment that
various speaker systems (conscientiously
evolved from different design approaches)
may indeed sound different, only bears
od my contention that this whole matter
-once you get past a certain quality
"a matter of personal taste."
level

-is

Beecham, Philips, and 1.:\1I
SIR:

Ward Botsford's invaluable article on
Sir Thomas Beecham's recordings [June
19651 contains a wealth of information
which I'm sure your readers would have
great difficulty in finding elsewhere. But
let me correct one small point, as it
tends to conceal quite an important
drama in recorded sound.
Apropos the period 1948 -1955 in
Beecham's recording career, Mr. Botsford writes: "Originally his contract . . .
was with American Columbia, even
though he recorded with EMi. Then
American Columbia broke from EMI
that
and went with Philips in Europe
time with no experience in the recording
field. On hearing that his recordings
were to be handled by strangers to the
media and to him. Beecham broke his
contract." The real picture is somewhat
different. and the first and most important point is that many of Beecham's
best recordings in the period, so he held.
were recorded by Philips, not EMi.
Apart from using the spacious acoustics
of the Walthamstow Town Hall, Philips'
system of setting the microphones for
the whole series of thirty sessions and
virtually leaving them untouched (except for helping the harp) was at that
time novel to Sir Thomas and greatly appealed to him. For years he maintained
that the recordings of the Nutcracker
Suite, the Delius Paris, and the Balakirev
Tamar were the best realizations of his
orchestral sound yet on disc. Whenever
he had a free moment for listening, he

-at

Stereo Compact complete with
tachable speakers - in portable case.

880

.1111111b.
,-

ì

MADE BY SKILLED AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN AT

king

OF

MINNEAPOLIS

9600 Aldrich Ave. S. Minneapolis. Minnesota. 55420
CANADA: Ale. L. Clark. LW.. 7751 Seo, S. W.. Islington, Ontario
Electro Ttc Manteters. Ltd., 1624 W. Third Av.. Vancouver. Bnnsh Co'.,mbia
CENTRAL A SOUTH AMERICA:ManReD Coro.. P.O. Boo 29 N.Miemi Beach. Florida, U.S.A.
OVERSEAS EXPORT: internacional Ow s.on Viking of Minneayubs. Inc.. 9600 Aldrich Av. S.,Minnepoiis, Minn., U.S.A.

Continued on page 18
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'eature by feature

npíre components
lave achieved the most
ígnificant advance in
tereophonic reproduction.
listen for a moment.
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EMPIRE

TROUBADOR RECORD PLAYBACK AND GRENADIER SPEAKER SYSTEMS
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CIRCLE NUMBER 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

It sings! It absorbs! It feels! It

captures every sound, caresses
every note. The new Empire
888P cartridge is the pulse of
your entire music system. Listen
to its unbelievable frequency response that spans the complete
orchestral spectrum one full octave above and below the funda-

BASSOON

---

KETTLE DRUM

--PICCOLO

FRENCH HORN

mental range of any musical
instrument or of any harmonic

s

VIOLIN

content it can possibly generate.
BASS VIOL
OBOE

PIANO

!I fT

PI, II

!I I!! !! II! III !!! II I!!
HARMONICS

EUNDAMENTAI5

- --

1

FREQUENCY RESPONSE EMPIRE 888P CARTRIDGE
50

100

500

1000

2000

5000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

CIRCLE NUMBER 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

cartridge can reprl
duce the entire musical range a!
precisely and with such clarit
An important fact to note is tha
Middle C on the music spel
trum producing 261.6 vibration
per second, can be struck of
piano, blown on a horn or bowel
on a violin. The characteristil
sound of each is determined bl
the fundamental vs. harmonil
balance. Failure to produce thi
lowest fundamental or the higl
est harmonic frequency lose
the subtle nuances of the mu:
cal note. The new Empire 8881
keeps every note in true cha
acter" from the lowest B of th,
contra bassoon to the highest
of the piccolo.
The 888 series is a cartridg
with instinct. It can pick up
sound as low as 8.15 cps -wher
the sense of feeling occurs b
fore the sense of hearing, or a
high as 40,000 cps, well beyon
the normal range of hearin
The new Empire 888 series cz
tridge makes your records corn
alive.
No other

www.americanradiohistory.com

10000

20000 500001

LOWEST DISTORTION OF ANY
CARTRIDGE

EMPIRE'S
EXCLUSIVE MAGNETIC
CONE STYLUS*

A

sharp attack square wave with

Empire 888P
Vertical tracking angle vs. distortion

virtually straight rising time,
very slight overshoot and near
perfect damping (less than 1
cycle of ringing) testify to the
low distortion of the new Empire
888P even while tracking as low
as 1/2 gram.

sic. Every instrument, every note
creates a sense of presence. It
is a cartridge designed not only
for the appreciation of the music
lover, but in appreciation of music. See your Hi Fi dealer today
and hear the difference. No
other cartridge says it as clearly
as the new Empire 888, 888P, or
the 888PE. They're all alive!

LIGHTEST MOVING
MECHANISM YET DEVELOPED
DYNAMIC MASS LESS
THAN .5 x 10 -, GRAMS

U

S

PATENT

EMPIRE 888 CARTRIDGE SERIES
5

*2875287

+10

15

+20 +25

+30+35

Vertical tracking angle in degrees

XCLUSIVE MAGNETIC CONE' STYLUS

fhe moving magnetic cone* fea-

ures

a

tapered hollow tube,

1000 CYCLE /SEC. SQUARE WAVE
888P

SHOWS NO FAVORITISM

The 888P gives you razor sharp
001 inch thick, and a hand polstereo separation (more than 30
shed diamond stylus. The enDB) over a frequency spectrum
ire Empire 888P cartridge
'Neighs only 7 grams -the ideal There are no foreign noises with of 10 octaves. Instruments don't
cartridge weight for modern the Empire 888P cartridge. Per- waver. The only sound you hear
fect magnetic balance and is of exact depth and dimension
:ompliance requirements.
the lightest, most rugged mov- doubly shielded with a signal to of your recording.
ng mechanism ever developed. noise ratio of 80 DB, it instantly The new Empire 888P is, in
provides clarity and coherent reality, a living cartridge. It is
Sock it... smack it... rock it...
and then play it. You can't harm musical sound. It was designed vibrant, a precise mechanism
the new Empire 888P or your for ideal 15 degree vertical that from its first contact with a
record, produces a world of mutracking.
.ecords.

Model

888

888P

888PE

Frequency
Response

12.24,000
cps

10-28,000
cps

830.000

compliance

10cm/dyne

15

it 10cm/dyne

10 a

SType
tylus

7 mil
Diamond

Price

f19.95

a

10

cm/dyne

cps

20

mil Hand: 20.9 Eli-Radial
Polished
Elliptical
Diamond
Diamond

6

$21.95

ß2.95

World's most perfect high fidelity components.
For complete literature write:
Empire Scientific Corp., 845
Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y.:
Canada: Empire Scientific Corp.
LTD.,1476 Eglington W.,Toronto.

The new Empire 888P cartridge

9
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SPECIAL OFFER TO HIGH FIDELITY READERS

DISCOUNT

16%

Fidelity Annua!
The Tenth High

i
The standard

reference guide

of hmg.play
for the purchase
of n
Review's

records

of music.
and

semiclassical

its nine predecessors, RECORDS IN REVIEW
1965 Edition brings you in one convenient book hun-

Like

dreds of reviews of records ( stereo and mono) which
appeared in High Fidelity Magazine. This edition reprints reviews that appeared in 1964 classical and
semi -classical music exclusively.
It will save you many hours in your dealer's listening booth or earphone corner. And it will help you build
a library of music YOU enjoy, for it is the most complete
and authoritative book of its kind the standard reference work that gains in value as the years roll by.
Each reviewer stands high in his field Nathan
Broder, for example, reviews Bach and Mozart, Alfred
Frankenstein the moderns ... Paul Affelder covers the
romantics, Robert C. Marsh specializes in Haydn and
Beethoven ... Conrad L. Osborne writes on opera recordings. Forthrightly, they discuss the composition,
performance and fidelity. And they compare new recordings with earlier releases.
You'll find the reviews organized alphabetically by
composer for quick, easy reference and in the case

-

-

-

-

from

Magasine

The
fidelity, The Listener`.
for Music

of composers frequently recorded, further subdivided by
such categories as Chamber Music, Vocal Music, etc.
You'll find, too, a special section on Recitals and Miscellany. And an Artists' Index.
Saturday Review comments: "Comprehensive
coverage of each year's recordings gives a surprisingly well- rounded picture of what's available on
records, and most reviews describe the work as well
as the performance, providing each annual with a

permanent use."
Chicago Tribune states: "The record collector
who is bewildered by the sheer number of discs
which are issued each year will find this book valuable as a means of bringing order out of chaos."
This hardcover book of 482 pages bears a cover
price of $8.95.
But as a High Fidelity reader, for the next 60 days
you may have a copy for only $7.49. Payment with
order but satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.
Write to Wyeth Press, A Division of High Fidelity, Publishing House, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230. Dept. E.
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NO KIT - BUILDING EXPERIENCE...

6 HOURS OR LESS

...AND

'4995

That's all it takes
to build this new
Heath kit®AI I- Transistor
FM Stereo Tuner!
Note the simplicity of the chassis of the
new Heathkit AJ -I4 FM Stereo Tuner.
It's one of the reasons the AJ -14 is, undoubtedly, the easiest to build of all stereo/
hi -fi kits. Just one simple circuit board
on which to mount the parts. One factory
assembled and aligned "front -end" to
install. And a few miscellaneous parts
that mount quickly on the chassis. All
you need are a few simple tools. The
famous Heathkit step -by -step instructions and leadership in kit design take it
from there.

If you've never built

kit before, you
might spend 6 hours to complete the AJ14. If you've built a kit before, you'll
probably finish in as little as 4 hours.
And that price! Only $49.95 (less cabinet). You won't find value like that anywhere in the solid -state market place.

r

a

Surprised? We're not. Since 1949, we've
been making stereo /hi -fi kits that perform

NEW
FREE 1966 CATALOG

...

many in full
color
describe these
and over 250 easy -to -build
Heathkits. Save up to
50%. Mail coupon to get
your free copy now.
108 pages

...

L

HEATHKIT

as well as

factory -built models at savings

of up to 50(;;.
But price and ease of assembly are only
part of the good news. Only an engineer
can find the difference in performance
between this unit and tuners costing
several times as much. Sensitivity is 5 uv;
response 50 to 15,000 cps in stereo; distortion less than Ir;.
The circuitry has a total of 14 transistors
and 4 diodes to deliver a natural, transparent sound that's free of microphonics
and heat. All the transistor traits that are
causing the rapid switch to solid -state
stereo.
To assure its high degree of performance, there's a 3- transistor front -end
(containing an RF amplifier and separate
local oscillator), and a 4-stage IF section.
We've made the AJ -I4 easy to operate,
too. Only 4 controls, all front -panel

mounted. An Off -On switch, tuning knob,
a Mono -Stereo switch, and a Stereo Phase

1966

Control to provide maximum performance from any stereo station. You'll also
like the convenience of the automatic
stereo indicator light that signals when ever stereo is broadcast. Specially designed
filters arc incorporated to remove SCA
interference and for easy, accurate tuning there's a flywheel and an edge- lighted
slide -rule dial. What more can you find
even on "professional" tuners?
You can install the AJ -14 any of three
ways, too. Custom mount it in a wall or
or choose either the Heath
cabinet
modern walnut veneer or beige metal

...

cabinets for just a few dollars more.
Get all the details in the new 1966
Heathkit catalog by mailing the coupon
below. Or better yet, use the coupon to
order your Al -I4 now.
Kit A.1-14,

6

lbs....

Model AE -35,
Model AE -25,
cabinet

(less cab.)

$49.95

3

lbs....beigemetal cabinet ..$3.50

2

lbs....

walnut veneer
$7.95

Heath Company,Dept. 8.11 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario
Enclosed is

S

plus postage.

Please send model(s)
Please send FREE 1966 Heathkit Catalog

Name
Address
City___
State
Prices & Specifications subject to change without notice.
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LETTERS

TREBLE

Continued from page

BASS

musical balance
All amplifiers -or nearly all -have bass and treble controls.
All bass and treble controls, not unnaturally, increase and
reduce the bass and treble, but here the similarity ends!
The bass control on the QUAD varies both slope and turnover in four frequency discriminative networks of equal
impedance. The channels are locked to eliminate phase shift so that the stereo image is maintained at all settings.
The treble operates midway between variable slope and
variable step so that it is possible to adjust musical brilliance
while maintaining natural harmonic balance.
A Level position may be selected within 0.5 dB 20- 20,000 c /s.
while other settings are guaranteed within :i=1.5 dB of the
published calibrations.
Of course, when programme sources become consistently
good, tone controls will not be necessary, but meanwhile
how is musical balance achieved on your amplifier?

12

would frequently choose the Paris or
the Nutcracker recording.
If I understood the question correctly,
the real reason for returning to EMI was
to defend the interests of the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, which was not
receiving recording engagements from
Philips outside its commitments with
Sir Thomas, whereas EMI -being resident in England -was in a much better
position to help the orchestra in this respect. I remember well an embarrassing
moment shortly after we returned to
EMI when Sir Thomas asked me to outline to the EMI technicians the qualities
of the Philips sound which he wished to
find in his EMI recordings. With so
many variable elements -hall, microphones, amplifiers, tape. and playback
was impossible to say with
speakers
any precision what needed to be done,
and the first recording (Handel's Solomon) packed so many performers into
the EMI Abbey Road Studios that it
would have been quite impossible to
re- create the sense of spaciousness to
which Sir Thomas had grown accustomed
at Walthamstow.
In view of the great difficulties which
surrounded them. and Sir Thomas' obstinate refusal to listen in detail to the
stereo playbacks (he listened mainly on
mono for some years more), I think
that the EMI technicians worked won-

-it

ders.

Denis Vaughan
Rome, Italy

Toscanini's Magic Flute
SIR:

I have been given to understand that a
Toscanini performance of The Magic
Flute was recorded at the Salzburg Festival in the Thirties. If this is true, I'd
like to inquire if the recording is ever
going to be made available here in the
States. I have heard two excerpts from

Continued on page 20

For the closest approach

to the

original sound.

Our slogan for fifteen years and our design objective for
twice that long. Write direct to

Acoustical Manufacturing Company Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Hunts, England

Re /HFD

or ask your own Hi -Fi dealer for full details.

High Fidelity, November 1965. Vol. 15, No.
11. Published monthly by The Billboard
Publishing Co.. publisher of Billboard,
American
Business.
Vend,
Amusement
Artist, and Modern Photography. High
Fidelity /Musical America Edition published
monthly except December, when it is published semi-monthly. Member Audit Bureau
of Circulations.

Editorial correspondence should be addressed to The Editor. High Fidelity, Great

l,

î

.J

A

Barrington. Mass. 01230. Editorial contributions will be welcomed. Payment for
articles accepted will be arranged prior to
publication. Unsolicited manuscripts should
be accompanied by return postage.
Subscriptions should be addressed to High
Fidelity. Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.
Subscription rates: High Fidelity /Musical
America: Anywhere on Earth. 1 year $9.
National and other editions published
monthly: Anywhere on Earth, 1 year 57.
Change of address notices and undelivered
copies (Form 3579) should be addressed to

Subscription Fulfillment
High Fidelity.
Dept.. 2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, O.

45214.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The new Sony Solid State 350 adds professional performance to home entertainment systems
Selecting the brilliant new Sony Solid State 350 to fulfill
the stereo tape recording and playback functions of your
professional component music system will also enduringly compliment your impeccable taste and passion for
music at its finest. With an instant connection to your
other stereo components, the versatile two-speed Sony
350 places at your pleasure a full array of professional
features, including: 3 heads for tape and source monitoring. Vertical or horizontal operation. Belt -free, true
capstan drive. Stereo recording amplifiers and playback

pre -amps. Dual V U meters. Automatic sentinel switch.
Frequency response 50- 15,000 cps ± 2db. S.N. ratio
plus 50db. Flutter and wow under 0.15 %. Richly handsome gold and black decor with luxurious walnut
grained low profile base. This remarkable instrument
is yours at the equally remarkable price of less than
$199.50. Should you want to add portability to all
this, there's the Model 350C, mounted in handsome
dark gray and satin -chrome carrying case, at less than
$219.50. For information write Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, Calif.

Portable Model 350C
CIRCLE 85 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

NOVEMBER

I91,5
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ANNOUNCING the NEW

THO - EN

Continued from page 18

TURNTABLES

The NEW - THORENS TD -150AB Integrated Turntable.you pay no more
for Thorens Traditional quality. Features galore: COMPLETELY SILENT OPERATION
two speeds, (331/3 and 45 rpm). An integrated tone arm that incorporates the
.

LETl'ERS

latest safety lowering device with hydraulic damping action. An extra -light, low-mass
An
aluminum plug-in shell with exclusive adjustable vertical tracking angle
Industry First! A handsome slim -line chassis. A unified suspension of turntable
platter and tone arm. Speed regularity better than ±0.1 %. Tracking Error below
0.2% c m radius. A low speed double synchronous motor (375 rpm) drive system.
Only $99.50. You receive everything you ever wanted in an integrated Transcription
Turntable, especially Thorens quality.

...

this performance, as presented in a radio
narrative on the Maestro by Marcia
Davenport, and if these excerpts are indicative of the manner in which Toscanini interprets all the music from this
opera. then i feel it would be a crime
to withhold his reading.
Tom Aldridge
Indianapolis, Ind.
Yes. the whole performance was recorded in Salzburg on Selenophone tape
in 1937. Titis recording (as well as
Toscanini -Salzburg recordings of Die
Meistersinger and Falstaff) forms part of
the Toscanini Archives in Riverdale. N.Y.
Walter Toscanini is now investigating
ways of making these and other performances of his fauter available at reasonable
prices. At the moment there is a burgeoning "catalogue" of pirated editions-most
of them inferior from both a technical
and musical standpoint. The pirated
Magic Flute, for example, is pitched a
half tone too high and is shorn of all
the dialogues.

Weingartner as Composer
SIR:

TD -150 AB
...

we've
changed the knobs . . we've changed the motor mounts and, by popular demand,a
non -ferrous turntable. We didn't change another thing, not even the model number.
NOT because we couldn't, simply because no other change would be an improvement. The TD -124 SERIES Il still has more performance features, more built -in
extras than any Transcription Turntable available today. Still $125 less arm. See
it at your dealer. (Illustrated with the Ortofon RMG -212 tone arm )

The THORENS TD -124 HAS CHANGED! We've changed the color

Some years ago, while doing research
on Felix Weingartner, i came across a
statement in a 1904 newspaper article
that this conductor was considered in
Germany to be Richard Strauss's No.
rival as a composer. The newspaper
statement may very well have been
puffery, but we have no recordings
against which to test its validity. Up
until a few years ago we did have examples of Weingartner as an orchestrator. i refer to his reworking of Beethoven's Hanunerklavier Sonata (once
on Columbia ML 4675 and Urania
7089) and his completion of the "other"
unfinished symphony of Schubert, the
one in E major ( Vanguard 427 ). These
orchestrations are fine indeed, and the
prospect of having Weingartner's own
works is tantalizing. Perhaps some enterprising record company could give us
some of Weingartner's music as a change
of pace from the steady flow of baroque
and pre-baroque compositions.
I

Stanley iLf. Slonie

Los Angeles, Calif.
In pre -LP days a few works by the composer Weingartner were put on record,
notably excerpts front the opera Schnee wittchen and some songs. But these were
minor samplings from a catalogue of
works that includes seven symphonies,
two concertos (violin and cello), five
string quartets, and eight operas.

TD -124

Don't settle for less than the best
when you're upgrading or starting a music system. Have the
proud knowledge that you own
the best... insist on a THORENS.

The Longest Record

SERIES II

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.

>p<

C RCLE 31

NEW 'YDE PARK, N. Y.

In CANADA:

TriTel Associates Ltd. Downsview, Ontario

ON READER -SERVICE

SIR:

In your September issue, Alfred Frankenstein states that the CRI disc of John
Cage's Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Piano "must be something of a
Continued on page 22

CARL)
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The majestic power of Sony sound

All Solid State: The new Sterecorder 260
with radial XL -2* sound projection!

Listen to the soaring splendor of a Cathedral organ sounding Bach's magnificent Hallelujah through the
sensational new Sony radial XL -2 sound projection speaker systems. From the highest treble piping to the
volcanic power of the bass, you hear every breathtaking sound. Look at the precise functional design of
the facia panel, with finger-tip controls for maximum ease and efficiency. Touch -the concentric, computer type knobs, responsive to the most sensitive adjustment. Know that this superb instrument is from world famous Sony, perfect for any recording or playback situation. A complete -in-one portable and home four
track solid state stereo tape system, with microphones and Sony radial XL -2 stereo sound projection
speakers: All the best from Sony for less than $249.50! Other outstanding features of the Sony Sterecorder
260 include: two prcfessional V.U. meters, automatic shut -off sentinel switch, automatic tape lifters, bass
and treble tone controls, vertical and horizontal operation, FM stereo recording inputs, two tape speeds,
20 watts of music power. 'An exciting new concept in stereo separation! For nearest dealer write Superscope Inc., Dept. 11, Sun Valley, California.

-

-

The

T peroy

to Stereo

CIRCLE 86 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS
Continued from page 20

record for long -playingness" due to its
length of 671/2 minutes.
The Vox recording of Beethoven's
Missa Soleninis with Otto Klemperer has
a total length of over 72 minutes on one
disc, each side over 36 minutes in length.
This must be the record for the longest
single disc available, unless some enterprising record company is now recording
along the edges.
Lawrence L. Faltz
New York, N.Y.

give your music
the silent treatment

MODEL TR -707A
There's nothing quite so annoying as having somebody
Iellk during a performance. Even if that performance is
preserved on tape or record. By the same token, humming
particularly when
and other noises are just as irritating
they come from your tuner /amplifier.
Transistors eliminate these disturbances to some extent.
But not all receivers so equipped have what it takes to give

-

your music the silent treatment it deserves.
That's why Sansui has come out with the TR -707A, a
solid -state AM.FM multiplex stereo tuner-amplifier that may
be just what you need if you're looking (and listening) for
that little bit extra.
Like the muting switch that suppresses noise during channel
selection. Or the center -channel output terminal that makes
three -dimentional performance possible. Add to these two
features a built -in ferrite antenna and four ultra -accurage
class free transistors and you have a set that produces
music and music only.
The Sansui TR -707A is worth your undivided attention,
so keep your ears and eyes open for when your local dealer
has one in stock.

JAPAN
SANSUI ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 460 IZUMI CHO. SUGINAMIKU, TOKYO.

DISTRIBUTORS: U.S.A.: INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIERS CO., LTD. 755 Folsom
(CANA
Street. San Francisco. California 94107. CANADA: INTER-MARK
DAI LTD. 298 Bridgeland, Toronto 19, Ontario. Canada. SOUTH
of
Republic
6406
Johannesburg.
P.O.
Box
LTD.
AFRICA: GLEN'S (PTY)
South Africa. HONG KONG: WO KEE HONG LTD. Rm. 807, Hang Seng
AD.
Kong.
EUROPE:
Hong.
Bank Bldg., 77 Des Voeux Road. Central,
AURIEMA- EUROPE S.A. ELECTRONICS HOUSE. 172a, Rue Brognlez.

Bruxelles

7,

Belgium.

"Bel Canto" at Issue . . .
SIR:

Robert Lawrence's definition of bel canto
in his review of Maria Callas' recent
recital [September 1965] seems to be
missing the point. Beautiful sound is not
bel canto. nor is good technique or phrasing. Beautiful sound and good technique
are just singing, and singing well. Phrasing is merely musicianship. But opera is
not just singing or just music. It is
drama, which means that the distinguishing mark of bel canto is diction
and verbal expression. Callas may have

a poorer technique than a Sutherland.
Scitltti may have even a better technique. Both are finer bel canto artists.
D. J. Centner

Las Cruces, N.M.
SIR:

Robert Lawrence is mistaken in calling
bel canto style "beauty of sound .
first." This is just bella voce: e.g., Gigli.
Bel canto is the classic Italian vocal
style of legato singing in which the
phrasing of the vocal line provides the
dramatic emphasis- rather than just
tonal color, or nuance per se, or histrionics, or bravura.

Rossini himself, when Patti sang "Una
fa" with overelaborate ornamentation, asked her who the composer
was. Thus, although Callas' "Bel raggio"
is less "effective" than Joan Sutherland's
version complete with chorus and high
Es, the former would seem to be closer
to Rossini's preferred ideal. It is certainly
the version I would recommend to a
voice student as an example of classic
style (along with Ponselle's Vestale arias
and Muzio's "Casta diva ").
P. L. Forstall
Evanston, Ill.
voce poco

... Or the Diva Defended
SIR:

Those evidently callous opera buffs who
are in the practice of referring to the art
of Maria Callas as a hoax [see "Letters,"
August 1965, page 6] are a constant
source of amusement to me in that they
seem to me to be missing the intended
ends of opera as a form, not to mention
the accomplishments of the soprano in
question. I fully recognize that this diva
is not without flaw; but so were Antonio
Scotti and Mary Garden before her -and
who would hesitate to call them great in
Continued on page 24
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The world's first fully automatic tape reversing system
*Electronic Sensory Perception -an amazing Sony
development. The ESP electronic brain constantly
scans and automatically senses the voice or music
modulations on your recorded tapes. Within 10
seconds after the sound has ended, the Electronic
Sensory Perceptor automatically reverses the tape
direction! Then, magically, the music resumes
every note flawlessly reproduced. You never touch
the tape, you never touch the recorder Sony ESP
reverses the tape automatically. You never again
bother about recording electronic reversing signals.
Sony ESP tape reverse is activated solely by silence. Sony ESP automatic tape reverse works on

-

-

your old tapes and on your new tapes. The Sony
660 also records in both directions for making
your own 4 -track tapes.
And the Sony 660 adds a whole lot more. XL -4
Quadradial Speaker System surrounds you with
a virtual curtain of stereophonic sound. 50 watts
of pure music power per channel. Two professional V U meters. 3 motors. 3 speeds. Sound on
sound. Separate bass and treble controls. FM
stereo inputs. Push-button solenoid activation of
all mechanical modes. For literature and address
of dealer nearest you, write Superscope, Inc.,
Department 11, Sun Valley, California.

9
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...NOW
KENWOOD
OFFERS...

SILICON POWER

112

IHANSISIOR
FM MULTIPLEX STEREO RECEIVERS

its true. KENWOOD put its advanced engineering and craftsmanship into these exciting Silicon
Power Transistor Stereo Receivers, and produced
the ultimate in quality at amazingly low prices.
But don't take our word for it. So many outstanding
luxury features have gone into these handsome
units, we're eager that you discover for yourself
why they compare favorably with more expensive
models. And with KENWOOD, price includes the
cabinet.
Why not visit your nearest KENWOOD franchised
dealer. He'll be happy to demonstrate them for you.
Yes,

Exclusive four gang all transistor front -end 60 Watts
(IHF Standard at 4 ohms) 50 Watts (IHF Standard
at 8 ohms) 4 I.F. Stages with 3 Noise Limiters and
Wideband Ratio Detector
SCA Noise Eliminator
Automatic Silent Switching to Proper Mode Power
Transistor Protection Circuit

TK-80

Priced at only

$289.95

80 Watts (IHF Standard) Exclusive speaker output
terminals for 2 sets of stereo speakers with front
panel switch Wide frequency range eliminates distortion of extreme highs and lows Automatic Switching to Proper Mode Output Selector Switch Inter Station Muting Circuit Illuminated Program Source
Indicator.
...the sound approach
to quality

KENWOOD
212 Fifth Avenue, New York,

N

Y.

10010, Murray Hill

3 -1115

3700 South Broadway Place. Los Angeles. Calif. 90007. ADams 2-7217

LETTERS
Continued from page 22
every sense of the word, now that the
veil of time has been lowered between
them and us? To listen to the old Gigli/
Dal Monti Madama Butterfly is to hear
one of the great tenors of the century
joined in happy partnership with a CioCio San with almost no voice at all; but
as far as I can discern, few complaints
have ever been lastingly cast against the
recording.
The reason is simply that opera is
far from being a purely vocal art: every
note in a score is designed to make a
dramatic effect. Once opera is taken out
of its theatrical context, then it fails to
be a faithful realization of the composers'
intentions. It is my opinion that an
opera singer can never go too far in an
effort to search out and re- create on
stage the dramatic possibilities to be
found in a work (unless. of course, musical values are distorted. in which case
both the dramatic and musical intent is

disturbed).
While Callas has never had a remarkable voice -and it has worn badly with
the years -no one can ever say that she
has lost sight of the art of opera as a
whole, projecting the musical and dramatic values of her vehicles with absolute fidelity. even though the instrument
with which she must do R is an imperfect one. Those who call the Callas art
"a hoax" are perpetrating something of
a hoax on themselves- cheating themselves, as it were, of the broader potential of opera as a musical- dramatic
form. not merely the physical lunging
forth of a voice into a gaping auditorium. That merely amounts to muscular
power, and I am sure that opera needs
as much intellectual and emotional involvement as any other art before it becomes just that -an art.
Laurence F. Fisher
St. Clair Shores, Mich.
Ouch!
SIR:
Please

accept my "Bravo!" for the incisive and subtle review of Ralph
Shapey's Seven for piano four -hands in
the September issue. Harris Goldsmith
writes: "Not having a stop -watch handy,
I feel reluctant to pass judgment on the
Salkinds' performance." Brevity of this
sort is to be highly commended, as are
the insights into the work's merits. It is
also encouraging to note that some critics
continue to keep contemporary music in
the proper perspective. For some time
I have feared that personal judgment
and taste might encroach upon the more
objective and informative style of criticism. My fears have been temporarily
allayed as a result of this review.
At a performance of the Chicago Symphony this year, Stravinsky's Rite of
Spring was included in the program. Now
I know that I did the right thing. Not
having the program notes handy, I felt
reluctant to remain for the performance.
However, I did read the review the following day.

.lanes C. Kidd
Evanston, Ill.
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Capture the strength
and delicacy
of every sound
with exclusive new Sony LUBRI- CUSHION recording tape
A revolutionary process from the research laboratories of world- famous Sony has produced a
recording tape with a silicone impregnated lubricant which cannot wear off! Intimate head contact, so essential for full -range true fidelity, can now be maintained and without excessive
recorder head wear.* Sony's new method of tape manufacture includes a special Sony slitting
technique, Sony -permatizing, and an extra -heavy homogenized coating (Sony Oxi -Coat) on
flexi- strength polyester, which assures a balanced full -frequency recording /playback with no
Truly, Sony PR -150 enables you to capture the strength and delicacy
`drop -outs' of sound.
of every sound. Visit your dealer today -and hear the difference.

-

°Excessive recorder head wear is caused by inferior tape. Sony PR -ISO. a professional
recording tape, has been developed to eliminate this problem. A special bonus
coupon book, allowing a substantial discount on 12 reels of tape. may be obtained
by writing Sony!Superscope, Inc., Magnetic Tape Division, Sun Valley, California,

SONY

TAPE

Department 11.
*Ask Jo, Sony's new Tape booklet.
CIRCLE 88 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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New ADC 404 compact
speakers are now
available for home

NO1IS
FROM

OUR
C

trial at these
quality dealers:
ARIZONA
Phoenix

s

Audio Specialists

CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Culver City

Henry Radio
Hi -Fi Matic Company
Stereo Hi -Fi Center
Hollywood Electronics
Figart's Sound Unitd.

Gardena

Hollywood
Los Angeles

Gmora Stereo Center

Late one sultry Saturday night last August,
BOSTON

when RCA Victor

packed up its recording gear after the final
Lohengrin session, several new pages in
phonographic history had been written.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra had
collaborated in a complete recorded opera
for the first time in its eighty- five -year
history; the opera itself was performed in
its entirety for the first time in this country
(a lengthy passage for Lohengrin following the Grail Narrative in Act III is not
even printed in most scores); the sessions
marked the first large -scale operatic recording project to take place in the
United States since RCA's own 1959
taping of Verdi's Macbeth with the Metropolitan Opera; and the total cost of
the recording probably set an all -time
high.
An Air-Conditioned Checkerboard. To
accommodate the large number of participants (104 orchestral players, twenty -five
off -stage trumpeters, the six principals.
and a chorus of 160) half the seats on
the floor of Symphony Hall had been re-

moved: this space was reserved for the
orchestra. On stage was the familiar
checkerboard of numbered squares to
guide the singers in their stereophonic
movements, and to the rear were tiered
rows of chairs for the chorus. Air conditioning had been installed especially for
the recording sessions, and fourteen units
(at an estimated cost of $10,000) jutted
into the hall from eight balcony doors.
When I arrived on the scene for the
third day of recording, a "patching" session was in progress for the opening
scenes of Act I1 and the Bridal Chamber
Scene in Act Ill. Rita Gorr (Ortrud in
a pink house dress) and William Dooley
(Telramund in chinos and a violent red
T -shirt I completed their evil machinations smoothly enough, but as the music
progressed it seemed as if there would be
no Elsa to breathe her love to the night
breezes. Eventually, Elsa ( Lucine Amara )
was spied, purse in hand, creeping guiltily
towards her microphone on stage right.
arriving exactly on time for a neatly
poised "Euch Luite,,."
Another latecomer, however, was not
so lucky. During the next take, as the
('onhi,inrd on page 28

Inglewood Electronics
Supply

S & N Camera

Fidelity Sound
Fisher Electronics
Electronic Components

Oakland
Pasadena

Henry Radio
Colorv,s,on Electronics
Eber Electronics
House of Sound
San Francisco Radio
Skinner, Hirsch & Kaye

Reseda
San Francisco

Santa Ana
Santa Monica

Golden Ear

Vallejo
Van Nuys

Whittier

Boyd -Wonn Hi -Fi
Edison Electronics
Hi -Fi Haven

Woodland Hills

Woodland Stereo Center

Midway Electronics
Sane & Insane

COLORADO
Boulder
Sound System Specialists
Colorado Springs Dick Jurgens High Fidelity
Denver
Gramophone Shop
Howard Sound

Lloyd's Hi -Fi
CONNECTICUT
Hartford
New Haven

The Stereo Shop
Audio Den

Stamford

Atlantic Electronics
Audio Exchange

GEORGIA
Hapeville

Discount Records

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Cramer Electronics
Cambridge
Lechmere Sales
Minute Man Radio
Springfield
Soundco Electronics
Wellesley
The Music Box
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Birmingham
Dearborn
Detroit
Pontiac

The Music Center
McCallum & Dean
Lewis Radio & TV

Uptown Radio
New Center Electronics

MISSOURI
GEM -Dunn Rd.

St. Louis

GEM -Lemay Ferry Rd.
GEM -Page Ave.

NEW JERSEY

George's Stereo Center

Trenton
NEW MEXICO

HiFi

Albuquerque

House

NEW YORK

Fort Orange Radio
Spark's Radio
Lockport Audio
Packard Electronics
Eastman Appliance
Robert M. Hyatt
Reales

Albany
Buffalo

Lockport
New York

Rochester
Schenectady

NORTH CAROLINA
Winston -Salem
TrayerYelverton
OHIO
Toledo

Jamiesons'

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa

Sound Unlimited

RHODE ISLAND
Cranston

SoundORama

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
TEXAS
El Paso

HiFi

Sound & Records

Audio Consultants
Audio Associates

Fort Worth
UTAH

Salt Lake City
WASHINGTON
Spokane

House of Music
H.

C.J. Electronics

Huppins Hi -Fi

8 -day honte trial offer expires

Lohengrin Iront Boston: RCA's Dick Mohr. tenor Konya, conductor Leinsdorf.

December 31, 1965.
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From the makers of the 303A Brentwood, top -rated speaker of the year...

ADC announces the new 404, the
compact speaker for people more
impressed with sound than size
Listen to these remarkable speakers at
your dealer today... Then test them in your
home for an 8-day trial at our risk!
Will 404s perform as well in your
home as they do in your dealer's listening
room? Perhaps. But don't take a chance.
Do this: Listen to a pair of these compact 404s at your dealer's. Even after he's
given you his word that he hasn't mistakenly hooked up those big, expensive
speakers in the corner, be skeptical . . .
Listen to them
Buy a pair of 404s

...

critically for 8 days ... If they don't perform as well as they did in your dealer's,
He'll refund your
bring them back
no questions asked. ADC
money
guarantees it.
Should you decide to keep them (and
we secretly believe you will), you'll be
pleased to know your speakers are guaranteed for 5 years against failures in

...

-

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP.,

workmanship or parts -which gives you
a hint of their quality.
Come on, be skeptical. But take home
a pair of 404s while this offer lasts. (Expires December 31, 1965.)
404s come twin-packed in a special
box with a handle ready to tote.
Isn't this a refreshing way to buy
components?

Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn.

73"

wide, 81/4" deep. Its cabinet
The new ADC 404 measures. only 11'/e" high,
is handsomely finished in oiled walnut. Handles 6 min. to 50 max. watts per
channel. Price, $56.00 each.
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NOTES FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS
Bridal Chamber Scene drew to its furious
climax and Lohengrin (Sandor Konya)
was to draw his sword and slay the
murder -bent Telramund, conductor Erich
Leinsdorf suddenly threw down his baton
and cried, "You are all a bunch of dilettantes! Sabotage!! Sabotage!!!" The percussionist who "plays" (i.e. unsheaths)
Lohengrin's sword was nowhere in sight.
The tense moment quickly dissolved into
laughter, and the red -faced percussion
player made up for his omission with a
virtuoso performance on the retake.
During the thirty- minute breaks, most
of the singers listened to playbacks in the
engineers' quarters, located in Symphony
Hall's museum room, which houses the
famed Casadesus collection of old and
exotic instruments. Serpents and Japanese
biwas made an incongruous background
for the mass of complicated audio equipment, dominated by four Ampexes which
greedily devoured tape to the tune of
thirty 2,500-foot reels a day (the grand
total at the week's end: approximately
100 miles of Lohengrin). The surroundings, however, were of little consequence
to the singers. Miss Amara lived through
the session all over again in a silent duet
with herself; Sandor Konya sat motionless, his eyes glued to the score; Rita
Gorr betrayed signs of self-critical dis-

I

tress.

1-44.J F7

H

5OLO -PHONE
HEADPHONE STEREO AMPLIFIER
FOR ONE

OR

TWO

LISTENERS

RECORDS... FM /MX...TAPE...
A thoroughly satisfying musical experience
on the most personal level. Insures quiet for
those around you, and complete privacy for
you. Utterly simple: plug in whatever sound
source suits you
changer, tape or tuner.
Then plug in the headphones and you hear
remarkable true -to- performance realism.
Ideal "second set" for den, study, bedroom.
Unsurpassed for Armed Forces members,
students, apartment dwellers, libraries and
schools.

...

TRUE HIGH FIDELITY

Fully transistorized. Singularly low distortion
at power levels suited for headphones (where
some transistor amplifiers have highest distortion). Broad frequency response. Extremely
low hum and noise. Separate volume /balance
control for each channel. Only 10%" x 31/2"
weighs just 2 lbs.
x 3" deep

...

Can also be used for transferring discs to
tape, or for use with small, efficient loud-

speakers. Great to get-and give.
Only ;45.00

Write for literature:

L.)

1=2

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston. 11IinoiS

A Downbeat for 289. That evening the
finale of Act I was scheduled, and here
the problems in coördinating 289 people
readily became apparent. The chorus, at
quite a distance from conductor Leinsdorf, was continually a fraction behind
the beat until they were instructed to
rely on their eyes and not their ears; the
sound of the orchestra had been reaching
them slightly later than the visual image
of the conductor's downbeat. But in general the intricate undertaking went off
extremely smoothly. In fact, the only insuperable problem was posed by an RCA
press representative: how to convince the
entire cast to be photographed in a Swan
Boat at Boston Common.
PETER G. DAVIS

LONDON

Continued from page 26

attended in the Kingsway Hall -the most

favored of London's recording halls for
vocal work. If anything, the sound of
Caballé singing Bellini's soaring cantilena
was more beautiful via Decca /London's
playback equipment than in the hall itself
-heretical suggestion to the purists!
and the culminating half -tone phrase with
a long messa di voce on the final F
made Caballé herself beam with delight
in the playback room.

-

The Caballé Cabaletta. Before recording
the cabaletta, Miss Caballé had a vigorous discussion with Maestro Carlo Felice
Cillario about the right tempo, in the
course of which she sang a private unaccompanied run -through of the main
theme. Even so, the first attempt was too
slow
so felt the singer and RCA's
recording manager, Charles "Chuck" Ger-

-or

hardt. Cillario obliged with a brisker
tempo, but by this time Miss Caballé was
herself beating time with a crisp one -two
of the right forefinger, rivaling the conductor from an opposite and equally
dominant vantage point high above the
orchestra.
The playback also brought flashes of
the Caballé personality, as she bounced
with delight at the march rhythm. With
a chuckle she admitted, "Das ist nicht so
schön," when an attempt on coloration
with deliberate flattening went a shade too
far. Then there was a crisis when the singer
felt slightly sick and asked for a little
brandy. Unfortunately, Britain's licensing laws were implacable, and she had to
make do with a foul -tasting drug -store
preparation. But sick or not, Montserrat
Caballé certainly endeared herself to the
orchestra: a rousing cheer greeted her at
the end

of the session.

Montserrat Caballé, the
Spanish soprano, has
made her first record
for RCA, displaying the
minimum of temperament (her husband was
beside her during the

sessions) and the maximum of musicianship. It is a recital disc of Bellini and

Donizetti arias, most of them comparatively little known -"Come è bello"
from Lucrezia Borgia, Maria's Prayer
from Maria di Rohan, Elisabetta's aria
from Roberto Devereux (all by Donizetti), as well as the finale from Bellini's
II Pirata.
But the item which will no doubt attract most attention is Caballë s account
of "Casta dira" from Bellini's Norma,
and it was the session for that which I

Jacqueline Du Pré: celebrity at twenty.
Du Pré and the Elgar. It was at Kingsway Hall too that the young British
cellist Jacqueline Du Pré recorded the
Elgar Cello Concerto with the London
Symphony Orchestra under Sir John
Barbirolli, for EMI -Angel. This was a
great moment for a twenty -year -old, and
understandably she was keyed up beforehand. The very first take of the first
Continued on page 32
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Carry- Corder '150' shown

80 °6

of actual size

Note/co® Cordless Tape Recorders
Norelco Carry -Corder' `150'
Tiny tape cartridge loads in seconds, records for an hour

Revolutionary tape recorder, features reusable snap -in
cartridges, one button control to start, stop, wind -/rewind tape. Separate volume controls for record and
playback. Weighs only 3 lbs. with 5 flashlight batteries.
11/4 ips constant speed capstan drive. Has dynamic microphone with detachable remote switch. Superior sound
quality with frequency response of 100 to 7000 cps. Connections for recording and playback directly with radio, phono, TV or another
tape recorder. 71/4" x 41/2" x 21/4". Prepacked in Deluxe Case with 4 cartridges
(each in a dust proof container with index card), microphone, fitted carrying
case, mike pouch, patchcord and tape mailer. CIRCLE 51 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Norelco Continental `101'
100" transistorized for on the spot record/
playback ... up to hours on a single reel.
/o

2

track l' /. ips constant speed machine weighs
8 lbs. with 6 flashlight batteries. Features dynamic microphone, tone control, record /level/
battery condition indicator. :ncludes direct recording patch -cord. Frequency response 80 to
2

8000 cps. 11" x 33/4" x 8 ".
CIRCLE 52 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Noce/co Con t/nenta/ Tape Recorders
Norelco Continental `401'
The recording studio in a suitcase
Fully self contained 4 track stereo record /playback.
1'/,,'%/d ips up to 32 hours on a 7 inch reel.

-

4 speeds, 7'/2, 33/4,

Has dual preamps, power amplifiers, stereo matched speakers.
(2nd speaker in lid). Ganged stereo controls eliminate need
for dual knobs and microphones. Special facilities
include monitoring, mixing, sound on sound, portable P.A.
Frequency response 50 to 18,000 cps; wow and flutter less than
0.14' /o at 7'/2 ips. Signal to noise ratio better than -48 db.
Weighs 39 lbs. 181/4" x 15" x 10 ".
CIRCLE 53 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Norelco Continental '201'
New marvel of tape recording versatility
Multi- purpose 4 track tape recorder has every built -in feature
for quality recording and playback; 2 speeds, 7'/2 or 33/4 ips
provide up to 8 hours playing time on a single 7 inch reel. Fully
self contained. Has dual preamps for stereo playback
with external hi -fi system. Special facilities include
parallel operation, mixing, pause control, tone control,
portable P.A. Frequency response 60 to 16,000 cps.
Weighs 18 lbs. 153/4" x 133/4" x 6 3/4"
CIRCLE 54 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Norelco Continental '95'
Quality engineered, budget priced tape recorder
Compact 33/4 ips speed machine provides up to 3 hours
playing time. New automatic record control electronically sets
correct recording volume. Make a perfect tape everytime.
Has simple pushbuttons to record, playback, wind, rewind,
tape pause and stop; adjustable controls for on /off,
volume and tone. Frequency response 80 to 12,000 cps.
Weighs 12 lbs. 14'/4" x 10" x 5 ".
CIRCLE 55 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

All specifications subject to change

without notification.

Norelco Tape Recorder Accessories

'101'

DESCRIPTION
DL 86 Leather Carrying Case

'101'

CC 86 Texon Carrying Case

'101

BE 86 AC

'101'

RS 86 Remote Mike Switch

FOR MODEL

'150'

BE 50 AC

Adapter

150'
'201'

Adapter

DESCRIPTION

FOR MODEL

'95', '101', '150'

'201', '401'

'201', '401'

'101', '150'

FP 86 Foot Pedal

'401'

'101', '150'

HP 86 EL 3775/85 Listening Headset

'401'

'101','150'

CTM 86 Close Talking Mike

TP 86 Telephone Pickup Coil
TC 2 x 30 Tape Cartridge
EL 3775/21 Monitoring Headset
EL 3984/15 Foot Control
TP 34/49 Telephone Pickup Coil
EL 3775/37 Stereo Headset
2A1048 Mike Adapter
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NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
High Fidelity Products Department
Street, New York, N. Y. 10017

100 East 42nd
FL -9

Copyright Norelco

Printed in U.S.A.
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WE TOOK ALL THE COMPONENTS OF OUR

FAMOUS A -7 "VOICE OF THE THEATRE'

AND DESIGNED THIS WIFE-PLEASINGLYBEAUTIFUL ENCLOSURE FOR THEM.
(Now everyone can have

a full--size speaker

system!)

We call our new V%KNBACIC, speaker system the

"Valencia:' That's because its unique fretwork
grille design is adapted from a 16th - Century
Spanish palace ornamentation. The "Valencia" is
so beautiful your wife will want to rearrange the
room to show it off!
We call our new "Valencia" fantastic. That's
because it measures 293" x 271/2" x 19" -yet it
has all the components of our gigantic. 54" x 30"
x 24", A -7! The 15 " 4I6A bass speaker. 811B sec toral horn driven by an 806A high- frequency
driver. and 800 -cycle dividing network are components of the "Valencia:' The same components
that have made the huge A -7 standard equipment
for broadcast and recording studios and motion
picture theatres everywhere. Frequency response
of the "Valencia ": 30- 22.000 cps. Power rating:
30 watts.
COMPARE THE SOUND OF A SPINET PIANO
TO THAT OF CONCERT GRAND!
Spinets can be pretty. and they can "fill in" where

there's no room for a grand. But the big sounds,
the power and majesty. the dynamic range of a
Beethoven sonata -these require the long strings
and big sounding board of a grand!
THE SAME THING WITH SPEAKERS.

For big sound. you need full -size speakers. It's a
matter of physics. The ability of a low- frequency
speaker to reproduce low bass is limited by its
resonant frequency. When a low- resonantfrequency speaker operates in a small enclosure.
the stiffness of the air behind the speaker cone
causes a rise in resonance a whole octave or more.
Below this resonant point. the response falls off
at a rapid rate. 12 db per octave!

-A

WHAT ABOUT ALL THE PUBLISHED 'TESTS'
WITH LITTLE SPEAKERS?

lust this -they were all compared with little

speakers -NOT ONE TEST was matched with a
full -size speaker system!!
Reason: read the full facts from the Great
Debate -"Is a Good Big Speaker Better Than a
Good Little Speaker ?" A copy will be forwarded

-

to you along with information on the
"Valencia:'

HEAR THE 'VALENCIA' AT YOUR
ALTEC DEALER'S NOW!
-B it against any
Make a real test

other speaker! You won't believe
that anything as beautiful as the
"Valencia" could sound so impressive! Consumer net, 5333. Write
Dept. HF11S for literature.

ALTE[

nev+

'VALENCIA' BRINGS YOU SOUND
WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

if your wife thinks

a speaker's beauty is just
skin deep! Even if you have just an average -size
room! Now you can get the sound that only a
full -size speaker system can offer: a meaty. nodistortion sound without compromise!

Even
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ALTEC LANSING
A Division o!

Ling Altec, Inc.

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

NOTES FROM
OUR CORRESPONDENTS
Continued frone page 28
movement had an extraordinary intensity;
almost certainly it will be this first performance which will provide most of the
tape for the finished disc.
Miss Du Pré remains the most modest
of artists -not the slightest suspicion of
a tantrum but rather wonderment that
she should be the center of things; and
though she finds it hard to sustain full
intensity over a series of retakes, her
natural musicianship comes over very
vividly in recording.
In England the Elgar Cello Concerto
will be appearing before the end of the
year at what amounts to "pop- star" speed,
and that is some tribute to EMI's regard
for her. Its disc mate is to be Elgar's
song cycle Sea Pictures, sung by another
fine British artist, Janet Baker.

Revolutionary diamond elliptical stylus reaches into your records
to deliver the full beauty of the original recording.
Elipticon eliminates
of sound distortion

3

mw

eliminates the drawbacks of conventional
spherical stylii and produces brilliant performance
and faithful sound reproduction beyond your wildest
expectations. Afosi important, it can make your obsolete
cartridge new again!

Dorati at Watford. Antal Dorati has renewed his earlier association with the
London Symphony Orchestra for some
Mercury records, including the first three
Tchaikovsky symphonies, the Brahms
Hungarian Dances, and a record of off-

From $12.50 at most record and hi -fi shops.

beat French items.

Without equal anywhere, this breakthrough

major sources

ca..O.tatr

in high

fidelity

Send for FREE booklet describing
the revolutionary Elipticon.

000IONE®

DUOTONE COMPANY, INC.
KEYPORT, N.J.
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ALLAN SHAW LOVES

REK -O -KUT
\

He

has also been

conducting what will probably be called
the Festival Chamber Orchestra in Mozart and Haydn. Many of the members
of this ad hoc group belong to Menuhin's
Bath Festival Orchestra, but for obvious
reasons it can hardly be described as that
on non -Menuhin records. At a session I
attended in Watford Town Hall, Dorati
was directing Haydn's Symphony No. 59,
subtitled the Fire Symphony, and fire
there was aplenty. Dorati allowed a
harpsichord continuo into the ensemble,
but took good care that it did not stand
out, feeling that too little rather than too
much is a good rule in Haydn. Harold
Lawrence from America was in charge of
the sessions and guided Dorati with the
acutest analysis.

1
J

Mi74

-

actually bought three turntables in
Allan tried them all
one season before he discovered Rek -O -Kut R -34 was the
only one that delivered the proper performance. And it stands
to reason that you, too, can depend on Rek- O -Kut, the company that has been delivering top performance in high fidelity,
radio broadcast and recording studio equipment for over 25
years. Allan then gave the R -34 a try. Why don't you. It's at
your dealer. $89.95.

ALMOST EVERYBODY LOVES REK -O -KUT

KOSS
2227 N. 31st Street
CIRCLE 72 ON

REK-O-KUT
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
READER- SERVICE CARD

Mozart Cycles from Ingrid Haebler. Mercury's running -mate in Europe, Philips,
has also had some London sessions, including several with the pianist Ingrid
Haebler and the London Symphony Orchestra under Alceo Galliera. Miss Haebler has contracted to do a complete
Mozart Piano Concerto cycle, and on the
day when I went to Wembley Town Hall
she was completing a coupling of two
early concertos-No. 6, in B flat (K.
238) and No. 8, in C (K.246). Her
natural dominance both in the recording
studio and in the control room during
playbacks is astonishing, and the clarity
of her analyses shows how little her performances depend on inspired accident
and how much the impression of complete spontaneity depends on careful
preparation. My only surprise, watching
her play, was that she pedaled so much.
From the sound of her earlier Vox issues
of Mozart, I had always imagined her
using a "dry" technique. She is now
starting on a cycle of the Mozart piano
sonatas for Philips parallel with the conEDWARD GREENFIELD
certo cycle.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Fisher StrataKits 1966

The Fisher KM-60 StrataKit
Wide -Band FM- Multiplex Stereo Tuner ( 1.8 µv IHF)
$159.50 (walnut cabinet, $24.95; metal cabinet, $15.95)

Slim -Line

3

The Fisher KS -1 StrataKit
-Way Loudspeaker System (with 10" Woofer)

$59.50 in unfinished birch ($64.50 in unfinished walnut)

r

ti

1

1

t

t

n

t

*

The Fisher KX -200 StrataKit
80 -Watt Stereo Control- Amplifier

$169.50 (walnut cabinet, $24.95; metal cabinet, $15.95)

The Fisher KX -100 StrataKit
50 -Watt Stereo Control- Amplifier

$129.50 (walnut cabinet, $24.95; metal cabinet, $15.95)

0
1

_

:

-

LIMO

The Fisher KX -90 StrataKit
40 -Watt Stereo Control- Amplifier

$99.50 (walnut cabinet, $24.95; metal cabinet, $15.95)

The exclusive Fisher StrataKit method makes it so easy
to build a high fidelity kit that all differences between the
experienced and inexperienced kit builder become totally
irrelevant. Whether you are a skilled electronic technician
or a fashion model, you can now build a Fisher corn ponent that is every bit as fine as a factory -wired unit.
Assembly of a Fisher StrataKit takes place by simple,
error-proof stages ( Strata ) Each stage corresponds to a
separate fold -out page in the uniquely detailed instruction
manual. Each stage is built from a separate packet of
parts (StrataPack). Major parts come already mounted
on the extra -heavy-gauge steel chassis. Wires are precut
for every stage -which means every page. All work can be
checked stage -by -stage and page -by -page, before proceeding to the next stage. You can't help ending up with a
faultless Fisher component when you build a StrataKit.
.

r

The Now

Free! 51.50 Value! 32 Pages!
The New Kit Builder's Manual
is a completely new version of
the authoritative Fisher guide to
high -fidelity kit construction. It
is a clear, nontechnical, comprehensive introduction to do-it yourself stereo, complete with

Ait_IMs11i_e.

detailed specifications of all

Fisher StrataKits. Before investing in stereo amplifier, tuner or loudspeaker kits,
this unique manual is the first th'ng you need.
Mail this coupon for your free copy, today.
Fisher Radio Corporation
11-40 45th Drive, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Please send me The New Kit Builder's Manual
without charge or obligation.

Name
Address

City

L

State

Now anyone can build just as fine components as Fisher.
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by Leslie Rich

Music

for
Non -Listening
THE STRUGGLE may be useless. In
this cluttered age, anyone with any
sort of appetite for music is sooner or
later led into the dangerous practice
of listening to it while doing something
else. Yes, I know Mozart's serenades
were composed to accompany the
mighty murmur of an eighteenth century garden party, and yes it's
marvelous that the whole thing can
now take place in one's living room.
But it's dangerous all the same. Electronics, like all scientific advances,
must be carefully controlled or it will
turn into a monster, if not a Munster.
At our house we're trying our best,
and the rule is simple. Music may be
listened to while anybody is doing
anything that doesn't make too much
noise and does not require any signifiother
cant use of the intellect
words, while engaged in any of those
endless, mindless, menial chores that
old issues of the Saturday Evening
Post assured us would be turned over
to sleep -in robots by the year 1965.
Every household would have a different list. Ours includes such tasks, performed by myself or my wife or jointly, as doing the dishes, balancing the
checkbook, putting up shelves with
expansion bolts, repapering the kitchen, feeding the baby, changing light
bulbs, surging through the isometric
chart, and making the martinis before
the guests arrive.
To such as these, we listen to mu-

-in

sic. But since the conditions are not
ideal, we must make a small compromise: the music we select must be
emotionally complementary to the
job; in some cases, it must provide
active assistance.
I might mention, in passing, that
since I work at home the division of
labor is not drawn so firmly along
lines of gender as in most families. I
frequently feed the baby (I am good
at it); my wife always does the hank
statement (she is not good at it, but
she's a lot better than I am). For
this latter task, which my wife insists is a thoroughly mechanical one,
in no way involving thought processes,
she wants something contrapuntal.
"Actually, any old Brandenburg will
do," she says. "What I must do, reflexively, is take all the long, gorgeously inventive melodic lines of our
monthly spending, and somehow
match them against the rather perfunctory line of our monthly earnings.
It took old J. S. to manage that. Do
you suppose it was because of all those
children ?"

At first, I scoffed. But take my
word for it, she was right. With her
Brandenburgs, especially the Third,
my wife is a blue -eyed Univac. Without them? Once, as an experiment, I
insisted on playing Harold in Italy
while she was working on the balance,

Life's little chores
can seem

with

a

infinitely merrier

musical accompaniment

-

provided you know
what to play.

and that month our account, much
Continued on page 36
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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When these
EMI loudspeakers
speak...
people listen!
Model 319

Model DLS -529

Model 630

There are two ways to buy a
loudspeaker. Take the one you're
being sold. Or listen, and let your
ears do the choosing. We recommend the latter because we have no
fear of the inevitable judgment of
your ears.
If anything, we fear the perfection of our loudspeakers. Their
transient -perfect sound reproduction can be "dangerous" because it
exposes the flaws in other components used with them.

But it is this same perfection that
makes EMI loudspeakers reproduce
music like you've never heard it
before. Vital and alive. Smooth and
balanced. Whether the volume is
played at a shout. Or a whisper.
You'll think you're at the actual
performance.
That's the kind of realism you get
from an EMI loudspeaker.
If one listen is worth a thousand
words, these three EMI speakers
are sure to leave you speechless.

They speak for themselves. In performance, popularity and prices.
The DLS -529 is $159.00. The 319
is $99.75. And the 630 is $69.75.
Other models range from $49.95
to $395.00 *. And they're all
dangerous.
*All prices slightly higher in South

and West.

.EMI/ SCOPE

Scope Electronics Corporation, 235 East 42 Street,
New York, N.Y. Also available in Canada.
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MUSIC FOR
NON -LISTENING
Continued from page 34

Berlioi s composition, came out
overdrawn. In fact it wandered, alone
and melancholy, all over the Abruzzi.
One of my own most trying tasks,
on the other hand, is putting up
shelves or fixtures or anything that
goes on the wall. Since we live in a
terribly modern, awfully fireproof
apartment, the walls are of a crumbly
sort of plaster, and I'm reduced to
using expansion bolts. To master these
inventions of the devil, you need a
spirit of invincibility. So I play the
like

second movement of the Ninth, which
as far as I'm concerned is as invincible
as mankind ever got. I should imagine
that since Huntley and Brinkley
adopted it for their closing theme it
has given countless millions of Americans the courage to face the early evening tribulations of modern life
(those Munsters, for example, come
on right after Huntley-Brinkley -Bee-

thoven).
Anyway, when I hear Toscanini and
the NBC throwing themselves into the
movement I believe-yes, believe
that I can indeed drill a clean little
hole, even with the others, put the
bolt in it and the putty around it. and

-

HERE IT IS...ONLY $1595

The

somehow get everything attached
without destroying a square yard of
plaster. I can also enjoy the music; after all, the piece is repetitious
enough so that everything isn't lost
when it is momentarily submerged by
some noise-the drill. the hammer, the
shouted curse. The hazard, of course,
is that on our recording the Molto
vivace shares a side with that long,
shimmering Adagio, which simply
cannot survive an expansion bolt
common problem in doing jobs by
music. Unless you are in a position to
keep up encores by leaning over and
lifting the needle, you may as well
give up and settle for something less
inspiring but more emotionally homogeneous, something with road -show
invincibility like a Liszt tone poem. I
have had fair success with Mazeppa.
The objection may he entered
that both my wife and I are trying
to do too much while listening. that
we are, in fact. not listening at all
but may as well he toiling to the
accompaniment of "Afternoon Carousel" or whatever the local FM station
calls its auditory chewing gum. Not
so. At our place. I must reemphasize,
we put no mental effort into balancing
bankbooks (as has been noted) or
putting up shelves (as you yourself
would note if you ever saw those
holding my record collection, which
have a perilous starboard list).

-a

Revolutionary
HOWEVER, let us proceed to less
controversial areas. Here are some
wholly mechanical jobs that must be
done at regular intervals hut. we have
found. do not get in the way of listening to music. For your consideration,
I have listed the complementary musical experience with each duty.

.

WILL#C4-0-Y12-...ALL NEW FROM TELEX
Never before such fine performance
at such a low price. This all new stereo
beauty from Telex has big 31/2-inch
speakers with over 7 square inches of
cone area. They deliver a terrific bass
response down to IO cycles and reproduce
highs clearly up to 15,000 cycles. Sound
impedance 3 -16 ohms.

Forward Sound
You get the aural perspective of an
audience seat with the exclusive "forward sound" acoustic effect that puts
stereo sound out front. You adjust to
normal "in- head" stereo effect by reversing phones.

Comfort

Soft foam cushions combine with light
weight to assure effortless listening, even

over long periods. Stereo pleasure the
solid
way it should be enjoyed

comfort.

-in

Rich new styling
The all new Adjustatone complements
the decor of any room. any stereo set.
Inset panels and silver trim accent the
smooth line styling. Construction is of
stainless steel and injection molded high
impact plastic.
Try the sensational new Adjustatone
at your dealer. No stereo set should he
without one. See also the three other
great Telex stereo headsets-the Stereo
Twin ST -10 and ST-20 and the ultimate
of all stereo headsets -the new Serenata.
All made in U.S.A.

TEL

Products of Sound Research

DEPARTMENT19- K,3054 EXCELSIOR BLVD., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Sewing (wife only). For its sprightliness and regular motion, the prefer-

ence is any ballet music from Rameau
to Offenbach. No Bartók. No Schoenberg. Not even any Copland.

(husband only). To look
sharp, etc., you really should be listening to something narcissistic, like Stravinsky conducting Stravinsky. If you
choose Bernstein on Bernstein, do
avoid the Age of Anxiety. Even if you
don't cut your chin, it's no way to
start the day. (Rest assured, I wasn't
going to suggest that while shaving
you should listen to Barber -either
Samuel or of Seville. Nor was I going
to say anything about the Water Music. Please trust me.)
Shaving

Doing Isometrics. The principle being
a state of tension between opposing
Continued on page 38
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The speaker that went unnoticed until the ratings that count came

out'

The. -ADC 303A Brentwood
Truth to tell, speaker systems look much alike. Nice polished
cabinets. Handsome fronts. Look at a few, and you're understandably confused.
The experts have it easier, with unhurried side by side comparisons. And when recently they listened to the ADC 303A
Brentwood, introduced without great fanfare, their eyebrows

went right up to here. Their ratings leave little doubt: this is
the speaker system that's at the top and the price will be one
of the pleasantest shocks you've had since you began buying
equipment.
May we send you some reprints and references? They'll make
your decision easy.

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORP.

Picket District Rd., New Milford, Conn.

PRICE: 995.00. SLIGHTLY HIGHER *EST OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MUSIC FOR
NON -LISTENING

NEW ALTEC

Continued from page 36

EQ®®

forces, there is a wide selection of
helpful music in anybody's collection.
For example, we own a newish rendering of the Brahms Violin Concerto in
which the state of tension between
soloist and conductor is really frightening. It invariably puts us in the proper
muscularly schizophrenic mood to do
the six -minute peak -level workout in
our customary half-hour.
Facial isometrics are, as they say,
something else again. Here is where
opera comes into its own. The obvious
choice is the Mad Scene from Lucia
but what about Strauss? Much of
Elektra and all of Salome appear to
have been written for making funny
faces. If none of this appeals to you,
try flamenco records.

ENERGIZER!

HOW TO GET BASS WHEN YOU HAVE NO SPACE!
speaker system just can't
produce the extreme lows of full -size

A book -shelf

speakers. but it can be improved. Considerably. Often startlingly. You'll probably

think someone changed your speakers
when you install Altec's new Bass

Energizer!

The Bass Energizer compensates for

low- frequency deficiencies inherent in
small speakers by providing an increase in
very -low bass level relative to the rest of
the spectrum.Can't you just boost the typical amplifier bass control, or use the contour control, and get the same result? No,
not without also affecting midrange frequencies from 200 cycles up to around
1000. It is this effect that gives unnatural
boominess to voices. The Altec Bass Energizer becomes effective only below 150
cycles and builds to full efficiency from 60
cycles down to the speaker's cutoff. This
reinstates those often lost low, low notes
without adding boominess to voices. The
result is added low- frequency richness.
The Energizer is passive, requiring no
additional electrical power, and connects

simply between amplifier output and
speaker. It is designed to operate with
efficient speakers-however, it can be used
with inefficient speakers if the amplifier
power is adequate.
So if you have no choice but to use
small speakers (due to your space limitation) try the new Altec Bass Energizer to
add the bass richness you have been missing. A demonstration at your audio dealer
will convince you. (Caution: be sure the
program source has bass in it before making this test.) Priced at $30.

84'.'Caeame
BaBoos!
Tn.

113,13
11. ,

al The

,,, éoo.Pa03...an

3,33303.4.

ó

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

ALTEC LANSING

ri

%LJE.Ç

Div15i0n Mavc'Ling Mec, Inc.
ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA
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While They Last only $1
TAPES IN REVIEW
By R. D. Darrell
Brings you in one convenient book
the pre -recorded tape reviews -about
500 -which appeared in HIGH FIDELITY during 1962 and 1961. All
were written by R. D. Darrell, contributing editor of HIGH FIDELITY.
pioneer in the art of discography, author
of The High Road to Musical Enjoyment and Good Listening and many,
many articles.
If you buy pre -recorded tapes, this
book will help you build a fine library
of the music you enjoy. Mr. Darrell'\
interests range from Beethoven to romantic Italian songs. As a sample of the
contents turn to The Tape Deck in this
issue of HIGH FIDELITY. Multiply
that contribution by 24, add a piece on
The Basic Tape Library, and an index.
And that's it!
If you are not yet one of the HIGH

FIDELITY

readers who buys

pre-

recorded tapes, you will find Tapes in
Review helpful as a guide to discs for
performances on tape are available.
also, on discs. And the book will enlighten and entertain every musically
minded reader. It measures 61/2" x
91/4". Soft Cover. Regularly $2.50.
Now only $1.

Payment with order. Satisfaction
guaranteed or your money back. Use
the handy order form below.
Wyeth Press, a Division of High Fidelity
Publi:hing House,
1165
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230
Send me a copy of Tapes in Re,iew for the
$1.00
enclose.
I

to

Send

Name
Address

î i'y
State

-. --

Zip

Code

.

Defrosting the Refrigerator. Because
her hands get nearly frozen trying to
hurry the process along, my wife
tries to evoke a cheery winter mood
with the appropriate portion of
Haydn's The Seasons or maybe Meyer beer's Les Patineurs. She says Sibelius
only makes her fingers stiff.

Changing a Light Bulb. This would
seem to he a very simple operation,
hardly calling for any special musical
substance. but at our house the only
bulbs that ever burn out are those
installed high overhead in ceiling fixtures. We have no ladder. so I reach
the trouble spot by standing on chairs
that either fold, are swiveled, or have
fiber centers. The fixture is white hot
because there are other bulbs in it,
and if I turn them off, I can't see.
I require reassurance. I require Mozart, probably the G major Violin
Concerto. If I get the new bulb
screwed in but it still doesn't work. I
assume there is something wrong inside the thing. I start in with screwdriver and wires, but first I ask my
wife to switch over to the Requiem.
Changing a Diaper. Brahms, of course,
is the likely candidate. The Andante
of the Third Symphony, for instance,
will suggest the Lullahye without exactly inflicting it (and will you forget
that Water Music ?). It should be kept
in mind, by the way. that these days a
great many babies start off their lives
exposed to the very worst of anti music: i.e., the stuff that is piped into
the delivery room at these resolutely
modern hospitals. Some kind of
counterattack should be launched as
early as possible. And the best antidote for Muzak. surely, is Mozart.
Regular exposure to the Jupiter at
Continued on page 40
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The Remarkable

-...

l

.LLy
l

has finally arrived in the U.S.

You've heard of the remarkable REVOX, of course. You've heard them rave about this recorder in
London. Paris. Rome. Johannesburg. Everywhere. But you couldn't buy it in the U. S. until now. Now,
finally, REVOX is ready for its American and Canadian debut. Is there another tape recorder anywhere that matches it, feature for feature? Decide for yourself:
Is the REVOX different? Consider these features, found only in the most expensive,
professional tape recorders. Each of the
two reels has its own Pabst motor. There is
also a separate, heavy duty Pabst 6/12 pole
hysteresis synchronous capstan motor that
electrically changes the number of poles
for the speeds. This is a direct drive unit
assuring linear tape speed, whether at 33/4
ips or 71/2 ips. Direct coupling eliminates
wow and flutter; no belts to break or slip.
Tension adjustment contrast assures use of
any reel up to 101/2 inches with assurance
that tape will not snap or break. There are
three ring -core heads, specially designed
and manufactured by REVOX
each head
performing its own function of record. playback and erase. Other features? All operating modes are switched electrically by
push- buttons; you can use remote control
on the REVOX; also a highly accurate tape
counter; no pressure pads (for long head
life); no need for hum -bucking gimmicks.
Vertical or Horizontal Mounting.

...

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
The REVOX is the only recorder in its price
category that takes a 101/2 -inch reel. You

can record up to 4,800 feet of LP tape with
unsurpassed sound quality. It's a complete

stereo recorder. Exceptionally fast
rewind. Oversized, solenoid- operated brakes
assure quick and positive braking, even
with extremely fast winding speeds. A
microswitch senses the end of the tape and
automatically stops the motor after a reel
has been rewound or where a splice has
opened. Tape breakage and tape spill are
virtually impossible.
4 -track

CREATING SPECIAL EFFECTS
With the built in mixing facilities of the
REVOX, you can mix and record any two
signals. You can also set one channel for
playback, while the other is recording, and
thus achieve all kinds of multiplay and
duoplay effects
sound with sound
even
sound on sound with echo.

-

-

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY FEATURES
The REVOX G -36 includes two VU meters,
one for each channel, for accurate control
of recording levels. All operating controls
are electrically operated by pushbuttons.
There are no gears, belts, levers or friction
drives. In its smart gray, portable carrying

case, with pockets for reels (reels not included), the REVOX is built for a lifetime of
proud performance. Only $500.

AN EXPERT'S VIEW
Recently, British critic Geoffrey Horn wrote
this about the REVOX: "One can record a
piano at 33/4 ips, and if on listening critically
to a held chord one detects the slightest
waver, then it is likely to be the piano tuner
you should send for, not the tape mechanic.
This is a superlative machine, quite the best
domestic tape recorder have experienced,
and so well worth saving and waiting for."
I

The REVOX is available only through carefully selected Franchised Dealers. Complete
literature and Dealer listings are available
upon request. Write Dept. HF -11.
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc.,
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y.

ELPA

REVÓ7C
REVOX

-

another Elpa quality product disU. S., Canada and Puerto Rico.

tributed in the
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MUSIC FOR NON -LISTENING
Continued from page 38
crucial moments such

as changes and
feedings will give a kid at least a
fighting chance to grow up without a
tin ear.

Painting or Wallpapering. The principal characteristic of jobs like these is
their length, which is also the principal characteristic. alone among musical forms, of opera. When I am
confronted with some monumental
assignment such as painting kitchen
cabinets, I seize the opportunity to
hear something for which I ordinarily

lack the stamina. I own, for example,
a complete recording of Pelléas et
Mélisande. Now I have never actually
sat down and timed it, but I have
heard this opera often enough to form
a reasonable estimate of its length:
about eight hours, or one working day.
1 have painted entire apartments to
Pelléas et Mélisande. It has a wonderful effect. Even arched across the top
of a borrowed ladder, going at the
ceiling like a trade -union Michelangelo. I never leave a brush stroke.
In fact, my work has no recognizable
features at all, which is the desired
thing in ceiling painting and the great
thing in Pelléas et Mélisande.

It seems Audiophiles are

buying our new 10 %" reel
Model 5000 Tape Recorder.

tE

However, all this should have been
in the past tense. The truth is that I
will no longer listen to the thing. After
many gallons of paint and untold
lengths of wallpaper, I have had it
with Pelléas and, by association, with
just about all of Debussy except perhaps Golliwog's Cakewalk. My wife
respects my wishes. although she occasionally says she is going to play all
the Etudes unless I paint the foyer.
(In general, neither of us approves
of using music as a weapon, but at
times it's hard to resist. When next door neighbors have a loud, late party
on the other side of that sound pervaded wall, we commonly rise early
next morning to catch up on our Beethoven. We could play the Fifth, I
suppose, but why give them that much
andante? We have a delightful Munch Boston Symphony disc that contains
all four crashing Overtures that the
master tried out before Fidelia. then
finishes cracking the dawn with the
good old Coriolan. )

Doing the Laundry. The more tiresome aspects of housekeeping demand
music that is broadly, actively hearten ing-Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony,
for instance, the Beethoven or Schubert Seventh, or Prokofiev First. This
being the case. I don't know why
my wife plays those Mexican mariachi

Actually we made it for
Professional Recording
Studios.

records.

Checking Closing Stock -market Prices.
Actually reading the afternoon paper,
of course, should not be done while
listening to music because it requires concentration of a sort -that
is. if your afternoon paper, like ours,
contains thoughtful columnists like
Dorothy Kilgallen or Sheilah Graham.
However. simply glancing over the
closing prices is mechanical enough.
We usually do it while listening to
something by Tchaikovsky, any selection that's on the commercial side, yet
reflects the progress of our fortunes.
Truthfully, we're getting sick of the
Pathétique.

101/2" professional reel size
7. 4 digit index counter
22,000 cycle Cross Field head 8. electrical speed change
4 heads, 3 motors
9. 2 VU meters
32 watts of stereo
10. Solid State
5. piano key controls
11. Mike, radio /phono inputs
6 equalized pre -amp outputs
12. 2 large speakers
1.
2.
3.
4.

Until now you could expect to pay twice the amount for only half of the
operational features of the new Roberts 5000. Here is a tape recorder
designed purely for the recording studio. Accepts all size reels up to 101/2"
without adapters. The amazing 22,000 cycle Cross Field head adds dimension to recorded music impossible with conventional recording heads.
Regardless of the demands, the new Roberts 5000 exceeds them all.
Your authorized Roberts dealer will soon have a 5000 available.
69995
Make sure you have him demonstrate it for you.

ROBERTS

BUT SO MUCH for the purely mechanical. There remains another variety of duty: that sort requiring some
mental effort but not enough to preclude a measure of musical enjoyment.
We are on dangerous ground here;
self-discipline is everything.
Those martinis. if you recall, must
he mixed before the guests arrive.
Now it is quite possible to listen to
music while performing this operation,
hut you must select with care. I lean
towards the baroque. myself, in particular the Vivaldi Concerto for Two
Violins. This is precise, infinitely

5922 Bowcroft St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016
HF11

DIVISION OF RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO. WITH 75 PLANTS AROUND THE WORLD

RT21

Continued on page 42
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you can now cut recording speed by half, yet retain
full f fidelity. You can actually record twice the music
per foot. Your budget will applaud.
Start savings with this new box.
SCOTCH' Brand "Dynarange" Series Recording Tape is the name. And this one makes
all music come clearer, particularly in the critical
soprano range. Reason: This tape cuts background tape noise in half. With this result: You
can now record at 3% ips all the finest fidelity
that before now your recorder could only capture at
Your dealer has a demonstration tape that lets
you hear the excellence of this new tape at slow
speed. Costs a little more. But you need buy
only half as much -and can save 25% or more in
tape costs. Or, if you use this new tape at fast
speed, you'll discover fidelity you didn't know
your recorder had.
Other benefits of new "Dynarange" Tape: ExNOVEMBER

ceedingly low rub -off
keeps recorders clean.
The "Superlife" coating extends wear -life 15
times over ordinary tapes. Lifetime Silicone
lubrication assures smooth tape travel, protects
against recording head wear and extends tape
life. Comes in new sealed pack, so tape is untouched from factory to you. Reasons aplenty to
see your dealer soon, hear a demonstration. Then
try a roll on your own recorder.
"SCOTCH" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REG. TMS OF 3M CO.

ST

PAUL. MINN

magnetic Products Division

55119 01965.

SM

CO.
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Kudos to Carry- Corder. About as personal
as a complete sound system can get. Nor elco's recent Model 150 Carry- Corder is
a cigar- box -size tape recorder -the first.
as far as we know, which achieves real
portability by using a miniature self -loading cartridge rather than by merely dupli-

cating in condensed form the basic design
of larger. conventional tape machines. To
be sure. the Model 150 -like any hybrid
-has some of the features of its bulkier
antecedents. yet is a genuinely new form
of product-and has much to recommend it.
A single -speed (Ws ips) monophonic
unit. the Carry- Corder is supplied as a
complete tape system, from microphone
to built -in speaker. Included in the package are a detachable remote- control mike
switch. a mike stand. a mike pouch that
may be snapped onto the main carrying
case, a shoulder strap, a shorter hand
strap, four blank cartridges. a prerecorded demonstration cartridge. four cartons for sending tapes through the mail,
and a patch cord for recording from external program sources and for connecting to external equipment for enhanced
sound on playback. The instruction manual is clear and complete: the rank novice
at tape recording should have no trouble
mastering the use of this machine.
Indeed. it is hard to imagine how operation could be simpler. The cartridge
snaps into place on the tiny deck (the tape
itself is never handled). A three -position
control is used for play /record. fast -forward, and fast- rewind. To its left is a red
press -to- record button: to the right is a
tiny meter which indicates signal level
and the condition of the set's batteries.
On the side of the machine are two multi pin jacks for connecting the microphone
cable and the patch cable (both are pre wired and ready to use). There also are
separate level controls for recording and

Curry -Corder and cartridge.

R

G

NEWSFRONTS

playback. No tape counter is provided.
but a zero -to -100 index is marked on each
cartridge to show. through a tiny window.
just how much tape has been used. The
cartridge-which holds 300 feet of 0.15inch-wide triple -play tape-runs for 30
minutes in one direction using half its
width for a track of monophonic sound.
It then may be lifted out. turned over.
and replaced in position for another 3(1
minutes running time. In addition to its
small. silent motor. the machine contains
seven transistors around which are built
its recording and playback circuits.
All this is powered by five ordinary
flashlight cells-and judging from our
weeks of use. powered very well indeed.
All performance characteristics, as far as
we could determine, are as specified
including a useful frequency response
from just over 100 to a little higher than
6.000 cps. This range. of course. is not
"high fidelity." but combined with the
machine's fairly low distortion and decent
signal -to -noise ratio it does provide sound
comparable to what one might hear from
a good AM radio. Wow and flutter are
surprisingly low. and barely detectable
even on sustained piano notes. Fast forward and rewind times were each
clocked at I minute. 12 seconds. No difficulty has been encountered with the

-

controls or their operation. The diminutive circuitry and mechanics of the Carry Corder apparently have been well designed not only to function specifically
for this size machine. but to work with
a minimum of drain on the batteries. We
already have exceeded the manufacturer's
estimated time (2(1 hours) of battery life expectancy. with nary a sign of faltering
by the Carry- Corder.
The microphone supplied with the
Model 150 is an omnidirectional type that
has a fairly healthy pickup range and
does manage to preserve the relative spacing of sound elements in a given recording situation. It has proven equally at
home hidden in a bowl of fruit to record.
candid -mike style. a noisy dinner party:
or clipped to the branch of a tree in a
nearby wood to capture birdcalls and
other "forest murmurs." As a traveling
companion, resting on the seat next to the
driver or placed in the glove compartment or the side- pocket on the door. the
Carry -Corder has "memorized" for us
numerous ideas and plans for memos.
articles, and such. and has obligingly
taken down our own efforts at singing
(we become very uninhibited when driving alone). In its role as a playback device, the Carry -Corder -with a quick
change of cartridge- provides hours of
music previously taped from tuner. turntable. or other tape machine by means of

the auxiliary patch cord supplied. On one
cartridge we managed to squeeze the
complete Eroica and most of the St.
Saëns Second Piano Concerto; and while
Leinsdorf and Rubinstein (respectively)
have sounded much better on superior
home playback equipment, being ah'e to
hear them at all on a three -hour solitary
motor trip was rewarding enough. The
Norelco 1511 measures 73/4 by 41/2 by 21,4
inches, and weighs, with its five flashlight
batteries, three pounds. Suggested retail
price is less than $120.

Progress at a Slow Speed. Whatever one's
musical tastes are in Tosca, the sound of
the recent rn lease of the full opera in
stereo (Callas, Bergonzi, Gobbi. et al.;
Angel Y2S -3655) on a single 7 -inch reel
at 33/4 -ips speed must be duly noted by
this department as an audio event of
prime importance. Professional audio
men, serious hobbyists, and critics alike
have traditionally cluck -clucked at each
new reduction in playing speed or in the
total physical amount of a recording
medium used: so it was when 30 -ips
speed yielded to 15 ips, ane: when 15 ips
was halved to 71 ips as the "standard"
high fidelity speed. The reduction of tape
width, from half-track to quarter -track.
also was greeted with skepticism (not unwarranted, for the time I.
It is important to note that each successive change in the physical nature of
program material called for corresponding improvements in home playback
equipment, if the full sonic potential of
the new form was to be enjoyed. The
slow -turning disc required a new kind of
pickup and equalization: the slower -turning and narrower -track tapes required
new tape heads, modified equalization,
and more carefully designed tape transports. This point. it seems to us, is especially germane -and, ironically, less
apt to be readily understood -in assessing the sonic quality and ultimate importance of the new slow -speed tape releases.
Our own listening experience. and that of
others with whom we have discussed this
tape deck
matter. indicates that many
-otherwise excellent for 71/2-ips playback -may not yield best results when
handling prerecorded 33.4 -ips tapes.
In general, the preference here is for
those machines built in, say. the last year
and a half (two years at most) in which
there is definite evidence of a deliberate
effort to extend the response at 33/4 ips.
Our own published test reports over the
past two years document this point quite
consistently, by the way. In fact, we have
deliberately h'Id off commenting on the
:+

Continued on page 52
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ONLY

4% OF

RECORDED SELECTIONS* TAKE UP MORE THAN

ONE DISC.

WHETHER YOU USE A CHANGER OR A MANUAL TURNTABLE,
THE REMAINING 96% MUST BE TURNED OVER BY HAND.

Should you buy

a

turntable or

a

half tone) whether or not you are using a dust cleaner that
bears on the record, and no matter how much the line voltage varies.

record changer?

a

If a good part of your listening is to multi -record albums and
you hate to get up every twenty minutes (or if you like to
stack records for background music), your best bet is a good
changer. **

Literature, including descriptions of the top stereo systems
chosen by four magazines (all four chose the AR turntable from
a field of competing units costing up to twice as much), is
available on request.

For playing single records the AR turntable is, if anything, a
little more convenient than most automatics because of its
operating simplicity. But this is a relatively minor considera-

-

*Close to 100% of non -classical titles, and 89% of classical titles
are on single discs. Data taken from the current Schwann catalog.

tion compared to its other advantages uncompromised professional performance and insensitivity to tloor shocks.

*ln choosing a record changer make sure that it does not slow
down from the end of one side to the beginning of the next, or the
orchestra will seem to go flat after each record drop. A speed error
as small as 1% means o discernible pitch error of 1/ 6 of a half tone.
*

Rumble, wow, flutter, and speed accuracy are guaranteed, as
a condition of sale, to meet NAB specifications for broadcast
turntables. The speed remains accurate within 0.3% (1/20 of

$7800

complete with arm, oiled walnut base, and dust
cover, but less cartridge, 331/5 and 45 rpm

5% higher in the West and Deep South

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,

24

Tho*ndike Street,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
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Enjoy BIG wall to wall sound
ear to ear

The only stereophones with

separate tweeters and woofers and crossover networks,
models from $30 to $50.

Its one thing

to fill a whole room
with music. But getting to enjoy it at
the volume you want, anytime you
want, can be a problem.
That's where Superex stereophones
come in.
They make listening a strictly personal pleasure. Whether its Stereo.
HiFi. Tape. F.M. Etc.
You don't bother anyone. No one
bothers you. Which is a good thing.

Because Superex are professional
quality all the way. They're for people who have an ear for music.
Try -out Superex stereophones at
your nearest Hi -Fi Dealer and send
for our 16 page catalog.

E
stereo /phones
Sits

{

SUPERES ELECTRONICS, l RADFORD PLACE YONKERS, N.Y.
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How far wrong
cari you go?

Eager to sell. buy or swap used
high fidelity speakers, amplifiers, cartridges, turntables, tuners. records, etc.'? Turn to our
monthly bulletin: The BUY

-

or
SELL
LETTER.

-SWAP

-

NEWS-

If you

want to SELL -classified
listings of used equipment and
records cost only $I per adlimit 30 words including name
and address. No dealer ads
accepted.

you want to BUY-lots of
bargains offered in the 50 or
more ads that appear here every
month. Subscription price: only
S2 a year!

If

If you're audio- minded, how
far wrong can you go for these
small sums? Fill in and mail the
forni below today!
HIGH FIDELITY, Dept. CE

Great Barrington, Moss.
Start my annual subscription to your
Newsletter with the next issue
BSS
(Only $2).
I

Enclosed is my payment for S
Insert the following 30 -word

advertisement (including name and address) in
the next issue of the BSS Newsletter.
Type or print plainly.) ($1)

Name_
Address
City
State

Zip

MUSIC FOR NON -LISTENING
Continued from page 40
measured music, and what better definition is there of a martini?
I should add that my preference for
the Double Concerto has nothing to
do with the dimensions of the cocktail I pour for myself. I would suggest,
on the contrary. strict avoidance of
any convivial spirit during this delicate
pre -party mixing period. If you carelessly make the drinks too strong, you
will probably get into some embarrassing argument later on with that friend
of yours who is always thumbing
through your records, looking for the
/8/2 Overture. If you influence yourself to start nipping at the martinis
while mixing them. you will also start
nibbling at the hors d'oeuvres, and
you know how furious that makes
your wife. Your guests will sense a
steamy. restrained atmosphere. and
.. But why go on? Stick. therefore.
to Vivaldi. Play no drinking songs,
not even Don Giovanni's.
Finally. let us consider one more
chore that is minimally mental -writing to your relatives. Unless you are
one of those rare people who actually
like even the more removed relatives.
you probably spend an uncomfortable
amount of time jotting down foolish
pleasantries. thank -yous, or brief accounts of the regional rainfall pattern.
These communicati ms are by way of
keeping in touch with cousins. or
something. that you haven't seen in
years and hardly knew in the best of
times. Composing them is a bore; and
since it requires scant thought. it can
be safely done while listening to music.
The choice depends on the general
personality or "image" of the relative.
Can our own experience be typical?
I doubt it, but the fact is that both my
wife and I use the letter -to-a- relative
period for our infrequent excursions
into Cage and other contemporary enclosures. When we think of our relatives. we think weird.
My wife has a thing by the Manhattan Percussion Ensemble in which she
claims to find new value every. time
she writes to an aunt. It could be true,
but I wish she would stop playing it
when talking to one of them by telephone. She insists that it shortens
conversations by an average of 12
minutes and 45 seconds, but I don't
care. That's going too far: that's the
danger I was going on about at the
very beginning of this exercise. She's
not listening to the Cage, she's using
it as a shield, a buffer, against the
relative. And sooner or later she'll get
tired of it and switch over to Mozart.
Then that relative will say, "Isn't
your music nice? But isn't it terribly
expensive having Muzak installed in
your living room ?"
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Harrnäñ-Kàrdon
.,THE WORLD'S FINEST SOUND

...now in

a

superb COMPACT MUSIC SYSTEM

ALL -TRANSISTOR AM/FM STEREO

--

Harman -Kardon, creator of Stratophonic Sound
the cleanest, most transparent sound in all stereo
now brings you this incredibly lifelike quality in a
complete matched stereo system
the great new
Stratophonic SC-440!
Here for the first time is an entire full- component
system designed without compromise: a handsome
36 -watt all- transistor AM /FM stereo receiver with
built -in Garrard automatic turntable, plus a pair of

...

H -K speakers whose specialized wide sound dispersal
assures the full stereo effect at any point in the room
-even a small room.
At only $399 *, the SC -440 brings the magic of

Stratophonic Sound quite down to earth. It's a
worthy addition to the widely acclaimed Harman Kardon line of Stratophonic all- transistor stereo receivers, tuners, and amplifiers. You'll love it on sight,
and buy it on sound.
*Slightly higher in the West. Dust cover optional.

harman kardon
A subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation

15th & Lehigh Ave Philadelphia Pa 19132
LEADER IN SOLID-STATE STEREO COMPONENTS
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We just developed a sound tape so sensitive

that
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UNCOVERING THE
WORLD'S FINEST
STEREO RECEIVERS
Scott's superbly engineered
receivers for 1966

!_A.9..Q .

111111i

.0

The things you should
and shouldn't see
when you remove the cover
of a solid state receiver
1

Q

. .. Usable Sensitivity, 1.9 µv; Harmonic Distortion, 0.8 %; Drift, 0.02 %; Frequency Response, 15- 30,000 cps ±1 db; Music
Power Rating per channel, 60 watts; Cross
Modulation Rejection, 85 db; Stereo Separation, 35 db; Capture Ratio, 4.0 db; Selectivity,

THE 348

Look at the transistors. You'll have to check with the salesman to make sure they're silicon, not germanium. Silicon transistors
are more costly, but are far more effective than germanium in terms
of ruggedness, reliability, and sound quality. Scott uses silicon transistors in the IF circuit for superior stability, selectivity, and wide
bandwidth. Scott output circuitry uses silicons, allowing instantaneous power for extreme music dynamics, while affording your
sensitive speaker systems complete protection against overload.

45 db.

tee 4 4

® .

A

II.
IMF

THE 388

...

Usable Sensitivity, 1.9 µv; Harmonic Distortion, 0.8 %; Drift, 0.02 %; Frequency Response, 15- 30,000 cps ±1 db; Music
Power Rating per channel, 50 watts; Cross
Modulation Rejection, 90 db; Stereo Separation, 35 db; Capture Ratio, 4.0 db; Selectivity,
45 db "Wide" and "Distant" AM bandwiths.

P111.1111
ri CO b

01

I°

344... Usable Sensitivity, 2.2 µv; Harmonic Distortion, 0.8 %; Drift, 0.02 %; FreTHE

quency Response, 15- 30,000 cps ±1 db; Music
Power Rating per channel, 421/2 watts; Cross
Modulation Rejection, 80 db; Stereo Separation, 35 db; Capture Ratio, 6.0 db; Selectivity,
45 db.

el,

9

o

e

w
THE

342...

Usable Sensitivity, 2.7 µv; Harmonic Distortion, 0.8 %; Drift, 0.02 %; Frequency Response, 18- 25,000 cps ±1 db; Music
Power Rating per channel, 321/2 watts; Cross
Modulation Rejection, 75 db; Stereo Separation, 35 db; Capture Ratio, 6.0 db; Selectivity,
40 db.

0 SCOTT
AII

2. Look for driver transformers. If you find them, look for another receiver. Both output and driver transformers are eliminated
from Scott's radically new solid-state amplifier design. The reason?
. Audio transformers cause distortion and rob you of power. As a
direct result of transformerless, direct -coupled output design, Scott
solid state receivers surpass all others, transistor or tube, in transient
and high frequency response.

power measurements made on 4 ohm load.

3. Check the heat sinks if you're looking at a higher -powered
unit. Some manufacturers don't even bother to use them. Heavy
heat sinks are a necessity in a high powered solid state unit for low
operating temperature and consequent longer life and greater reliability. Only Scott uses massive military -type heat sinks, scientifically
designed for maximum heat dissipation.

4section.LookScottat silver
the front end. This the heart of the receiver's tuner
-plates its front ends to achieve maximum
is

tuner

sensitivity with virtually no cross modulation. Scott never sacrifices
quality to thoughtless cost -cutting. The performance of the Scott
receiver FM sections equals or exceeds that of the finest separate
tuners made.

Look at the chassis layout. Is it neat and uncluttered? A clean
5.
chassis layout is an immediate tip-off to expert engineering

and
careful design planning. In addition, well -planned parts placement
minimizes service problems, eliminates the danger of shorting, and
keeps your equipment running cool for optimum performance and
long-lived reliability. Scott uses high conductivity electrolytic aluminum for chasses, never mere cadmium -plated steel which may have
higher hum and be susceptible to rust. All Scott receivers look as
good as they sound, both inside and out.

6. Look for adequate protective devices. Scott receivers alone
are designed to withstand these common problems: accidental shorting of speaker terminals, operating the amplifier section without a
load, or subjecting the input to a high level transient signal. Capacitative loads, such as electrostatic loudspeakers, will not harm the
output transistors. Your expensive loudspeakers are protected from
direct current by special circuitry combined with heavy -duty output
coupling capacitors. Special quick-acting output fuses completely
protect both associated equipment and the transistors themselves.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Here is a receiver With the quality, the performwith the
ance, the complete control features of the 348
plus of Scott Wide -Range AM! A radically new front end
transistors
uses
field
effect
for
amazing
sensitivity
and
design
cross modulation rejection. Scott is proud to offer the 388 AMFM Stereo Tuner/ Amplifier to the audio expert who wishes
the ultimate in sound and reliability. Less than $500.

THE 388

...

.

THE 348

We believe this solid state receiver to be, without question, the finest stereo component ever offered. The 120watt 348 was designed without compromise to outpower, outperform, and outlast even the most expensive separate tuners
and amplifiers. Incorporated are all conceivable control features that even the most critical audiophile might desire. At
$479.95, the 348 is a thoroughly top -notch instrument specifically designed for that small select group who cannot be
satisfied with less than the best.
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THE 344

The 85-watt Scott 344 combines :he most ad.
vanced technology with extraordinary compactness and simplicity of operation. The more modestly priced 344 offers the
cool operation, long life, and matchless sound you expect only
from Scott transistor equipment. The tuner section is identical
to the Scott 312, acclaimed as one of the finest tuners ever
produced. The power-packed solid state amplifier utilizes
unique Scott-developed circuitry that assures peak power capabilities for the most demanding applications.
$374.95
.

_

......

THE 342

Here is an astonishing value for serious music
listeners
a Scott tuner and a Scott 65 -watt amplifier . . .
all solid state
combined on one handsome chassis, and
priced at under $300 complete! You get Scott's traditional
quality and features at this low price. Includes all- silicon
output transistors and 1F, plus the popular features found only
in the most expensive Scott components. No driver or output
transformers to mar the superb high frequency response one
expects from Scott.

The "Uncoverables" by Scott
0 SCOTT®

H. H. SCOTT, INC., Dept. 226-11,
=PORT:

111

POWDERMILL RD., MAYNARD, MASS.

IIDOTT INTERNATIONAL. MAYNARD. MASS. CABLE HIFI. PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER WEST OF

CIRCLE

100 ON

RocKll :ì. PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT
CARD

TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

READER -SERVICE
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HIGH FIDELITY NEWSFRONTS
Continued from page 46

Gives You Such Great Sound Per Pound!

The Oki 555 lightweight solid -state portable
stereo tape system weighs less than 25
pounds, yet gives you better than concert
hail sound reproduction. And the price?
Only $349.95' complete with two unique
"OKldizine" Speaker Systems. each contain-

ing two speakers with a crossover network.
Oki has a fine choice of other solid state
tape recorders, starting at $129.95'. See
and hear them now at your Oki dealer.

ONLY

OKI

555

new tapes until we have had a chance to
play them on some of these machines, as
well as on more recent models which will
be reported on in the near future. These
machines, as a group, offer both improved
electronic response and steadier mechanical performance -so that the "natural"
tendency to wow and flutter or speed irregularity at the slower speed (which
could degrade the audible results no
matter how "sophisticated" the circuits
themselves are) has been vastly reduced,
almost to the vanishing point. Played on
machines of this caliber, the new slow speed tapes -and particularly this Tosca
-offer sound that is wide-range, very
clean, and with no serious restrictions on
musical dynamics.
It is the kind of sound that can be enjoyed over the best amplifiers and speaker
systems-with one proviso: we discern
more preëmphasis of the upper midrange,
doubtless employed to overcome the traditionally expected loss of highs or "air
and space" in the sound at the slower
tape speed. It shows up only at times:

kind of "brightening" in prominent
upper wind registers, or a hint of ringing
during strong soprano or high tenor solos.
At that, we have no reason to doubt that
this occasional and fairly minor fault will
be overcome in future slow -speed releases, "as the art progresses," so that
the critical listener will not encounter
even this much distraction from what is
otherwise full, balanced sound and very
effective stereophony. It also occurs to
us that if the slow -speed tapes could be
made with a "pre- assurance" that they
would be played on machines that did
have extended response at 334-ips speed,
the impetus to preemphasize the upper
midrange (to compensate for the fall -off
of response on older machines) would
vanish. Bctween the inevitable progress
in recording and duplicating techniques,
and the gradual influx of the new, improved home tape machines, this is exactly what we can look forwr.rd to in
the future.
If, at any rate, the sonics of 334 ips
are promising, the convenience of the
slow -speed reel is an indisputable fact.
One "product unit" now can hold as
much musical material as two identical
units did in the past. Even vis -à -vis discs,
the advantage is obvious: a 7 -inch reel
offers playing time equivalent to two 12inch discs. And when played on one of
the new automatic -reverse decks, the 33/4ips reel provides a complete performance
of a major work without the need
once the machine is started
change
or flip the musical package. This is literally grand opera at the press of a button.
Although Angel has pioneered this
trend in serious music, other companies
are moving with it, in one way or another. The slow -speed tapes announced
by Roberts ( initially intended as demonstration material to help promote this
company's use of the cross -field head)
are expected to burgeon into a modest.
though steady, repertoire of pops and
show tunes. We have, since noting this
a

-to

'manufacturer's suggested list price

Chancellor Electronics, Inc.
457 Chancellor Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07112

-

development earlier in the year ("News fronts." February 1965), had an opportunity to at lition both the 3'/.r- and the
17/8-ips releases by Roberts and, again,
are more than favorably impressed. As
might be expected, the 17/s -ips reels lack
the highs more noticeably, although they
do preserve much of the stereo effect.
Ampex, the largest single producer of
prerecorded tape on reels, has no immediate plans for classical programs at 33/4
ips, but will continue to use this speed
for lighter music such as pops, and
spoken word releases. Some background
and mood music will be issued at Ws ips.
While Ampex and Angel do not agree,
so far anyway, about the suitability of
33/4 ips for serious classical music, they
do apparently concur on the economics
of the slow speed. The new releases, despite the fact that they permit using half
as much tape for an equivalent amount
of program material, cost somewhat more
than half the price of 7"2-ips releases.
On the other hand, they are closely competitive with equivalent discs. "The program itself, rather than the amount of
tape used," an Ampex spokesman told us
recently, "determines the cost of the reel."
Apparently the recording companies feel
one reel or two-is
that Tosca
still worth $11.98, or forty cents more
than the disc version.

-on

Literature, All Free: A 292 -page book
containing information on equipment
sold by Zack Electronics, the California
distributor, is available at any of the six
locations of Zack Electronics and its

is headquartered at 1444 Market St., San Francisco, and its main branch is at 654
. Thirteen new
High St., Palo Alto.
items, including several for professional
and home audio use, are introduced in
the Electronic Wire and Cable Catalogue
No. 865. offered by Belden Manufacturing Co., 415 S. Kilpatrick, Chicago,
Ill. 60644. A special chart, to help
select various wire sizes for different
cable runs, is included.... Anyone who
has had to stumble mentally over such
conversions as centimeters to inches.
watts to horsepower, and so on, may
welcome a new data chart listing hundreds of data conversions in alphabetical
inches
order. Measuring 81 by
and printed on heavy stock, the chart
may be tacked to wall or bulletin board.
or slipped into a loose -leaf binder, and
is being offered free "to engineers and
other executives" by Precision Equipment Co., 4409G Ravenswood Ave..
Chicago, Ill. 60604. . . . An 8 -page
brochure, in color, describes Empire's
latest products and includes hints on
installation and décor, using audio components. Copies are free on request to
Empire Scientific Corp., 845 Stewart
Ave.. Garden City, N. Y. 11533. . . .
McIntosh has issued its first complete
catalogue-36 pages, illustrated, and
featuring in addition to detailed product
information a listing by frequency of
all FM stations in the U.S.A. and
Canada. For a free copy. write to McIntosh Laboratory. Inc., 4 Chambers St..
Binghamton. N. Y. 13903.

"zacKIT" stores. The company
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Lots of people said,

"If

KLH would

put

stereo tuner in their Model Eleven
portable, they'd have a great thing."

a

Lots of people, you were right!

The Model Eleven -FM by KLH

At KLH we listen to people. So
we built a stereo tuner into our
Model Eleven. But not just any
tuner. Our tuner. Essentially
the same solid state tuner that
Julian Hirsch of HI FI /STEREO
REVIEW called "...one of
the better FM tuners I have seen
regardless of price."
We call our new portable music
system the Model Eleven -FM.
It weighs just 29 pounds. But it's a
heavyweight when it comes to
solid musical performance.
It's a portable that's really

portable. And it can do everything.
It plays stereo and mono records.
It receives FM and FM stereo
broadcasts. It has outputs so you
can make tape recordings
of records or broadcasts. It has
effective controls so that you can
tailor any program material to your
needs and the room acoustics.
What more could you want?
KLH quality?
It's got that too. Throughout.
In its specially designed KLH
full performance loud -speakers.
In its KLH- designed solid state

tuner and amplifier. In its
custom -built automatic turntable,
designed especially for KLH by
Garrard. In its Pickering magnetic
cartridge. In its diamond stylus.
In short: everywhere it counts.
The Model Eleven -FM is a
complete stereophonic music
system in a suitcase. And it's ready
to travel -for just $279.95.

''
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30 Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass.

*Suggested price for Continental United States.
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"Music of Viet Nam." Folkways FE
4352. $6.79 (LP).
Among the many virtues of this fine
ethnic release is the clear delineation of
the great diversity of Viet Nam. The

melancholy warfare that has wracked
the former French colony for almost
thirty years -climaxed by our own steadily escalating commitment of the past
decade -has given the world a somewhat
simplistic view of the people involved.
Musically, at least, this disc rights the
balance. Here are chants and ritual music of the primitive tribes of the Central
Highlands -ethnically different from and
politically opposed to Lowland Vietnamese of every party. Limpid, Chinese sounding music of the old Imperial
Court reminds us of Viet Nam's long
history: work songs, love songs, and very
sophisticated chamber music trace the
varying strands-Chinese, Indian, Indonesian, indigenous -that form the glittering brocade of Southeast Asian culture.
The recordings were drawn from the tape
collection of Vietnamese folklorist Pham
Duy with an assist from the American
folk duo of Steve Addiss and Bill Crofut.
Spanning some twenty years, they display a certain variation of sonic texture.
But in every sense this ranks as a superior
release.

"Twenty -four Songs and One Guitar."
Belina, soprano, and Siegfried Behrend,
guitar. Odeon ST 83510, $6.98 (SD).
A genuine tour de force by Belina, a
Polish -born Parisienne who made this
recording in Berlin. Her dark, caressing
soprano is stunningly supple: it can become transparent as gossamer in Green sleeves and like thick honey in the
Moroccan Zulinta. Mlle. Beliná s repertory on this disc encompasses no less
than seventeen languages-from Greek
to Portuguese, from Russian to Japanese.
The songs are, without exception, delightful: a sampling will convey the tone
Vito (Spain), Troika
of her program
(Russia), Lupu cupu (Poland), Manha
de carnaval (Brazil). The recital is presented as an entity, with the clever
guitar of Siegfried Behrend bridging the
selections. While the lack of separate
bands constitutes a minor inconvenience.
this device very successfully preserves the
carefully conceived continuity of the concert. Less pleasing is the fact that the
vocalist sings from the left speaker only,

-El

and the fugitive presence of

a

faint pre -

echo.
"Moscow Hit Parade." Monitor MF 603,
$4.79 (LP); MPS 603, $4.79 (SD).
On the evidence of this disc I would say

_

_

_

long established in the mountains of
Kentucky, provided British folklorist
the course of his epochal
Cecil Sharp
1917 collecting trip through the Southern
Appalachians-with vital information on
Elizabethan ballads, lost in their native
England, that had survived among the
descendants of old English immigrants
to the isolated Cumberlands. Miss Ritchie
learned her ballads quite literally at her
mother's knee and her light, fresh voice
is less a channel for song than an integral component of the song. This is
unequivocally her finest recording to
date. Wholeheartedly recommended.
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say fortunately because when her records
appear at longer intervals one can better
appreciate her premier place among practicing. authentic folk singers. Her family,

t
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_

that in the realm of pops the U.S.S.R.
lags about twenty years behind us
which every Soviet citizen should thank
God or His Marxist equivalent. The
dozen songs on the album, recorded in
the U.S.S.R. by Mezhkniga, possess accessible, memorable melodies; the lyrics
focus on lovers, rivers, the colors of
autumn, and blue-eyed girls. No sweaty
beats . . . words instead of gasped syllables . . . no choked soloists-this is
counterrevolution! I particularly enjoyed
You Will Come, sung by a soprano
named Tamara Miansarova, and The
Volga Flows by baritone Vladimir Troshin. Here is happy evidence that all is
not crop quotas down on the old kolkhoz.

-for

Burl Ives: "Shall We Gather at the
River." Word W 3339, $3.98 (LP);
WST 8339, $4.98 (SD).
Through thirteen traditional Protestant
hymns, Burl Ives re- creates the cleaner,
greener world of the white clapboard
country church and its era, when theology
unencumbered by exegesis and
eschatology and ecumenicism. Despite
their clichés, the hymns -Bringing in the
Sheaves, O How I Love Jesus, Shall We
Gather at the River -have an enormous
residual power to quicken the spirit. Ives
sings with conviction and, intentionally
or no, a back -up choir provides the super sweet sound common to so much church
vocalism. You are not likely to hear a
themselves
collection of such hymns
a significant tributary of American folk
music-better presented.
was

-in

Giuseppe di Stefano: "Neapolitan Songs."
New Symphony Orchestra, Iller Pat tacini, cond. London OL 5936, $4.79
(LP); OS 25936, $5.79 (SD).
Ecco! Emblazoned on the album sleeve
in four colors, a well- fleshed Di Stefano
sits at the wheel of his Ferrari and caresses his pedigreed puppy. He is going to
sing the suffering, intense songs of impoverished Naples? Well. Neapolitans
have always relished irony, so they might
take wry joy in the fact that the well -to -do
tenor not only sings them, but sings them
very well indeed. He brings a proper
operatic bravura -the anguished upper
such as
register, the hinted sob
Catlin). Catari and Torna a Surrienlo:
while one suspects that little perception
underlies his florid delivery, the vocal
pyrotechnics almost make passion passé.

-to

Jean Ritchie: "A Time for Singing."

Warner Bros. W 1592, $3.79 (LP);
WS 1592. $4.79 (SD).
Fortunately, Jean Ritchie has been relatively little recorded in recent years. I

Leadbelly: `Take This Hammer." Verve
Folkways FV 9001, $4.98 (LP); FVS
9001, $5.98 (SD).
Huddie Ledbetter, or Leadbelly, died in
1949 and, save among a limited coterie
of admirers, was famed only as the composer of the hit Good Night. Irene. But
those few admirers

recognized in the
brawny Louisiana Negro one of the great
folk artists of this century. The Leadbelly who long ago recorded this album-now sonically refurbished-had
mellowed with the years. But not too
much. Listen to Yellow Gal, Laura, We
Shall Walk through the Valley, and
Rock Island Line. By any standards, an
important re- release.

"Portugal's Great Amalia Rodrigues."
Monitor MF 442, $4.79 (LP); MFS
442. $4.79 (SD).

A magnificent singer caught at the absolute pinnacle of her form in a live concert at the Olympia Theatre, Paris. Although Miss Rodrigues has abandoned
her native Lisbon for Brazil, she still
dominates the fado world of the Portuguese capital as surely as Lyndon Johnson. that other expatriate of sorts, still
dominates Capitol Hill. This vital program includes the finest contemporary
fados -Uma casa portuguesa, Mouraria.
Barco negro, Coimbra. Lisboa amigoand thus constitutes a splendid entré to
this intoxicatingly melancholy idiom.
Monitor provides outstanding stereo
sound and acceptable paraphrases of
the songs, although no Portuguese texts.

Lui Man-Sing: "Chinese Masterpieces
for the Erh -Hu." Lyrichord LL 132,
$4.98 (LP); LLST 7132. $5.95 (SD).
Another distinguished entry in Lyrichord's series of Chinese classical music.
Lui Man-Sing, a virtuoso of the erh -hu,
a kind of two- stringed, long -stemmed
fiddle, reveals the enormous potential
of his apparently simple instrument. In
Birds Returning to the Forest, for example, he creates with uncanny verisimilitude the cries of bickering birds. Mr. Lui
also leads a larger ensemble in an ancient composition, Triumph from the
Battlefield. that is. in its way, as much
onomatopoetic fun as Beethoven's Wellington's Victory. The willing Westerner
can readily respond to this type of
Chinese program music, and initiates
will find endless enchantment.
O. B. BRUMMELL
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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MARANTZ 10 -B TUNER:
Q. Mr. Marantz, your new 10B stereo
FM tuner has caused quite a stir in the
hi -fi industry. Now that a large number
are in the field, what reactions have you

received?
Mr. Marantz: The overwhelming
reaction has been one of surprise from
owners who found our claims were not
exaggerated. One user wrote he had
"...taken with a grain of salt your
statement that reception was as good as
playback of the original tape or disc.
However, after using the tuner for several days I felt I owed an apology for
doubting the statement." This is typical.
Q. What success have users had with
fringe area reception?
Mr. Marantz: Letters from owners disclose some rather spectacular results.
From the California coast, which is normally a very difficult area, we have had
many letters reporting clean reception
from stations never reached before. An
owner in Urbana, Illinois told us he
receives Chicago stations 150 air miles
away with a simple "rabbit ears" TV
antenna. Another in Arlington, Virginia
consistently receives fine signals from
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 125 miles
away; Philadelphia, 200 miles away,
and three stations in Richmond 100
miles over mountains, which he said
"come in as good as local stations."
Q. For the benefit of these readers
interested in the technical aspects, what

106
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rather spectacular results."

are the reasons for this improved fringe
area performance?
Mr. Marantz: Technical people will find
it self- evident that the rare four -way
combination of high sensitivity- better
than 2µv, IHF -both phase linearity
and ultra -sharp selectivity in our new
advanced IF circuit, and a unique ability to reach full quieting with very weak
signals -50 db @ 3 µv, 70 db @ 24 µv
virtually spells out the 10B's superior
reception capabilities. Engineers will
also appreciate the additional fact that
our circuitry exhibits very high rejection
of "ENSI," or equivalent-noise -sidebandinterference.
Q. Considering the 10B's excellent
fringe area performance, shouldn't one
pick up more stations across the dial?
Mr. Marantz: Yes. The report published
in the April edition of Audio Magazine
claimed to have logged 53 stations with
an ordinary folded dipole used in the
reviewer's apartment, which was "more
than ever before on any tuner!"
Q. I appreciate, Mr. Marantz, that the
10B's built -in oscilloscope tuning and
multipath indicator is very valuable in
achieving perfect reception. How big a
factor is this device in the total cost of
the 10B?
Mr. Marantz: Well, first we should note
the fact that no manufacturer would
offer a quality tuner without tuning and
signal strength meters. Therefore, what
we should really consider is the difference in price between ordinary tuning
meters, and our infinitely more useful
and versatile Tuning/ Multipath Indicator, which is only about $30! While our
scope tube and a pair of moderately
priced d'Arsonval meters costs about
the same -slightly under $25 -the $30
price differential covers the slight addi-

-

adjustments and a switch. The rest of
the necessary associated circuitry would
be basically similar for both types of
indicator. The price of the 10B tuner is

easily justified by its sophisticated

precision circuitry and extremely high quality parts.
Q. With the 10B's exceptionally high
performance, does it have any commercial or professional application?
Mr. Marantz: Yes, very much so. In fact,
a growing number of FM stations are
already using 10B's for monitoring their
own broadcast quality. One station
wrote that they discovered their 10B
outperformed their expensive broadcast
monitoring equipment, and were now

using it for their multiplexing setup
adjustments and tests.

Q. Just how good is the general quality
of FM stereo broadcast signals?
Mr. Marantz: As I have remarked on
previous occasions, the quality of FM

broadcasting is far better than most
people realize. The Model 10B tuner
has proven this. What appeared to be
poor broadcast quality was, in most

instances, the inability of ordinary FM
receiving circuits to do the job properly.
The Model 10B, of course, is based on a
number of entirely new circuit concepts
designed to overcome these faults.

Q. In other words, the man who uses a
MARANTZ 10B FM tuner can now
have true high fidelity reception?
Mr. Marantz: Yes, very definitely -even
under many conditions where reception
may not have been possible before. This,
of course, opens up a tremendous source
of material for the man who wants to
tape off the air, and who needs really
good fidelity. He can, as many of the
10B owners are now doing, build a
tional power supply complexity, plus superb library of master -quality tapes,
two more dual triode tubes with scope especially from live broadcasts.
Price: $600

mira

araii
J

INC.
MARANTZ, INC. SUBSIDIARY OF LIIN7iCM[
25.14 BROADWAY, LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

Also see the exciting Marantz Stereo

Pre -Amplifier, Stereo Amplifier, and
Straight Line Tracking SLT -12 Turntable.
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As tracking forces have become lighter, and stylus

assemblies more delicate, so has the danger of damage from manual handling increased. To eliminate this

hazard, Garrard has built into the lab 80 an ingenious tone arm cueing control. This feature protects
your records as no other turntable can.
The Lab 80 integral cueing control works for you
in three important ways:
1. To play a single record: Press the Manual tab.
This starts the motor and activates the tone arm cueing
control. The arm stays suspended a safe half inch over
the record. Position the tone arm over the first (or any)
groove. Now, press the cueing control and the stylus
lowers gently into the groove.
2. To cue a record during manual or automatic play:
Press the Manual tab. The arm
rises and stays a half inch
above the record. Move
the arm to the band or
groove desired, and press
the cueing control. The
stylus lowers slowly and
accurately into the groove.
With this feature, there is
no necessity to lift the arm
by hand causing accidental jarring or scraping of
the stylus across the record:
3. To pause during manual or automatic
play: When you want to interrupt the music,
press the Manual tab. The arm rises directly
over the record and stays there. The turntable continues to revolve. When you are
ready to resume play, press the cueing control. The stylus lowers accurately and safely,

and the music continues from where it left off.
Regarding automatic play: The lab 80 is a superb
transcription turntable for single play. But, in addition,
it includes an exceptionally gentle, built -in record

changing device, enabling you to play a stack of
eight records fully automatically.

the perfect unit
for taping and
protecting your records

The

qa,v241/4141

LAB 80
Automatic
ranscription Turntable
is the only automatic...

that performs on cue!

LAB 80, $99.50, less base and cartridge. For your copy of the 32 -page Comparator Guide, write Garrard, Dept. GS -25, Westbury, N.Y. 11591.
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THE MOZART OPERAS
on the Mozart operas commemorates no anniversary,
marks no particular occasion. It is, in fact, a sheer indulgence. We are
simply giving ourselves the pleasure of reëxploring some of the most enchanting terrain in the realm of music. The operas of Mozart come as close
to perfection as anything achieved by man, and the last word on their infinite
variety will never be uttered.
We begin on the following page with a reappraisal of Lorenzo da
Ponte, the versatile adventurer who provided Mozart with the texts for three
of his greatest operas. Da Ponte's librettos to Figaro, Don Giovanni, and
Così fan tutte are absorbing-sometimes disturbing-dramatic entities in
themselves, and it therefore seemed appropriate to invite the brilliant
young theatre critic Gordon Rogoff to take a fresh look at Mozart's enigTHIS SPECIAL ISSUE

matically talented collaborator.
Next comes an account of the reception accorded Mozart's operas during
the composer's lifetime. It is a strange history of love and hate, in which
many questions are still unresolved. That indefatigable guide to the eighteenth century, H. C. Robbins Landon, gives us a fascinating inventory of
what is known and a hint of what remains to be discovered.
Finally, there is a comparative guide to the complete recordings of
Mozart's five best-loved operas, from the pen of our valued opera critic,
Conrad L. Osborne. We call it a "discography -in- depth" because of its
minute and probing thoroughness. The article is extremely long-but we
urge readers not to be discouraged on that account. In our opinion, Mr.
Osborne is producing some of the most distinguished (and witty) writing on
music of our day, and in this discography he is in peak form. His aim here
is not primarily to provide a shopper's directory of available recordings
(though that is a useful by- product) but rather to illumine and deepen our
appreciation of the Mozart operas by an exhaustive analysis of varying
interpretative approaches. As a sampler of the Osborne method, turn to his
paragraphs on Donna Anna (page 128). After that, you will probably find
yourself going back to the beginning and reading through the whole discography at one sitting.
To tell the truth, we have found the whole issue to be marvelous reading. We hope you will too.
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BY GORDON ROGOFF

In the librettist for Figaro,
Don giovanni, and Cosi, the composer discovered
an extension

PRIMA LA MUSICA E POI LE PAROLE: first the music,
and then the words. This ancient issue, decaying
from overexposure, can be settled at once by agreeing that, in opera, in musical drama, the words
bear a less central position to artistic results than
does the music. This is not quite the same as saying
that words stand beneath music, or that they have
no significance at all. When Strauss joined with
Clemens Krauss to fashion a speculative romance
around the sophist comedy of Capriccio, he was
writing music to a libretto prepared not by a poet
but by a musician. This was surely part of the joke.
Two rather wry musicians, with years of operatic
experience almost literally draped over their endeavor, were pretending to present a neo- Socratic
dialogue, a theoretically balanced and fair debate.
on the subject of Words vs. Music. Even as the
Countess seems to waver between the worlds of poet
and composer, she is always wavering to music. It is
this casual irony that implicitly unmasks the argument for what it is: a battle won before its beginning. In the end, Strauss and Krauss had the
audacity to suggest that the only resolution available

of himself.

to such a question is a trivial one. And so the
operatic dialogue, this Conversation Piece for Music
(my italics), ends elegiacally with strings and horn,
little doubt remaining that Madeleine will choose
the composer for her lover.
Lorenzo da Ponte, who in life would have moved
a rakish heaven and a scheming earth to make the
poet-himself -the chosen lover, would nonetheless
have deferred to the composer in the operatic situation. Little as we know of his direct working relationship with Mozart -and external evidence is
almost as shadowy as what we possess on Shakespeare's life -we have by now surmised from the
evidence of the three operas themselves that Da
l'onte had an instinctively sensible, professional view
of his proper role.
Not that he loved either music or Mozart more
than he loved himself. Indeed, his biographer, April
FitzLyon, says that the only evidence of music in
his soul is that he played the violin in his own
brothel while still wearing his priest's cassock. Moreover, Mozart was neither his favorite composer nor
the source of his proudest collaboration. Measuring
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artistic success by box -office returns as he did, it
was Una Cosa rara, which he wrote with Martin y
Soler, that pleased him most.
With Da Ponte, in fact, we are forced away from
romantic gush, from portraits of the artist as chained
spirit, soul in torment. Love, whether of Mozart or
music, was not at issue. Living, however, the complex business of staying alive, was. Poets today are
distinguished publishers (as was T. S. Eliot), doctors (the late William Carlos Williams), or university professors (almost all the rest). In Da Ponte's
Europe, they wrote odes and sonnets to potential
patrons and they vied for the few jobs available
as Poets to the Opera or Imperial Court. In short,
they wrote words to music in order to survive, just
as most of our contemporary poets write criticism.
Da Ponte had only to realize in his infinite cleverness that the best way to serve himself would be
to serve the composer first.
His own story was preparation not so much for
service as it was for adaptability to emergency situations. Da Ponte's energies, his darting will for work
and play, were only a shade less prodigious than
his astounding talent for inventing new forms of survival. He was like a man sentenced to umbilical life
on a tightrope, never to come down until severed
by death, balancing himself for almost ninety years
on two continents, in four countries, and in four
major cities.
It is a small wonder and special blessing that
Hollywood has up to now overlooked his life story.
Da Ponte would have no doubt loved nothing better
than writing the screen play, embroidering it, as he
stitched his Memoirs, with innumerable patches of
fictional adventure. The moguls, with Da Ponte's
accommodation, would cast Rock Hudson for the
leading role. A more fitting choice, however, would
he an actor combining the buckling swash of Douglas Fairbanks, the incredible daring of Laurence
Olivier, the brooding cynicism of Richard Burton,
with all three capped by the rough suavity of Ezio
Pinza in his waning years. Who but this chameleon,
this quick- changing Pulcinello, this actor's actor
could ever hope to embrace the shifts, the brazen elegance, the gentle vulgarity, the blinding ego of Da
Ponte
Jewish merchant's son who in one extensive lifetime was a onetime Catholic priest, a Venetian seducer. a small town teacher, a Court Poet,
a librettist to fourteen composers, a friend to Casanova, a London bookseller, a devoted husband and
father, a theatre manager, a Pennsylvania grocer,
a distiller, and the first professor of Italian literature at Columbia University? Yet it is certain that
for all the skill of this ideal actor and for all the
technicolored features of Da Ponte's life, the central
achievement would be missed.
One of the teasing ironies of any man's life is
that, grounded as he is in the shifting sands of domestic survival, he may himself die without an
awareness of his unique moment, his passing instant of personal glory. While he struts and frets

-a
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his hour upon the stage, searching for means to express himself, or less grandly, for a profession, or
more philosophically, for his identity, the fact of
his life may well have been there all the time.

FOR

us -and quite rightly -the fact of Da Ponte's

life is that he wrote the librettos of Le Nozze di
Figaro. Don Giovanni, and Così fan tutte for Mo-

zart. Listeners today, it is true, scarcely think of
Da Ponte when faced with these operas. His moment misses them no less than it missed him. Perhaps this is as it should be: first the music, then
somewhere in the background -the words. But the
fact persists that Mozart wrote three of his five major operas to librettos by Da Ponte. And, unless
one believes in accidents, magic, or the divine unimportance of the librettist, Da Ponte deserves placement and more than a grain of appreciation for
his part in these transcendent works of dramatic
imagination. To serve so well the mind of Mozart
was to reveal in turn, whether he knew it or not,
a mind touched by genius.
Genius, as we are constantly reminded, is una
cosa rara
rare thing. In the librettos of most acceptable operas, it is conspicuous by its absence.
This might well be a contradiction in terms. It is
better to say that an opera of genius must perforce
be set to a libretto touched, at the very least, by
the same brush that inspired the music. The society
of honored opera librettists could scarcely be more
exclusive: Da Ponte, Boito, and Hofmannsthal, with
a grudging, critical nod to the heavy labors of Wagner. Clearly, such a tiny circle of talented librettists suggests that the few who have succeeded
however inharmonious a group in most respects
shared some peculiar quirk, some odd mole of nature, some twist of spirit, that enabled them to submit to the special discipline of drama for music.
The mole, however, like all creative forces, resists definition. One assumes, for a start, that any
writer has what can be only called a chemical attraction for his particular form. Great poets are
almost always poor dramatists. The thumping verse
and sweet melodies of Byron and Shelley sailed
headlong into drama, and promptly sank. Indeed,
in the English language, there has been only one
poet who crossed the frontiers with ease; and for
Shakespeare, a nondramatic form such as the sonnet represented only a peripheral urge.
A useful rule, in fact, informs a writer that he
is wise to find his form and hold to it. Novelists
invariably write better novels than plays. The broken
dramas of Henry James, Joyce, Hemingway, and
Steinbeck should be testimony enough. In like
fashion, playwrights such as Arthur Miller and Tennessee Williams have written indifferent novels. And
-lastly -the dissimilar, unlikely, less than holy
trinity of Da Ponte, Boito, and Hofmannsthal stands
clearly for the justice of the rule, the conditioning
of the mole: they are remembered today not for
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poems or novels, but for operas. And opera, like
it or not, prescribes a form.
That Da Ponte was first a careerist and then an
artist takes nothing away from his instinct for the
form. Mozart, it would seem, had an equal instinct
for Da Ponte. In May 1783, he wrote to his father
from Vienna:
Our poet here is a certain Abbate da Ponte;
he has an enormous amount to do in writing
pieces for the theatre and he has to write per
obbligo an entirely new opera for Salieri which
will take him two months. He has promised
after that to write a new libretto for me. But
who knows whether he will be able to keep his
word
will want to? . . . If he is in league
with Salieri, I shall never get anything out of
him. But indeed I should dearly love to show
what 1 can do in an Italian opera!
Mozart undoubtedly knew what everybody else
knew: that Da Ponte was far from being an experienced dramatist; that, in fact, he had arrived in
Vienna with little more than his social ambitions to
his credit. To the Emperor Joseph II he was "a
virgin muse." The virtue of Da Ponte's virginity
was that he knew his models (having been weaned
as a young man on Metastasio's texts) and that
he had the joy of spirit and the quick imagination
to make any new experience very much his own.
Mozart, as we know from his most frequently
quoted letter to his father (1781), was searching
for "an able poet, that true phoenix," towards the
end of demonstrating "that in opera the poetry
must be altogether the obedient daughter of the
music." Some scholars are persuaded that by the
autumn of 1783 he was already in collaboration
with Da Ponte on an opera that was to remain unfinished, Lo Sposo deluso (K. 430). Whatever the
story of that abortive effort may be, it is clear
that by 1786 and their first finished collaboration,
Le Nozze di Figaro, Da Ponte had already suffered
the kind of apprenticeship -translating, adapting,
and inventing for Salieri and Martin y Soler-that
fitted him admirably for the needs of Mozart. In
the same year, he adapted Shakespeare's Comedy
of Errors for Stephen Storace, the exploration of
which, says Alfred Einstein, "would be tantamount
to writing a short study of the dramatic technique
of the opera -libretto."

-or

DA Ponte's reputation today suffers less from
detraction than it does from disinterest. At one time,
clearly, his standing was higher. Hofmannsthal
linked him with Goethe and Wagner. Shaw saw the
libretto of Don Giovanni as "an odd mixture of the
old Punch tradition with the highly emancipated
modern philosophy of Molière." And Mozart himself, not likely to be satisfied by a disabled poet or
a disobedient daughter, demonstrated by the frequency with which he collaborated with him that
he had found his man.
Detractions ranged from the moral outrage of

Beethoven and Wagner, most clearly expressed by
Ruskin (the Don is the "foolishest and most monstrous of conceivable human words and subject of
thought "), to Ernest Newman's understandable, if
no less arguable, formal view (the Don libretto is "one
of the sorriest pieces of stage joinery ever nailed
together by a hack in a hurry "). More typical, but
perhaps even more bizarre and unjust, is the opinion
of Da Ponte's biographer, Miss FitzLyon, who,
while crediting him with "good craftmanship, willing subordination to the music, verse expressed in
the contemporary idiom . . . wit, sound plot construction, good characterization, and elegant verse,"
concludes, nevertheless, that Da Ponte's real contribution is only "the framework and the frills."
Mozart she calls the active partner, Da Ponte the
passive, with Mozart, finally, the source of the
works' "intellectual depth and thought." Worse
writers than Da Ponte, genuinely content with hack ery, would be happy to manage such "frills" as
good wit, craftsmanship, plot, verse, and characterization. But the habit of treating him dismissively
appears to have caught on even with his admirers.
Da Ponte, as I have implied, suggested the habit
first, by treating this part of his career so casually,
and often insensitively, in his Memoirs. In this,
he was only a child of the eighteenth century. A truly
obedient daughter of music was then only a lackey of
the State, little more than a footnote in an Emperor's
notebook. Even so liberal a monarch as Joseph II
would have traded all his composers for one good
soldier, and there is no way of knowing how many
librettists he would have willingly burned for two.
Given such status, it is no wonder that Mozart had so
much trouble finding a Da Ponte and that Da Ponte
had so much trouble appreciating himself.
Nothing is easier, therefore, than to speak of
Mozart as if Da Ponte scarcely existed; as if, in
fact, a daughter, obedient or otherwise, is not
necessarily a person. The latest to do so is Brigid
Brophy in her extravagantly psychosexual analysis
called -with no apologies to Da Ponte- Mozart the
Dramatist. Scarcely necessary as it is to agree with
all the conclusions she draws from the impotence,
castration, repressed homosexuality, and incest woven into her thick texture, it is still possible to accept
her formative assumption that psychology was Mozart's revolutionary contribution to opera. What is
missing, again, is Da Ponte's likely share in that
psychology.
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First, of course, two psychologies must be distinguished: that of the operas and their characters,
and that of the two men who created them. The
three operas have in common one theme or subject
that imposes on them a very specific psychological
atmosphere, more severe, intense, ironic, and highlighted in these operas than in Entflihrung or
Zauherflöte: an atmosphere of seductive intrigue. To
the end of testing the fragile constancy of men and
women, the sources of true personal freedom, the
tremors of doubt men have about themselves
this end all three operas revolve around schemes,
deceptions, masks and masquerades, utilizing most
of the trappings of mistaken-identity comedy which
can be pressed into quick service.
the thing,
The play -which is to say playing
the comic dramatist's oldest metaphor for the psychology of feeling behind our words. Characters in
such comedies serve a double action: the movement
of the drama and the movement of their games, each
action dependent upon the other, both expressing
the manner in which men fool themselves while
pretending to fool others. This playing within the play
becomes at once the source of comedy and the expression of an idea. A man in fear of attack tries
to attack first. In gaming comedy, his sharpest weapon is whatever illusion he can create if only for
an instant. Through illusion- through playing at
life -he finds momentary relief and protection
from demons within and without. The identity a
man mistakes in the rush of events propelled by
him is really his own; for men and women masked
are men and women running from themselves. This
is as true of the Count trying to exercise his droit
du seigneur over Figaro's Susanna as it is of Don
Giovanni running from the masked trio of Anna,
Elvira, and Ottavio.
As intrigue links the operas. so does its psychological corollary -fear of attack -link librettist and
composer. Shrill, sometimes desperate strains of imminent danger pervade Da Ponte's Memoirs and
Mozart's letters -Da Ponte's haunted by rogues
after his jobs and money, Mozart in fear of imagined
inconstancies and even, towards the end of his life,
of being poisoned. How easy and natural it was,
then, for these two to make drama together from
such a powerful, shared response to the world. Phantoms from life became figures in the living dream
called theatre. If drama is the enactment of fantasy,
the dynamic presentation of an image in the mind,
then Mozart and Da Ponte-however else they differed -were ideally suited to each other.
Mask and play, then: Mozart putting a face on
drama, covering intrigue with the abstractions of
music, shadowing sensuality with sound; Da Ponte
giving intrigue its first rhythms, its orders, shapes,
directions, its concrete humors and impulse; Mozart
expressing, Da Ponte impressing, both serving the
whole, like comedy and tragedy in the best plays.
as one; unromantically, beyond the regions of conscious will, both imagining, and then conjuring,
drama for music.

-to

-is

To SPEAK of these linked impulses, these twin
psychologies, is not to say that Mozart and Da Ponte
spoke of them. When artists collaborate, they speak
not of art but of craft. Once each is assured of the
other's talent and temper, art can he assumed. It was
neither the fashion then, nor is it even a necessity
now, for artists openly to share psychologies. All
that was required was a sharing of forms. the way
to build blocks of action that suggested varieties of
music. While Mozart and Da Ponte were never aggressive reformers in the Beethoven or Wagner
mold, they did, in fact, blur the inherited lines of
opera to make something at once richer and more
expressive; no longer seria or buf fa alone, but, in
their place, a blending of forms and atmospheres
pierced by irony.
Da Ponte's predecessor, the high priest of librettists, Metastasio, described himself as "a bird of
court, used to ease, comfort and repose." To
him, drama for music was foursquare and immutable; action moved forward by blank verse set
as recitative, lyrics set mainly for arias or duets, the
chorus used sparingly, and large ensembles almost
unknown. Heeding their own free spirits, Mozart
and Da Ponte built upon more flexible forms. But
and perhaps here I am suggesting a minor blasphemy
-for all the skill, boldness, scope, and grandeur
of their adapted works, Figaro and the Don, it was
not until Cosi, when they built upon a tale of
their own invention, that all the elements cohered.
Here, at last, was balance, the perfect ordering of
material ideal to both of them.
For subject: an intrigue again. For manner:
serious comedy placed against comic seriousness.
For characters: six types reaching beyond type,
evenly compared to one another, unevenly matched.
For dramatic line: economy, a spare directness,
superb timing, and the most ingenious placement
of situation. For musical challenge: a first act moved
almost entirely through ensembles, the second by
arias, both mounting inevitably towards extended
finales that use all the voices and orchestra almost
symphonically.
And finally, for the single element that uses
and bridges operatic inheritance while reaching
forward to operatic future: the astonishing, ambivalent, sometimes absurd, sometimes heartbreaking
figure of Fiordiligi. As she crosses centuries. threatening at moments to break the balances, she almost
upsets the carefully wrought and contained shapes
of both the music and the drama. At once satirical
of the indignant, stentorian sopranos of opera seria,
and yet deeply serious within her precarious, temptingly dangerous dramatic situation, Fiordiligi is the
logical touchstone to Mozart's and Da Ponte's
extraordinary collaboration. With her, nature appears richer and more various. bending backwards,
glancing ahead, perfect and sublime in its touching
imperfections. In concept and through music, Fiordiligi blows dark winds of change softly and dramatically into the once circumscribed world of opera.
Continued on page 182
Suddenly,
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How did Mozart's contemporaries view the operas
which we now consider immortal?
ONE OF the modern critic's favorite sports is to
read the criticism of great composers, or painters, or
sculptors written by their contemporaries and to
prove what fools those contemporaries were: that
they never realized the greatness of Michelangelo's
Moses, or Leonardo's Last Supper, or Bach's St.
Matthew Passion. or Beethoven's Eroica. While no
doubt there were indeed many who, as we vulgarly
say, just weren't with it, I fail to see the point of
such ancient critic baiting. Surely the understanding
of what is new and often difficult in the arts grows
with time, and the important thing, it seems to me,
is to watch the gradual appreciation of the artist's
work coming ahout even in his own lifetime.
All great eighteenth -century composers were at
first. if not thoroughly misunderstood. at least subjected to intensive and occasionally vicious criticism.
Bach's congregations were at first "confounded"
by his music. Handel's Israel in Egypt (perhaps his
greatest single work) was the subject of a fascinating
debate in the British newspapers, Haydn's music
was violently attacked in North Germany in the
1760s. and the story of Beethoven's fight for recognition is too well known to bear repeating here.
To a large extent. Mozart's operas (which, apart
from his piano music, received the widest circulation in his lifetime) were so new
only their
subjects (political opera. Figaro; a rapist and de-

-not

baucher, Don Giovanni; wife swapping, Così) but
also their lush orchestration and the pure physical
difficulty of the vocal and instrumental parts-that

it was to be expected that they would be received
with considerable astonishment. But the fact is that
Entfiihrung had been performed all over Germany
by 1791, and the other stage works followed hard
upon it. It can be proved statistically that there was
not a single year, after 1786, when Figaro was not
being played somewhere in Germany. Mozart undoubtedly died in shattering poverty in 1791, but
his fame was secured long before then; and it is no
hindsight platitude to say that if he had lived another five years, he would obviously have reaped
the profits of his fame, as did Haydn (though we
must remember that Haydn was nearly sixty before
he went to London "to make me famous at home,"
i.e. Austria).
Thus what is of interest to the serious student
must be not only that some obscure critic in Braunschweig thought Entfiihrung no good but also that
some equally obscure critic in Hanover thought it
marvelous. Haydn once said, apropos of living in
Esterháza, "My misfortune is that I live in the
country "; and Mozart wrote his friend and brother
Mason, Puchberg. a few years after Haydn's bitter
comment, "Fate is unfortunately so against me,
hut only here in Vienna" (italics original). And
while Haydn was making his complaint, his works
were being played all over the civilized world, and
while Mozart was writing to Puchberg for another
loan, Entfiihrung and Figaro and Don Giovanni were
being performed and discussed throughout Central
Europe. This fact did not make Mozart's financial
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position any less catastrophic, but it does perhaps
show that a large part of Mozart's misery was that
he chose to live in a violently talented, scandalmongering town where superficiality and profundity
existed happily side by side. The one killed Mozart
and the other, perhaps, helped to make him the
universal genius he is.

THiS BRIEF SURVEY of the contemporary response
to Mozart's operas is limited to those he wrote
after settling in Vienna: i.e., Die Entfiihrung
aus dem Serail (1782), Le Nozze di Figaro ( 1786),
Don Giovanni (1787), Così fan tutte (1790), La
Clemenza di Tito ( 1791 ) , and Die Zauberflöte
( 1791 ) . Of Mozart's earlier operas, /domeneo ( 1781 )
is almost the only one in the permanent repertory,
and its premiere in Munich received hardly any contemporary notices at all (that in the local paper a
few days afterwards does not even mention the
composer's name).
in fact. music criticism in daily newspapers as
we know it today did not exist outside England.
The Viennese newspapers, for instance, were more in
the nature of official government bulletins, listing
concerts and informing the reader what works were
being given in the principal theatres. Such attention as was paid music and theatre was closer to
the news release (as we would call it today) than
to the review.
We go, therefore, to the diary of a Viennese aristocrat and avid operagoer, Count Karl von Zinzendorf, who gives us an interesting sketch of what
Viennese court society thought of Mozart-which,
as we shall see, was not much. Zinzendorf went
to the opera primarily as a social function, but his
opinions are valuable in that they undoubtedly reflect court opinion in general. And the court was
no more partial to Haydn than to Mozart: after
the first Viennese performance of the Nelson Mass,
Zinzendorf wrote: "au Concert de Lobkowitz. Musique de Haydn et ennui. Messe bruyante. . . .
Although the Zinzendorf diary has been for years
in the Haus -, Hof -, and Staatsarchiv in Vienna, its

enormous length has deterred anyone from going
through it page by page. Recently, however, two
English scholars, Christopher Raeburn (who is a
member of the Decca London recording team)
and Edward 011eson. have extracted large parts of
the diary, the former primarily for references to
Mozart and the latter for material on Haydn and
Gottfried van Swieten (a patron of both composers
as well as of Beethoven). The results of their research have been partly incorporated in the monumental hook Mozart: Die Dokumente seines Lebens,
by Otto Erich Deutsch. of which an English translation has just appeared.
The Count went to hear Entfiihrung but seems
to have thought the music " pillée de différentes
autres" (we leave Zinzendorf's colorful French as
it is; as the language of educated people, it was
obviously the tongue in which one had to write one's
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diary). Some years later, in 1785, Mozart wrote
two beautiful inserts for an opera by Francesco
called La Villanella rapita (these inserts
have been recorded recently, on Telefunken). Zinzendorf writes about it: "Le Spectacle est gai. la
musique contient quelques morceaux de Moshart
[sic), les paroles beaucoup d'équivoques." Here we
have that first, albeit faint, aura of scandal which
was gradually to surround Mozart at the Viennese
court -those "very equivocal words" were to double
their potency in the next opera by Mozart to which
Zinzendorf devoted his attention.
. . à 7 du soir a l'opéra Le
"1 de May { 1786)
Nozze di Figaro, la poésie de Da Ponte. la musique
de Mozhardt
.
.
l'opéra m'ennuyer." But bored
though he was by "Mozhardt," the subject gradually
began to worry him (and others). He heard it again
in July and wrote, "La musique de Mozart [the
Count finally got the name right] singulière des
mains sans fête." a rather oblique description which
one might translate colloquially as "running around
like a chicken with its head cut off."
Zinzendorf seems to have liked Don Giovanni
at first hearing ( "La musique de Mozart est agréable
et très variée ") until he was told the party (court)
line. Five days later, the Count went again and
wrote in his diary: "M{adam}e de la Lippe trouve la
musique savante, peu propre au chant "; four days
afterwards, he reports that the Emperor himself,
Joseph II, said, "La musique de Mozard [sic) est
bien trop difficile pour le chant." All this comment
took place in connection with the Viennese performance of the opera in 1788 (the court would not
have gone to Prague in 1787 just to hear a Mozart
opera . . . ). Zinzendorf attended two more performances of the opera in June, after the second of
which he wrote: "Le soir je m'ennuyois beaucoup a
Bianchi

.

.

l'opéra Don Giovanni."
The Count, as Professor Deutsch observes, had
unstinted words of praise for Mozart once in his
life (or rather diary), and once only: when he
went to the premiere of Cosi fan tette, he noted,
"La musique de Mozart est charmante, et le sujet
.
." For the rest, Zinzendorf was
assez amusant
anti- Mozart. At the Prague Coronation festivities
for Leopold II, the diarist wrote on September 6,
1791 that they went at five o'clock to the theatre
in the old city, that the court didn't arrive till 7:30
(we shall return later to this direct act of sabotage),
and that "on nous regala du plus enneyeux Spectacle
La Clemenza di Tito." As for Zauberflöte, he expressed himself thus: "La musique et les Décorations sont jolies, le reste une farce incroyable."
.

.

IT WAS THE German -as distinct from the Austrian -press that first devoted any large -scale criticism to Mozart's operas. As I have pointed out,
Viennese daily newspapers did not usually contain
criticism, first because their papers scarcely had
room for it and secondly because the court censor's
eye was far too all- seeing. Such critical comment as
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did appear was generally confined to rather oblique
references, such as the following note in the Vienna
Realzeitung after the first performance of Figaro:
"'That which isn't allowed to be said, may be sung,'
one might say, as Figaro (in the Barber of Seville)
does. This play, which was forbidden in Paris, was
also forbidden here . . . and now one can see it
as an opera [italics original]. As one sees, we're
better off than the French . . . ." The anonymous
writer goes on to describe the cabals of the first
evening and adds: "There are some newspaper
critics who choose to say that Herr Mozart's operas
have not had any success whatever. One can imagine
what kind of correspondents they must be to write
such obvious lies . . . ."
Entführung, the first of Mozart's Viennese operas,
made a widespread impact on German audiences:
for one thing, it was written in German and did
not have to be translated (a fact which always
creates an extra, nonmusical problem in opera).
When it was performed in Hanover in 1788, a long
review appeared in Baron Knigge's Dramaturgische
Blätter; it illustrates the attitude of an unprejudiced
and intelligent writer who, while not a professional
musician, was seriously trying to understand Mozart.

often asked myself the question [says the
review] how it could happen that the wonderful compositions of Mozart, which one reads
and plays from the score with such delight,
and whose individual beauties overwhelm one
in performance, nevertheless fail to make the
satisfactory over -all effect that one would expect. This work of art [Entführung] did surprise and was well liked when it appeared. The
brilliant Overture; the originality of the Turkish
music, even used to accompany arias; all this
did not fail in its impact; and yet: I could not
rightly understand why this wonderful music,
with its so many individual beauties, left the
heart of some people cold, particularly those
who are not so much experts as they are admirers of melody with a sound instinct for what
is beautiful.
The music of the Entführung
is, first, too serious in some places for the subject of a comic opera; it approaches on occasion -and these are, by the way, sections of
masterly writing-too closely the serious operatic style; and since the other, really comic pieces
in it are so very different as to protrude uncomfortably, the whole lacks a unity of style. Moreover, the composer is too loquacious with the
wind instruments. Instead of using them to
underline a special part of a melody, and to support the harmonic whole, they often darkly
color the whole orchestral palette and confuse
it, they swallow up a beautiful, simple song and
disturb the singer in performance. This particularly struck me in an aria Konstanze sings
("Martern aller Arten ")
mistake never made
by the best Italian composers, but one which is
getting more and more common with us, despite
the fact that we used to underrate the effect of
wind instruments. There are, too, contrived
passages which obscure the flow of the melody:
the expert feels the value of such passages, but
for popular consumption they are of no use.
Such points are the frequent modulations with
the many enharmonic changes which, fine
though they sound on the piano, do not work
I

.

.

-a

-

in the orchestra, partly because they are not
executed -either by the singers or the players
in true pitch; this is especially true of the wind
instruments, where a modulation can easily turn
into faulty playing so that only a trained ear can

follow the harmonic change. These unfortunate
passages occur particularly in the many arias
in the minor key, where the complicated chromatic patterns are difficult for the singer to
sing and for the hearer to grasp, and which are
altogether uneasy. Such foreign harmonies reveal
the great master but they don't belong in the
theatre. . . But Oh, would that all composers
were capable for making mistakes like these!
And what marvelous single pieces there are in
this opera! The second act contains most of the
riches: the first Duet is splendid, Blondchen's
Aria
is first -rate, and the Rondeau "Welche
Wonne, welche Lust!" my favorite; the Vaudeville at the end of the Third Act is written in
a charming style -but who can recount all
the individual beauties of this opera? . . .

...

Next year, Entführung was given in Frankfurt am-Main, and the local Dramaturgische Blätter had
this to say, referring to the review quoted above:

Herr von Knigge has noted that Mozart's
music to this opera [Entführung] did not, on

the whole, make the effect that one would expect from a real work of art. -This is not true
of our theatre, at least, and one goes to see
each repeated performance with new delight.
It may be that the orchestra [which Knigge
heard] was not capable of mastering Mozart's
difficult score, or that the required number
of instruments was not met, or that the public
there had a different attitude about the music
than ours. Here and there our public objects
to the mixture of serious and comic: but I fail
to understand why one will not allow a composer the same kind of advantage a poet has... .

Figaro excited the same widespread attention
in Germany. When it was given in Frankfurt -am-

Main, the Dramaturgische Blätter wrote (October

1788):
Beaumarchais' comedy, from which this operetta [!J is drawn, was written only for Paris, and

the satire, which is liberally strewn about, made
little sense to us Germans. And for that reason
there were varying opinions about the piece
which, as a dramatic effort, does not in fact
have much value. The whole intrigue is much
more suited to an opera, where there isn't such
a close connection between scenes. or truth of
the situation, or such detailed and exact study
of character, as there must be in plays. Mozart's
music has beautiful passages, but also conventional ideas and treatment. . . .

Two years later, the Chronik von Berlin reports
on the staging of Figaro there:

The piece is too well known to warrant
further discussion; and it has lost very little in
the translation. Mozart is one of those exceptional persons whose fame will last for centuries. His great genius embraces the whole
gamut of music; it is rich in ideas; his works
Continued on page 183
are like a mighty
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DISCOGRAPHY -IN -DEPTH

The
Operas
of

Mozart
on Microgroove
by Conrad L. Osborne
INASMUCH as space considerations here preclude any
meaningful discussion of all Mozart's recorded operas, I
have chosen to give the pages at my disposal to a detailed
account of the five "major" stage works on discs. My intention has been to include every complete recording that
has been commercially marketed in the United States, exclusive of those offered solely through record clubs, though
I am aware of at least two signal omissions: the long
discontinued Haydn Society Don Giovanni, with Mariano
Stabile, and the postwar Glyndebourne Nozze di Figaro,
under Vittorio Gui (copies of which proved impossible to
procure at the time of this writing). For assistance in obtaining several albums now out of print I owe special
thanks to Roy Koch and to Paul Myers of Columbia

Records.
In preparing this discography I have adopted the same
approach as that taken in the comparable study of Verdi
published in HIGH FIDELITY in October 1963. Rather than
comparing the over -all effect of one recorded edition with
that of another, I have juxtaposed the individual elements
of different versions, singer by singer and conductor by
conductor, each of course in relation to the total context
of the performance. My assumption is that a listener will
decide for himself which set is his own preferred choice,
and my main purpose here is to examine the recordings as
a means of getting closer to some of the essential meanings
of the operas. In this exploration, the light shed by individual artists seems to me of fundamental importance. I
might add that the level of Mozart interpretation dealt
with below is of a fairly rarefied sort: mere competence
can be taken for granted from singers and conductors who
are among the best Mozart performers in the world.
Record labels cited are those under which a recording
now appears, or under which it was last available. Page
references are to standard editions of the vocal /piano
scores. Inclusion does not constitute endorsement; these
are simply the editions I have in my own library.
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OF ALL Mozart's "major" operas, Die
Entführung aus dem Serai! is the least
performed; outside of Germany and
Austria, a staging of it is quite a special
event. The reason is obvious enough: it's
not a very satisfactory opera. This is true
despite the presence of several arias as
great as any Mozart ever wrote, and
a quantity of astonishingly beautiful orchestration, primarily of a chamber
variety. (The ensembles, enjoyable as
they are, never touch the level of the
finales of the later operas.)
The libretto is cast in the form of an
unpretentious, not to say simple- minded,
Singspiel-the characters are stock types
who alternate simple comic confrontawould,
tions and pratfalls with songs
except for the fact that Mozart pays no
attention to this dramatic framework.
His music is never of the incidental sort,
and his Singspiel turns into a florid
Italian opera with unusually extended
and elaborate instrumental commentary
every time he sees a chance. Mozart's
most significant failure as a writer of
operas is his recurrent insensitivity to
just how much, in musical terms, a theatrical situation can be made to bear.
It is a fault he overcame to a large extent later on (and of course the Da
Ponte librettos never presented him with
such trivial excuses for composition as
we find in Entführung), but it is still
with him even in Zauberflöte, where the
trio of the ladies is far too fully developed and just plain long for the situation
on stage, especially at such an anticipatory
point in the plot. In Entführung this
propensity runs wild. Time and again we
find musical forms bumping grimly towards their fulfillment for no reason
beyond a purely musical one. In opera,
this doesn't work.
The placement of numbers is, at points,
unbelievably bad. After Belmonte's opening aria, based on the andante of the
overture (or vice versa), we have Osmin 's
charming song "Wer ein Liebchen hat
gefunden," a lovable little piece which
serves to establish Osmin very well. The
continuation of this is the Belmonte
Osmin duet, overextended for its purpose,
but brisk enough to sustain itself. Then,
on a rather slim pretext, there follows
another aria for Osmin, "Solche hergelaufne Laffen." Such a construction is
already problematic enough, but Mozart
compounds matters by making the aria
perfectly endless. We get first an A -BA-B structure, quite fully developed and
varied. Then, just as we have had our
fill of Osmin, he starts off on a new
piece of material, and, after a short
interpolation from Pedrillo, on yet another, his "Erst geköpft, dann gehangen"
business that recurs in the final vaudeville. By the end of No. 3, Osmin has
overexplained himself, we have grown
restless over a fairly shapeless aria of
small dramatic moment, and the action
has gone nowhere. It is not badly written
music, of course, but it is badly written
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opera.
The classic example of this sort of
miscalculation in Entführung is the
"Martertt aller Arten." It is one of Mozart's great inspirations. It is also extremely long (as is nearly everything in the
opera ), and preceded by a long, extraor-
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dinarily lovely instrumental introduction.
It is, in other words, a grand concert air,
except that here it occurs in an impossible stage situation, by terms of which
the Selim Pasha and Konstanze must
either stand stupidly through several
minutes of prelude or engage in some
hopelessly artificial and irrelevant business, after which Konstanze must sing her
tremendous display piece, theoretically
to the still -listening Pasha, who then waits
until Konstanze leaves the stage to have
a reaction. Worse yet, the whole thing
follows on the heels of another aria for
Konstanze, and this happens to be the
superb "Traurigkeit ward mir zum Lose,"
whose magical effect is thus half ruined
through simple bad placement.
The demands made upon the singers
by this little Singspiel wouldn't be made
upon a besieged garrison on the verge
of starvation. Konstanze is probably Mozart's most difficult soprano role, which
is saying a great deal, but Blonde -the
soubrette of the piece -has hardly an
easier row to hoe, being required to produce easy, attractive E naturals in alt,
and in general handle herself as a light
soprano and at the same time manage
some sort of audible tone on low A flat.
She should also be sexy, vivacious, a
brilliant actress, etc. Her secondary male
counterpart, Pedrillo, is a light tenor.
One of his arias, "Frisch zum Kampfe,"
calls for repeated and varied B flats,
while his other, the Romanze "In Molhrenland gefangen war," lies in a nice
lyric baritone range, and he is expected
to double Belmonte's part, with strength,
one octave down, in the Act II finale.
Osmin must be a black bass with impressive command of his lower fifth down
to the bottom D, but with ease in the
C -to -E area two octaves up, and skill
with trills, runs, etc. Because his music
may be buffoed, it can be gotten away
with somewhat sneakily. but that does
not alter the nature of the music's real
requirements.
Entführung is, in other words, a badly
constructed opera. The libretto, besides
having relatively small interest as a play,
shows little sense of elementary matters
of pacing and positioning of numbers,
while the music has not been scaled and
tailored to its requirements with any
consistency. The characters are one dimensional, even Osmin -fine a comic
bass figure as he may cut. But one
would not dream of doing without the
music. It is curiously mixed in style; we
find some of the simple, bright songs
one might expect in a Singspiel (and, of
course, the dialogue, rather than recitative, native to that idiom) but we find
also arias in traditional Italian form,
and at least one important borrowing
from a French style (the final quintet).
Mozart here does not submit to any
single style with consistency (as had
Gluck, for instance, in his French comic
operas); nor does the opera meld them
into something new with any security.
But, except for the overextended nature
of much of the writing, there is hardly
a weak number in the score-hardly one
that, divorced from its dramatic context,
is not a delightful and expressive piece
of music. The great set arias for Bel monte, Konstanze. and Osmin need no
endorsement; the pieces that give me
increasing delight every time I hear or see
Entführung are the moments of byplay
involving the secondary leads: the really

perfect "Vivat Bacchus" duet for Osmin
and Pedrillo; Blonde's two delectable
songs, particularly " Welche Wonne,
welche Lust," with its bustling accompaniment; and the marvelous Blonde/
Osmin scene, especially Osmirt s "O
Engländer, seid ihr nicht Toren," with
its deliciously ironic oboe obbligato, and
then Blonde's similar figured line in the
duet portion.
I must also put in a word for the
Act II finale, on which Dent is rather
hard, contending that it is not even proper finale material, "is not an end, but a
beginning." 1 see what he means, but I
don t at all see why a well -worked ensemble of reconciliation cannot make a
is "up," and it has the
good curtain
merit of sustaining some anticipation for
the events of Act III, something which
an end" would not. Musically, of course,
Mozart makes it very much of an end;
its only fault is that it is not quite as
good as equivalent finales in Così, Nozze,
or Giovanni.
The cuts made in these recorded versions are easily outlined (numbers refer
to the sequence in the Peters vocal
score). All these performances omit the
tenor aria "Ich haue ganz" (No. 17),
which opens the third act. This is a
pleasant but by no means distinctive
piece, with some interesting woodwind
figuration in the accompaniment; like
about half the numbers in the opera,
it is overlong. It is sung on London A
4257 (or OSA 1257) by Richard Conrad,
who brings to it an admirable legato and
handling of the passagework, but not
much in the way of emotional urgency.
All the complete recordings except
Period's (TE 1102) replace this with No.
15, "Wenn der Freude Tränen fliessen,"
which is thus removed from its slot before the Act II finale. Period leaves No.
15 in its place, but still omits No. 17.
One brief internal cut is common to
all the recordings: this is about a page
and a half of repeated material in the
Belmonte /Konstanze duet, No. 20 (pp.
161 -63). Otherwise, the only version to
make cuts is Period's, and they are barbarous: Pedrillo's "Frisch zum Kanipfe"
is left out entirely, and nearly every single other number in the score is cut
internally. This might be justified in a
few instances, but by and large we are
back with the old question of whether
or not an admittedly imperfect and overlong opera (Forza or Boris might be
other examples) is really improved by
cutting. The answer, I think, is nearly
always no. One can cut away the rotten
parts of a banana, but when one is
through one no longer has anything that
looks like a banana, bad or good. In
the case of Entfiihrung, Mozart's development and variation of the numbers is
may represent
the work's chief joy
miscalculation, but if we remove it,
we have nothing left except the same
foolish libretto and the same badly placed
numbers, often robbed of their most interesting features. To hack "O wie
ängstlich" in half is brutal, and to abbreviate Blonde's first song is simply silly,
since it is one of the score's few short,
well -proportioned numbers. The Period
recording is obviously taken from a live
or broadcast performance, and may reflect cuts that are standard in certain
German houses. Some of the same cuts
turn up on Odeon's highlights disc 80001
-but internal cutting is common to
many of these "Querschnitt" releases, in
the interests of giving a generous over-all
picture of the work.
Sir Thomas Beecham (Angel 3555, or
S 3555) makes one other revision in the
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placement of numbers: he transfers
"Martern aller Arten" to Act III, Scene 2,
putting it between Nos. 19 and 20, and
using the instrumental introduction as an
interlude during the scene change. This
seems to me a very sensible arrangement, making good dramatic sense, and
having the virtue of avoiding two big
soprano arias in succession.
1
am surprised to find that, upon
comparison of the four conductors' readings, it is Ferenc Fricsay's (DGG 18184/
85) that emerges as my favorite. It had
always been Beecham's which I had assumed (without looking into the matter
too closely) was the best, my feelings of
dissatisfaction with the set as a whole
being ascribed to the choice of female
singers. But Fricsay seems to me to pace
the thing better; his reading seems to be
based more directly on a realization of
the dramatic situations. An example: the
Belmonte /Osmin scene following Osmin's entrance song (No. 2). It is not
simply that Fricsay's reading is brisk
is pointed and accented in such a way
that the cross -purposes of the characters
are always clear in the music; it is a
scene being played, so that the tension
inherent in the situation carries the music
along. Throughout the score, Fricsay
shows an incisiveness of attack and a
realization that the music must not be
allowed to languish. Listen to the wonderful pickup and consistent pacing of
No. 4 (the trio, "Marsch, morsels, marsch,
trollt euch fort," one of the weakest
numbers in the opera) or to the fire and
sharpness of the Osmin - Blonde scene
(No. 9), and you will see my point. There
are, naturally, moments of letdown, primarily of a purely musical nature -the
entries of the successive solo instruments
in the introduction to "Marten' aller
Arten" do not quite come together into a
single, varied line. But in an opera whose
structure puts a rather small value on
musical architecture, and where the chief
problems are those of keeping tension
alive through sometimes overextended
musical forms, the matters of pacing and
execution become paramount, and this is
what puts Fricsay's quick, energetic performance at the top of my own list.
Beecham's is, in a sense, complementary. Its wealth of lovely detail, its insistence on the beauty of each phrase, its
unfailingly brilliant solo instrumental
work (of which there is a good deal in
Entfiihrung) are in a class by themselves.
The tempos are in general slow-in some
cases far slower than Fricsay's. Most of
the time this works; Beecham uses the
slow tempos to turn up a myriad of soft
orchestral colors, and to instill a sense
of control over everything his orchestra
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and soloists do. Belmonte's "O wie
ängstlich" is a fine example of the positive aspects of Beecham's reading. While
it is slow, its movement never falters
there is no feeling of dragging. (Léopold
Simoneau, fortunately, sustains it easily.)
The playing of the orchestra during the
rests in the voice part is really ravishing,
as are the five bars of postlude. In
addition, Simoneau's precise observance
of the sixteenth rests (in "klopft mein
liebevolles Herz," for instance, pp. 40 -41)
gives the aria a sense of anxious waiting
which it never has at a faster tempo. The
reading is full of such values: the change
from adagio to allegro in Konstanze's
first aria (p. 47) really takes effect, because both tempos are marked so clearly;
the relationship between eighths and sixteenths in the runs in the same aria
(pp. 48 -49) is exact, with the result that
the musical meaning of these phrases is
absolutely lucid. And so on.
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But I find it impossible to listen
through the Beecham performance without becoming restless. In effect, it winds
down. One senses this in the Act H
finale, which is ever so musical but not
very dramatic; it sounds a bit like a
madrigal. Throughout Act III, there is
a sense of lassitude. Everything remains
slow, and these singers, at least, cannot
sustain a feeling of dramatic movement
at these paces. Gottlob Frick, an extroverted and energetic sort of singer,
manages to keep his very deliberate "O,
wie will ich triumphieren" interesting,
but there is no dramatic urgency at all
to "Martern alter Arten," and things sink
into the mud for good in No. 20, the
Belmonte /Konstanze duet, which is nice
and relaxed, and dull and bloodless. This
whole part of the opera sags, and even
the finale does not pick it up; after the
warmth and beauty of most of the reading, we are left with a feeling of gumminess. The other thing I do not like about
the reading is the overture, where there
is so much cymbal and triangle smeared
over everything that the musical line
disappears; it is plain noisy.
Select any few numbers for comparison, and you will probably declare for
Beecham. Live with both performances
in their entirety, and 1 think you will
prefer Fricsay.
About the readings of Josef Krips
(London 4301) and Rafael De Cross
(Period), whoever he may be, there is
relatively little to say. The former's is
perfectly intelligent and decently proportioned, never exciting or memorably
oeautiful; the latter's is betrayed by the
many unfortunate cuts and by sound that
is narrow enough in range to make a
fair assessment of orchestral quality a
little difficult
sounds like a respectable, brisk performance which is probably quite enjoyable in whatever theatre
is currently playing host to the ubiquitous
Patagonia Festival.
To the singers. Maria Stader (DGG)
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simply mops up the field with her Konstanze. Her voice is so free and focused
that the musical values come through
without encumbrance. Both "Ach, ich
liebte" and "Traurigkeit ward mir zunt
Lose" are astonishingly lovely-poised,
perfect in intonation, knowingly phrased.
Her low voice is not quite up to (or
down to) the descent to low C and B in
"Martern aller Arte (a failing she shares
with nearly all Konstanzes), but otherwise her traversal of this soprano obstacle course is as close as one will come
to perfect, with the accelerating high
runs torn off in high style, and the defiant declamation of the middle section
("Dock du bist entschlossen," etc.) thrillingly solid and unequivocal. A great
piece of singing.
None of the other Konstanzes can
touch her. Lois Marshall (Angel) sounds
colorless and insecure by comparison,
setting her voice carefully for all the
difficult passages and betraying a throb
that threatens to become outright wobble
in sustained sections. She is musical and
sensitive, but vocally only intermittently
equal to the role. Wilma Lipp (London)
has vocal freedom and prettiness to
spare-the runs are good, the attacks on
high B flat in "Traurigkeit" (pp. 75, 77)
remarkably relaxed and attractive. But
the phrasing is only ordinary, her musical ideas rather undistinguished; there
does not seem to be the temperament
or instinctive feeling for style that marks
Stader's interpretation. Period's Konstanze, identified as Magda Waldbrunn,
sounds like an above -average German
soprano; she has some spirit. and some

good vocal moments, especially in "Traurigkeit," but there are too many instances
of insecurity and unfocused tone, usually
on top, to put her on a competitive basis.
Erna Berger, who appears in the Odeon
highlights, is of course a most distinguished Konstanze; here, however, the
only aria left her is a cut version of
"Traurigkeit." She sings it gorgeously,
and is also fine in the pages allotted
her from the Act I1 finale and the
"Welch ein Geschick" duet.
Among the Blondchens, I find myself
actually preferring Friedericke Benda of
the Period set to her more prestigious
colleagues. She has a flexible, full -bodied
lyric soprano and a very likable sense of
fun; a shame that her first aria is abbreviated, and that the sound of the set
does not capture her voice to best advantage. Lisa Otto, who sings on the
Odeon disc, is second choice (a really
delicious "We/che Wonne"), but of course
nothing like the complete role is present.
(N.B. -well over half of Etttführung's
music is here, though, since no dialogue
is included.) Rita Streich (DGG) sings
brilliantly, but somehow misses the teasing quality of the part; strangely, she
captures it perfectly in the dialogue
(which she recites), but drops it the
minute she begins to sing. Emmy Loose
(London) has the right idea, but not the
vocal freedom or beauty, especially on
top. Ilse Hollweg (Angel) is careful sounding, which is deadly.
None of the recorded Belmontes is
less than acceptable. What I miss in all
of them is a romantic blandishment and
fire, a combination of vocal warmth and
temperament, to go along with vocal
beauty and musicality, and to lend Bel monte's search for Konstanze some real
urgency. The spirit I am referring to can
be heard on Richard Tauber's old recording of "O wie ängstlich," but not in
any great measure in any of these complete recordings. The two most beautifully sung Belmontes are Simoneau's (Angel) and Häfliger's (DGG) (in that order),
and they are both extremely restrained,
musical interpretations, into which the
introduction of some manliness and a
more outgoing tone would be welcome.
To cite a symptomatic example: in Bel monte's opening aria, there is a G -G
sharp -A sequence; it occurs three times,
on the words "und bringe mich ans Ziel ";
in each case, both of these tenors elect
to shade off the top note to a piano.
1 am not really objecting to this specific
decision; the effect is a nice one, and
in two of the three instances, there are
dynamic markings in the accompaniment
(though not in the vocal line, and let us
not get into this interpretative quibble)
which justify it. But it would not be
unpleasant to hear the top A done, let
us say, mf one of the three times -loud
enough to capture some ring. When all
similar decisions throughout a role are
decided in favor of delicacy and restraint, one is left with a somewhat
mincing impression, which Belmonte
should not give.
Beyond the fact that it is a little
namby -pamby, there is certainly nothing
wrong with Simoneau's singing of this
music; his warm, full lyric tenor is under
perfect control, his musicianship exemplary. Much the same can be said of
Häfliger, except that his voice is simply
not as attractive as Simoneau's, and his
handling of it is more careful; his voicing
of "Wentz der Freude Triinen fliessen,"
for instance, while certainly admirable,
is rather too gingerly.
The Patagonia Festival's Belmonte,
identified as Peter Borner, would prob-
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ably make a fine effect under better
conditions. The voice is attractive, if
hardly ravishing, and his singing is controlled and straightforward, stylistically
very secure. Walter Ludwig (London) is
a good, traditional Mozart singer with
some of that characteristic Viennese
richness to his tenor, though he was past
his prime at the time of the recording.
Both he and Rudolf Schock (Odeon highlights) have a bit more bite to their
singing, but in Schock's case the tone is
apt to turn beefy and unattractive. Both
are solid, but certainly not up to Simon eau's level of tonal beauty and musicality.
Among the Osmins, Frick (Angel and
Odeon highlights) walks away from the
field. The voice is big and dark and
steady, and he goes far towards making
Osmin a believable, rather likable fat
rascal; one pictures this lardy tub o' guts
prancing through "O wie will ich." Vocally, the only thing he lacks is the real,
singing bravura which only a true basso
cantante can bring to the music-I am
thinking, of course, of Ezio Pinzá s
magnificent old recording (for Columbia,
under Bruno Walter) of "O wie will ich"
(or, as he sings it "Ah, the voglio trionfare "), after which all others, even Frick's,
sound like compromises. Otherwise,
though, Frick's Osmin is a wonderful
piece of singing, secure on the bottom
and free on top -his light handling of
the repeated E flats on "bevor du gar
Schliige erteilst," for example (pp. 72 -73),
is remarkable for a true bass. Interpretatively, I especially like the playfulness
with which he approaches many passages
that can seem simply blustery -"Eure
Tücken, eure Riinke," etc., p. 29, is an
example. He almost persuades us that
Osmin is, as Dent asserts, a creation on
a level with Verdi's Falstaff, an opinion
I otherwise find outlandish.
Josef Greindl (DGG) is perfectly competent; the voice is in reasonably good
shape, and has some presence, and he is
very conscientious musically. In terms
of vocal steadiness and flexibility, or of
imagination, though, he falls well short
of Frick's standard. Caspar Jurgens
(Period) has some spirit, but a dry, uninteresting voice of insufficient weight.
Endre Koreh (London) is out of the
running on all counts.
Gerhard Unger (Angel and Odeon) is
as outstanding a Pedrillo as Frick is an
Osmin -the only second tenor not only
to understand and project his role dramatically (not a very complex challenge)
but to encompass it with some genuine
vocal beauty and freshness. In the Beecham recording, he solves the problem
of the low-lying phrases in the Act
II finale by simply taking them an
octave up, thus repeating Belmonte's
lines exactly. It is probably a good solution, for most lyric tenors can't be heard
in such a low tessitura through an orchestra and three other singers. An exception
is Peter Klein (London), who has a
somewhat darker and larger voice than is
given to most "second" tenors. Much of
his other singing, though, has a hot potato mouthiness that is unattractive.
Martin Vantin (DGG) is adequate, but
some genius has decided that his Romanze should be sung in a hoarse stage
whisper, a horrid inspiration which ruins
this charming little serenade. Franz
Kothner (Period) is competent, no more,
with what is left of his role.
There is little to choose among the
Selim Pashas, for the German tradition
in this role is apparently so hidebound
that all come out sounding the same,
word for word, portentous pause for portentous pause, inflection by inflection67
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little scary. In the speaking of the
dialogue, however, I might observe that
the singers themselves almost invariably
do better than actors assigned as standins, who generally seem determined to
make lots of points that have nothing to
do with the spirit of the piece. They think
too much. Among the individual acting
performances, the only ones to stick in
my mind in a positive way are Klein's
Pedrillo and Streich's and Loosé s Blond chens. The Konstanzes and Belmontes
all sound hopelessly stilted, but then,
they're written that way.
a

Le Nozze di Figaro-1786

1,11E ONE MATURE opera of Mozart that

"problem" work is Le Nozze di
Figaro. It can of course be staged in any
number of ways, but its basic status as
a much elevated continuation of the traditional Italian comic style is not in
doubt. There is no question of categorization, as there is with Don Giovanni, no problem with viewpoint as in
Cos) or Zauberfliite, no clash of styles
or dramatic slackness as in Entführung
(how incredible to think that just four
years separate Abduction from Marriage!). While the plot is involved, the
motives of the characters are always understandable and real, the pacing of the
action as shrewdly controlled as that of
a television commercial. (Especially ingenious is Da Ponte's construction of the
long, magnificent Act II finale-for me,
the high point of the whole work
which all the then traditional musical
and theatrical necessities are preserved.
all the many characters and strands of
plot brought together and made to fit
a calculated musical ground plan, but
all in such a way that each entrance. each
fresh attack, each silly twist of preposterous intervention is made to seem as if
it springs with utter logic and sense from
the doniiées of time, locale, and character. There is no more brilliantly contrived passage in all of opera, quite apart
from the music itself.)
On top of this, Figaro, like Don Giovanni but unlike Così or Zauherflöte, is
hard to ruin in performance. It is in the
company of a very few operas which,
while they may benefit enormously from
a really understanding and expert performance, can make their basic effect
under almost any conditions. This does
not mean that it is a "perfect" opera.
fond as some commentators are of the
adjective. Act IV is noticeably weaker
than the rest, not only because of the
presence of the genuinely irrelevant arias
for Marcellina and Basilio (which are
nearly always omitted) but because the
first section of the finale ( "Pian, pianin
le andrò più presso," p. 421 of the
Schirmer vocal score) is really somewhat
workmanlike (a pejorative word when
it comes to Mozart finales); in fact, it
seems to me that this number, up as far
as the tempo change on p. 434 ( "Partito
è alfitn l'audace," etc.), is the least inspired ensemble in all the mature Mozart
operas (let's not wax factitious over La
Clemenza di Tito), and it comes at exactly the time in the long evening when
things need to head up, not down. Still,
it's a relative thing -any act that contains "April(' un po' quegl'occhi," "Deli
vieni, non tardar," and the whole latter
two-thirds of the finale is in pretty good
is not a
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shape.

When it cores to cuts, we find that all

the recordings save two (London 4407
or 1402 and RCA Victor LM 6408 or

LSC 6408. hereafter referred to as VicII) omit the Marcellina and Basilio
arias from Act IV; that the Cetra edition (I2I9) leaves out -get this-the
Count's aria and the repeat of the "Giovani liete" chorus (pp. 110 -I I2); and
that RCA Victor LCT 6001, hereafter
designated as Victor I (Fritz Busch. the

tor

old Glyndebourne version). omits this
same chorus (No. 8) in its entirety, as
well as No. 23 (Barbarina's "L'ho perdata," along with its contiguous recitative), so that Act IV begins with Figaro's
" Tutto è disposto" (No. 26, p. 403).
Beyond these cuts in the "perfect opera."
most of the editions (Victor II is the
only note -complete version, unless I've
missed a turn somewhere) make some
excisions in the secco recitative. In the
cases of Victor I and Odeon (90292/4)
these excisions are virtually all- inclusive,
leaving Figaro simply a string of musical
numbers, and in the Cetra edition they
are fairly heavy, though enough is left
to break things up and preserve the plot.
In the Victor I and Vox (OPBX 165)
editions, the continuo instrument is the
piano. The Vox and Cetra performances
are "live," the former from the Aix Festival (takes from several performances, I
assume). and the latter, presumably,
from a Radio Italiana studio performance.

Two of the conductors seem to nie to
have come up with readings that are, on
balance, negative -Herbert von Karajan
(Odeon) and Ferenc Fricsay (Deutsche

Grammophon LPM 18697/99 or SLPM
138697/99). It is a case of two fine musicians (and experienced Mozarteans)
who seem just to have encountered off days. I do not know what the Karajan
Figaro sounds like nowadays, but if it is
anything like this one (circa 1950), with
everything (but especially the ensembles
-listen to No. 13, the "Susanna, or via
sortite!" terzett, or to the allegro on p.
202) rammed along at brutally fast
tempos. then I don't care to find out.
In fairness, it must be conceded that
the presence of at least some recitative
might have softened the unpleasantly
aggressive feeling of the reading. Naturally, there are good things -the latter
part of the Act III sextet, for instance

(pp. 311 ff.), has an unusual rhythmic
clarity -but by and large, the effect is
not at all beautiful.
Fricsay, who gave us such a tight,
live Entführung, simply falls to pieces
over Figaro. The reading is a bit slow,
which is forgivable, and almost totally
uneventful, which is not. One number
after another passes by without really
happening; execution is far from perfect.
It is. in sum, weary- sounding. as if Fricsay felt that the production's weak casting had him licked from the start. (He
would have a point.)
Fernando
Previtali's
interpretation
(Cetra) we can pass over without much
comment. It is a decent, sensible live performance which moves along, but does
not have any special viewpoint or the
technical polish which most of the competing studio versions can boast. Karl
Böhm's reading (Epic SC 6022) suffers
from some of the same malaise that bethough not to the same
extent. It inclines towards slowness, and
towards a failure really to dramatize
the situation: the Marcellina /Susanna
duet, for example. is just a prettily sung
musical number -we get no sense of the
sarcastic Alphonse /Gaston routine that
is being played; and the Act II finale
does not build sensibly -we wait through
sets Fricsay's,

the overslow opening sections to see if
Böhm has some special point to make,
then are a bit taken aback by an ex-

treme revving -up at Antonio's entrance,
then by a slowdown as soon as Mar cellina begins her argument (p. 256),
then by the failure of the tempos to build
to the end of the act. This is not the only
reading to raise the question of just
what the relationships of tempos within
the finale should be. They are, beginning with "Esci omai, garzon nwhmto,"
p. 190:
allegro: andante con moto;
(Susanna's emergence from the gabinettol. allegro; allegro again. but in 3/8
rather than common time (Figaro's entrance); andante (in 2/4); allegro molto
(Antonio's entrance); andante con moto
(in 6/8); allegro assai in common time
(entrance of the three scheming litigants,
Marcelina Basilio, Bartolo); più allegro; and prestissimo.
From the entrance of the schemers
on. there is no problem
starts fast
and gets faster. But what, for instance,
should be the relationship of the opening
allegro (p. 190) to the second (p. 202),
both in common time? Between them
has come Susanna's andante emergence,
in 3/8. which has the effect of stopping
the Count dead in his tracks, and must
sound that way. Now, on p. 202, the
indications can easily be read as a return
to the opening tempo, but that really cannot be right. for on 202 we need a much
subtler change. a sense of continuity, not
of contrast. for the Countess' "Susanna,
son morta, it fiato mi manca," etc.
Multiply this little decision by several,
and add the fact that, with all the changes
of time and tempos and dramatic situation. there must obviously be a sense
of a continual building over 88 pages
of ensemble singing of one sort or another, with no feeling of jerkiness or of
sagging at any point. and we get some
idea of the importance of interpretative
choice in the matter -apart from the
questions of the finale's relationship to
the rest of Act II and. for that matter,
to the opera as a whole. We can thus
find two conductors giving us two entirely different impressions of the finale
while pointing with equal justice to the
score's indications. and we listeners, however knowledgeable and experienced. can
only argue about which way impresses
us as the most persuasive and "right."
The Busch reading (Victor I) is a bit
of a special case. I know that it is a sentimental talisman for many collectors; it
was the first Figaro on records. it preserves the original Glyndebourne style
and Busch's excellent reading, etc. But I
am just young enough to be insensitive to
all that. and I cannot hear anything here
except a pretty terrible performance.
Not that I take issue over Busch -his
reading has lots of sparkle, and an almost unique clarity and balance in the
concerted numbers; these virtues somehow survive the vintage engineering. But
what on earth is all the talk about "impeccable style "? Let us pass over the
omission of the recitative and the use of
the piano-our feelings here are the products of musicological and technical hindsight. Apart from that. then.
. First,
bad singing is never "good style," and
the vocalism on this set ranges from simply dreadful (the pinched, insecure
Susanna of Audrey Mildmay and the dry,
constricted Count of Roy Henderson),
to competent but dull (the white, musicianly Cherubino of Luise Helletsgruber), to interesting but fully extended
(the Countess of Aulikki Rautawaara,
nicely felt throughout, even -toned and
controlled in "Porgi amor." but on the
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thin edge in the last section of "Dore
sono "), with only the light- voiced but
expert Willi Domgraf- Fassbänder offering anything in the way of vocal color
and freedom. Second. bad Italian isn't
good style, either, whether it is unidiomatic in an English way (Henderson)
or in a German way (Helletsgruber,
Domgraf -Fassbänder). Only Mildmay
seems to have any real relish for the
words, and some of the smaller roles are
shockingly bad in this respect. There is
not even a consistency of error in this
matter. Third, things aren't all that
exemplary musically -Busch is at least
partly to blame here, for the conductor
is responsible for musical preparation of
the singers too. Henderson is much at
fault, constantly cheating on note values.
Flagrant examples can be found in the
second-act ensembles: e.g.. "E chi rietar/o
or osa?" p. 165, where the quarters become eighths, for no reason at all.
Mozart knew how to write an eighth
note, and would have. had he not clearly
intended these notes to carry the weight

of quarters (there is a difference, for
the Count demands with authority, not
with snippiness). I do not mean to be
picky or mean- minded -this is far from
being the only example. and this is exactly the sort of thing that "good style"
consists of. Bad vocalism, bad Italian,
mediocre musicianship, partially offset
by a good conductor -the set is a historical curiosity, not a paragon of Mozart

style.

Two performances, Hans Rosbaud's
for Vox and Erich Leinsdorf's for Victor
II, while they seem to me lacking in
any definite stamp, are well enough put
together to be put down as assets. The
Rosbaud performance is at a sonic disadvantage compared to most of the
others, since we cannot pretend that the
mono sound of the Aix Festival, 1955,
is comparable with good modern studio
recording, stereo or mono. It has some
of the excitability, or banginess, that is
bound to beset most live performances
it is present in the overture, at the opening of the Count's aria, and at a few
otner "big" spots. The chorus is very
poor. On the other hand, it may be
partly this live performance factor that
gives the whole performance a stronger
sense of continuity than is present in any
other version: there is never any doubt
that Rosbaud not only has control of
the immediate situation but has his eye
on the next one. Regardless of his selection of tempos, things more, and the
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rhythms nearly always seem to capture
the feelings they are meant to illustrate;
the No. 13 terzett, for instance ( "Susanna,
or via sortite!," page 164) has a genuinely
savage impulse, and the whole second
finale goes along without once stubbing
its toe over any of the many changes. I
also feel that it is to a conductor's credit
when the singers tinder him all give performances at or near the limits of their
capabilities. as is the case here. For anyone who likes the flavor of a live performance and does not protest too violently to the piano continuo, this is in
many ways the most enjoyable Figaro
of all.
Leinsdorf's Nozze is one of his best
opera recordings-his fondness for lightness and clarity of texture and for brisk,
no- nonsense rhythms can be turned to
good account in this score. Sometimes
there is a feeling that he is pressing a
trifle -the crescendos are apt to become
accelerandos, too, without any real reason. But I think the judgments as to
tempos and balance are excellent; I particularly like the way he keeps Act IV

NOVEMBER 1965

"up," and while the Act

11 finale hasn't
all the lift one might want, III and IV
are thoroughly stirred up and leave that
feeling of satisfaction and of, well, finality, which tells us they have been well
constructed. There is an over-all approach on the parts of the singers that
I do not altogether care for, but I will
discuss this matter below.
I have had a special affection for the
Erich Kleiber reading (London) for
some years, and I still find it my favorite as a concept of the opera, though
I must admit it gets some tough competition now from Carlo Maria Giulini
(Angel 3608 or S 3608). The thing
that is so winning about the Kleiber version is the warmth. the mellow musical
feeling exuded at almost any given
point. Things are mostly quick and light,
but they are genial and relaxed at the
same time. Each instrument seems to
play as if it were a chamber ensemble
component. with poise and loveliness of
sound aimed for in every phrase. Nothing
is unbeautiful -the silly little song the
two girls sing to the Countess ( "Ricevete,
o padroncina," No. 21, p. 348), for example, though it is a deliberately trite
and mechanical piece of writing. is
treated as if it were the most charming.
graceful thing in the score, with the restilt that it makes its musical point without becoming unattractive. This, for me,
is a sine qua non in the playing or singing of Mozart -the points must be made
within the framework of a beautiful line.

Giulini secures a sharpness of execution from his excellent orchestra that is
almost Toscanini -like; this counts time
and again in the orchestral commentary
on the action, as in the violent string
figures in bars 2, 3, and 4 on page 234
( "Quel briaco the viene a far ? "). The
over -all sound of his ensemble is a bit
darker and fuller than is now the norm.
with less of an emphasis on feelings of
lightness and crispness. Most of the
tempos are just a shade slow, but their
utter steadiness and their logical relationships to one another keep them from
sagging; almost the only relatively fast
tempo is that chosen for the "Dove sono"
-perhaps this was out of consideration
for his soprano (Elisabeth Schwarzkopf).
The dynamics are carefully graded, with
the transitions accomplished in a remarkably smooth, natural fashion -listen
to the alternating piano and forte of the
Act l trio ( "Cosa sento!." No. 7, p. 83) .
For some reason, I find this not as
lovable a reading as the Kleiber, but it
is. in its different way, equally well executed, without doubt the product of an
absolutely topflight Mozart conductor.
Before leaving this discussion of the
conductors, I must ask one small. honest
question: why, in the readings of Giulini.
Leinsdorf, Rosbaud. and possibly one or
two others I heard before becoming aware
of the question, is the fermata over the
quarter rest just before the Count's Act I
recitative ( "Da tifa cugina," etc., p. 91)
ignored? In each case, the Count leaps
in as if there were not only no fermata
but no rest-and the pause seems almost
imperative dramatically, with the Count
waiting a bit to build suspense and to
ponder how he can most effectively tell
his story. Theories?
On to the ladies of the casts, beginning
with the Countess. Let us not dwell on
the minimal competence of Cetra's Gabriella Gatti, on the well -conceived but
only competently sung work of Rautawaara (Victor I), or on the nicely vocalized but bland. immature- sounding
Countess of Maria Stader (DGG), who
is probably a fine Susanna. We have left

field of Schwarzkopf (Odeon and
Angel), Lisa Della Casa (London and
Victor II), Teresa Stich -Randall (Vox),
and Sena Jurinac (Epic), four major
singers of unimpeachable credentials and
distinctly individual approaches to the
part. Without necessarily trying to legisa

late or categorize among them, perhaps
we can at least indicate some of the specific qualities that each brings to this
subtle and difficult role.
Schwarzkopf. In the Odeon version,
she is undercut by Karajan's slam -bang
tempos and by the absence of the recitative, which of course places limits on
any characterization. The voice, though,
was in prime estate: "Porgi amor" is exquisite, and "Dove sono" outstanding,
especially in her outgoing, "temperamental" treatment of the recitative and
in the allegro section of the aria, where
the fresh, soaring sound of her top A's
makes an unforgettable effect. In the
Angel edition, she is, for me, just a bit
disappointing. The voice itself is marginally heavier and less free, and while
I like the way she carries "Dove sono"
along in this performance (it cuts the
lugubriousness that can invade it), it is
just unsettled enough to sound a bit
pressed. She has also refined the life out
of some spots -why is she so restrained
at the beginning of the Act 11 terzett,
and then again in the finale? Shouldn't
she answer the Count on equal terms?
Musically, at least, it is called for.
Della Casa. Her singing on the London recording is possibly a little too
girlish- sounding for the Countess; nevertheless, it is in most respects preferable
to her later work in the Victor II edition. In the London set, the "Dove sono"
is particularly beautiful, and most particularly in the hushed return to the
opening melody (p. 335). In the Victor II album, she is somewhat more
to the point in the recitatives, and has
added some touches, as in her effective
mimicking of Susanna's voice in the last
act, but shows signs of hootiness and
effort on top. In both performances, I
feel that her Countess needs more resolution and spirit in dealing with circumstances-the introspection and self -centeredness of the arias threaten to take
over the entire characterization. The
voice itself, however, is certainly lovely
and pure, particularly in the London

performance.
Jurinac. In some ways, this singer is
my own first choice. The singing is admirably firm and full and unfussy; but,
more important, she has a constant life
in recitative and a constant identification with the Countess' emotional situation that keeps the character alive every
step of the way. She stands up to the
Count -this is a Rosina whose pride and
spirit are by no means crushed- listen
to the whole opening section of the second finale, but especially to her resentful
lines on pp. 205 -06 ( "Son l'empia, l'infida," etc.). We find ourselves listening
to her throughout the opera, and not
just during the arias.
Stich -Randall. Here is another expert,
individual piece of work. Her voice had
somewhat more spin and vibrato in it
in 1955 than it has now-an advantage,
so far as I am concerned. She also brings
great dramatic sense to her recitatives,
and vocalizes with a long- breathed, lyrical line that is particularly lovely during
the Letter Duet and in "Dove sono" (for
a truly magical moment, listen to her
carry over the fil di voce into the second
verse of "Dove .sono," p. 335).
Susanna is not a difficult role to get
by with; almost any light soprano can
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manage the notes and trip around in
that sprackly way that audiences for
some reason find acceptable in soubrettes.
But it is an awfully hard role to do really
well. For one thing. it is immensely long
longer than many of the Wagner
roles people shake their heads over,
though of course there is no comparison
in terms of intensity or vocal weight.
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For another, this very

light. flexible

soprano is expected to take the top line
in many concerted numbers (the line
which, in many cases, must be heard if
the passage is to make musical sense);
she is often expected to balance with
singers of far greater volume and caliber.
(Charles Mackerras, in an interesting
piece on Nozze in the April 1965 issue
of Opera, points out that the line allotted to Susanna was in several instances originally assigned to the Countess, which often makes much more sense
not only from an expressive viewpoint
but with respect to balances, too.) And,
precisely because the part has become
such a bag of simpery- naughty clichés,
it is a rare artist who won't settle for
that but will come up instead with something personal and honest.
Let us clear the decks somewhat by
disposing at once of Miss Mildmay (Victor I), who is swamped by anything
sustained above the staff, and of Irmgard
Seefried's first performance on Odeon,

which is, curiously, a disaster- hardly
a line in it that is honestly sung.
Rita Streich is the Susanna of two of
these recordings -Vox's and Epic's. She
is a lovely singer, and for sheer vocal
prettiness her Susanna is unequaled. I
often feel about her work that it is lacking in any specific character, and sometimes even in life of a general sort
"spirit," as it is generally called. I find
this to be the case in parts of the Epic
recording, particularly in the earlier
scenes. The "Deh vieni" is exquisite,
and so are most of the other passages of
"pure" singing, but the scenes vis -à -vis
other characters do not always say much
of anything. The Vox performance is
distinctly better in this respect, partly,
I imagine, because of the "up" atmosphere of a live occasion, and partly because her Figaro is Rolando Panerai, who
plays with such specificity and imagination that it would be impossible not to
respond. The aria and the Letter Duet
are still beautiful, but all the recitative
and, especially, the entire opening scene,
has a great deal more life.
Seefried's second Susanna (DGG) is
do not believe
thoroughly enjoyable
there is a greater contrast on records
involving the same artist than that between her first and second attempts at
the part, a contrast underlined by the
intermittently poor balance of the Odeon
recording. In the DGG version, she
still tends to use an indiscriminately applied little whisper in the hopes of sounding intimate and charming, and overdoes
the speaking quality of some of the
recitatives (there's a difference, after all,
between recitativo secco and simple dialogue). But most of this Susanna is
alert to what is going on without cheating
on the vocalism; "Del, vieni" is on the
loud, brash side, but "Venite inginocchiatevi" and the Letter Duet are fine.
I must also enter a positive word or
two for the Susannas of Alda Noni
(Cetra) and Anna Moffo (Angel). I
like two things about Noni's work: 1)
the wonderful naturalness and variety
of the recitatives, and a comparable pointing of the words in the musical numbers;
and 2) the eschewal of ingénue cuteness -she is charming, but not coy or
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little -girlish, emphatically a young woman, and a fairly sensible, strong -minded
one. The vocalism is not as captivating
as some, but decidedly adequate. Moffo
is also very good in the recitatives
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extraordinarily so for a nonnative -and
offers some limpid lyric singing of striking loveliness.

If

her Susanna is not one
whose special character and flavor we
are going to carry about with us, neither
is it mannered or clichéd.
Roberta Peters (Victor H) has lots of
brightness and many good ideas about
the role -her imitating of the Count as
she hides herself in the gabinetto ( "venga
poi lo smargiasso, io qui l'aspetto," p.
186), for example, is funny and endearing, and so is the nice contrast she makes
between her pretended compliance and
accidental truth -telling in "Crudel, perchè
finora" (pp. 284 -86). The only thing I
don't like is a quality that is shared by
several of her colleagues in this perform ance-an exaggeration of inflection and
enunciation as if one were explaining
the opera to some very slow -witted and
ignorant people. These singers perform
Nozze regularly at the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York City.
All these performances are good ones,
and if my own favorite is Hilde Gueden
(London), I must confess to a simple
bias
succumbed when I first saw her
Sophie, and I don't think I could dislike
a Gueden performance if I tried. There
are two reservations I can bring myself
to make: I) the rather undeveloped, dry
character of her low register is certainly
not as pretty as Streich's, or as warm as
Moffós. 2) " Venite inginocchiatevi,"
though very well sung, for some reason
does not actually come off -we get no
real sense of what is going on, or of
why she is singing the piece. But let me
point to the constant awareness and personality that is present in her rendering
of the recitatives, to the sheer beauty and
focus of the singing in "Crudel, perchè
finora." and above all to the strength
and lovely. soaring quality of her upper
voice, which gives us a Susanna genuinely capable of taking her rightful place
in the many vital ensemble passages. For
once the top line comes through with
some bite-and not due to an accident of
microphone placement.
Cherubino has the soft time of it in
this opera -less than half the music to
sing that must be sung by the other major characters, two sure -fire songs to
take the show right out from under all
these hard -working folk, and the one
trouser role in which one doesn't mind
not being fooled into thinking it's a boy
(Cherubino is usually the sexiest girl in
the opera, and I've never heard any objections). One pitfall to avoid -overweight.
The only other thing that can mess it
up is singing that is too big-boned or a
bit uncertain as to pitch. For this reason,
we must concede that the plummy, sluggish- sounding Cherubino of Hertha Töpper (a good artist, but below form on
the DGG recording) does not fill the
bill, nor does the frayed, insecure one
of Jolanda Gardino (Cetra). The work
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of Helletsgruber (Victor I) has been
characterized above, and demands no
further scrutiny. I must say that I also
do not much care for the Cherubino of
Fiorenza Cossotto (Angel); the second
song is all right, but the first shows a
little unsettlement towards the top of
the voice, and for some reason her tone
becomes positively unattractive in recitative. The work of Suzanne Danco (London) has all the right spirit and a good
deal of theatrical point, but not much

in the way of vocal magnetism, and I
don't at all care for the suddenly accelerated forte way she and Kleiber have
decided to adapt for the ascending
phrases at "che it soon de' vani accenti
portano via con se" in "Non so più" (p.
72)
practically spoils the song.
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So we have

four Cherubinos-Odeon's

Jurinac, Epic's Christa Ludwig, Vox's
Pilar Lorengar, and Victor II's Rosalind
Elias-who are satisfying, or more, in
an all -round way. Of them all, I like
best Jurinac, who is vocally close to
perfect, and just about exploding with a
dizzy adolescent impulsiveness that is
irresistible. She was very famous for this
role some years back, and it's easy to
see why. Lorengar also has much of this
feeling, and contributes a "Non so più"
that sings along most beautifully. There
is also an astonishingly lovely execution
of the portando la voce direction that
isn't in the score but ought to be at the
beginning of the second verse of "Voi che
sapete" (p. 143), but this arietta, while
well sung, could use a little more presence- probably it had it in the theatre,
but just didn't quite make it to the microphone. Ludwig and Elias are a shade
less distinctive, but they both sing the
part so well that there is no point in
complaining- solid, firm -lined mezzo sopranoing, in both cases. Elias has a
bit more variety and sparkle in the
recitatives, and is a trifle more sensible
about it all than some of the other Victor
II cast members (see above).
The Figaros fall into two obvious
categories-baritones and basses. I don't
think any generalization can be made
about which sort of voice is best suited
to the part -too much depends on the
individual singer, on the general style of
the production, and on the other cast
members. We cannot even lay down a
rule about the relative vocal weights of
Figaro and the Count, though it is true
that Figaro is generally the bottom line
in the ensembles, and must be capable
of singing it. Baritone voices can sound
right in Figaro's music; I doubt that a
bass voice could sound right in the
Count's.
With this character, so much depends
on an animated and natural delivery, on
a way with the words, that a singer's
citizenship becomes a matter of importance-he ought to be Italian. This is
especially true on records, where we
focus entirely on the aural side of the
characterization (I used to find Martial
Singher's Figaro splendid in the theatre,
but I doubt that I would like it much on
records). So perhaps it is no coincidence
that the Figaros I like least are nonItalian. Erich Kunz (Odeon) is a lively,
intelligent artist, and a likable one -he
captures our sympathy with the recitative before his Act IV aria. But I grow
very tired of his unattractive, pinched
Italian, and I simply cannot buy a Figaro
who must fake everything above E flat.
Walter Berry (Epic) just doesn't have a
very rich or interesting voice, at least
not as heard here (his recordings indicate that he has come into his own
since), so that despite his obvious understanding of the part, he cannot compel
attention in the long run.
Since Domgraf -Fassbänder (Victor I)
does not have to sing any recitative, his
overopen, snarling Italian is only a minimal disadvantage, which nevertheless
gives a somewhat dislikable overtone to
much of what he does. A good lyric
baritone, though, with a "Non più
andrai" that has a good deal of élan
vital. In the company of the Victor
I cast, he sounds like the primo baritono
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asso/uto. There is one Italian Figaro
who also misses the boat, though I am
sorry to say it of such a good artist
Renato Capecchi (DGG). The voice
sounds terribly dry and closed, but beyond that, I can't imagine what came
over him that led him to yank and gouge
at every line with the most outlandish
garglings, splutterings, and irrelevant indications of all sorts. This is not only
not Figaro, it isn't even Bartolo, but a
Wozzeck Doctor far, far from home.
The pins still standing: Cesare Siepi
(London), Giuseppe Taddei (Angel),
Giorgio Tozzi (Victor II), Italo Tajo
(Cetra), and Rolando Panerai (Vox).
Tozzi, with his lovely, even basso cantattle, cannot be gainsaid and there is
every indication that he has some solid
like,
interpretative ideas of his own
for instance, his decision to render
" delle belle turbante it riposo" (in "Non
più andrai") with an insinuating portamentoed legato. instead of the usual
bouncy ascent; it has a nice hinting quality. The only drawback to his work is
his predilection for jabbing us in the
ribs with emphases and exaggerated inflections. It tickles only the first few
times, and in Aprite un po' " it detracts
substantially from the music. Tajo was
in his impressive prime at the time of the
Cetra recording, and I like immensely
the rich, fruity sound of his velvety bass,
as well as his alert, easy- sounding characterization-lines like "O, chc stordito!" (p. 369) or his " Niente, m ente!"
to Barbarina (p. 379) show real imaginative flair.
Siepi's is the best vocalized of all the
Figaros, and can be heard over and over
again simply for the pleasure of his
creamy, relaxed bass singing -what other
Figaro makes a ravishing moment out
of "Susanna pian pian," etc., in the "Se
a caso madama" duet, or gives us luscious
ntezza-voce high Fs in "Se vuol ballare"?
There is ample intelligence and projection in his interpretation too, though
many specific small points go by him
and he has since learned to play the role
with more point and variety.
Taddei and Panerai share a quality
which I find indispensable to a first rate Figaro: a positive relish for the
words, a natural. not studied, brilliance
in the recitatives. The phrases have that
lubricated sound that happens only in
very good Italian recitation, and perhaps
it is the slightly lighter timbre of their
baritone voices (compared with Siepi or
Tajo) that gives them an extra quickness and sparkle. Taddei has the fatter,
more beautiful voice. He offers a Figaro
who is constantly mimicking and mocking; once in a while it is a bit to excess,
but it's always alive. Panerai is more
straightforward, but amply colored. with
lots of thrust -and the voice is by no
means a negligible one, as the open, rich
sound of his "April(' un po'" will show.
If you want a Figaro's Figaro, one of
these two gentlemen is it. In both cases,
the recitatives are object lessons.
The Count is probably the hardest of
all Mozart's male roles to encompass.
not so much vocally (though that's a
challenge), but dramatically. it seems
difficult to find a balance between the
man's brutality and his elegance. And he
is brutal, make no mistake -he does
things simply to humiliate the people
around him; his treatment of the Countess
is truly degrading and sadistic. But there
is brutality and brutality -the Count's is
filtered through the best of manners
cultivated in an age when young people
of his class had nothing to do but cultivate manners
pass at the minuet, and
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tnen an equestrian hour or two. And now
that he is lord of the manor, there is
the unbelievable boredom to contend
with; there is absolutely nothing to do
but stir up trouble for others and see
which of the local girls may be game
for a tumble (any or all, it hardly matters), and to meditate on the growing
insolence of the servant classes.
Of all the major Figaro roles, the
Count is the one least well taken on
these recordings. Several baritones fall
by the wayside in purely vocal terms.
These would include Henderson ( Victor
I): Alfred Poell (London), an intelligent
singer with a parched sound and no room
at the top: Sesto Bruscantini (Cetra),
who practically tears his tonsils out on
the role: and even Paul Schoeffler (Epic).
who is in poor shape, sounding nasal
and muffled. and making a hash of the
allegro of his aria. He makes some good
points in recitative. and sounds interestingly like a raspy old dictator of a
Count. but it is not enough.
Two more artists. Fischer -Dieskau
(DGG) and Eberhard Wiichter (Angel).
make a bad thing of the role, though it
is clearly in their grasp vocally. The difficulties are similar: they go overboard
with the teeth -gnashing. Wiichter gets
positively ridiculous. after a rather good
start: from the beginning of the Act II
finale on (specifically. the recitative just
before "Esci amai." pp. 187 ff.), he simply rants and shrieks the role. ruining
whole long sections of ensemble. destroying all semblance of pitch. and chewing
up his aria as if on the verge of committal. Take it easy there, Eberhard.
Fischer -Dieskau has done this role
often and. I gather, successfully, but I
do not at all enjoy the picture he gives
us. It is not as wild or uncontrolled as
Wiichter's. but it still features the overdone contrast, the overemphasized point.
the masticated phrase. He makes a lovely,
warm contribution to "Crude/, perchè
finora." and is imposing in the aria up
until the allegro. which he puts through
the thresher. And the oiliness is overdone: it is all right for the Count to
sound terribly clever and smug. but to
make him sound like a repulsive reptile
is another matter. Both these baritones
interpolate a high G on the second "Ola,
silenzio!" in the Act II finale (p. 259),
proving beyond doubt that they are
neither bassos nor composers. the whole
point of this succession being the three
different. not similar, patterns which
Mozart has used to set the same phrase.

This leaves us with exactly two passable Counts -George London (Odeon
and Victor III and Heinz Rehfuss (Vox).
London's is not really the kind of voice
I like to hear in this part. being too
thick and too sluggish for the recitative
and for many of the ensembles, where
he tends to weight things down. And the
picture of the Count he gives us is a
hit that way, too
big. tramping fellow. not too long on the graces. At least.
however. he refrains from the sort of
transgression that ruins the Fischer Dieskau and Wiichter performances, and
brings an entirely adequate voice to hear
on the role. His vocalism is especially
round and attractive on the Odeon set,
but of course the Victor includes the
whole role, and still sounds impressive
in its big -shouldered way.
Rehfuss is in many ways the best of
all these Counts. I say "in many ways,"
because his voice is limited in range at
the top, and he avoids the final F sharp
of the aria altogether. But his singing is
smooth and dark. his interpretation alive
and varied without becoming exagger-

ated -he replaces all the shouting with
some inner tension and concentration.
His ensemble work is invariably steady
and musical. and the aria has a seething
intensity that makes us take the Count

seriously.
The important and complex main
roles have taken considerable space.
However. for a capsule rundown of the
supporting roles:
Bartolo. Fernando Corena has recorded it three times (Cetra, London,
Victor II) and is excellent each time,
as one would expect. The voice is freshest on Cetra, where the aria is superbly
sung. but I like some touches in his
work for London, such as his fine reluctance about marrying Marcellina in Act
Ill. No Vinco (Angel) has a major
voice and sings extremely well, but is
somewhat strait -laced. The others are
neither great gain nor loss, though Mar cello Cortis (Vox) is pleasing and alive
in a baritonish way.
Marcellina. On two recordings, she has
some stature due to the aria. RösslMajdan ( London) is exemplary in every
way. although the aria, which is florid
and very high for a mezzo, is sung (well)
by Gueden. Sandra Warfield (Victor II)
has a solid voice, but overdoes the part
badly, and sings the aria in a simplified
transposed version. Among the others, I
like Dora Gatta (Angel) and the rather
flavorless but well -sung Marcellina of
Constance Willis (Victor I). Christiane
Gayraud (Vox), the only French Marcel lina. at least pronounces " l'argent fait
tout" correctly. but unhappily carries it
over into her Italian.
Basilio. Murray Dickie (London) is
superb, really slimy-sounding, and with
a good rendition of the aria. He is also
heard on the Epic recording. In terms of
a characterization (without the aria). he
is matched by Hugues Cuenod (Vox).
So far as voice goes, Heddle Nash (Victor I) has more than most Basilios, but
he sabotages himself with an embarrassing Gilbert- and -Sullivan giggle. The other
Basilio to sing the aria is Gabor Carelli
(Victor II). who is entirely acceptable
without being quite as distinctive as
Dickie.
Barbarina. Anny Felbermayer, on the
London recording, is especially nice,
though Cetra gives us the very young
Graziella Sciutti. who has a good, teasing quality in the recitative.
Antonio. Vocally, Piero Cappuccilli
pretty easily outdistances the
( Angel)
field. but Wilhelm Feldman (Odeon)
and Cristiano Dalamangas (Cetra) of-

fer individual characterizations.
Don Curzio. Hugo Meyer -Welfing
mild,
(London) is hysterically funny
totally ineffective judge.
Most seductive -looking female line -up
-Victor II: Della Casa, Peters. Elias.
Zowie!

-a

-a
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I)on Giovanni -1787

ONE MUST concede that Don Giovanni is not an especially well -made opera.
Its score is no more inspired than that
of Nozze di Figaro, and its construction
nowhere near as well calculated. The
one big ensemble finale, while of course
quite brilliant, is not so perfect as some
of the equivalent movements in Nozze
or Così.
Still, is there any doubt that Don Giovanni is the greatest of Mozart's operas?
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It belongs (as even Nozze does not) to

that very small selection of operas that
must be reckoned as landmarks of European culture, that come to grips with essential legendary material, and have become popular embodiments of that material. Never mind that the nineteenthcentury Romantics may have been wrong
about some of Don Giovanni's essential
qualities; they were right in recognizing
that there was something about the work,
and about its central figure, that was
closer to their own temperament, closer
to new principles of aesthetic expression,
than was present in any previous work
for the lyric stage, seria or buffa-ineluding even Mozart's own other operas.
No doubt the Faustian (and fustian)
overtones were laid on a bit thick, but
they find support on the grounds of
purely internal evidence-though perhaps Marlowe's Faust is suggested more
strongly that Goethe's. This is not the

place to go into the origins of the legend
(my own favorite Don Miguel de Mañara
story is the one that has him following
his own casket through the street to the
cathedral, looking in, and seeing himself
-the haunted Romantic, complete with
Doppelgänger, right at one of the Juan
sources), nor into the complicated history of it as theatrical material (Tirso
de Molina to Molière to Shaw, with
Lord knows how many stops on the way,
plus a leavening of the comedy of
masques and wonderful titles like The
Exploded Atheist), nor into the many
musical treatments that preceded Mo-

zart's (most significantly Gazzaniga's),
to say nothing of the many that have
succeeded it. The mere fact that such
areas of exploration exist, along with all
the literary and philosophical and psychological accretions thereto that mark a

basic myth, indicates why Don Giovanni
is more significant that Mozart's other
operas, more significant than all but a
handful of all the musico-dramatic works
of the past three hundred years.

The seemingly endless argument over
the opera's proper pigeonhole ( "comic"
or "serious " ?) is further testimony to the
fact that, as Albert Einstein noted, it is
emphatically sui generis. in contemporary
terms this is one of the silliest imaginable subjects of debate, partly because
even if one categorizes it convincingly,
one has still said nothing about it; and
partly because the only frame of reference in which the argument means anything no longer exists-the old molds of
opera seria and opera buffo have been
broken ten thousand times over. It is obvious that, in form, Don Giovanni is a
comic opera. It is also obvious that it
partakes of qualities of the old opera
seria, especially in some of the arias,
and that the tone of it is as far removed
from opera buffo as it is from opera
seria. Imagine: precisely the same argument must have raged over the first
attempts to combine opera's serious and
comic elements (which of course were
divided into "the opera " -seria-and the
intermezzo-comic). The idea of running
the two together naturally wrecks forever the validity of both categories, except in a historical application, and one
can visualize the equivalent of many a
Ph.D. thesis devoted to puzzling the
thing out -seria or buffo? The great
strength of Don Giovanni is that the
great themes it deals with can run concurrently with the comic commentary
without creating a clash, but instead a
deepening -vide Leporello's commentary
in the opening scene, and again in the
final scene; in both cases, we can recognize a genuine comic element without for

a moment allowing it to detract from the
essential dramatic qualities of the Corn mendatore's death or the Don's confrontation with the statue.
In the matter of cuts, the Don Giovanni situation is much more consistent
on records than it is with some of the
other Mozart operas-even the secco
recitative is dutifully included in its entirety as a matter of course, except for
Ottavió s pathetic little recitative after
"Non mi dir," which contrives to make
him appear even more passive and post
facto than he already seems, and which
is omitted from all these recordings except for the Angel (3605 or S 3605) and
RCA Victor (LM 6410 or LSC 6410)
editions. One scene is nearly always
omitted from modern productions; it is
the Zerlina /Leporello duet, "Per queste
tue manine," which (the way the numbers are usually ordered nowadays) follows "II mio tesoro," and theoretically
takes place in the same "atrium" that
has served for the big "Sola, sola in
bujo loco" sextet (the duet is Scene XI
of Act II, pp. 264 -77 of the Ricordi
vocal score). In this scene (one of the
Vienna additions) Zerlina, who has evidently apprehended Leporello after his
escape in the previous scene, drags him
on stage and, failing in an attempt to
summon aid from the other concerned
parties, threatens him with an open razor
and ties him to a chair while she goes
in search of Elvira. Leporello manages
to loosen his bonds to the point where
he can make his escape, dragging the
chair behind him, so that Zerlina and
Elvira return to an empty room.
The scene's big drawback, at least to
a modern audience, is that it is not in
the least amusing, though I suppose a
really unusual buffo might get some
funny things out of it, provided he were
willing to go to Abbott and Costello
lengths. It has, though, the following
points in its favor. 1) It is quite strong
musically, not on a level with the best
in the score, but not noticeably worse
than a number of other sections, with
some interesting things in the accompaniment and a fairly splashy windup; 2) it
does lend a certain bite to the character
of Zerlina, who can use some seltzer in
with the syrup, and contains an interesting hint or two to the effect that it is
Masetto -by-proxy that she is really taking all this out on; and 3) assuming that
the usual ordering of numbers is followed, it constitutes a respite between
"II mio tesoro" and "Mi trod) quell'
alma ingrata," which otherwise constitute two "curtain" arias in succession,
and gives Elvira at least a slim excuse for
being on stage for the latter aria, and
even some motive for singing it, since
she and Zerlina assume that it is the
Don who has helped Leporello escape.
The scene is included in the Victor recording, where it is extremely well performed and, in my opinion, most welcome.
Otherwise, the recordings reflect the
"standard Vienna" performance edition,
with "Dalla sua pace" placed after "Or
sai chi l'onore" and "Mi trod:" after
"1l mio tesoro." This means that the
second act wanders around like Elvira
and Leporello in the darkness of a plot
that goes several directions at once and
amid an embarrassment of dramatically
extraneous arias. I have never cared for
the sextet, musically exquisite though it
is, because it seems like altogether too
much trouble to go to over such a relasmacks
tively unimportant situation
too much of an author hastily digging
his way out of a plot complication (the

-it

Elvira /Leporello deception) and taking
a long time to do it. Dent supposes that
this number was intended as the third
finale in what was originally planned as
a four -act opera, with "Ah, pietà, Signori miei" thrown in as an afterthought
when things were switched around during the Prague rehearsals. Certainly the
sextet bears all the earmarks of the
Mozart ensemble-finale: it's just that it's
hard to do without "Pietà, Signori miei,"
just as it is hard to do without the even
more useless "Dalla sua pace"-Mozart
just couldn't help writing arias that demand inclusion by virtue of their quality.
Among the eight complete versions of
the opera we are considering here, there
are three readings which, despite some
good qualities, do not have sufficient distinction to be considered at any length:
the Rudolf Moralt (Epic SC 6010), Hans
Rosbaud (Vox OPBX 162), and Josef
Krips (London 4406 or 1401) versions.
Both the Moralt and Krips readings are
on the gradual side: Moralt's has some
authority, but not much consistency (the
"Finch'han dal vino," for all that it is a
presto, is preposterously quicker than
anything for miles around, for example),
while Krips's has a warm, lyric feeling in
the gentler sections, which it unfortunately maintains in the more dramatic

-it

passages as well
needs more spine.
Rosbaud's is almost anonymous -good
details, but letdowns at the relatively
reposeful passages, nothing galvanic. He
is confronted by some doleful casting
too, so that the whole thing has nowhere
near the stature of his Nozze.
The work of Max Rudolf (Cetra 1253)
should not be overlooked. There is nothing highly individual in his reading, but
it is absolutely sound: the tempos are
well judged and logically related to one
another, the dramatic sections have some
stature, and (I say this in the most complimentary sense) the accompaniments
are of a high order -Masetto's little
aria, for instance, flashes resentfully,
and Rudolf quietly but understandingly
helps Cesare Valletti to underline emphases in "Dalla sua pace." It is the
sort of reading one would be only too
glad to come across in the theatre.
The Fritz Busch /Glyndebourne version of 1935 (Odeon 80598/60) has its
idiosyncrasies, most notably in the employment of marked, not to say exaggerated, ritardandi at the ends of most
of the set pieces. But it also has fine ensemble sense (the trio of masks, for
example, is beautifully graded) and a lot
of dynamism -the strings in the overture, for instance, have real buoyancy
and "ping." Almost without exception,
the rhythmic execution is extremely
sharp, which goes far towards compensating for some of the vocal shortcomings. Both this set and the Cetra use
piano in the recitatives.
About Erich Leinsdorf's interpretation
(Victor) I have mixed feelings, or rather
alternating feelings. I very much like the
clarity of texture he secures, and his
treatment of most of the brisk, brilliant
sections of the score; the allegro molto
at p. 240, for example, has wonderful
impetus, and from this point (Leporello's
"Mille torbidi pensieri") the ensemble
has fine lift and balance to the end of
the sextet. But the phrasing often seems
to me stiff, almost perfunctory -the
andante of the Overture is an example
and I don't much like the actual sound
he gets from the orchestra much of the
time. There is not enough silky warmth
or seductiveness to the romantic mo-

-
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The Magic Flute Gedda, Janowitz,
Popp, Schwarzkopf, Ludwig, Höffgen, Berry, Frick; Philharmonia,
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Don Giovanni Wächter, Schwarz-
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kopf, Sutherland, Sciutti, Taddei,
Frick; Philharmonia, Giulini. SDL 3605 (highlights: S- 35642)
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The Marriage of Figaro Taddei,
Schwarzkopf, Moffo, Wächter; Philharmonia, Giulini. SDL -3608 (highlights: 35640)
Schwarzkopf, LudCosì fan tutte
wig, Kraus, Taddei; Philharmonia,
Böhm. SDL -3631
The Abduction from the Seraglio
Marshall, Hollweg, Simoneau, Unger,
Frick; Royal Philharmonic, Beech-
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Idomeneo Lewis, Jurinac, Udovick,
Simoneau, Milligan; Glyndebourne

The Last Six Symphonies (Nos. 35,
36 and 38 -41)
Philharmonia,
Klemperer. S- 36128/9, S -36183
Symphonies No. 31 (Paris) and 34Philharmonia, Klemperer. S -36216
Overtures; Adagio and Fugue; Masonic Funeral Music - Klemperer.

Gieseking.

35068/78
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Violin Concertos Complete (7); Con certone Menuhin, Bath Festival.
S- 35745, S- 36152, S- 36231, S -36240
Sinfonia concertante, K.364 Men-
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S-35689
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Moffo and Callas
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Civil; Philharmonia, Klemperer.
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Dances; Ave, verum corpus

Philharmonic, Karajan. S -35948
SOLO INSTRUMENTAL
Complete Music for Piano Solo

uhin, Barshai, Bath Festival. S -36190
Violin Concertos Nos. 4 and 5 Milstein; Philharmonia. S-36007
Horn Concertos Complete (4) -Dennis Brain; Philharmonia, Karajan.
35092
Horn Concertos Complete (4) -Alan

SI)L 3605

SCL-3651

Eine kleine Nachtmusik; German

Also piano concertos by Edwin
Fischer, Gieseking, Lipatti, Schnabel
and Vasso Devetzi
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Songs Schwarzkopf, Gieseking.
35270
"Great" Mass in C minor South
German Madrigal Choir, Wolfgang

-
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Vesperae Solennes de Confessore;

Exsultate, Jubilate -St. Hedwig's
Choir, Karl Forster. 35409
Clarinet Quintet and Trio Gervase

-

De Peyer, Melos Ensemble. S -36241
Piano Quartet and String
Quintet in G minor
Schnabel, Pro Arte Quartet
S-36231
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CHOICE ...NOT CHANCE
Perfection results

Since no single phono cartridge can be all things to all people,
we earnestly recommend that you employ these individual
criteria in selecting your personal cartridge from the broad
Shure Stereo Dynetic group:
YOUR EAR: First and foremost, listen. There are subtle differences in tonality that beggar description and are quite
unrelated to "bare" specifications-yet add immeasurably
to your personal listening pleasure.
YOUR EQUIPMENT: Consider first your tone arm's range of

tracking forces. Too, keep in mind that the cartridge ordinarily
represents the smallest monetary investment in the system, yet
the ultimate sound delivered depends first on the signal re"skimping" here downgrades
produced by the cartridge
your entire system.

...

YOUR EXCHEQUER: Shure cartridges cover the entire economic spectrum. And they are ALL Shure in quality, all Shure
in performance. Even the least costly has received copious

critical acclaim.

ECONOMICAL
TREND -SETTER

RUGGED AND
RESPONSIVE

tracking turntables, or where children or guests have access to your
system. Retractile stylus prevents
record damage. 15° tracking for
minimal IM and Harmonic distortion. Truly musical sound. Only
$17.95

M55E

M44 SERIES

MODEL M44 -C
An exceptionally rugged cartridge
that tracks at forces up to 5 grams.
Ideal for older model, heavier -

ALL THE MOST
WANTED FEATURES

Premium quality at a modest price.
tracking angle conforms to
standard adopted by major record
companies. Remarkably low IM
and Harmonic distortion ... excellent channel separation, providing
superlative stereo effect. Scratch proof retractile stylus. M44 -5 with
.0005" stylus for 3/4 to 1'/2 gram
tracking. Only $21.95. M44 -7 for
11/2 to 3 grams, .0007" stylus. Only

15°

$19.95

THE "FLOATING"
CARTRIDGE

THE ULTIMATE!

M80E GARD- A- MATIC)

V -I5
WITII

WITH ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

BI- RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS
'ho wants the very
best, regardless of price. Reduces
tracing (pinch effect), IM and Har-

Bounce -proof, scratch -proof performance for Garrard Lab 80 and

For the purist

Model A70 Series automatic turntables. Especially useful for applications where floor vibration is a
problem. Spring- mounted in tone
arm shell. Unique safety feature
retracts stylus and cartridge when
preforce exceeds 11/2 grams
vents scratching record and dam-

monic distortion to unprecedented
lows. 15° tracking. Scratch -proof,
too. Produced under famed Shure
Master Quality Control Program
literally hand -made and individually tested. In a class by itself for mono as well as stereo
discs. For manual or automatic
turntables tracking. at 3/4 to 1'/2

...

aging stylus. $38.00

1S° TRACKING, ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

Professional performance at

a

modest price. Compares favorably
to the incomparable Shure V -15.
except that it is produced under
standard Shure quality control and
manufacturing techniques. Remarkable freedom from IM, Harmonic and tracing distortion. Will
definitely and audibly improve the
sound of monaural as well as
stereo records. A special value at
$35.50. Upgrade M44 cartridge (if
you can track at 11/2 grams or less)
with NS5E stylus, $20.00

"THE BEST
PICK -UP ARM IN
THE WORLD"

SHURE SME
Provides features and quality unattainable in ANY other tone arm.
Made by British craftsmen to singularly close tolerances and standards. Utterly accurate adjustments
for every critical factor relating to
it realizes the
perfect tracking
full potential of the cartridge and
record. Model 3012 for 16" records
$110.50; Model 3009 for 12" rec-

...

ords $100.50

grams. $62.50

-- HVRE
High Fidelity Phono Cartridges

...

World Standard Wherever Sound Quality

is

Paramount

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois
CIRCLE 50 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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UIPMENT

high fideli

REPORTS
The consumer's guide to new and important high fidelity equipment
KLH SIXTEEN CONTROL AMPLIFIER
THE EQUIPMENT: KLH -16,

a solid -state stereo control
amplifier (preamp /power amp). Dimensions: 113% by
101/2 by 41/2 inches. Price: $219.95; optional case,
$19.95. Manufacturer: KLH Research & Development
Corp., 30 Cross St., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

COMMENT: The Model Sixteen is

a compact, high
quality control amplifier offering better than 35 clean
watts per channel and a full complement of accurate
controls. Its styling is attractive in a neat, functional
way- reminiscent of other KLH products, such as the
Model 18 FM tuner (High Fidelity, July 1965). Its performance, in tests conducted at United States Testing
Company, Inc., is well up to published specifications
and should suit the unit for impeccable service as a
stereo control and power center.
Front -panel controls, set into a brushed aluminum
escutcheon, include five knobs and six slide switches.

The knobs are for: program selector (phono, tuner,
aux 1, aux 2); volume; channel balance; bass tone;
treble tone. Each tone control operates on both
channels simultaneously. The switches are for: loudness contour; stereo or mono mode; source or tape
(tape monitor); high- frequency (scratch) filter; power

off /on; speakers off /on.

A pilot lamp is located below
the power switch, and a stereo headphone jack below
the speaker switch. Both headphones and speakers
may be listened to at the same time, if desired.

In conjunction with the "aux 1" position of the
program selector is a three -position switch at the rear
of the amplifier. This switch may be used to change
the output of a high -level program source that does
not have its own level control. In this way, the same
relative volume can be maintained when the amplifier
is switched from phono to another program source.
Another two -position slide switch at the rear adjusts
the level of a magnetic cartridge feeding the Model
Sixteen, with maximum gain available in the "low"
position of this switch. Five stereo pairs of input jacks
are provided for phono, tuner, aux 1, aux 2, and tape.
The tape input jacks, which can be driven by about
one -half volt of signal, are designed to accept signals
from a tape deck that has its own preamp. These jacks
are selected when the front -panel "source /tape"
switch is moved to "tape" position (regardless of
what position the main program selector is in). A pair
of jacks for feeding signals to a tape recorder also is
provided. Speaker connections are made to a barrier
terminal strip that has just two connections for each
channel. These are not designated at any specific
output impedance; the amplifier is rated of course
with reference to an 8 -ohm load, although it will
drive 4- and 16 -ohm loads too. Actually, in USTC's
tests, the amplifier remained stable under all conditions of loading, including capacitive, which would indicate the Model Sixteen's suitability for use with
virtually any speaker system available, including
electrostatics.
The rear of the set also contains a fuse -holder for
the AC line, a switched AC outlet, and a grounding
post. Speaker fuses are not provided; instead the
output stages incorporate special circuitry that protects
the amplifier against possible shorts across the output, as well as against damage when operated under
no load at all. The circuitry of the Model Sixteen is
built around 24 transistors and 8 diodes. There are
no output transformers, although interstage transformers are located between the driver stage and the
eight output transistors, which use the fairly substantial chassis as a heat -sink.
As the accompanying graphs and test data show,
the Model Sixteen met its specifications with ease,
actually providing more power than claimed at its rated
distortion. Other performance characteristics were consistently fine, and well within specifications. The

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and listening tests. Data for the reports,
equipment other than loudspeakers, is obtained by the United States Testing Company, Inc., of
Hoboken, New Jersey, a completely independent organization not affiliated with the United States
Government which, since 1880, has been a leader in product evaluation. Speaker reports are based
on controlled listening tests.
Occasionally, a supplementary agency may be invited to contribute
to the testing program. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY.
No report, or portion thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written
permission of the puolisher. No reference to the United States Testing Company.
to its
.
seals or insignia, or to the results of its tests, including material published in HIGH FIDELITY
based on such tests, may be made without written permission of United States Testing Company, Inc.
on

REPORT POLICY
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signal -to -noise ratio, on all inputs, was especially good
a compact, integrated amplifier. The IM characteristic showed only the slightest tendency to the
"hump" at low power levels that has been typical of
many solid -state amplifiers. The high- frequency square wave response had a fast rise -time and absolutely no
ringing, indicating excellent transient response. The
tilt in the low- frequency square -wave response reflects
the intentional rolloff in this amplifier of the very low
end, designed to prevent high -power, low- frequency
disturbances (rumble, switching transients, and so on)
from damaging the speakers. At that, the power bandwidth extends down cleanly to 19 cps, and the low level frequency- response curve is down only 3 db at
9 cps.
As we have had occasion to comment, in reviewing
other recent high -quality transistor amplifiers, the
KLH entry clearly demonstrates that conscientious
application of solid -state techniques can produce an
amplifier that is more compact, and that runs cooler,
than bulkier tube units -while offering no less excellent, and, on some counts, maybe even better,
performance. And, as might be expected from its test
measurements, the KLH Sixteen handles and "sounds"
like one of the best.
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Power bandwidth for
constant 1% THD

8n

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION

Lab Test Data

4

2

watts at 0.5% THD
watts
watts at 0.59 °,o THD
40 watts

40 50

20

10

7

AUDIO POWER OUTPUT -WATTS

44.1
44.1
44.1

+
35.1 watts at 0.48% THD

same

á

RIAA

U

-5

20

EQUALIZATION CHARACTERISTIC

50

300 500

100

3K

1K

SK

10K

20K

FREQUENCY, CPS

19 cps to 27 kc

Harmonic distortion
43 watts output

21.5 watts output

23 cps to 11 kc;
1 :o,
1.5 °e at 16.5 kc
under 0.85 %, 20 cps to 20 kc

under

s2
10

16 -ohm

load

Frequency response
-watt level

at 12 o'clock

Contour switch positions

S

IM distortion
8 -ohm load

LOUDNESS CONTOUR

under 1.3% up to 40 watts

output
under 0.9% up to 33 watts
output

+0.4, -2 db,

10

+

-

11.5 cps to 22

CHARACTERISTICS

=2

5

=1

Volume control at 9 o'clock

Contour switch positions

5

kc; down 3 db at 9 cps and
27 kc

1

Volume control

=1

20

SO

300 500

100

1K

3K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY, CPS

RIAA equalization

+0.5, -4.5 db, 20 cps to

20

kc
20

Damping factor

5

Sensitivity, various inputs

aux

high

2.7 v

med

1.1

v

.46
.46
aux 2
mag phono, high 8.8
low 2.9
.46
tape
tuner
.46

v

1,

low

S/N ratio

Boss Boost

15
a,

+5

v
v

mag phono inputs, 75 db
all others
79 db

TONE AND FILTER CONTROL

0

v

mv
mv

Treble Boost

10

0

-5

Noise
Filter

CHARACTERISTICS

10

Treble Cut

15

Bass Cut

20
25 Volume control at 9

20

50

100

o'clock
300 500

1K

3K

SK

10K

20K

FREQUENCY, (PS
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BENJAMIN STEREO 200 MODULAR SYSTEM;
MODEL 208 SPEAKER SYSTEM
THE EQUIPMENT: Benjamin Stereo 200, a stereo playback system or module: Miracord 10 automatic turntable, Elac Model STS 222D cartridge, and Benjamin
housed in a
solid -state stereo control amplifier
walnut cabinet with Plexiglas cover. Over -all dimensions: 181/4 by 161/4 by 93/4 inches. Price: $229.50
less speakers. Benjamin 208, a compact speaker system designed for use with the Stereo 200, but available separately for use with other systems and amplifiers. Dimensions: 213/4 by 12 by 9 inches. Price
(in walnut): $49.50. Manufacturer: Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., 40 Smith St., Farmingdale, L.I.,
N.Y. 11736.

-all

COMMENT: Benjamin's modular playback system is
unique in two ways: the amplifier is installed under,
rather than alongside of, the turntable; and the
buyer has the option of taking the speakers nominally
designed for it (for an additional $99, thus bringing
the total cost to $328.50), or using a pair of speakers
of his own choice.
The turntable -amplifier module is an attractive,
neatly styled unit, housed in a nicely grained walnut
cabinet. The Plexiglas cover is tinted but transparent;
it lifts up and recesses into a slot at the rear for access to the turntable, and it may be left in this position, removed entirely, or replaced over the turntable
when records are played.
The amplifier, a very low silhouette design, is solid state and preinstalled in a black escutcheon that is
framed beneath the turntable. Controls include five
knobs for volume, channel balance, bass, treble (sin-

gle controls for both channels), and a selector switch
with positions for phono and auxiliary in monophonic
and in stereo operation. In addition, the front panel
has an automatic shutoff switch: in its "on" position, this switch turns on the amplifier when the
record player is operated, and shuts it off at the end
of play. In its "off" position, the switch turns on the
amplifier alone (enabling the user to play a tuner or

tape recorder through it) without the turntable motor
running. To turn off the amplifier, you then move the
switch to the "on" position
bit confusing at first,
but easily grasped after a while.
The rear of the cabinet has a pair of barrier terminal
strips for speaker hookups, a stereo pair of input jacks
for signals from an auxiliary (high -level) source, and
a stereo pair of output jacks for feeding signals to a
tape recorder. There also is a switched AC outlet for
powering auxiliary equipment. The set is recommended
for use with speakers of 8- cr 16 -ohm impedance; the
manufacturer advises that 4 -ohm speakers will overload the amplifier.
The turntable used in this system is the Miracord
10, well known as a reliable, four -speed (16 -, 33 -, 45 -,
and 78 -rpm) player. It may be used manually or automatically, depending on whether a short or long center
spindle is inserted through the platter. The long spindle holds the stack of records in place and permits
them to slide to the platter by means of small retracting arms in its shaft. The machine may be
used as a conventional changer, as an automatic

-a

Benjamin Stereo 200 (Amplifier
Section)
Lab Test Data
Performance
characteristic

Measurement

Power output (at kc into
8 -ohm load)
ch at clipping
ch for 1% THD
r ch at clipping
r ch for 1% THD
both chs simultaneously
at clipping, I ch
1

watts @ 0.5% THD
watts
11 watts @ 0.4% THD
12.5 watts

I

10

I

11.2

r ch

9.2
9.2

watts @ 0.9% THD
watts @ 0.72% THD

Power bandwidth for
constant ;é THD

29 cps to 8 kc

Harmonic distortion
10 watts output
5 watts output

under 1%, 55 cps to
under 1 %, 40 cps to

1

IM distortion,

8 -ohm

load

6 kc
8.5 kc

watts output;
9.5 watts output;
2% at 11.5 watts output
1.4% at 4 watts output;
2% at 9.2 watts output;
2.5% at 10 watts output

2% at

3.5

1.3% at

16 -ohm

load

Frequency response, 1 -watt
level (tone controls
adjusted as shown)

+0.6,

Damping factor

20

Sensitivity, aux input

210 mv

SI

N

NOVEMBER

ratio, aux input

-2 db, 10 cps to 28 kc

single -play unit, as a completely manual player, or
as a repeater turntable, playing the same disc continuously until it is shut off.
The platter is a nonferrous, machined casting,
which weighed in at United States Testing Company,
Inc., at 53/4 pounds. Well balanced for flywheel effect,
and covered with a fairly thick rubber mat, it is driven
by a four -pole induction motor. Speed accuracy was
checked as slightly fast at all speed settings: 2% at
33 and 45 rpm; 1.5% at 78 rpm; 2.4% at 16 rpm.
These figures were for 117 -volt AC operation. At
lower and higher line supply voltages, there was no
appreciable change.
The arm of the Miracord 10 is a fairly massive,
well -balanced metal type, with an adjustable rear
counterweight and a plug -in shell. The resonance of
this arm, when it was fitted with the Elac cartridge
supplied, was satisfactorily low at 15 cps. Rumble,
measured through this pickup system, and referred to
the NAB standard of 1.4 centimeters per second peak
velocity at 100 cps, was 34 db and inaudible. Wow
and flutter- checked at 0.08% and 0.04% respectively-were insignificant. The automatic tripping
mechanism was found to work very well over a
tracking -force variation from 4.5 grams to 1 gram.
Friction at the arm's pivot was fairly low, and the
into a latched rest that
arm -when not in use
holds it securely. For manual cuing, the shell has a
convenient finger -lift.
The cartridge used in this system is the Elac
Model STS 222D, a moving- magnet type fitted with
a 0.7 -mil diamond stylus and designed to track at

-fits
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the 15- degree vertical angle. It may be used for
playing stereo and monophonic discs. The recommended tracking force is 2.4 to 4.5 grams; as
supplied, the arm was preset for 4.5 grams, and
USTC's measurements were made at this value
although for normal playing of commercial discs,
a stylus force of about 3 grams was found to be
quite suitable. The signal output of the STS 222D
was measured as 8.8 and 8.4 millivolts on left and
right channels respectively, which are comfortably
high for a magnetic pickup and certainly ample for
driving the set's built -in amplifier. Typical of many

-

Test Signal: 60 and 7000 cps 4:1 rotio
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AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
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Above, square-ware
response of amplifier
at 50 cps and Ill kc;
left, response of
cartridge to I -kc test.

cartridges, the STS 222D had a fairly smooth response
characteristic which peaked somewhat above 10 kc,
a familiar pattern by now that can be ascribed very
probably to the severity of signals on the test record.
There is no indication of peaking in normal playback
of musical recordings. Channel separation is ample
for handling today's discs. The cartridge's harmonic
distortion started at 4.5 kc and at 6 kc on left and
right channels respectively, and remained very low.
IM distortion was higher, but not objectionable in
listening terms. Both vertical and lateral groove tracing were good, and no change was perceptible
with the stylus force reduced to 3 grams.
The solid -state control amplifier built into the
Benjamin 200 is a relatively modest, but clean, performer in the low -power class, capable of driving the
Model 208 speakers or indeed any other fairly efficient
speakers of 8- to 16 -ohm impedance. By comparison
with larger, costlier separate amplifiers, this one
expectedly is limited in its ultimate power -handling
ability at the low and high ends of the audio spectrum,
but it does seem fully adequate for its intended
application in this modular system. Signal -to -noise
ratio was excellent, harmonic distortion reasonably
low, and control characteristics very correct. The
damping factor was fairly high at 20. The IM characteristic is typical of low -cost solid -state chassis, but
again could not be discerned as objectionable in
listening tests.
Offered with, but not supplied as an integral part
of, the 200 module are the Model 208 speaker
systems. The 208 is a two -way system, incorporating
an 8 -inch driver for lows and midrange, and a 3 -inch
cone tweeter for highs. Crossover is via a network
housed, with the speakers, in a walnut enclosure that
uses an auxiliary opening and a duct to enhance the
bass response. Connections are made to the 208 by
screw terminals marked for polarity. Impedance is
8 ohms; efficiency is quite high, and the 208 can be
driven to loud volumes by the amplifier in the 200 or
by any other low- to medium -powered amplifier.
A response check of the 208 indicated a useful
bass output to just below 50 cps, with doubling
audible when the system is driven very hard. Upward
from here, the response is fairly smooth, clean, and
well dispersed, with the pattern narrowing gradually
as you approach 10 kc. An 11 -kc test tone is barely
audible on axis of the system and not likely to be
heard very much off axis. Over -all, the sound of the
208 is well balanced and clean, although at this price
one would hardly expect the deepest of lows and the
airiest of highs.
Taken as a preengineered system, the Benjamin
200 shapes up as a handsome, well -built, and conscientiously engineered product. To say that better
sound can be obtained from components costing
much more would be stating the obvious and is, in
a very real sense, begging the question. The 200 does
what it is designed to do, which is to say, it plays
records and other program sources with a degree of
accuracy and clean sound rarely found before in
so- called package sets. It may not inspire awe for the
audio perfectionist, but it does provide honest musical
sound that can be enjoyed for hours without signs
of listener fatigue, and it can serve as the center of
a relatively modest, but no- apologies- needed, stereo
installation. It should interest many listeners who
want a healthy measure of genuine high fidelity
performance in as convenient a format as is feasible
at the present state of the art.
Note: Since this report was initiated, Benjamin has
brought out the Stereo 200FM, identical to the Model
200 but with a stereo FM tuner installed to the left
of the amplifier beneath the turntable. Tie Stereo
200FM costs $339.50. A report on the FM section is
planned for a forthcoming issue.
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in its various functions, and one should have little
in matching the sample trace patterns shown

MARANTZ 10B

difficulty

FM STEREO TUNER
a stereo FM tuner
combined with signal display oscilloscope. Dimensions: front panel, 153/8 by 53/4 inches; chassis, 143/8
by 51/4 by 15 inches. Price: $600. Manufacturer:

THE EQUIPMENT: Marantz 10B,

Marantz, Inc.,
N.Y. 11106.

Broadway,

25 -14

Long

Island City,

COMMENT: Large, heavy, and elaborate, the Marantz
10B is a uniquely designed, top -performing FM tuner
that offers, in addition to superb monophonic and
stereo reception, the added fillip of a built -in oscilloscope. This device serves as a tuning aid and also
as a visual display of stereo separation and phase for
FM signals and for external program material such
as one's own tapes and discs. Although it is the most
obviously "different" feature of the Model 10B, the
scope is by no means its only outstanding aspect.
The set is built around 21 tubes, a transistor, 39
a

,.

diodes, 7 indicator and voltage regulator neon tubes,
and the cathode -ray tube for the scope. Circuitry and
construction, in the Marantz tradition, are first -rate;
high -grade parts are used; wiring layout is exemplary;
workmanship is of the highest order. The tuning dial,
measuring 101/8 inches across the 88-to- 108 -megacycle range, is unusually large and clear, and -with
visible markings down to each 0.2 megacycle -per
mits accurate and precise tuning.
The oscilloscope is located above the left-hand portion of the tuning dial; a stereo indicator is at the
right. Two small scope adjustments flank the dial,
while the main controls are grouped across the panel
below the dial. These include the display control for
use with the scope; a mode control; the station- tuning
knob; a power off /on control combined with a panel
lamp dimmer; and an interstation muting control.
In the TUNING position of the display switch, a
trace pattern appears on the scope indicating relative signal strength and center -of- channel tuning accuracy. The trace, which varies from a dot to a horizontal line, also shows the degree of modulation employed by the station or the relative loudness of signals. The shape of the line changes to indicate the
presence of multipath reflections, identical to TV
"ghosts," in the received signal, and thus shows when
the antenna needs reorientation. In the OUTPUT position of the display switch, the scope presents a stereo
display (an "X -Y" graph plot, or Lissajous pattern)
of the tuner's audio output, and may be used to check
on stereo phasing and channel separation.
The
EXTERNAL position of the display switch permits a
similar display on the scope for one's own program
sources, such as tapes and records; a special set of
input jacks for this use is provided on the chassis,
behind the front panel. The owner's manual for the
10B contains instructions for using the oscilloscope

NOVEMBER

with actual patterns obtained during use.
Adjustments for the scope -such as intensity and
brightness -are found on the chassis topside. In fact,
all other adjustments for the tuner, as well as the
audio output jacks, antenna terminals, and the fuse holder are here, rather than on the rear apron. The
antenna connections accept ordinary 300 -ohm twin lead, or shielded 300 -ohm cable (a separate ground
screw is provided). The manufacturer recommends,
for best reception, using a Yagi or "log- periodic" type
antenna; where these types are not possible, a simple
rabbit -ear will suffice for local reception. Indeed, as
tests conducted at United States Testing Company,
Inc., and subsequent use -tests indicate, if any tuner
can respond to a fair number of stations with a minimal antenna, the Model 10B certainly is one.
The novelty of the display scope aside, the Marantz
tuner shapes up as topnotch equipment, offering superb FM reception that would qualify it for use as a
professional instrument as well as in the most demanding of home installations. Dial calibration is excellent; tuning is simple and smooth, thanks to the
heavy flywheel and large tuning knob. The set locks
in on a station without any need for fine adjustment.
The display indicator is a genuine aid in tuning and in
evaluating the "stereoistic" quality of signals.
USTC's performance measurements of the Model
10B indicate that the set met most of its rated specifications, and on some counts, exceeded them. IHF
sensitivity at 98 megacycles was found to be 1.9
microvolts, which of course places the Model 10B
well up in the top ranks for this characteristic. Distortion was extremely low, and although there was
the normal increase when switching from mono to

Marantz 10B

FM Tuner

Lab Test Unta
Performance
characteristic
IHF

Measurement

sensitivity

at 98 mc; 2 pv at
106 mc; 2.4 µv at 90 mc

1.9 /1v

Frequency response, mono

+0, -2 db,

20 cps to 17.5 kc

THD, mono

0.2% at 400 cps; 0.26 °ó at
40 cps; 0.26% at 1 kc

IM distortion

0.12%

Capture ratio

3

5/ N

ratio

77 db

Frequency response, stereo
I

ch

r ch

THD, stereo,

I

+0, -2 db, 20 cps to 15 kc
+0, -1.5 db, 20 cps to 15 kc
0.43% at 400 cps; 0.6% at
40 cps; 0.31% at
kc
0.45% at 400 cps; 0.65% at
40 cps; 0.32% at
kc

ch

1

r ch

1

Channel separation,

I

ch

r ch

19 -kc pilot suppression
38 -kc subcarrier

29 db, 20 cps to 4 kc;
15 db at 15 kc
28 db, 20 cps to 3.3 kc;
11.5 db at 15 kc

-42 db
-49.5 db

suppression
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stereo operation, the resultant figure still was quite
low
fact, as low as, or lower than, the distortion
found in some tuners on mono operation. Other characteristics, shown on the accompanying charts, were
all consistently excellent and in sum add up to as fine
a tuner as seems possible at the present state of
the art. From a listening standpoint, we would agree
that the Model LOB is another FM tuner whose sound
would be limited only by that of the broadcast itself.
We found the unusual placement of signal jacks
and antenna terminals a real convenience as long
as we were using the LOB out of its wooden case and
"on the bench." For a more built -in or custom installation, the placement of these connections might
prove less than convenient; at least one would have
to exercise some dexterity in using them. We would
prefer that the external input jacks for the scope be
located on the front panel, and that the set also have
a convenience AC outlet. Of course, these are
the context of a superb product -relatively minor
questions, and we doubt that they will keep anyone
who can afford this type of equipment from buying it.
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COMMENT: The Garrard AT60 is a compact, reliable,
and versatile entry in the class of automatic turntables. It may be used, by inserting either of two
center spindles supplied, as an automatic changer or
as a single -play manual unit. It has the intermix feature which permits including records of different diam-
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20
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eters in the same stack, and it operates at 16, 33, 45,
and 78 rpm. Record changing is accomplished by a
spindle with retracting lever in conjunction with an
over -arm that must be placed over the top record in
the pile.
The platter used in the AT60 is well balanced and
a low-priced auto weighs nearly 4 pounds, which
matic-is fairly heavy. The driving and changing
mechanism are both well constructed and the assembly operates flawlessly.
The tone arm is a metal tubular type fitted with a
removable cartridge shell and an adjustable rear counterweight. The arm has a built -in stylus force gauge
and a bias compensator or "anti- skating" device. Setting up for operation is fairly simple, thanks both to
the clear instructions furnished and to the fact that
everything works as it should.
In tests conducted at United States Testirg Company, Inc., and in subsequent use tests, the AT60
proved its mettle as a performer. The platter spins
smoothly and the arm moves freely with very low
bearing friction. The automatic tripping mechanism
was found to work satisfactorily at tracking forces
as low as 3/4 gram. Rumble, measured by the NAB
standard (1.4 centimeters per second at 100 cps) was
-36 db and inaudible. The tone arm had no significant
resonances. Wow and flutter, at 0.07% and 0.05%
respectively, were of no consequence. These tests,
incidentally, were run using a Shure M55E cartridge
a high compliance, elliptical stylus model -and indicate the high degree of sensitivity and improved performance that have been built into a popular -priced
automatic player.
The stylus force adjustment scale at the end of the
tone arm is not numerically calibrated, but it can serve

-for
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THE EQUIPMENT: Garrard AT60, a four -speed automatic, intermix turntable with integral tone arm. Dimensions: chassis, 131/4 by 111/4 inches; allow clearances of 47/8 inches above, and 27/8 inches below,
motor board. Price: $59.50. Options: walnut base,
$4.95 (measures 14% by 123/4 by 33/4 inches);
unfinished base, $4.45; mounting board for drop -in
installation, $2.25; dust cover, $4.95; 45 -rpm spindle,
$3.80. Manufactured by Garrard of England; distributed in the U.S.A. by British Industries Corp., Westbury, L.I., N.Y. 11591.
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REPORTS IN PROGRESS

Fisher TX 200 Amplifier
Concord R -2000 Tape Recorder
Bozak B -4000 Speaker System

-
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Speed Accuracy Data
Speed

129 Volts AC

117 Volts AC

105 Volts AC

1.2% slow
1.5% fast
1.8 °o fast
3.7% fast

1.5% slow
1.2 9ó fast
1.5% fast

1% slow

3.3% fast

4.1% fast

16 rpm

33 rpm
45 rpm
78 rpm

1.7 °o

fast

1.9% fast

guide to correct tracking
pressure. According to USTC's measurements, the
indicated markings correspond to the following stylus
forces: 1, 1.1 grams; 2, 2.2 grams; 3, 3.2 grams; 4,
4.2 grams; 5, 5.3 grams. Speed accuracy of the turntables varied from about the same degree found in
the costlier Garrard Lab 80 (for 33 and 45 rpm) to
somewhat fast at the 78 -rpm setting. Complete speed
data is given in the accompanying chart.
One hint, USTC feels, is in order when stacking
records on the AT60. Make certain that each disc is
positively in place on the upper part of the long spindle
so that the center hole of the first record is well
aligned with the notch on the spindle, and the records
themselves do not overlap one another. In this way,
a tendency of the changer to drop more than one
record at a time due to a carelessly stacked pile will
be avoided. Other than this, the AT60 is quite easy
to use, and its stylish compactness and smooth,
quiet performance should recommend it for many an
installation in which the options of four record speeds,
automatic play, and intermix are required.
as a reasonably accurate

grams was found, in tests run at United States Testing
Company, Inc., to provide optimum performance.
The general shape of the response curves obtained
from the Model Ill are similar to those of previous
B &O pickups (High Fidelity, October 1961; August
1960), but the improvement in the new unit is quite
apparent. The former "lift" at the bass end has been
lowered, and the former slope at the high end has
been lifted -so that over -all response is much more
uniform and level across the audible range. The left
channel was measured as
3.25 db out to 20 kc;
the right channel was uniform within +4.5, 0.5 db
out to 20 kc. The measured output signal levels were
5 millivolts and 4.5 millivolts for left and right channels respectively
shade less than specified but
still more than ample for standard magnetic phono
inputs and very closely balanced.
Separation between channels was 28 db at 500 cps,
25 db at 1 kc; it remained better than 20 db up to
10 kc
sum, a very favorable characteristic for
handling stereo discs. Harmonic distortion started at
1
kc, but remained low on both channels; vertical IM
was fair, lateral IM better.
The 1 -kc square -wave response shows a leading
"spike" or overshoot that seems to be a characteristic
of variable reluctance cartridge movements and may

-a

-in

Square -wave
response
to I -kc signal.

+5
0

DYNACO B &O

-5

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND
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STEREODYNE

III

CARTRIDGE

Left Channel

15

20
25

THE EQUIPMENT: Stereodyne III, a magnetic stereo
cartridge fitted with a 0.7 -mil diamond stylus. Price:
$19.95. Manufactured by Bang & Olufsen of Denmark; distributed in the U.S.A. by Dynaco Inc., 3912
Powelton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

COMMENT: The latest version of the B &O moving -iron
pickup introduced some time ago, the Stereodyne Ill
is designed to track at the vertical angle of 15 degrees,
and at lower stylus forces than the older models
thanks to its higher compliance (rated at 14 x 10-6,
as compared with the former 5 x 10-6 cm /dyne). The
cartridge's internal design -using four coils in balanced push -pull pairs
credited also with providing
equal compliance in all directions. The Model III is
intended for use in any standard tone arm. Recommended tracking force is 1 to 3 grams; a force of 2
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test record
resonating with the cartridge element. However, some
"natural" damping takes place and the latter half of
the crest of the square wave is fairly smooth and flat.
In any case, no ill effects related to this could be discerned in listening tests of normal program material,
including transient signals. Indeed, the Stereodyne's
excellent tracking ability, both laterally and vertically,
and its improved response can be credited with helping
to make this pickup one of the cleanest reproducers
of disc sound now available. Its general "listening"
characteristic is reminiscent of former Stereodyne
models: well -defined, very "open," and well balanced
across the audible range, with possibly a "little more"
than before at the very high end. Altogether, a musical sounding, very listenable pickup, even the more attractive for its relatively low cost.
be caused by the severity of signals on the

PRICE REDUCTION
The price of the Scott 344 receiver, reported here last
month, has been changed from $429.95 to $374.95 as a
result, Scott advises, of excise tax reductions and quantity

production.
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The Two Dollar Record.

How good could it be?
If you're a bit skeptical about it at first,
we don't blame you.
But you know the sound of your favorite
music and your favorite orchestras and conductors. So you already know what you'll hear
on Pickwick /33, The Two Dollar Record.
Permit us to drop a few names for you:
On the jazz -and -pop scene, Sammy
Davis, Jr., Jack Jones, Della Reese, Stan Getz,
Louis Armstrong, Charlie Byrd, Count Basie,
Dinah Washington, Billy May and Pete
Fountain.
Maybe country & western is your style:
we have Roy Acuff, Johnny Cash, Jimmy
Dean, Patsy Cline, Webb Pierce and 30 -odd
others.

If

you're for mood music, listen to the
tender -sweet sound of The Parris Mitchell
Strings and Voices. (They've made half a -dozen records for us.)

Our classical list begins with Erich Leinsdorf conducting The Los Angeles Philharmonic ( Brahms, Dvorak, Debussy, Ravel)
and ends with the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra (Beethoven, Mozart, Prokofiev,
Tschaikovsky ) under the baton of Wiliam

Then we inspect The Two Dollar Record, and test it, and slip it (carefully) into
a heavyweight full -color jacket that's backed
with authoritative and complete program

Steinberg.*
You've heard your favorites on 53.79
records. When you hear them on The Two
Dollar Record, they won't sound a bit better

Dollar Record The Three -Seventy -Nine

to you.

They'll merely sound exactly as good.
Because we make The Two Dollar Record from original master recordings, obtained from some of Americas biggest record

notes.

Only one thing is missing from The Two
:

Price.

At our price, we'll make

a

little

less on

each record than we might. But we figure to
sell many many millions of them, simply by

making The Two Dollar Record
any record can be.
And that's how good

it

is.

as

good

as

pickwidti33

3mpar.: es.
(

The d .ssical masters,

as

usua:,

cat

a

little m: re. So you may pay a bit over
$2.00 f:.r a classical Pickwick/ 33.)
We use nose masters w:th the
world's inert cure vinyl.

FOR

A FIEE COPY OF THE TNO DOLLAR RECORD CATALOG,
WRITE P CKWICK INT'L., DEPT. HF, L.I. CITY, N.". 11101.
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by Alfred Frankenstein

Stokowski, with associate conductor osé Serebrier.

Ives's Fourth Symphony-an " Unplayable" Work Gets Played
No COMPOSER IN HISTORY cries out for
recording as powerfully as Charles Ives,
but no composer in history presents so
baffling a set of problems for recording
artists and engineers. His Fourth Symphony, which for years people have said
was unplayable, finally got played, last
spring in New York, by the American
Symphony Orchestra under Leopold
Stokowski and a squad of assistant conductors. It is a great if somewhat inconsistent work. and apparently everyone
involved had a marvelous time doing it.
The commanding stature of the music
and the zest of the performers come
through very well in the just released
Columbia recording of that performance,
but the fact is that the music is actually
quite unrecordable in many places.
In his program notes for the New York
performance, Leonard Marcus observed
that "throughout this Fourth Symphony
you may hear any number of well-known
melodies. There will be many more
well -known melodies that you will not
hear unless you are in a particular spot
in the hall and the wind is right." Ives's

4-CIRCLE
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textures, in other words, can be so thick
and complex, with separate skeins of
sound floating simultaneously in time
without perceptible aural relationship between them, that much inevitably goes
by without one's being able to perceive it
at all: and this is not merely a matter of
recognizing Ives's constant quotation
from everything under the sun. The
paradox is that while recording fails to
register much of the score's detail which
the ear ought to have a chance to encompass. it enables the ear to cope with
the music through repetition. The opportunity thus afforded of hearing the piece
again and again is of the utmost value.

Like other works of Ives, the Fourth
Symphony is a collection of movements
written at various times with no thought
of their eventually being associated as
parts of a single composition. Unlike
many other works of Ives, the somewhat
haphazard forcing together of the movements leads to an obvious stylistic disunity. Ives tried to cover this with a
philosophic "program." "The esthetic
program of the Symphony," he said, "is

that of the searching questions of What?
and Why? which the spirit of man asks
of life. This is particularly the sense of
the prelude. The three succeeding movements are the diverse answers in which
existence replies." The second movement,
if we are to believe the "program," "is a
comedy in which an exciting. easy, and
worldly progress through life is contrasted with the trials of the Pilgrims in
their journey through the swamps and
rough country," while the third is "an
expression of the reaction of life into
formalism and ritualism" and the last
is "an apotheosis of the preceding content in terms that have something to do
with the reality of existence and its religious experience."
In my opinion, this, of all the Ives
"programs," makes the least sense, considered either as a literary expression or
in relationship to the music. For me, at
least, it has no bearing at all on the third
and fourth movements, and very little
on the second.
The very short first movement seems
to be the only one of the four not origi83
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It
as something else.
contrasts some big, explosive gestures in
the full orchestra with one of the most
marvelous of Ives's inventions -the sound
of a distant, ethereal string choir sounding on a totally different level of experience and existing in a different stream
of time from the sounds of the larger
ensemble. This movement ends, naïvely,
with a chorus singing "Watchman, What
of the Night ?" in a simple, churchy harmonization.
The second movement is based upon
the "Hawthorne" section of Ives's Concord Sonata, although it is no mere transcription thereof. The longest movement
in any of the Ives symphonies, it is the
knottiest to play and to understand. Its
rhythms-or, to put the matter more
accurately, its rhythmic notation-demand the presence of two conductors.
The effect is often one of a wild, senseless frenzy of noise, from which emerge,
like flying fragments from an explosion,
snatches of familiar tunes. (I suspect
that the Ivesian bits of Yankee Doodle,
Columbia the Gem of the Ocean, and
that overenthusiastic band march he
uses all the time are the first things
which will seem tiresome and mannered
once the present phase of delighted discovery of this composer has passed.)
The third movement, taken over from
Ives's First Quartet, is a double fugue
employing two hymn tunes. It is entirely
diatonic and is all the more impressively
euphonious after the noise of the preceding "comedy." This is the totally
unproblematical, sheerly beautiful, and
wonderfully evocative Ives of the Second
Symphony, although the modest scoring
of the movement-strings, trombone, and
organ- reminds one more of the Third.
Here, incidentally, occurs a quotation
that seems to have eluded the commentators. At letter H is a snatch of
Brahms's Rhapsody for Alto, Male Chorus, and Orchestra; in the Brahms work
it is associated with the words "Ist auf
deinem Psalter, Vater der Liebe. .
The last movement was originally a
Memorial Slow March for organ. Once
again we are in the world of simultaneous but only vaguely related streams of
sound-one stream in the percussion, one
in the winds and strings, one in the
chorus, now wordless. The entire movement is based upon the hymn Nearer,
My God, to Thee. Its effect is ominous,
strange, intensely disturbing and mysterious. The idea of the finale as a
triumphant summation and spiritual affirmation, which had dominated symphonic writing since Beethoven, here
meets its most profound and significant
challenge. In many ways, this may well
be the most original and important movement in any of the symphonies by America's greatest composer.
nally composed

IVES: Symphony No. 4
Members of the Schola Cantorum (New
York); American Symphony Orchestra,
David Katz and José Serebrier, associate
tonds., Leopold Stokowski, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 6175. LP. $4.79.
COLUMBIA MS 6775. SD. $5.79.

Cornell MacNeil, Anna Moffo, Carlo Bergonzi

Luisa Miller in New Stereo Dress
by Conrad L. Osborne
IN

THE CATALOGUE of Verdi's operas,
Luisa Miller (first performance, December 8, 1849, at the Teatro San Carlo,
Naples) stands just before Rigoletto
is the last of the composer's "early"
operas. It is surely not the best of the
(Macbeth
and
pre -Rigoletto operas
Emani rank above it, and possibly Nabucco and Giovanna d'Arco as well), and
it is with more than the usual justice
that Rigoletto, not Luisa, is considered
the first "mature" Verdi opera. Nevertheless, Luisa has been enjoying a bit of
a comeback lately; during the Verdi anniversary celebrations two years ago, it
was staged all over Italy, totaling more
performances than any other early Verdi
work. It has had two concert performances in New York in recent years, and
now RCA Victor has given it an up-todate, strongly cast recording- something
that none of the other early Verdi
operas, save Macbeth, can boast.
Since Luisa must be reckoned an unfamiliar piece (I know of no American
staging since the War, and the Metropolitan has not mounted it since 1931),
some inklings of plot might be in order,
just to establish points of reference. It
is taken from Schiller's political drama
(redundant description, as all his dramas
are political), Kabale and Liebe, from
which most of the Kabalen and even
some of the Liebe was excised by Salvatore Cammarano, later of Trovatore
fame (or infamy). Cammarano was perhaps short on poetic subtlety and variety,
but he was a genuine adept at dehydrating bloated romantic plays in such a way
as to make them serviceable material for
Italian composers, most notably Verdi
and Donizetti. The opera's essential situation centers about the love of Luisa
and Rodolfo. She is the daughter of a
retired soldier, proud peasant variety; he
is the son of the Count of Walter, who,
as we learn in the course of the action,
has come by his title through some foul

-it

play, in which he has had the assistance
of his black -hearted henchman, Wurma name with a message.
The Count, for political reasons, wants
Rodolfo to marry Federica, the Duchess
of Ostheim; in this he is seconded by
Wurm, who has his own designs on Luisa.
Luisa's father, Miller, is also opposed to
a match with Rodolfo, since his instinctive suspicion of the upper classes leads
him to believe that Rodolfo's interest is
purely carnal and temporary. The upshot
of this is that Walter has Miller imprisoned-not without some provocation,
for Miller, like most enlisted men, seems
to have trouble with authority figures.
and is constantly shooting off his mouth
before he knows the facts. In order to
save her father, Luisa signs a letter dictated by Wurm, in which she asserts that
Rodolfo is only a passing affair and that
she wishes to return to her first love,
Wurm.
Rodolfo takes this at face value, and
is counseled by his father to marry the
Duchess in revenge. This he promises to
do, and as a result Luisa determines to
commit suicide, from which she is dissuaded by her father; they resolve to
leave and spend their lives as mendicants.
Luisa is now confronted by Rodolfo, and
when she confesses that the letter is hers,
he offers her a poison draught, which
they both drink. Now, on the point of
death, he demands to know if her love
for Wurm is genuine. She tells him the
truth, and they both expire to a characteristic Celestial Duet (actually a trio,
for Miller is in on it) but not before
Rodolfo has despatched Wurm and addressed an accusatory tag line to his
father.
As can immediately be seen, the story
affords Verdi two of his favorite dramatic themes -that of an innocent and
noble pair of lovers in the grip of social
and political movements over which they
have no control, and that of a deep re-
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lationship between a proud father and his
daughter. Both situations call forth some
affecting music. The scenes between
Miller and Luisa (especially the long
third -act duet, "La tomba è un letto";
"Andrem, raminghi e poveri") have that
heartfelt cantabile quality that marks the
music of Amelia and Boccanegra and
Gilda and Rigoletto (or Violetta and
Germont, father /daughter in an unliteral
sense). And the scenes between the lovers, particularly the final confrontation,
are almost equally persuasive.
There is other worthwhile music in
Luisa. The heroine has a fine opening
aria, "Lo vidi, é l primo palpito," in
which the cabaletta takes the form of a
duet with Rodolfo that develops into a
choral ensemble, and another lovely cavatina, "Tu puniscinii, O Signore," during
her letter scene with Wurm. Rodolfo's
"Quando le sere" is the score's bestknown excerpt, and an exceptionally
beautiful aria, while Walter's principal
aria, "Il mio sangue," if not so memorable as "Infelice, e to credevi" or "Come
dal ciel precipita," (to name two other
early Verdi bass solos) is a solid and distinctive piece of writing. The conspiratorial scene between Walter and Wurm
ends with a splendid duet, "O meco incohune sarai, lo giuro," a "Sunni la
tromba" sort of piece, but much better.
There are really only two things that
keep Luisa from ranking with Verdi's
best operas (best, that is, short of the
masterworks of his final period). One
is the level of sheer melodic inspiration
is high, but hardly as high as that
of Traviata, say, wherein virtually every
tune is not only appropriate and well
crafted but will stick in one's consciousness after the first or second hearing.
The other is the level of the "form"
writing: the recitatives are anonymous sounding and sometimes downright careless, and many a scene destroys its own
carefully built and maintained tension
with a limp orchestral postlude that
sounds out of a mid- nineteenth-century
operatic textbook-perhaps the worst of
several examples is the conclusion of the
fine Miller / Luisa scene in Act III (p.
272 of the Ricordi vocal score). In general, the handling of the orchestra is not
so imaginative as in some of the other
early Verdi pieces. The overture, in
which a Rossinian main theme is given
a thorough development. is a good one,
but there are fewer really striking ideas
in the accompaniments than one might
expect, though at points a subtlety and
sophistication is apparent that one will
almost never hear in the earlier operas.
So it is an uneven opera, musically.
Most assuredly it is worth an occasional
staging; it is a more interesting piece
than, for example, Sonnambula, and if it
is like most other Verdi operas, it reveals
its stature only on the stage. in realization of the simple, strong personal situations it presents. Naturally, even the
worst pages are not tired -sounding;
everything has that personal intensity
and almost savage energy that underlies
nearly every bar of Verdi from Oberto
through Falstaff- listen to Rodolfo's
cabaletta, "L'ara, o l'aveno apprestami"
at the end of Act II, a piece of goods
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which would be stale in most hands, but
which is transformed by the irresistible
rhythmic impulse Verdi gives it.
The most admirable thing about RCA
Victor's production is that those concerned have not condescended to the
opera; every bar of the score is present,
including all the repeats, and there is no
resort to unwritten interpolations or variants in an effort to jazz up an unfamiliar
item. London and Victor have both been
setting precedents in this matter of completeness, but the approach is especially
welcome when the customer is faced with
a take- it -or- leave -it proposition by reason
of a lack of competing versions.
As for the performance itself, it goes
without saying that it is preferable to
the wretched old Cetra edition, which
was unacceptable even as a stopgap. The
level of the singing is very high -in
fact on the male side there is almost
nothing to be said against the vocalism
per se. The Rodolfo is Carlo Bergonzi,
probably the finest technician and most
tasteful stylist among current Italianate
tenors. The role suits him perfectly, lying in genuine spinto territory, midway
between lyric and robusto, which is precisely where Bergonzi's vocal timbre,
volume, and general style fit in. All the
classic checkpoints of good vocalism
smoothness of legato, accuracy of pitch,
clarity of enunciation, freedom of production, evenness of scale, control of
dynamics-find him well up to the mark,
and he has ample dash and ring for the
climaxes. This is one of his finest recordings.
In Cornell MacNeil we have a Miller
of remarkable vocal beauty and richness.
The many passages of long -lined cantabile music are beautifully spun out, and
there is a special joy in hearing a large voiced baritone capable of real shading
and flexibility; Leonard Warren had this
to a magical degree, and MacNeil has it
too. As is often the case with this singer's
work, one would like to hear more thrust
and punch. sharper treatment of the
words, more evidence of true emotional
involvement: there is more color and
expressivity in much of the music than
we are given. But the sound is uninterruptedly lovely, and there are many
memorable moments.
Giorgio Tozzi sings well, and with considerable vigor-everything is even and
well phrased. Personally, I would like
a darker, more weighty sound for this
role; Tozzi's has always been a bright,
rather baritonish basso cantante and, if
anything, seems to be tending more in
the direction as the years pass (an unusual trend). His accomplice in crime,
Ezio Flagello, is splendid, with plenty
of big, rolling tone and lots of authority.
He and Tozzi stand up to each other
handsomely in their big scena.
sensible
The Luisa is Anna Moffo
choice, I guess, but one that is only
partially justified by the results. The role
contains a good deal of passagework
of one sort or another, and indicates a
voice that must be flexible and lightly
handled. But at the same time it demands
a soprano who can dominate confrontations and ensembles vis -à -vis other big voiced singers, and who can launch a

-
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cabaletta with real fire and bite. Ponselle
must have been just right for the part
vocally, and certainly the Callas of a
decade ago or the Sutherland of today
would come very close to it. Moffo sings
prettily and neatly, and with some
warmth and dramatic conviction too. But
she simply hasn't the wherewithal to
make an impression in the ensembles, or
to take over the proceedings at all the
required points-the voice is too small,
too limited in color. And accuracy compels the observation that her top voice
does not seem in very healthy state
here; the tone is often spread and
rather frayed, and one is conscious of a
carefulness in the singing that robs it of
some needed fire and spontaneity. She
is not unattractive or incapable-she is
just not quite enough. Shirley Verrett
sings firmly and smoothly in the thankless role of Federica. She is not, however,
a contralto, and the darker coloration
would give the part more stature and
better balance with Luisa. Gabriella Car turan and Piero de Palma are both excellent in their small parts.
This is, unfortunately, one of those
recordings whose whole seems somehow
less than the sum of its parts. It does
not sound like a performance, but like
a studio reading by some very accomplished singers. One does not know quite
where to put the blame -this is something that seems to be happening to a
number of well -cast recordings. under
different labels and different conductors
(the Solti Rigoletto. the Schippers Forza,
the Santini Cavalleria all come immediately to mind). Assuming that Maestro
Cleva deserves part of the discredit here,
as well as part of the credit for the
scrupulous completeness and accuracy of
the reading, I would further characterize
his conducting as vigorous and disciplined but not very beautiful or empathetic. The tempos are fast. and sometimes too fast-the overture sounds headlong and perfunctory-but the main
problem is that there is little about the
phrasing that really sings or caresses;
there is little poetic feeling. It sounds a
bit like Toscanini without the genius
crisp, quick. steady, well executed, but
relentless and monochromatic. It is a nononsense reading, and I, at least, would
welcome a little nonsense. The sound is
bright and clear, but not especially rich
or deep. Whatever one's reservations
about some aspects of the performance,
one must be grateful that a complete, upto-date, well -sung Luisa is present and
accounted for.

-

VERDI: Luisa Miller
Anna Moffo (s), Luisa; Gabriella Car turan (ms). Laura: Shirley Verrett (ms),
Federica: Carlo Bergonzi (t), Rodolfo;
Piero de Palma (t), A Peasant; Cornell
MacNeil (b). Miller; Giorgio Tozzi (bs),
Il Conte di Walter; Ezio Flagello (bs),
Wurm; RCA Italiana Chorus and Orchestra, Fausto Cleva, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 6168. Three LP.
$14.37.
RCA VICTOR LSC 6168. Three SD.
$17.37.
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by

R. D.

Darrell

Berlioz's Requiem, as recorded in Philadelphia: brass
choirs on balcony, chorus on stage, the orchestra below.

The Dread Day of Wrath, an d the Whisper of Compassion
THE ADJECTIVE "apocalyptic" is rarely
applicable to music -but perhaps without extravagance, it may be used of the
Berlioz Requiem. For insofar as the Last
Trump can be adumbrated by human
means at all, is it not by the explosive
thunderstroke of Berlioz's four tam -tams
and ten pairs of cymbals? And if one's
imagination can encompass a sonic panorama of the Battle of Armageddon, surely it is through the mighty sound of Berlioz's huge orchestra and chorus, augmented by four brass bands deployed to
the four corners of the scene- setting, and
by a battery of sixteen timpani manned
by eight drummers.
Obviously, the sheer physical demands
of so monstrous a score (to say nothing
of the work's ceremonial character) limit
its concert performances to rare occasions. They would also seem to make it
impossible to record and reproduce except
in distorted minuscule. Yet latter -day
technologies -and most particularly the
techniques of stereophony -have enormously enhanced the effectiveness of
large choral and orchestral works in
home reproduction. Even if the tremendous climaxes of this Requiem and a few
other Himalayan compositions still can't
be given full audio justice, tremendous
progress has been made towards that
theoretically-but perhaps not practically
-unattainable goal. It is only in theory,
in Zeno's paradox, that Achilles is unable,
finally, to overtake the tortoise!
How far the art of sound reproduction
has come in the last couple of decades
is spectacularly demonstrated by the differences between the sixth and latest recorded Requiem and Pathé- Marconi's
pioneering effort of 1943, conducted by
Jean Fournet and released by Columbia
in 1948. How much progress has been
made in just the last five years is displayed in the relatively smaller yet highly
significant sonic refinements evident in
the new version in direct comparison with

the tonal qualities of the sensationally
acclaimed 1960 recording conducted by
Charles Munch for RCA Victor. Two
intermediate versions -the 1955 EntréHarmony Rochester mono album conducted by Theodore Hollenbach and
Vanguard's 1958 Hartford stereo set
under Fritz Mahler, both now deleted
were more praiseworthy in their intentions than in their achievement. The other
stereo edition of 1958, that for Westminster by Hermann Scherchen's all French forces recorded in the Chapelle
of the Hôtel des Invalides, Paris (where
the Requiem was first performed), is still
very much in the running in some respects, but not that of technological
excellence.
Recorded in the spring of 1964 at the
Philadelphia Athletic Club, Columbia's
new Requiem reveals its technological
primacy above all in its closer approaches
to complete sonic authenticity. Of course,
one must still imagine that the heavens
split open at the words "Judex ergo cum
sedebit"-but the thunderclap of tam tams and cymbals is now captured without blur and with far crisper transients.
The pyramiding brass fanfares of the
Tuba Mirum still do not completely
envelop the listener, but they are more
precisely spaced out in front of him in
more discreet localizations as well as
with more brazen bite. And while the
fair amount of reverberation included
here, in contrast to the really considerable amount in the Boston version, may
be responsible for some slight loss in
general atmospheric impressiveness, in
compensation it must be credited for
markedly enhanced over -all transparency
and consequently more sharply focused
and differentiated tonal qualities. For
that matter, even the effectiveness of
the atmospheric evocation is greater in
certain details-for instance, the bigger
and deeper bass drum, solidly impacting

-

rather than thuddy. Many other details

are superbly clarified: the snarl of the
famous trombone "pedal" tones, both
alone and with flutes reinforcing their
upper partials (in the Hostias and Agnus
Dei); the divided- violas' pp echo reinforcement of the p woodwind chords
in the opening bars of the Agnus Dei;
the plangency of the whiplash accents at
the beginning of the Lachrymosa; etc.
Yet even Columbia's magistral engineers can't always match the composer's
felicities, even in one instance where a
"quiet" rather than a monumental effect
is involved. The admirable notes by
Robert Lawrence refer specifically to
the pp possibile writing in the reprise
of the Sanctus for the bass drum, with
the "nearly imperceptible addition of
cymbals, like the whirring of distant
wings." But while the soft bass drum
is plainly heard, the whirring of the
cymbals is imperceptible indeed-just
as it has been in all earlier stereo recordings except Westminster's. Other
"quiet" details are beautifully preserved,
however; and there are far more of these
than many music lovers realize. Actually,
ear-splitting and floor -shaking thunders
constitute a relatively small proportion
of the score. To convince myself of this,
I got out my stop watch to time the
actual periods when Berlioz cuts loose
with his full forces. Not counting a couple
of minutes of very soft brass and drum
passages towards the very end of the
work, 1 clocked a grand total of about
ten and a half minutes of "big stuff"
out of the just under seventy -seven and a
half minutes Ormandy takes for the
complete work!
Turning from sonics, as such, to executant and interpretative considerations,
I find less difference-rather to my surprise- between the Philadelphian and
Bostonian performances. Both are somewhat handicapped by their obviously
well -drilled but not completely expert
choruses. And it is perhaps Columbia's
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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more transparent stereoism that italicizes
the occasional edginess of the Temple
University sopranos. Neither tenor soloist
(in the Sanctus) is ideal, but of the two
I prefer RCA Victor's more devotionally
eloquent Léopold Simoneau, despite the
obvious vocal strain under which he
labors. Columbia's Cesare Valletti, seemingly more closely miked, sings out with
far more assurance and in a much more
boldly ringing (fast- vibrato ?) voice; but
although he has been noted for his
artistic restraint in the past, he strikes
me as too uninhibitedly robust, if not
indeed Italianate, in this role. For me,
first vocal honors, for both choral and
solo performances, are held by the
Scherchen /Westminster version; but I
still hope to hear, sometime, a Requiem
performance that follows the composer's
own suggestion of giving the Sanctus
sure
solo part to ten tenors in unison
way of achieving the impersonality
Berlioz undoubtedly wanted.
Indeed, except for Valletti's solo,
it is for the deliberate eschewal of
theatricalism that this Ormandy version
is particularly notable. Munch's reading
is much more individual in character and
the more overtly dramatic; but Orman dy's, if less "Berliozian," is not so much
less colorful as it is more restrained and
abstract. Even those who, like myself,
have criticized Ormandy for what we
deem a lack of personal involvement in
the music he is playing must respect him
for his objectivity here -an attitude that
is by no means negative in the remarkable conscientiousness of its attempt to
bring out every detail of the score in
its proper proportions.
In sum, then, the new Columbia Berlioz Requiem is recommended as the first
choice for technology-conscious listeners;
as a close match in performance to the
Boston version; as a second choice interpretatively for connoisseurs who want a
more personal or a more idiomatically
French reading, although it may be preferred by other listeners for its very
detachment. For better singing than either
of these sets can offer, plus more distinctively French -sounding (narrow -bore)
brasses, plus a few moments of greater
grandeur than either Munch or Orman dy ever achieves, a minority at least
may wish to tolerate the less refined
Westminster conics and the many conductorial idiosyncrasies of Scherchen. In
any case, since concert performances of
this apocalyptic drama are so few and
far between, a stereo recording, no matter
what its inadequacies, is essential to
every comprehensive home library. This
Requiem's unique combination of terror
and compassion is not music for every
day, but the genuinely special, truly
hieratic occasion calls out for it.

-a

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des Morts,
Op. 5 ( "Requiem ")
Cesare Valletti, tenor; Temple University
Choirs; Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, cond.
COLUMBIA M2L 330. Two LP. $9.58.
COLUMBIA M2S 730. Two SD.
$11.58.

part of the honest shepherd. Inge
Borkh makes a moving thing of the heroine's music and sings most beautifully.
The villain becomes almost too attractive in Thomas Stewart's polished baritone. The chorus, orchestra, and conductor are all good. So is the recording.
For those who want more of Tiefland,
it should be noted that a very well -recorded and performed two -disc version
(mono only) of the complete opera was
issued on the Epic label in 1958 and
copies may still be around. Then, as now,
Hans Hopf sang Pedro; Gré Brouwenstijn was splendid as Marta. Less desirable, artistically and technically, is a
three -disc SPA version dating from 1954
and still in the catalogue.
in the

r

las.

ALBERT: Tiefland (excerpts)
Inge Borkh (s), Marta; Catarina Alda
(s), Nuri; Hans Hopf (t), Pedro;
Johannes Elteste (t), Nando; Thomas
Stewart (b), Sebastiano: Hans -Bruno
Ernst (bs), Tommaso; Chorus of the
German Opera (Berlin); Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, Hans Löwlein, cond.
DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON

LPEM

19424. LP. $5.79.
DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON

SLPEM

136424. SD. $5.79.

of these days some enterprising
historical novelist will come upon the
life and times of Eugen d'Albert -and
thereby give us a new volume to set
beside those on Rodin, Michelangelo,
Tchaikovsky, and Chopin. D'Albert is
custom -made for the treatment; his life
is a compact guided tour around late
European romanticism.
An exact contemporary of Richard
Strauss, he started life in Glasgow in
1864, with a French father and a German
mother. The family moved to London
and put young Eugen to study with Sir
Arthur Sullivan and John Stainer (he
of The Crucifixion). He learned piano
playing from Franz Liszt in Weimar and
conducting from Hans Richter in Vienna.
Still in his twenties, D'Albert set out on
a double career, composer and virtuoso
pianist. He practiced both roles lavishly,
and did a lot of living too: he married
six women and was divorced six times.
He died in Latvia, in 1932.
Tiefland, which dates from 1903, is
the only one of D'Albert's twenty operas
to survive today. It can still be heard
in the opera houses of Germany and Austria, though its power seems to be waning. Some critics have likened D'Albert
to Puccini, but clearly they do not like
Puccini very much. if Tiefland had just
a mite of the melody of, say, Maiion Les cant, or a drachm of that opera's drama,
it might be worth an occasional revival
anywhere; as it is, the compass of one
long-playing record is enough to embrace
all its gold, and not a little of its dross.
Taken on these terms, the present disc
gives us several pleasant melodies and,
every now and then, a touching linkage
of musical action with dramatic. The
music has no consistent style. The story
is about a simple, clean -living shepherd
from the Spanish hills who comes down
to the valley ( Tiefland equals lowland)
and there encounters seamy corruption;
he is forced into marriage for the convenience of a powerful landowner. But
in the end love conquers all, and man
and wife head back to the hills.
Hans Hopf clearly enjoys this music
and his best work on records is here,
One
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GEORGE MOVSHON

BACH: Concertos for Harpsichord(s)

and Orchestra (complete)

Ruggero Gerlin, Huguette Dreyfus,
Nicole Hénon, Michèle Tedeschi, Blandine Verlet. harpsichords; Collegium
Musicum of Paris, Roland Douatte, cond.
NONESUCH HE 3001. Five LP. $10.00.
NONESUCH HE 73001.
Five SD.
$10.00.
It was an excellent idea on the part of
Nonesuch to gather into one relatively
inexpensive package all of Bach's works
for one or more harpsichords and orchestra. The package comprises the seven
concertos for one harpsichord (S. 10521058), the three for two harpsichords (S.
1060- 1062), the pair for three (S. 10631064), and the one for four (S. 1065),
as well as the Concerto in A minor for
Flute, Violin, Harpsichord. and Strings
(S. 1044). These are probably the first
keyboard concertos ever written, but in
addition to their historical interest they
contain fascinating examples of Bach as
a transcriber of his own and other composers' works. Above all, of course, they
include some first -rate music: the D
minor and F minor solo concertos, the C
minor double concerto (S. 1060), and
the A minor triple concerto have long
been favorites of those who knew them.
It would have been an even better
idea if Nonesuch had implemented it
with consistently fine performances. Some
of the movements, and even a few entire
compositions, are nicely played. Slow
sections, particularly, come out well -the
lovely Siciliana of S. 1053, for example,
or the expressive Largo of S. 1056. The
opening movement of S. 1061 is played
very fast but it seems to have the right
spirit, as does the gay fugue that constitutes the finale of this work. Another
successful performance, it seems to me,
is that of S. 1065. In general, the multiple concertos come off better than the
solo ones. In the latter there is a tendency towards squareness in the rhythm
(S. 1054, 1055, 1057); and in the first
movement of S. 1063 there is stodginess
of the type that used to be associated
with German performing habits, never
with French. Gerlin, who does all the
solo work, has no technical problems,
but his playing could do with more imagination. His partners are all up to
87
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their tasks, and Douatte. except for a
ragged spot in S. 1055 and another in
S. 1058, keeps everybody together.
The sound is variable in quality. Loud
tuttis are sometimes rather coarse (S.
1052, 1056. 1060); in the first movement of 1060 they are explosive too. In
the first movements of S. 1052 and 1056
the harpsichord is covered when playing
with other instruments; and for this
reason the opening Allegro of S. 1057
sounds like a concerto for two flutes.
Otherwise the sound is well balanced and
lifelike. with effective directionality in
the multiple concertos.
N.B.

small points I find this a most attractive
record, and it is very well engineered.
BERNARD JACOBSON

-

BARBER: Reincarnation
land: In the Beginning.

Concertos for Violin and
Strings: in A minor, S. 1041; in
E, S. 1042

(Haydn: Concerto for Violin and
Strings: in C, H. VIIa :1
Arthur Grumiaux, violin; English Chamber Orchestra, Raymond Leppard. cond.
PHILIPS PHM 500075.
LP. $4.79.
PHILIPS PHS 900075.
SD. $5.79.

The solo violin concertos of Bach have
received some excellent performances on
records, but the present pair, it seems
to nie, are the equals of the best of
them. Grumiaux plays both works with a
lovely, singing tone, and rhythm that is
steady but not rigid, allowing the music
to breathe naturally. There is grace
here, and vitality, and it is all enhanced
by bright, lively sound.
The relatively early Concerto by
Haydn, written for the concertmaster at
Esterháza, does not come off quite as
well. It is a pleasant work, but Grumiaux
seems to be trying to make more out of
it than there is in it. In the first movement the harpsichord, played by the conductor, is hardly audible when it is
N.B.
needed.

chanical Organ

Haydn: Fourteen Pieces for Mechanical Organ

BEETHOVEN: Piano Works

Soni Ventorum Wind Quintet.

sRlcttoau LL 143. LP. $4.98.
LYRICHORU LLST. 7143. SD. $5.95.

The mechanical organ (or musical clock),
with a set of small pipes and a rotating
pinned cylinder activated by a clockwork
mechanism. was a popular novelty late in
the eighteenth century. A vast repertory
was turned out for these gadgets, sonie
examples of which survive. Transcriptions of the music for regular organ or
wind ensemble miss some of the wheeze
and breeze of the original instruments,
but are otherwise close.
The Haydn pieces are brief, and some
of them are transcriptions from movements from quartets and symphonies;
they come late in his career, and are full
of wit. The Beethoven pieces, probably
written for a larger instrument, are more

extensive, although there is little in then[

NEXT MONTH IN

high fidelity

BACH: Partita No. 1, in B flat; English Suite, No. 2 in A minor; French
Suite, No. 5, in G

Sibelius
And the Tide of Taste

The composer's centennial

Zuzana Ruzi6ková, harpsichord.

brings

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 621.

LP. $2.50.
MUSICAL

HERITAGE SOCIETY

a

new appraisal.

by William R. Trotter

MHS

621. SD. $2.50.
Stereo Accessories

The young Czech harpsichordist Zuzana
Ruzinová gives fresh and musicianly
performances of these three Bach suites.
Her playing has much of the generous
élan we associate with Landowska, and
she uses a big, resonant instrument
though not, I would guess, quite so big
a one as Landowska's somewhat clangy
iron -framed Pleyel.

Under $50

When Records Reached

-

Ruzicsková's registration steers a middle
course between the romantic and the
classical: it is imaginative without being
obtrusive. She uses a degree of rubato,
but never pulls the music out of shape.
In the Praeludium of the B fiat Partita

-a

difficult movement to play convincingly -her ornaments are neither entirely clear nor entirely consistent, and
she has a tendency to hang on to final
chords too long, but aside from these

Cop-

BEETHOVEN: Fire Pieces for Me-

I

BACH:

See

to indicate the future course the 22 -yearold composer was to take. One slow
movement, however, is very clearly
prophetic of the andante of the Septet.
The Soni Ventorum ensemble, which
grew out of the disbanded Seventh Army
Symphony, is now permanently attached to the Puerto Rico Conservatory
in San Juan. It is an excellent group and
plays these modest pieces with charm
and imagination.
A.R.

The Supermarket
The latest

in

of

chapter
author's revised edition
The Fabulous Phonograph."

the

by Roland Gelatt

Stereo Question Box

Expert answers to common queries.
by Norman Eisenberg

Allegretto in C minor, WoO 53: Andante
in F, WoO 57 ( "Andante favori "); Bagatelles (7), Op. 33; Bagatelles (11), Op.
119: Bagatelles (6), Op. 126; Ecossaises
(1823); Fiir Elise, in A minor, WoO
59: Klavierstück (Ziemlich lebhaft) in
B flat. WoO 60; Polonaise in C, Op. 89:
Rondo a capriccio, in G, Op. 129 ( "Rage
Over a Lost Penny "); Rondos, Op. 51:
No. 1, in C; No. 2, in G; Variations
(33) on a Waltz by Diabelli, Op. 120.
Alfred Brendel, piano.
Vox VBX 421. Three LP. $9.98.
Vox SVBX 5421. Three SD. $9.98.
This is, presumably, the last volume of
the proposed "Complete" Beethoven Piano Music which Vox announced for six
volumes, but Mr. Brendel has some unfinished business to attend to: one looks
in vain for the Sonatas, Sonatinas, Preludes, and Rondos of the early Bonn
period, and, in fact, for most of the
Werke ohne Opus contained in the Kin sky -Halm index. Also missing from the
six multidisc albums is the impressive
Fantasia, Op. 77, though Brendel recorded that composition as a filler with
his Emperor Concerto on Vox STPL
512050.
Brendel's

playing here is consistent
with what we know from him already.
In other words, he is consistently inconsistent! For the most part, he is always
the complete pianist, with fabulously
controlled fingers and cream -smooth

facility;

he is something less than the
complete musician (which is of course inevitable for an artist still in his thirties),
being far more at home in the early
works and in those of the middle and
late periods which call for Schubertian
lyricism rather than for glowering Bee thovenesque humanity. Some of the Op.
126 Bagatelles, therefore, find Brendel
out of his depth. The stormy, unkempt
passion one looks for in No. 4, in B
minor, for example, will not be found
in Brendel's rather too genteel playing,
and one has only to hear the very dissimilar readings of Kempff (DGG) and
Schnabel (forthcoming, one hopes, on
an Angel COLH reissue) to see how
much more the music contains. But
Brendel is very fine indeed whenever the
need is for lyric elegance and digital
facility. (He is unbeatable, for instance,
in the curious little late B flat Klavierstiick, WoO 60.)
Surprisingly, Fiir Elise, which one
would have thought particularly congenial to this pianist, is treated perfunctorily, and the Rondo a capriccio, Op.
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129, gets what surely must be its most
unsmiling run -through ever. (The last named has to compete with one of the
greatest Schnabel performances on records -but I am judging it by less rarefied standards.)
Otherwise, one will find beautiful
accounts of the Op. 51 Rondos, and elegant presentations of the Andante favori
and Op. 89 Polonaise. The Op. 33 Bagatelles and most of the Ecossaises come
off well too. The Op. 119 pieces, like
the Op. 126, are spotty, and the biggest
disappointment of all is the Diabelli
Variations performance. The misplaced
accents and lily -gilding inflections which
Brendel uses in Variation IX and his
earth-bound delivery of No. X can be
taken as typical of his forthright but
often literal and undisciplined interpretation.
The sound is good, although it becomes unpleasantly metallic in the DiaH.G.
belli Variations.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano
No. 9, in E, Op. 14, No. 1; No. 10, in
G, Op. 14, No. 2; No. 11, in B flat,
Op. 22; No. 19, in G minor, Op. 49, No.
1; No. 20, in G, Op. 49, No. 2.
Sviatoslav Richter, piano.
PHILIPS PHM 500076/77. Two LP.
$4.79 each.
PHILIPS PHS 900076/77. Two SD.
$5.79 each.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano
No. 16, in G, Op. 31, No. 1; No. 18,
in E flat, Op. 31, No. 3; No. 22, in F,
Op. 54.

Wilhelm Kempff, piano.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LPM 18940.

LP. $5.79.
DEUTSCHE

GRAM MOPHON

SLPM

138940. SD. $5.79.
As Beethovenians, Kempff and Richter,
for all their divergent musical backgrounds, often have much in common
when it comes to tone and sonority. Both
favor a light, sharp attack, and their emphasis is on transparency. Sforzandos
are given cutting emphasis, and an airy
classicism prevails in place of the monumental drama encountered in other Bee-

thoven Sonata performances.
Richter has sometimes been guilty
of excessive plasticity of tempo, but
here he is for the most part unimpeachable. His only eccentricity throughout
these readings is the very slow tempo he
sets for the second movement of Op. 14,
No. 1. (To me, this now sounds tighter
and less startling than when I first encountered it during the Soviet pianist's
visit here five years ago-a case of my
being prepared, I expect, since a comparison of the new disc with the Columbia recording of the 1960 concert shows
the two performances to be virtually
identical.) Still and all, Beethoven wrote
"Allegretto" over this movement, and
Richter's deliberation seems rather theatrical, not to say downright perverse.
NOVEMBER

scherzo sounds when tossed off with
Kempff's seasoned elegance, and how effective are the last movements of this
work and of the F major when played
without flashy precipitateness.
The piano sound on all of these records is exemplary, but isn't Philips
short -changing the music lover by spreading the short Op. 14 Sonatas over a
H.G.
whole disc?

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des Morts,
Op. 5 ( "Requiem ")
Cesare Valletti, tenor; Temple University
Choirs; Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, cond.

For a feature review of this recording,
see page 86.

Lustgarten: of the patrician school.
Everything else, though, is ideally
straightforward. He doesn't animate the
little G minor Sonata as Schnabel did
in his incomparably subtle reading, but
its slowish first movement and spirited
rondo do convey a directness which, in
itself, is beautiful. The facile B flat
Sonata has a chaste fluency under Richter's rippling fingers, and while some
may find his playing on the blandly
objective side, these renditions, with
all the essential details receiving scrupulous attention, could serve as ideal
models for students studying the pieces.
Incidentally, Soviet artists are such
sticklers about observing every last repeat in classical music that I sometimes
wonder whether they are motivated by
conviction or by fear of the music!
No such thought springs to mind
about Kempff, for he is equally apt to
make or skip a repeat. Sometimes, as in
his older reading of the Waldstein, which
came with double exposition on Decca
and without on the DGG reissue, the tape
editors apparently make the decision for
him. I suspect that the older recording
of Op. 31, No. 1 was another case in
point: I have just the nonrepeating
reissue, but am surprised to find Kempff
beginning the Sonata forte as Beethoven
marked the second time only. At any rate,
both the repeat and the proper dynamics
are restored in the new issue.
Now in his seventieth year, Kempff
somehow manages always to have a surprise for us. He seems to be getting progressively younger, to judge from the
new reading of the Sixteenth Sonata. Not
only are the tempos and rhythms more
crisply energetic throughout, but the pianist's reflexes sound much quicker and
more responsive than in the past. Just
compare the synchronization of the two
hands in the arpeggio work soon after
the Sonata's beginning, and you will see
what I mean. In every instance, the older
performance is the more mellow of the
two, while the recent one has the characteristic brash impatience of youth. Both
are superb, but very different.
In the other works on this disc,
Kempff plays pretty much as he did in
his older recordings-which puts them
near the very top of the many recorded
versions. How refreshing the E flat's

BRAHMS: Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings, in B minor

tReger: Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings, in A: Scherzo

Gervase de Peyer, clarinet; members of
the Melos Ensemble.
ANGEL 36280. LP. $4.79.
ANGEL S 36280. SD. $5.79.

One of the endless aesthetic debates in
the preparation of all music for performance is the point at which further refinement may serve to diminish rather than
enhance the effect. The disc at hand is
polished to a superfine surface, but, to
use an old Toscanini phrase, how much
blood has been left in it? For an obvious
comparison I turned to the recent version
by David Oppenheim and the Budapest
Quartet, a recording that, if often quite
rough in contrast with the silken tones
of this Angel reading, has a rugged vitality that the new release lacks.
To De Peyer and the Melos players,
this is a highly romantic work to be
achieved with all the emotional stops
full out. Oppenheim and the Budapest
see the more conventional image of
Brahms, where sentiment is combined
with forthright self- assertion and there
are few actual tears in the beer.
If it's elegant sound quality you're
after, take the Angel. It wins too on
the ground of novelty (the Reger is
slight but attractive) and value for the
dollar. (The B side of the Columbia
plays less than fifteen minutes.) But the
Angel mono is quite a bit less effective
than its two -channel counterpart. R.C.M.

BRAHMS: Sonata for Cello and
Piano, No. 1, in E minor, Op. 38
(Hindemith: Sonata for Cello, Op. 25,
No. 3
Edgar Lustgarten, cello; Anthony Newman, piano (in the Brahms).
LA JOLLA MUSEUM OF ART AC 101.
LP. $4.95 (available from P. O. Box
1311, La Jolla, Calif.).
The noble cello playing of Edgar Lustgarten, which made such a vivid impression in a previous disc of short encore
pieces, really comes into full blossom
89
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with this release. Both of these works
are filled with interpretative and technical problems, and they truly profit from
the musicality and executant mastery in
evidence here. An erstwhile Feuermann
pupil and later his assistant, Lustgarten
brings a wealth of subtle detail and
limpid color to these compositions, in
many ways recalling the patrician style
of his mentor. The resilient bowing, the
creamy smoothness of sound even in the
lowest register, and the spacious flexibility of his phrasing represent artistry
of the first order. In the Brahms, Anthony Newman is a worthy partner to
the cellist.
Hindemith's Sonata, a terse five -movement bittersweet affair, returns to the
record catalogue with Lustgarten's suCollectors with long
perb rendering.
memories may recall Feuermann's 78rpm version; the present edition is a
H.G.
welcome successor.

BRUCH: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, No. 1, in G minor, Op.
26 -See Mendelssohn: Concerto for

Violin and Orchestra, in E minor,
Op. 64.

CHOPIN: Ballades
No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23: No. 2, in
F, Op. 38; No. 3, in A flat. Op. 47;
No. 4, in F minor, Op. 52; Trois nouvelle études, Op. posti:.

Vladimir Ashkenazy, piano.
LONDON CM 9422. LP. $4.79.
LONDON CS 6422. SD. $5.79.

Writing in

HIGH FIDELITY last August.
I had occasion to lavish considerable
praise upon Peter Frank) for his Vox
recording of these Ballades. Now along
comes another contender -just as perceptive musically, undoubtedly more polished technically (not that Frank) was
deficient in this respect!), and certainly
very different.
The chief dissimilarity between Frank!
and Ashkenazy is that while the former

Chopin: his poetry still prevails.

was obviously eschewing coloristic effects and pianism per se in the interests
of bringing us as strong and architectural
a reading as possible, Ashkenazy stresses
his magnificent musical ideas precisely
through his extraordinary prowess as a
keyboard artist. He is much more the
romanticist than his rival in these works
romanticist. that is, in the traditional
sense, by virtue of his exquisite sensitivity, far removed from the general run

-a

of "Chopin stylists."
Ashkenazy seems strongest in precisely
the pieces where Frankl was a shade
and,
conversely, falls
disappointing.
from grace (ever so slightly) just where
Frank) reaches interpretative heights. In
the G minor Ballade, Ashkenazy employs the rather novel. and extremely
effective. idea of using as little rhythmic
rhetoric as possible. He builds straightly
and steadily, like a rising cloud of steam,
and his technical equipment being the
extraordinary thing it is, he is completely
successful with this approach. Rarely.
if ever, have I heard a performance of
this piece so mercurial. so utterly fresh
and unpretentious. and so thoroughly untrammeled by digital considerations.
Josef Hofmann had this type of transcendent control. but he misused it in
his account of the piece (recorded live
at the "Golden Jubilee Recital" in 1937),
defacing the dynamics and toying around
with the internal balances. Ashkenazy
simply lets the work float on its own
poetic impulse, so to speak. and yet
manages to work up an imposing degree of dramatic momentum.
The reading of the F major Ballade
is less artful than that of the G minor
and, indeed, less spontaneous-sounding
than the Ashkenazy performance of the
sanie piece recorded for Angel when the
pianist was seventeen and one of the
prize winners in the Warsaw Competition. I feel that in the new reading he
is just that bit too self- conscious about
shaping the lilting opening theme, and
consequently the deceptively simple
phrases take on a droopy quality.
Frankl was better at this point. although
Ashkenazy is absolutely magnificent in
the sweeping, climactic pages that come
later in this work.
The A flat Ballade starts very simply
and graciously, but evolves into a full fledged, expansive epic. I wouldn't want
to change a note of this reading. In the
F minor. Ashkenazy uses a great deal of
personal rubato at the first enunciation
of the reiterated theme, but keeps its
flow intact at all times. Technically, he
is miraculous. The ending, as in Frankl's
interpretation too, goes at a tremendous
speed and is astonishingly effective. I
wish. however, that Ashkenazy, unlike
Frankl. had not disregarded Chopin's
instructions not to hold the pedal down
at the huge C major cadence near the
end: this particular detail has seemingly
become a traditional mannerism.
Throughout these performances, in the
magnificently piquant Etudes as well
as in the Ballades. I had the pleasurable
feeling of finding new poetry and eloquence in music often marred by tawdry
excesses. (I am not, of course, forgetting

the fine Frankl disc, which included a
splendid traversal of the great F minor

Fantasy -not duplicated on London's
release.) Rarely, if ever, have I heard
piano reproduction so full and yet so
clear, and the surfaces are superbly
quiet.
H.G.

CHOPIN: Piano Works
Impromptus: No. 1, in A flat, Op. 29:
No. 2, in F sharp, Op. 36; No. 3, in G
flat, Op. Si: No. 4, in C sharp minor. Op.
66 ( "Fantaisie- Impromptu "). Polonaises: No. 1, in C sharp minor. Op. 26, No.
1; No. 2, in E flat minor, Op. 26. No. 2;
No. 3. in A, Op. 40, No. 1 ( "Military ");
No. 4, in C minor, Op. 40, No. 2; No. 5,
in F sharp minor, Op. 44: No. 6, in A
flat, Op. 53 ( "Heroic"); No. 7, in A flat,
Op. 61 ( "Fantaisie- Polonaise"). Andante
Spianato and Grande Polonaise brillante,
in E flat, Op. 22.

Artur Rubinstein, piano.
RCA VICTOR LM 7037. Two LP.
$9.58.

RCA VICTOR LSC 7037. Two SD.
$11.58.

It has become almost second nature for
Artur Rubinstein to produce miraculous
recordings. Recently, in the Indian summer of his career, he has set a pace that
is almost dizzying. With each subsequent
release, at least one incredulous critic has
said to himself, "Now, this can't be as
good as the last one
. "-only
to
find himself eating crow in print. This
time, however, there is a disappointment
-only slight, but real. In part. it comes
from the recorded sound, both mono and
stereo, which shows (despite its realism)
traces of that old brittleness hampering
much of this great pianist's American
work. I confess too to having hoped that
Rubinstein would expand his collection
of the "complete" Polonaises to include
more than just the standard eight. And
a little disappointment,
am afraid,
comes from the playing itself.
The present performances of the first
two Polonaises do not quite recapture
the forward momentum and mobile sense
of line to be heard in this artist's earlier
Victor edition. (The Odeon LP listed
in the import catalogue is a microgroove
reissue of a still earlier. 78 -rpm effort.)
A new sense of subtle repose is present,
however, and in Nos. 3 through 6 it
compensates for whatever is lost in the
way of sheer fire and bravura. The
spacious grandeur is especially apt in the
vast. emotionally moving No. 5, in F
sharp minor, and the present playing of
reserved, mediNo. 4, in C minor
tative work- reveals an elegance that
makes it the high point of the entire set.
Furthermore, in this piece Rubinstein,
now using a more reliable text, has
changed that low octave C to G at the
start of the main theme's final restatement. I feel that this C minor surpasses
both of the earlier Rubinstein editions,
and I expect it is as fine a playing of the
1
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Continued on page 99
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USEFUL FOR

"A

PROBLEM OF CONDUCT"

I

"A friend of mine tells me that
a Beethoven symphony can
solve for him a problem of
conduct. I've no doubt that it
does so simply by giving him
a sense of the tragedy and the
greatness of human destiny,
which makes his personal
anxieties seem small, which
throws them into a new

proportion."
Joyce Cary

What Joyce Cary (one of my
favorite modern writers) says
about a Beethoven symphony
is applicable to almost all
music. And such music, music
which may be useful for "a
problem of conduct," music
great or merely entertaining,
is offered to you on these pages.
We are proud of these
recordings; we think they are
beautiful, artistically and
technically. We hope you
will enjoy them.

George R. Marek
Vice President and
General Manager
RCA Victor Record Division
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"AN AMAZING MAN,
RUBINSTEIN"
The American Record Guide

Rubinstein, in my view, is
the nearest thing to a
Renaissance man. He could
have been a Medici. The
breadth of his culture, the
kaleidoscopic quality of his
interest, the depth of his
musical knowledge -and
perhaps most important,
his love of life -all express
themselves in his playing.
Two of his new recordings:
Beethoven's Fourth Piano
Concerto with Leinsdorf
and the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, a Chopin album
containing eight Polonaises
and four Impromptus.

_..t,
Han.. Concerto No. 4 in G, Op

S8

1,,,..1%!,111.

Ie1IN

Artur Rubinstein
Roston Symphony Orchestra /Erich Leinsdort
-.f,YWwr /A.Gww

of

LOS ANGELES
PHILHARMONIC -ZUBIN
MEHTA
RECORDED
AT THE NEW
MUSIC PAVILION

-

This is the first recording
made in the acoustically
marvelous Los Angeles
Music Pavilion (and in
Dynagroove). Zubin Mehta
does exciting things
with Strauss' Don Juan
and Respighi's Roman
Festivals. The album itself
is quite a festival!

www.americanradiohistory.com

in The Pavilion of Los Angeles'
New Music Center

Respighi

Strauss

FESTE ROMANE

DON JUAN

(b... FYYCwh)

r,.uw.....I.. ZUBIN MEHTA conducting

the

LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC

HEIFETZ- GERSHWIN -AN
OLD AFFECTION

WW4M

Heifetz has long been fond of
Gershwin's music. He made
his own transcriptions of
famous Gershwin melodies and
recorded them once before.
The new version is better than
the old because Heifetz is as
fine an artist as he was -and
we are better technicians. We
believe that this record stands
as the most important reminder
of Gershwin's art since the
composer's death.

HEIFETZ
plays

GERSHWIN
"Porgy and
Bess" Selections
and

3

Preludes

MUSIC
OF FRANCE
Reims!

Ravel

Sant Saens
with

Poulenc

Ibert

Brooks Smith
at the Piano

STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms
POULENC:

NOT FOR THOSE WHO
THINK MUSIC STOPPED
Will BRAHMS

Gloria /Saramae Endich. Soprano

THE ROBERT SHAW CHORALE
RCA Victor Symphony Orch.

Robert Shaw. Cond

The Robert Shaw Chorale
presents two modern expressions of the religious
sprit, Pculenc's Gloria and
Strainsky's Symphony of Psalms,

sometimes harsh, sometimes
hunble, sometimes proud and
sometimes meek, but always
music that is worth hearing
anc pondering. We are especially
proud of the way we have
recorded the choral sound.
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FUN WITH ARTHUR,
PETER AND GEORGE

Quite a combination -Fiedler,
Peter Nero, the Boston Pops
and George Gershwin. That
includes the Rhapsody in Blue.
Too many recordings available
of that rhapsody? No doubt,
but wait till you hear Peter
play it. He has also made his
own arrangements of Gershwin
tunes. "Some punkins," as
they say in Texas!

NERO GOES"POPS "
AN ALL- GERSHWIN PROGRAM
PETER NERO

BOSTON POPS

RHAPSODY IN BLUE,

,

cot

I

idik
^-:

m-

ARTHUR FIEDLER

.nimm.

and s OM.,

IIIP

f

4
MORTON GOULD VISITS
THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY

Fritz Reiner built the Chicago
Symphony into one of the

world's greatest orchestras.
The magic is not gone.
Morton Gould proves it,
conducting the orchestra in
two fascinating works:
Copland's Dance Symphony
and his own deeply moving

§pirituals for Orchestra.

Contemporary
American Master preces

Chicago Symphony Orch.
Morton Could conducting
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In

"SALOME -I'LL NEVER SING
IT ON THE STAGE"

Leontyne Price
"Never" is a long word,
particularly when uttered by

a

prima donna. In the meantime,
you can hear this marvelous
final scene as I think Strauss
wanted it heard. He wanted
Salome sung, not shrieked.
Leinsdorf and the Boston
Symphony also play Salome's
Dance and the seldom -heard
Monologue from The Egyptian
.Helen. It is a feeble opera, but
this Monologue appears "to
have been written in one
breathless sentence, a single
act of inspiration."
(William Mann's "Richard Strauss.
A Critical Study of the Operas "I

Leontyne Price

r, oA'7:M

Richard Strauss

YB_ eöt

Salome: Dance of the Seven Veils
Interlude and Final Scene
The Egyptian Helen: Awakening Scene
Boston Symphony Orch. /Erich Leinsdori

I

LOVE LUISA

An unusual opportunity to hear
the opera by Verdi which
preceded Rigglett9 by two

years. quite agree with Francis
Toye, one of Verdi's biographers,
that Luisa Miller is "one of the
most lovable of Verdi's operas,"
and that Verdi here gives us "a
first taste of that perfect blend of
supple vocal writing and
I

orchestral virtuosity which is to
be found in Falstaff." We have
assembled a very fine cast: Anna
Moffo as Luisa, Carlo
Bergonzi, Shirley
Verrett, Cornell
MacNeil, Ezio Flagello
and Giorgio Tozzi.
Conducted by Fausto
Cleva. Recorded in our
Rome studios.
4

'WNW,
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A SPECTACULAR

RECORDING OF
PROKOFIEFF'S SPECTACULA
SIXTH -BOSTON SYMPHONY,
ERICH LEINSDORF

Prokofieff has been called the
last of the great composers.
We hope that "last" is not true
but a superb composer he
was. His Sixth Symphony is
a "big" work in more ways than
one, and only modern
technology can capture it on
records. We believe that this
is one of the best recordings
we have yet made in Boston.
Dynagroove helps.

-

or'

411

^

,

Pn.A.dirN.tiriex
Prokoliell

SYMPHONY NO. 6
Boston Symphony Oich.

Inch Lemsdorl

DEBUT OF PETER SERKIN

Artur Rubinstein said that he is
"astounded and flabbergasted"
by Peter Serkin. Eugene
Ormandy writes, "I have never
seen an all- embracing musical
curiosity such as Peter's."
The son of Rudolf Serkin
(a great artist who unfortunately
does not record for us), Peter
makes his debut in an exciting
performance of Bach's
Goldberg Variations.

J.

S. BACH

GOLDBERG VARIATIONS

PETER SERKIN

Leal
...His First

is01
l

14
Ayü111M

Solo Recording
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FOR THOSE WHO LIKE A LITTLE OPERA A LOT
(OR A LOT OF OPERAS A LITTLE)

NEW HIGHLIGHTS ALBUMS

HIGHLIGHTS
VERDI

LEONTYNE PRICE

SUTHERLAND

RIGOLETTO

in

Beam's

In

NORMA

ELIASFLAGELLO
SOLTI

Marilyn HORNE

Tucker

Merrill

Verrett

Tozzi

John ALEXANDER

Richard CROSS

Flagello

London Stmohon, Orch 8 Cho.

RCA Italiana Opera

Richard Bonynge, tond
ALLA-ii4-11

Verdi's

La Forza del Destino

Orch

and Chorus

Schippers, cond.

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

Verdi / "RIGOLETTO " /Moffo,
Kraus, Merrill
Solti

-

Bellini / "NORMA "/
Sutherland, Horne,
Alexander Bonynge

-

-

urrar rrurc

Highlights Bizet

Verdi / "LA FORZA DEL
DESTINO" /Price, Verrett,
Tucker, Merrill Schippers

Itrh. cs;

»

CARME N

.tte

PRICE
CORELLI

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS
WAGNER

giving

ClOutcitman

RYSANEK TOZZI
LIEBL LEWIS ELIAS
Orchestra and Chorus of the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden
DORATI, Cond.
LONDON

MERRILL
von KARAJAN

PULCINI

Vienna Philharmonic
Vienna State Open Chorus
Vienna Boys Choir

PRICE

TOSCA'
DI STEFANO

TADDEI

VON KARAJAN, coneacter
VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCH. AND

VERDI OTELLO
RYSANEK

VICKERS

GOBBI SERAFIN
ROME OPERA ORCH AND CHORUS

i

VIENNA STATE OPERA CHORUS

lizet/ "CARMEN "i Price,
Karajan
:orelli, Merrill

Puccini /'TOSCA" /Price,
Stefano, Taddei- Karajan

-

HIGHLIGHTS,

Di

Wagner / "THE FLYING
DUTCHMAN" /Rysanek,
Liebl, London
Dorati

-

Puccini

Wagner

Mozart

DIE MEISTERSINGER VON NÜRNBERG

The Marriage of

Figaro

HIGHLIGHTS

MADAMA
BUTTERFLY

-

HIGHLIGHTS

Highlights

_;

Verdi /"OTELLO" /Rysanek,
Vickers, Gobbi Serafin

r

Mozart DON GIOVANNI
SIEPI NILSSON PRICE
VALLETTI RATTI
Vienna

Philhar.ere

Oral

I.r,nulerf

CORENA

7
ir

PRICE TUCKER
ELIAS MAERO
LEINSDORF
Puccini /"MADAMA
BUTTERFLY" /Price, Tucke ,
Leinsdorf
-Elias

-

Wagner/"DIE
MEISTERSINGER VON
NURNBERG"/Watson,Thomas,
Keilberth
Wiener

-

Mozart/ "THE MARRIAGE
OF FIGARO " /Della Casa,
Peters, Elias, London,
Leinsdorf
Corena

-
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Mozart/"DON GIOVANNI"!
Price, Nilsson, Valletti,
Corena, Siepi
Leinsdorf

-

n 1* Pram 4c..+*. .
Much Ado About Nothing

è.,,

MUCH, MUCH ADO
ABOUT NOTHING
If you enjoyed the

Lam

.

a7^ -=

recording

of Shakespeare's Othello with
Olivier, you will enjoy this
production of Much Ado About
Nothing by the same company.
Zeffirelli directed it, Maggie
Smith -a charmer if ever there
was one -plays Beatrice;
Robert Stephens, Benedick;
and Albert Finney, Don Pedro.

Shakespeare's verbal wit
sounds like music.

You have just read descriptions of a select few recordings. They are representative of all the many superb
albums which bear RCA Victor's Red Seal. The fame of this label is chiefly due to the world's greatest artists."

RCA VICTOR
1 The most trusted name in sound
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RECORDS IN REVIEW
Continued froto pone 90
work

as One

thrilling

will ever hear. As for the

Op. 53. in A flat. Rubinstein has
his concert audiences to this

treated
rouser hundreds of times. and each performance has had something new to say
about its thrice -told talc. The present
reading is a noble and imperious traversal. one hound to make the blood
course a little faster.
not have comparable enthusiasm
I do
for the Aniante .Spianato and Grande
l','lrraiSe brillante here recorded. I have
felt that despite its brilliance this
is essentially trivial Chopin and. as such.
requires light grace for its re- creation.
Rubinstein apparently feels otherwise. for
he has consistently stressed the work's
"profound" aspects. And in the present
recording I at least his fourth of the
work 1. the pianist seems a trifle tired
and lacking in spontaneity. Similarly.
Rubinstein's interpretation of that very
special opus the Fantaisie- Polonaise has
always struck me as rather too extroverted in its rubato phrasing. The undulant romanticism here would seem to
ask for a sort of radiant spirituality which
Rubinstein seems unwilling to furnish.
Moreover. some of the difficult passagework sounds here just a wee hit insecure
and opaque.
Before considering the integral rendition of the Impromptus. I feel a word
about repeats in the Polonaises is in
order. Rubinstein's Odeon disc omits
most of them (probably to fit the exigencies of the four -minute 78 -rpm sides).
and. as a result. the interpretations there
sound oddly truncated. The 1950 LP.
on the other hand. finds the pianist consistently observing the double bars. with
the effect of making the playing seem
unduly protracted. In the new edition
Rubinstein seems to have obeyed his
musical instincts rather than any predetermined formula, and takes only those
repeats which he apparently feels are
absolutely necessary for symmetry. -this
procedure makes good sense.
With the Impromptus we again encounter a type of Chopin which. in my
opinion, profits from a lighter. more
feminine type of rubato than the present
artist gives us. Certainly the rippling
and 4 (the famed
cascades of Nos.
Fantirisie- Intpromptri are better served
when allowed to unfurl without the hefty
tenirtos and Luftpaasen heard here. Similarly. the poignant poetry of No. 2 does
not need the underlining favored by Rubinstein: it yields its magic quite willingwithout prompting. That said. however, it must he added that the pianist
plays with ravishing tone and a wealth
of conviction. He makes a persuasive
counterargument on behalf of his way.
So there you are. This is a unique
set. of much beauty. though I myself
have enjoyed the memorable art of Artur
Rubinstein more on other occasions. H.G.

alas

1

1

ly-

-

CLAUDE LE JEUNE: Chantons (6);
Psalm 45

See

Josquin des Prez:

Afissa Pattge lirtgrta.

wings of the triptych. (.api :,nos In the
Beginning. which tills one side of the
disc. is a setting of the creation of the
universe as told in the Book of Genesis;
it builds wonderfully and mysteriously
towards ever increasing richness of effect.
deploying a mezzo- soprano soloist --in
this case Marjorie McKay -against the
full choral hood. The Barber is. as one
might expect. the most entertaining and
obviously delightful of the three pieces.
hut this stork. with texts by James
Stephens. also rewards repeated hearings.
The performances are of the finest, and
so is the recording. The spacious effect
of stereo is especially remarkable. This
chorus really exists in three dimensions.
and one can hear around it.
A.F.

COPLAND: In the Beginning

i Schuman:

Carols of Death
''i Barher: Reincarnation

Gregg Smith Singers.
Evt.RIST 6129. LP. $4.98.
EVFRIST 3129. SD. S4.98.
The three finest of the pieces in this set
entitled "An American Triptych" may
well he William Schuman\ Carols of
Death: it is certainly a masterpiece by
a
composer whose immensely distinguished contribution to choral literature
has never been properly acknowledged.
especially on records. But Schuman's
magnificent setting of Whitman texts is
admirably balanced by the other two

VANGUARD

>

Other New Releases

Recordings for the Co-tnoisreur

Fascinating works for the collector
who has everything"
The Virtuoso Oboe, Vol. 4

SALIERI:. Oboe and Flute Concerto in C

DONIZETTI: Concerto for English
Horn and Orchestra
BELLINI: Concerto for Oboe and
Orchestra
BOCCHERINI: Oboe Quintet in D

Andre Lardrot, oboe and English
horn; I Solisti di Zagreb, Antonio
lanigro conductor.
VRS -1133 & VSD -71133

Third in an acclaimed Haydn series
HAYDN: Symphony No. '75 in D
HAYDN: Symphony No. 81 in G
David Blum conducting the Esterhazy Orchestra

-Iwo&

VRS -1138 &

Apirotilb,

VSD -71138

The foremost operatic tenor in his

outstanding roles

American recording delut of a great

piaat

JEAN -MARIE JARRE

JAN PEERCE sings GREAT
OPERATIC ARIAS with orchestra
conducted by FRANZ ALLERS.
VRS -1129 & VSD-71129

"Left her audience limp...an exciting, formidr.hL,

electric virtuoso, who can dc anything to the ker'boaad
and do it with aplomb." Harela 3chonherg, New 7r+ac
Times
"France's First Lady of :he Keyboard -ani vs-y
possibly the world's." Louis- Birncolli, N. Y. Wo'd
Telegram

A Liszt

Recital

SONATA IN B MINOR -FELX FOLLETS-HARMONIES DU SOIR- SONETTO 123 DEL PETAAR-

CA-LA CAMPANELLA

VFS -1150

&

VSD -7115(

The most gemütlich of Vienna

voices, in the most gemütlich of
music.
ERICH KUNZ with the Mozart
Boys Choir of Vienna, and the Vienna State Opera Orchestra.

STILLE NACHT, HEILIGE
NACHT and other Christmas songs.
VRS -1143 & VSD -71143

First recording in the new critical ediikn
Gustav Mahler
SYMPHONY NO. 7, "SONG OF THE NIGHT"
Maurice Abravanel conducing the Utah Sygtiurr
Orchestra.
2

discs in album -Ví15- 1141/2 &

VSD -71:411/2.

The Alexander Schne de.- Chamber Se-:cs

with Peter Scric.n, piano

First release
SCHUBERT: "Trout" Quirtet in A major, Op. 1,VRS-1145 &

"$D-7I

Forthcom :.7g shortly
MOZART: Piano Quartets

n G

miner, K. 478 me

E flat, K. 493.

VRS -1140 &
DVORAK: Piano Quintet is A major.
VBS -1148 &
BOCCHERINI: Guitar Qui stet in C (with
guitar) and String Quintet in E.
5eRS -1147 &

45

it

VSD -71140
VSD -7118
Atria Daz,
VSD 7110

Stereo

Vanguard Everyman
Classics
$1.98, mono and stereo
Two more extraordinary recordings,
by JOHN BARBIROLLI conducting the Hallé Orchestra.
"One of the giants among contemBookporary
Stereo Rel
span,
Enigma Variations
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony. No. 8.
SRV -184 & SRV-184 SD
BERLiOZ: Symphonie Fantastique.
SRV -181 & SRV -181 SD

CIRCLE 93 ON READER- SERVICE CARD
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CORRETTE, GASPARD:
Eighth Tone

Allass

on the

Gerard Farrell, O.S.B., organ.
MASTERTONE M 1205. LP. $4.00.
MASTERTONE MS 1205. SD. $5.00

(available from the Mastertone Recording Co., 758 E. 4th St., St. Paul, Minn.).
Although the Frenchman Michel Corrette
(1709 -95) has appeared on records before now, this disc is the first representation of his father, Gaspard
whom all
I can learn in even the latest and largest
German reference work is that he was
born in Delft (date unknown), published
the present Organ Mass at Paris in 1703,
was for some years an organist at Rouen
where his son Michel was born. and died
in a place and year now unknown.
The music itself, impressive a new addition to the discography of baroque -era
church music as it certainly is, fails to
give us any notion of its composer's personality. Like much of the church music
of still earlier times. this Mass is best
described in the memorable phrase of
Thomas Mann as "anonymous and communal." Yet it is particularly interesting
to present -day ears both for its moments
of sheer grandeur, relieved by those
of ineffable tenderness, and for its precisely controlled sonic-variety scheme. As
Father Farrell explains in his jacket
notes, this Organ Mass is typical of its
kind and time in that each subsection
there are five Versets to the Kyrie, nine
to the Gloria
and twenty -two to the
entire Mass) exploits a distinctive registration: Cromhorne in the Tenor, Dialogue for the Mixtures, Recitative for the
Nazard, etc. And, most helpfully, the
jacket notes identify all these various
registrations.
They also give the basic specification
of the organ used here: the last to be
built under the personal supervision of
the late Walter Holtkamp, and located in
the St. John's Abbey and University
Church, Collegeville. Minnesota (completed 1961). From the present evidence
of Father Farrell's soberly impersonal yet
eloquent playing and engineer Ronald C.
Ubel's ungimmicked yet full -blooded
stereo recording, this is obviously a magnificent. and magnificently versatile, instrument. Few releases from either major
or minor record producers as successfully combine novel interest with as many
merits, musical and technical, as this one
does. Everyone involved warrants warmest congratulations.
R.D.D.

-of

(
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COUPERIN: Pièces en concert (arr.
Bazelaire)
tVivaldi: Concerto in E minor (arr.
D'Indy and Bazelaire)
tStravinsky: Suite italienne after
Pergolesi; Chanson russe

DITTERSDORF: Concertos

Pierre Fournier, cello; Ernest Lush,
piano (in the Stravinsky); Festival
Strings Lucerne, Rudolf Baumgartner,
cond. (in the Vivaldi and Couperin).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 18986.
LP. $5.79.
DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON
SLPM

Georg Hörtnagel, double bass; Günter
Lemmen, viola; Helga Storck, harp;
Württemberg Chamber Orchestra (Heilbronn), Jörg Faerber, cond.
TURNABOUT TV 4005. LP. $2.50.
TURNABOUT TV 34005. SD. $2.50.

138986.

SD.

$5.79.

All this music is played in versions other
than as written; the Couperin and Vivaldi
are arrangements (a little heavy -handed)
of works originally for other instruments; the two Stravinsky pieces are
cello transcriptions of, respectively, five
movements from Pulcinella and an early
song. Fournier recorded the Couperin
and Vivaldi previously, with Miinchinger and the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra,
on a discontinued London disc.
All this information to the side, this
is a fine, noble recording, because Fournier is that kind of musician. His tone
is light and refined. his registration
about as seamless as any cellist's can
be. He plays with taste and wit, if with
no special stylistic insights into what
remains of the baroque style in the
Vivaldi and Couperin. Baumgartner's
orchestra is of one mind with its soloist.
and Ernest Lush is a most obedient ac-

companist.

A.R.

DEBUSSY: La Mer

tRavel: Daphnis et Chloë: Suite No.
2;

La Valse

Hallé Orchestra, Sir
cond.
VANGUARD EVERYMAN

John Barbirolli,
SRV 177.

LP.

$1.98.
VANGUARD EVERYMAN

SRV

For Double Bass and Orchestra, in E;
for Harp and Orchestra, in A; Sinfonia Concertante for Double Bass,
Viola, and Orchestra, in D.

The hospitable Dittersdorf, who seldom
shut the compositional door in the face
of a prospective solo instrument, is host
here to one of the most difficult of
guests -the double bass -and with typical good humor and facility manages to
show it off in a reasonably complimentary light. One can't overlook a certain elephantine clumsiness in the instrument's behavior at times, but Georg
Hörtnagel puts it through its paces with
a minimum of perspiration and laboriousness. Still, the pairing with viola in
the Sinfonia Concertante makes more attractive music, to my ears, for the two
instruments get along amiably, and the
viola moves up into a singing register
with the conviction of belonging there.
( Bass player Hörtnagel, incidentally, also
appeared as one of the soloists on the
Westminster recording of this same work;
the two versions are quite on a par.) The
Harp Concerto, transcribed by the corn poser from a concerto for piano, is well
turned and satisfying in every respect,
and concludes with a neat and charmingly folkish rondo which seems to epitomize Dittersdorf's urbanity and cheerfulness.
Performances are highly competent.
The single shortcoming of the disc is the
reverberance of sound in the Harp Concerto, where a drier ambience would have
given greater articulation to the solo inS.F.
strument.

177SD.

SD. $1.98.
An invigoratingly salty breeze blows over
Barbirolli's Sea. There is little atmospheric mystery here and the players make
no attempt to display French accents,
but the romantic dash and fervor of the

performance make it refreshingly enjoyable. The familiar Ravel suite is also
spiritedly, if perhaps too literally, done,
winning a special word of praise for its
inclusion of the often omitted wordless
choral parts. But the conductor lets his
exuberance get somewhat out of hand in
what must surely be the most flamboyant
of all recorded versions of La Valse. The
recording itself is clean and bright, if
just a bit dry, in monophony -still lacking some sonic warmth in the more expansive stereo edition: and in both. the
engineers have miscalculated with a couple of extremely low level passages (one
of them the opening bar of La Mer),
which are lost in the background noise.
But all the faults here are relatively
minor ones. Unless one insists on the
utmost in refinement and stylistic authority, this disc has many attractions besides that of a bargain price.
R.D.D.
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DVORAK: Quintet for Strings, in E
flat, Op. 97; Sextet for Strings, in
A, Op. 48
Wolfgang Herzer, cello (in the Sextet);
Richard Strabl, viola; European String
Quartet.
WESTMINSTER XWN 19099. LP. $4.79.
WESTMINSTER
WST 17099. SD.
$4.79.
Both of these scores are perpetual delights, deserving to be heard far more
frequently than they actually are. The
Sextet abounds with vigorous energy and
the kind of impulsive Bohemian rhythms
so well known from the Op. 46 Slavonic
Dances. Probably the more familiar of
the two works, the Quintet dates from
Dvofák's visit to the United States in
1893 and, like the American String Quartet and New World Symphony, is influenced by what the composer took to be
indigenous American musical materials.
This Quintet is, indeed, one of Dvorák's
true masterpieces. A recording of the
Sextet on Remington, by the Jilka ensemble. disappeared ages ago, thus leaving the composition totally unrepresented
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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The dramatic saga of the Mormons' exodus west to the Salt Lake Valley is captured in songs, articles and pictures in a special Columbia Records Legacy Collection set. The record and the deluxe 52 -page bound book present folk songs
performed by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, Ed McCurdy, Clayton Khrebiehl,
Oscar Brand and Jack Elliott; articles by poet Carl Carmer, historian LeRoy R.
Hafen and Brigham Young University professor Thomas E. Cheney; excerpts
from actual documents; complete song texts, and over 40 illustrations. It is a
t -ibute to the spirit, imagination, courage and heritage of those zealous, heaty
people -The Mormon Pioneers.

America's changing moods, its people, its mountains, rivers, cities, and a colorful swath of its history, are reflected in this new collection of songs by the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir. "This Land Is Your Land," "Down in the Valley," "She'll Be
Comin' 'Round the Mountain," "Beautiful Dreamer," "Sweet Betsy From Pike;'
"Gospel Train; Old Time Religion," "When First Came to This Land," "Shenancoah," "Home on the Range," "He's Got the Whole World in His Hands," "I
Wonder as Wander," "Oh, Susanna," "Deep River " -all in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir's newest Columbia Masterworks album.
THE MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR ON COLUMBIA RECORDS lit
I
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in the catalogue. The Quintet too, once
available in a superlative Budapest Quartet/Katims edition, has been deleted.
All of which makes this Westminster
coupling absolutely indispensable. The
European String Quartet (Thomas Kakuska and Siegfried Führlinger, violins;
Fritz Händschke, viola; Richard Harand,
cello) is patently an ensemble to be
reckoned with. These players give a
pair of finely wrought interpretations
full of sturdy rhythm, pliant expressivity,
and fine musicianly planning. Perhaps
they do not have quite the consummate
polish of the Budapesters in the early
Fifties when that group recorded the
Quintet, but by any other standards their
work is wonderfully accomplished.
Westminster's sonics deserve a special
bow. In this recording there is a translucency and intimacy, sound that is
pellucid without being dry, warm without being slushy. Stereo gives a subtle
separation and is a shade gentler: the
mono pressing features equal clarity
H.G.
but with greater astringency.

-

DVORAK: Slavonic Dances, Op. 46,
Op. 72; Carnival Overture, op. 92
Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell. cond.
COLUMBIA M2L 326. Two LP. $9.58.
COLUMBIA M2S 726. Two SD.
$11.58.

A major disadvantage of being a highbrow is that one is often required. pro
forma as it were, to reject many of the
genuine, if simple, pleasures in which
others find delight. The Slavonic Dances
are an example. They contain some of
the most beautiful and effective tunes
ever to emerge from the music of Central Europe. They are not, in the usual
sense. great music (any Beethoven symphony has a greater intellectual content);
they are, rather. great melodies -and if
their bravura palls somewhat on repetition. the slower themes with their falling
strains in the minor evoke the nostalgic
and bittersweet with rare artistry.
Symphonic music requires development. Technically. you cannot develop
a tune; you can only provide variations
against changing contexts of orchestral
color and texture. But how superbly
DvoMk achieves this! Anyone who has
ever tried his hand as an arranger cannot
fail to respect this workmanship. The instrumental setting always fits the melody
to perfection, and the grandest and most
beautiful effects are achieved with a
sense of spontaneity and variety. You
can listen to either the Op. 46 or the
Op. 72 straight through and find a
constant sense of flow and contrast that
prevents the idiom from going stale.
Szell has recorded the Dances before
in a lovely old mono set that many of us
kept around, even when stereo editions
appeared, because of the excellence of
the performances. The present sequence
began in 1964 when Nos.
and 3 from
Op. 46 and Nos. 2 and 7 from Op. 72
appeared with the Carnival Overture on
Epic BC 1268. The sample raised one's
hopes that 'here was a new complete
edition on the way, and, fortunately,
it is here. The obvious assets of the set

are easily enumerated. The recording is
exceptionally transparent, vivid. and
faithful to the likeness of an extraordinary orchestra. What is more important
is the respect Szell obviously has for

this music. No Mozart symphony could
evoke from him greater refinement in
balance and color, greater sensitivity to
phrasing and nuance, or-one feels
greater admiration for the fine stylistic
points which the composer has left for
his more perceptive interpreters. With
this skill guiding the baton, many of
these dances become miniature tone
poems, written and played as works of
love.
R.C.M.

-

ESTEBAN: Nana: Intermezzo
tMompou: Suite Compostelana
tTansman: Suite in Modo Polonico
Andrés Segovia. guitar.
DECCA DL 10112. LP. $4.79.
DECCA DL 710112. SD. $4.79.

All of the works recorded here are pleasant, conservative, thoroughly craftsman like, and of no great import. The two
miniatures by Maria Esteban de Valera
are dedicated to the artist who plays
them here
close personal friend of
the composer. Nana is a gentle, swaying
berceuse -type melody, while Intermezzo
is cast in the more rigorous mold derived from a typical Bach bourrée.

-a

Alexander Tansman's

Suite in Modo
from its title,
is inspired by the traditional dance forms
of Poland. It is an attractive example of
romanticism-cum-baroque, pungent, characterized by rich cantabile and spacious
eclecticism. By contrast, the more abstractly impressionistic work by Federico Mompou is terse, a bit on the
austere side and more purely abstract.
Its idiom greatly recalls the late Debussy Trio Sonata for Flute, Viola, and
Harp. It is probably the most "serious"
work in the present collection and. in
truth. the least immediately palatable.
But what counts above all in this
program is Segovia's playing. The master
brings to the music a scintillant control.
elastic rhythm, and wealth of poetic
color. and he is gorgeously recorded. No
one, indeed. can make a guitar "speak"
as does Segovia.
H.G

Polonico,

D-

GEHOT: Quartet for Strings, in
See Peter: Quintets for Strings.

HANDEL: Concertos for Wind and
Strings, Op. 3
Academy of St. Martin -in- the -Fields,
Nevelle Marriner, cond.
ARGO RG 400. LP. $5.79.
ARGO ZRG 5400. SD.
$5.79.
As a group, these concerti grossi are not
perhaps on the same plane as Opus 6,
but a number of individual movements
have striking ideas as well as that special
character which can only be described as
Handelian. As in the latter set, there is
variety from one work to the next because no two concertos have the same
formal pattern or, in the present case,
precisely the same disposition of instruments. Unlike Opus 6, which is for
strings only, each of these concertos
employs woodwinds also, especially effectively in the lovely song for oboe in the
Largo of No. 2 and the fleet, light-

footed flute passages in the first Allegro
of No. 3. This English ensemble, conducted by one of its violinists, plays
with spirit and good style. There is some
discreet dotting occasionally, and some
elaborate but tasteful embellishing, as
in the short introduction to No. 3. The
sound is lifelike. It seems to me that this
set is on a par with the Archive and
slightly superior to the Vox.
N.B.

as one can guess

HAYDN: Concerto for Violin and
Strings, in C, H. VIIa :1 -See Bach:
Concertos for Violin and Strings:
in A minor, S. 1041; in E, S. 1042.
HAYDN: Fourteen Pieces for Mechanical Organ-See Beethoven:
Five Pieces for Mechanical Organ.
HAYDN: Quartets for Strings, Op.
77: No. I, i,, G: No. 2. in l'
Amadeus Quartet.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LP.

DEUTSCHE

138980.

1

Segovia: a master inimitable.

LPM 18980.

$5.79.
SD.

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

$5.79.

Haydn's last completed string quartets,
the crowning jewels of his efforts in that
medium, were composed in 1799, while
Beethoven was busily engaged in work
on his Op. 18 set (at least Op. 18, No. 3,
had already been completed.) The Op. 77
stands as a monument to the degree of
elaborate development to which Haydn
had
brought
almost singlehandedly
the sonata -allegro form. It is at least
worth speculation as to how much the
older master had been influenced by a
hearing of some of Beethoven's work
and by the incomparable ten last quartets
of Mozart. Certainly the complex detail
of the instrumental writing. the sheer
bigness of these two magnificent scores,
makes it reasonable enough to assume
that they were conceived with the added
stimulus that his younger colleagues' conHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Recognize
your friends among these
music lovers?

Angel suggests the perfect Christmas gifts for them all!
FOR BIß TIME
MIME- DROPPERS

e

For the "Corelli -is -Zumero -uno' crowd
Franco Corelli makes
Angel's new "IL TROVATORE" a truly spectacular
experience.7'IIe New York
Times says of his performance: "There is no tenor
around with the vocal
strength, endurance, and
sheer animal magnetism

Si

S.hil,lxr.

of Mr. Corelli." SCL -3653

l
Here's the most brilliant.
cast ever assembled for

Fur

"TALES OF HOFFMANN."

the
"Callasüberalles"

These great names make
this exhilarating new Angel
release a notable event in

music: Nicolai Gedda,
Gianna D'Angelo, Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, Victoria do
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London, Ernest Blanc-and
André Cluytens conducting

to own,
and to
live with."

the Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra. SCLX -3667
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Try one of the most
acclaimed albums in
history. Maria Callas
as "CARMEN" stimulated Ili /Fi Stereo
Review to sing: "...
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"LA BOHEME," newly released
by Angel. The New York Tine's

describes the recording of

Mirella Freni, Nicolai Gedda and
Thomas Schinners as "enchanting 'and "a superb performance."

the most exciting
Carmen ever on

...

I

Callas is
records
Carmen! " SCI ,X -3(150

NICOLA! GEDDA

HOW Ri MASSARO

ANDREA GUIDT

GEORGES PRETRE
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for two bonus stereo previews discs- complete selections or movements by leading Angel artists:
THE ANGEL INSTRI.'MIENTALIST- MalCuzynSki, Richter,
Commette, Menuhin, Milstein, Oistrakh, Starker, Rampal, Shaffer, Goossens, De Peyer, Civil.
TIIE ANGEL WORLD OF OPERA Christoff, Corelli.
Fischer- Dieskau, Gedda, Wachter, Callas, De los Angeles,
Freni, Schwarzkopf.
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tributions
would undoubtedly have
provided to one so musically aware as
Haydn.
The Amadeus foursome are up to their
usual high standards in this coupling.
They play with efficient, well- coördi-

ARCHIVE

PRODUCTION

DECK THE

HALLS ...
Four new Archive albums
to gladden the heart of
any discophile
J. S. BACH

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO

-Gundula Janowitz, soprano; Christa
Ludwig, mezzo soprano; Fritz Wunder lich, tenor; and Franz Crass, bass, with
the Munich Bach Choir and Orchestra,
Karl Richter, conductor.
ARC 3253 -4 -5 (Three- discs, boxed)
73253 -4 -5 (stereo)

PALESTRINA CHRISTMAS MASS;
IMPROPERIA- Regensburg Cathedral
Choir; Hans Schrems, conductor.
ARC 3243
73243 (stereo)

TELEMANN MUSIQUE DE TABLE,
Overture & Suite in D, Quartet
Vol.
in D minor, Concerto in F, Trio in E
minor, Solo in A, Finale in D. Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis, August Wen zinger, conductor.
ARC 3236 -7 (Two -disc set)
73236 -7 (stereo)

2-

ORGAN MUSIC OF THE TIME

OF

HEINRICH SCHUETZ -Works by
Scheidt, Scheidemann, Weckman,
Buxtehude, Ritter, Praetorius, Lorentz,
others. Helmut Tramnitz, at the Wolfenbuettel and Frederiksborg Castle,
Denmark organs.
ARC 3250
73250 (stereo)
FREE: New

illustrated DOG/ ARCHIVE

catalogues on request.
MGM RECORDS, CLASSICAL DIVISION,

1540 BROADWAY, N.Y., N.Y. 10036
CIRCLE

7

ON READER -SERVICE

nated ensemble, and demonstrate a high
level of tonal gloss. Their intonation is
unexceptionable, and a reasonable, conventional sense of style is in evidence.
There are several shortcomings in these
performances, however. One (perhaps
my very personal prejudice) is the
group's tendency to swell into a crescendo on sustained chords. Though this
makes for a rich vertical sonority (akin
to that of a string orchestra), it obscures the horizontal motion of four independent voices (much more to the
point for what are, after all, quartets).
Then too, I find that while these players'
musical comprehension is orthodox and
reliable, it is by no means exceptionally
probing. They tend to solve all interpretative difficulties by keeping the
tempos moving along briskly. Take, for
example, the minuet of the F major
Quartet, which gives an illusion of duple
time even though the meter remains in a
conventional three -to -a -bar. The old
Schneider Quartet performances (happily
available once again as Haydn Society
HS 9095) illuminated this and many
other intriguing features of the writing,
in playing characterized by bold contours, leisurely tempos, inflected phrasing, and a tartly linear ensemble tone.
In contrast, the Amadeus approach
sounds just a bit perfunctory.
Is the
advantage of stereophony
enough to justify the acquisition of
meritorious performances over exceptional ones recorded in still acceptable
mono sound? I myself would doubt
but make no mistake, the Amadeus
edition is a good one.
H.G.

it-

HAYDN: Sonatas for Piano

It is, then, a bit disconcerting to find
Artur Balsam starting such a major

project as the recording of Haydn's
complete sonatas with the immediate
disadvantage of possibly outdated scholarship. But scholarship, in the musicological
sense, has never been one of this fine
artist's strong points. I say this pointedly,
for if one listens to his playing without
looking at a score, his general style,
ornamentation, and completely assured
expressivity could convince even a rather
experienced listener than here was a
player deeply committed to authenticity.
Which is to say that Balsam is an instinctive musicologist: often he senses
that the bare outline of the text is not
enough, and he will consequently insert
caesuras, rubatos, elaborate -sounding embellishments, and other sorts of expressive
devices to keep the musical line from
sagging. It is only when one analyzes his
style that one realizes that his playing is,
in truth, basically in the tradition of the
nineteenth -century romantic performer.
Many trills are incorrectly begun on the
lower note. and (more serious) many
opportunities for embellishment (the end
of the slow movement to Sonata No. 46
is a case in point) are simply bypassed.
I also wish that Balsam wouldn't tease the
rhythmic pulse so zealously: this habit
adds an unwanted touch of preciosity
to the music.
These reservations noted, one can
revel in renditions thai: are otherwise
felicitous and loving. Balsam is a fluent
technician and an altogether elegant keyboard stylist. He brings out the linearity
of the writing superbly, and conveys a
touch of humor or passion when those
qualities are called for. Also aiding this
release is the powerful, resonant reproduction of the piano, far transcending
the merely adequate sound bestowed on
the artist's earlier Haydn Sonata series
H.G.
for the Washington label.

No. 56. in A flat; No. 18. in B flat: No.
28. in E flat: No. 22. in E-on OL 'SOL
273. No. 6. in G: No. 31, in E: No.
38, in E flat: No. 30. in A-on OL/SOL
274. No. 48, in C: No. 23, in F: No. 20,
in C minor; No. 40, in G-on OL/SOL

HINDEMITH: Sonata for Cello, Op.
25, No. 3 -See Brahms: Sonata
for Cello and Piano, No. 1, in E

275.

IVES: Symphony No. 4

Artur Balsam, piano.
OISEAU -LYRE

OL 273/75.

,5.79 each.
OISEAU -LYRE

SD.

Three LP.

SOL 273/75.

Three

$5.79 each.

The numberings used above are taken
from the prewar Breitkopf and Härtel
edition. which has come to be accepted
as standard for cataloguers. It should be
noted, however, that a new Urtext edition of the Haydn Piano Sonatas under
the supervision of Crista Landon has
appeared in Europe (it is scheduled for
publication in this country this autumn)
and will no doubt upset the established
order of things. The new edition, for
one thing, discounts the B & H theory
that Haydn wrote fifty -two sonatas, finds
two of the old canon to be spurious, adds
five newly discovered ones to the roster,
and completely revises the chronology
of those remaining

minor, op.

38.

Members of the Schola Cantorum (New
York); American Symphony Orchestra,
David Katz and José Serebrier, associate
tonds., Leopold Stokowski, cond.

For a feature
see page 83.

review of this recording,

JOSQUIN DES PREZ: Missa Pange
lingua
f Claude Le Jeune: Chansons (6);
Psalm 45
Philippe Caillard Vocal Ensemble, Philippe Caillard, cond.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 617.
LP.

$2.50.
MUSICAL

617.

SD.

HERITAGE SOCIETY

MHS

$2.50.

Although Josquin's Mass on Pange lingua

CARD
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that from the moment the curtain rises till the moment it falls, no one in the audience
shall be conscious of this diversity of fugues, inventions, suite forms and sonata forms, variations, and
passacaglias-no one, I repeat, be filled with anything but the idea of the opera, which far transcends
-Alban Berg
the individual fortunes of Wozzeck."

"... I demand

WO11ECK

First complete recording in stereo!
Only new recording in many years!
ALRA

BI Kc,

The definitive performance by a spectacular
cast: Evelyn Lear, Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau,
Fritz Wunderlich, and others with the Orchestra and Chorus of the German Opera, Berlin;
Karl Boehm. conductor.
18 991 -2 (Boxed two -disc set)
138 991 -2 (Stereo)
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ANOTHER FIRST:TIEFLAND
Highlights of D'Albert's Opera
First album of highlights! First album in stereo!
Performed by Inge Borkh, Catarina Alda, Hans
Hopf, Thomas Stewart, Johannes Elteste, and the
Chorus of the German Opera, Berlin, with the
Bamberg Symphony Orchestra conducted by Hans
Loewlein.
19 424 (Leaflet of texts)
136 424 (stereo)

GRACE BUMBRY TRIUMPHS IN
VERDI OPERA ARIAS
Selections from Don Carlos, in which Miss
Bumbry appears this season at the Metropolitan Opera; Aida, Trovatore, and Macbeth (including the "Sleepwalking Scene ").
With Chorus and Orchestra of the German
Opera, Berlin; Hans Loewlein, conductor.
18 987 (Leaflet of texts)
138 987 (stereo-)

PLUS THREE EXCITING ALBUMS OF FAVORITE WORKS
RAVEL: The Two Piano Concertos: Monique Haas, pianist,
with French National Orchestra, Paul Paray, conductor
18 988 138 988 (stereo)

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas
No. 1 in f, No. 12 in A flat, No.
19 in g, No. 20 in G
Wilhelm Kempff, pianist
18 935 /138 935 (stereo)

SCHUBERT: Octet in F

Berlin Philharmonic Octet
39 102 /139 102 (stereo)

/

FREE! ON REQUEST! DGG /ARCHIVE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGS
MGM RECORDS,

CLASSICAL DIVISION,

1540 BROADWAY,

N.Y., N.Y. 10036
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a:i.nret), but

was not published until nearly twenty
years after his death. its widespread cir-

chestra's

culation in manuscript proved something
of the high regard in which it was held
by his contemporaries. The hymn is
quoted in paraphrase. recognizably at
the outset of the various sections, but

minutes' less music than the whole ballet,
one wonders why the excerpting was
done at all. Again. the performance is
solid and unremarkable.
A.R.

in more and more recondite fashion as
the contrapuntal web is spun back and
forth. The plainsong thus becomes a
subliminal experience. dominating the
feeling and form of the work. yet rarely
intruding. Josquin's mastery is fully revealed in this luminous, tender, and
highly sensitive performance by a small
but talented group of singers. and the
recording acoustic adds to the sonority of
his texture without in any way obscuring the clarity of words or lines.
The foundation in Paris. in 1570. of
an Académie (or private concert society)
by Baif and Thibaut de Courville was
one of those historical events fortunate
enough to attract the notice of the right
man at the right time. Claude Le Jeune,
who had then been a resident of Paris
for six years, was ready to embrace the
theories of Baif and try to adapt music
to the quantitative meters read into the
chosen poetical texts. Often the result
was charming and fluid. even though
homophony inevitably held sway over
the general texture. The six songs recorded here illustrate the degree of success achieved. and to this is added the
unusual piquancy of chromatic experiments in Qu'est devenu ce bel oeil? At
least one of the titles (Fuyons tous
d'amour le jeu) will be familiar from
settings by Lassus and Certon. but Le
Jeune's version is worthy of respect.
Notable too are the expressive Voici du
gay printemps and the slightly malicious
Notre Vicaire. rur jour de fête. All are
expertly sung, as are the excerpts from
Psalm 45 in the Third Mode.
D.S.

KODALY: Hdry Pnos: Suite
tStravinsky: Pétrouchka: Suite
Philadelphia Orchestra,
mandy. cond.

Eugene

Or-

COLUMBIA ML 6146. LP. $4.79.
COLUMBIA MS 6746. SD. $5.79.

Inasmuch as Ormandy made the first
recording of the Hdry ¡duos music (in
his Minneapolis Symphony days), this
30-years -later version may be presumed
informed and competent. So it is -and
yet I find far more thrust and brilliance
in the Kertesz recording on London. The
Philadelphia plays with all its accustomed sheen. but the all- purpose plushiness of sound leaves unsaid some of the
individual details in Kodály's scoring.
The Pétrouclka music contains somewhat more than is heard in the usual
concert suite (the Ballerina's Dance. for
example, wonderfully played by the or-

soio

since the

"suite" now contains only about five

LISZT: Sonata for Piano, in B minor;
Hungarian Fantasia for Piano and
Orchestra: Rhapsodie espagnole for
Piano and Orchestra
John Odgon, piano: Philharmonia Orchestra. John Pritchard. cond.
ODEON ALP 2051. LP. $5.98
ODEON ASD 600.
SD. $6.98.

Here is yet another fine version of the
B minor Sonata. On close scrutiny,
though, it does not quite challenge the
supremacy of that magnificent triumvirate of performances by Horowitz (Angel COLH), Fleisher (Epic), and Curzon (London). Ogdon's way with the
music is to dramatize the changes in
mood with wide tempo contrasts. Thus,
while the opening is fairly leisurely,
Ogdon is off to a rapid sprint at the first
big outburst. Similarly, in the middle section (which the pianist refers to as the
"Gretchen" episode in his notes) there is
an unprecedented gravity about the present approach
true Adagio feeling if
ever there was one -but then comes the
fugue. taken leggiero, presto, and with
a great deal of metrical rhetoric. The
tonal hue is rather sober, but within its
imposed limits, Ogdon manages to convey a goodly amount of variety and
nuance. Nevertheless, both Fleisher and
Curzon interpret the Sonata with equal
spiritual penetration while making it
sound less abrupt and more cohesive. As
for Horowitz's historic reissue, it sizzles
with an unparalleled intensity.
Ogdon's teacher Egon Petri once recorded this same Busoni orchestral expansion of the Rhapsodie espagnole during the 78 -rpm era and that version was
briefly available on LP when Columbia
had its low -price Entré series on the
market. The present performance, as
well as that of the Hungarian Fantasia,
is extroverted rather than poetic. Ogdon
is a solid technician, and his sturdy forthright style is companionable indeed for
this slapdash type of pyrotechnical essay.
Pritchard's vibrant support and the
brassy, declamative recorded sound well
H.G.
abet the pianist.

-a

LOPATNIKOFF: Variazioni concertanti
tPanufnik: Nocturne
Louisville

Orchestra,

Robert

Whitney,

cond.

$7.95.
LOUISVILLE LOU 654. LP.
LOUISVILLE LOU S654. SD. $8.95.

The hopelessly academic variations of
Nicolai Lopatnikoff need not detain us
long, but the Nocturne by the Polish
composer Andrzej Panufnik has something to offer. It is a long piece built in
arch form. arising from silence, achieving a big climax, and returning to silence.

Its handling of the orchestra is magnificent, and its harmonic palette, although conservative, is rich and varied.
Performances are presumably authoritative, and the recordings are good. A.F.

LUMBYE: "Copenhagen Pops"
Dream
Steam

Bournonrille; Champagne. Polkas: Britta,
Columbine (Polka-Mazurka).
Queen Louises; Amclie.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Waltzes:

Copenhagen Symphony Orchestra, Lavaard Friisholm, cond.
CAPITOL G 7253. LP. $3.79.
CAPITOL SG 7253. SD. $4.79.

Everything comes up roses here except
the copywriter's jacket claim that this
is "the first album devoted to the music
of the Scandinavian Johann Strauss."
What nonsense! As many an American
admirer of Hans Christian Lumbye
(1810-74) knows. it was just a decade
ago that many of the Danish master's
delightful dances became widely known
in this country on two fine Mercury LPs
conducted by the composer's grandson,
Tippe Lumbye. And even the credit for

the first stereo appearance has been
stolen by a recently announced Lumbye
miscellany conducted by S. C. Felumb

for Vox.

No matter: the present release is more
than welcome. Happily, Friisholm and
his fellow Danes obviously respect as
well as relish these little masterpieces
of often surprisingly substantial light
music, while their vivacious, idiomatic
performances are gleamingly recorded
in warm. yet unexaggerated, stereoism
(I haven't yet heard the mono edition) .
And the music itself really needs no comparisons with that of Johann Strauss to
be admired for its own sake. What
makes such comparisons almost inevitable is not so much anything in the
musical idioms themselves as in the composer's inexhaustible inventiveness, rhythmic lilt, and a sure ear and hand for just
the right. glitteringly bright, instrumental
coloring. Except to long -time Lumbye
fans and regular visitors to Copenhagen's
Tivoli Gardens, only a few of the pieces
here (the bravura Champagne galop and
the fanciful Dream Pictures, in particular) are likely to be familiar. And good
as these are, they are surpassed by the
melodic Amelie Waltz. the almost Gilbert & Sullivanish bounce of the Brilla
Polka. and a vividly evocative Copenhagen Steam Railway galop. If you're
looking for universally appreciable musical entertainment. guaranteed to delight
listeners of all tastes, you need look no

further!
CIRCLE
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Pictures. Galops: Copenhagen
Railway: Salute
for August
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Of the 3 automatic turntables
priced at 9950 only one offers all
these features.
Look into it.

a.

Hysteresis Motor. The 40H is the

only automatic so equipped. Maintains accurate speed even with extreme voltage variations. Uses famous
Papst motor, found in professional
turntables and tape transports.
Dynamically Balanced Tone Arm.

b.

Tracks any cartridge at its recommended stylus force setting, as low
as 1/2 gram. Calibrated rotating dial
provides direct adjustment of stylus
force. Cartridge head has inter-

changeable insert; permits interchanging cartr dges without rewiring.
C. Dynamically Balanced Turntable.

One- piece, 12 ", non -magnetic casting

machined to precise concentricity,
then individually tested for dynamic
balance. Weights are affixed to one
or more points for equal mass distribution. Rides in Teflon- enclosed, dust free, ballbearing races.
d. Feathertouch Push Buttons. A
Miracord exclusive-only the slightest
touch is needed for automatic play or
reject. Arm responds gently without
jumping, slapping or skating.
e.Time- Tested Mechanism. The same
basic internal mechanism which gave
the Miracord 10 and 10H their repuis

www.americanradiohistory.com

tation for trouble -free reliability.
Assures smooth, quiet operation even
with extended bass response.

The Miracord 40H operates at 4

speeds: 78, 45, 33 and 16 rpm, and
handles 7, 10 or 12" records. It plays
single records manually or automatically, and stacks of up to 10 in automatic sequence. It is a modern instrument for modern stereo systems.
See it at your hi -fi dealer, or write.
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., 40
Smith St., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11736

Th e Miracord

40H

MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in E minor, Op.
64

tSchumann: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in D minor, Op. posth.
Henryk Szeryng, violin: London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, cond.
MERCURY MG 50406. LP.
$4.79.
MERCURY

SR

90406.

SD.

$5.79.

MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in E minor,
Op. 64
fBruch: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, No. 1, in G minor, Op. 26
Ion Voicou, violin; London Symphony
Orchestra, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos,
cond.
LONDON CM 9450. LP. $4.79.
LONDON CS 6450.

SD.

$5.79.

Ordinarily, there is little noteworthy
about another recorded version of the
Mendelssohn E minor Violin Concerto,
but the present discs have special points
of interest: London's presents a new
performing artist, apparently of some
reputation
on
the
Continent,
and
Mercury offers the first adequate modern
version of the neglected Schumann D
minor Concerto (the deleted Concert
Hall issue by Peter Rybar was hardly

that).
The Schumann carne from the very last
years of the composer's life. It languished
in obscurity until 1937 when Jelly
d'Aranyi, the violinist grandniece of
Joachim, attracted a sensational bit of
publicity by claiming a visitation by
Schumann's ghost(!), who informed her
of the work and bestowed upon her the
task of reviving it. Actually, the existence
of the music had been known; but since
it was recognized as uneven Schumann,
nobody had bothered to bring it to light.
The Ms was now retrieved from a German archive and sent to Miss d'Aranyi.
The lady, however, was deprived of the
honor of giving the initial performance
(that fell to the German violinist Georg
Kulenkampff. who later recorded it for
the Telefunken label), and on these
shores the work came to be associated
with Yehudi Menuhin, who made a set
of RCA Victor shellac discs. The flurry
now over, the D minor Concerto resumed its dust-gathering career.
Despite its disjunct, even feeble, overall character, the work bears many hallmarks of the beautiful Schumann style.
Its architecture is surprisingly orthodox
for its composer and even goes so far
as to include an orchestral ritornello
prior to the soloist's entrance (almost
unheard of for Schumann). The scoring
tends to be scrawny and string- heavy,
but also features many felicitous, piquant
touches. The short slow movement has a
piercing, haunting strain which gives
way suddenly to a buoyant, if repetitious,
third movement in mazurka cast. Inasmuch as Henryk Szeryng plays the opus
with cool restraint, superb polish, and
flawless musicianship, his disc is an important addition to the catalogue.
Szeryng's Mendelssohn too is a dream
of a performance. He cleanses the tar-

nished pages with

a fresh lyricism and
mercurial sensitivity which I, for one,
had despaired of ever again encountering. It is not speed that gives his inter -'
pretation such a winged impression. but
rather the purity and intelligence of his
line and phrasing. (Indeed, the finale is
surprisingly comfortable in its unharried
pacing.) He is too near the microphone.
perhaps, but his violinism has such grace
and sheer "spring" that the performance
never bogs down in beefy lugubriousness (as does the equally ill- balanced
Oistrakh -Ormandy edition for Columbia). Szeryng's performance of the Mendelssohn is right up there at the top of
the list with Kreisler's and with the
Szigeti /Beecham of hallowed memory.
Who could pay a higher compliment to
any violinist? Dorati supports both concertos with fleet delicacy; and aside from
the aforementioned balance problem ( I
have heard only the stereo), the recorded
sound is faultless.
Ion Voicou is a forty -year -old Rumanian, pupil of Georges Enesco and David
Oistrakh. He will be making his American debut this season and has evidently
had a good deal of experience abroad.
This record, alas, is not a particularly
impressive testimonial to his art. Voicou
displays an edgy, quavery vibrato reminiscent of one of Menuhin's less
fortunate days, and like his compatriot,
the conductor Constantin Silvestri, he
seems to be a sloppy, undisciplined musician. His technique, while facile, has a
disconcerting habit of racing ahead every
time the music gets active, and it is
frankly alarming to find so much careless intonation these days. There is. admittedly, a certain ardor to his style.
which many will undoubtedly relish, but
I dislike intensely the type of coarse.
hefty phrasing here imposed on both of
these scores. The Bruch work, requiring
much less sensitivity from its performer,
of course comes out better than the
Mendelssohn.
Frühbeck stays admirably together
with his soloist (a laudable feat in itself!) and conducts with a great deal
of boisterous propulsion. He too is
guilty of creating an overweighty framework in the Mendelssohn. It is instructive
to note how, in contrast, Dorati takes
care not to have the attacks too long.
and how even the most heavily scored
passages in his version thus maintain a
neat, orderly transparency never approached by Frühbeck. London's lifelike sound, indeed, is the best feature of
this release.
H.G.

MILHAUD: Pacem in Terris
Florence
Kopleff, contralto; Louis
Quilico. baritone; University of Utah
Choruses; Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Maurice Abravanel, cond.
VANGUARD VRS I 134.
LP. $4.79.
VANGUARD VSD 71134. SD. $5.79.

A lofty idea was at work in the creation
of Darius Milhaud's Pacem in Terris, set
to the Latin text of Pope John XXIII's
encyclical (delivered on April 2, 1963)
calling for the recognition of all people

in natural dignity

and

rights and for

world disarmament starting with the banning of nuclear weapons. Milhaud's score,
commissioned on the opening of a vast
new hall for French Radio, was first
given in December of 1963; and then,
the following spring, it was selected for
performance at a concert celebrating the
eight- hundredth anniversary of Notre
Darne de Paris. Charles Munch was the
conductor on that occasion; and Louis
Quilico, one of the two soloists featured
in the current recording, created the
baritone part.
The sentiments of Pope John's encyclical soar
but the measured Latin
prose, while it expresses great spiritual
nobility, does not lend itself to the ebb
and flow of large -scale musical composition. Milhaud's choral symphony, in
which fragments of the papal text have
been used by special consent of the
Vatican, is in seven sections, all of them
composed with mastery and often with
sonorous power. Yet the nature of the
language and the stately Latin syntax
evoke a feeling of inflexibility which
even Milhaud's deep sincerity, his gift
for musical coloration are hard put to
overcome. The performance is a good
one, with Maurice Abravanel- thoroughly in command of his choral and orchestral forces- turning in an eloquent
account of the score. Both of the soloists,
Florence Kopleff and Louis Quilico, sing
well.
R.L.

...

MOLLER: Quartet for Strings, in E

flat-See

Quintets

Peter:

Strings.

MOMPOU:
See

Suite

Esteban:

for

Compostelana

Nana; Intermezzo.

-

MOZART: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 15, in B flat, K.
450; No. 16, in D, K. 451
Ingrid Haebler, piano; London Symphony
Orchestra, Colin Davis, cond.
MERCURY MG 50428. LP. $4.79.
MERCURY SR 90428.

SD.

$5.79.

Ingrid Haebler continues to grow as an
artist. Her new performance of K. 450
is much better than the old one, still
available in a Vox Box. Here she plays
with poetry and excellent control, singing when she is in the center of the
stage, weaving smoothly flowing arabesques when she is supplying background. The only flyspeck is a little too
much pedal in the Andante, slightly
blurring a few solo passages. My favorite
recording of this lovely work remains
the Bernstein (now deleted), but Miss
Haebler's will do nicely too.
K. 451 is a less personal composition
but full of gaiety and tenderness. The
finale has much of the carefree spiritedness of the Seraglio. Miss Haebler plays
a few short appoggiaturas long here, but
otherwise her performance is lively and
skillful throughout the work. It seems
to me that this is a better representation
of the Concerto, all things considered,
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
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SPLICE FREE
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MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE MANUFACTURED BY AUDIO DEVICES, INC., NEW YORK. N.Y.

Listen. Compare.
Your money hack if you can't near the difference.
We've made nine (9) improvements
in Audiotape.

Can you hear them?

We don't know. But we can.

can't hear the difference in a reel of new
Audiotape, if you don't think it sounds better,
mail it back to us with your sales slip within 10 days.
If you

Laboratory instruments show the difference. You
can see the better tone. We're betting that your ears
are just as sensitive as the instruments.

But-Holy Smoke!- listen carefully.
Hear our new Low -Noise tape, too.

AUDIO

Back will come your money.

DEVICES°
235 E. 42nd St., New York 10017
Instrumentation Tape
Sound Tape Computer Tape
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than the Anda (DGG), the equal of the
Klien (Vox), but not quite of the Serkin
(Columbia, mono only). In both works
Colin Davis conducts with his usual excellence -the orchestral playing is a bit
less polished in K. 45I -and the sound is

MOZART: Symphonies
No. 20. in D. K. 133: No. 23. in D, K.
18!; No. 25, in G minor, K. 183.

N.B.

Mainz Chamber Orchestra, Günter Kehr,
cond.
LP. $2.50.
TURNABOUT TV 4002.
TURNABOUT TV 34002. SD. $2.50.

MOZART: Five Divertimentos for
Oboe, Clarinet, and Bassoon, in B
flat, K. 439b

No. 23. in D, K. 18/: No. 29, in A, K.
201; No. 30. in D, K. 202.

good.

Pierre Pierlot, oboe: Jacques Lancelot,
clarinet; Paul Hongne, bassoon.
MUSICAL

HERITAGE

MHS 605.

LP.

MHS 605.

SD.

$2.50.
MUSICAL HERITAGE

$2.50.

Cologne Soloists Ensemble, Helmut
Müller- Brühl. cond.
NONESUCH H 1055. LP. $2.50.
NONESUCH H 71055. SD. $2.50.
In D, K. 320; No. 40, in G minor, K.
550.

There's a lot of B flat here, but so
amiable is Mozart in these divertimentos
-and so superbly musical are the three
instrumentalists -that the listener scarcely bothers about having sat in one tonality, more or less, throughout fifty -five
minutes of music. The scoring for oboe,
clarinet, and bassoon is a deviation from
the composer's original choices (two basset horns or two clarinets, plus bassoon).
but it works beautifully, and the three
timbres are highly complementary. Sound
is excellent, stereo characteristics negligible.

S.F.

MOZART: Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings, in A, K. 581: Trio for
Clarinet, Viola, and Piano, in E
flat, K. 498
Gervase de Peyer, clarinet; members of
the Melos Ensemble.
ANGEL 36241.
LP. $4.79.
ANGEL S 36241. SD. $5.79.
These are beautiful performances, particularly of the Quintet. The tempo of
the first movement in that work may
seem to some a little more easygoing than
it needs to be, but there is no call for
haste in this mellow. autumnal masterpiece. In the Larghetto the pace seems
perfect; this is a reading that does full
justice to the exquisite music. The same
is true of the last two movements. De
Peyer plays with sensitivity and grace.
His fine tone seems warmer in the Quintet than in the Trio, but in both works
the clarinet playing is smooth and musical. From the standpoint of nuance in
phrasing and dynamics I would place the
reading of the Quintet about halfway
between the relatively uninflected one of
Benny Goodman and the overinflected
one of Reginald Kell -which I consider
just about the right place for a performance of this work. The Trio receives
equally good treatment, and the sound
N.B.
in both versions is first -class.

1111511-
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Gürzenich Symphony Orchestra
Cologne. Günter Wand, cond.

of

LP. $2.50.
NONESUCH H 1047.
NONESUCH H 71047. SD. $2.50.

The recent trend on the part of several
companies to the production of lowpriced discs. both reissues and new releases. should make available to a new
and large public a good deal of worthwhile music in generally decent performances. Nor do the companies stick timidly to the standard repertory. as the three
Mozart records now under consideration
show. Only the G minor Symphonies,
"big" and "little." and the A major
Symphony may be said to he familiar;
the other early works are seldom encountered, and K. 320, in its present
form, is a first in the domestic catalogues.
The Mainz orchestra on the Turnabout
disc is stylishly small. It is not first grade but it tries very hard. Once or
twice the players are not exactly together. or one of the basses is slightly off
pitch. and at times the ensemble does
not play softly enough. But the rococo
flavor of the Andante of K. 133 is nicely
caught. as is the dramatic spirit of the
first movement of K. 181 and of most of
K. 183. There is not much separation in
the stereo, and the bass bumbles in the
finale of K. 133. but otherwise the
sound is fairly lifelike.
The Cologne orchestras (are they perhaps one and the same ?) on the Nonesuch discs sound a little more highly
polished than the one from Mainz.
Helmut Müller- Brühl's strings phrase
caressingly. and except for the first
movement of K. 201. which is a bit too
comfortable for my taste. his tempos are
entirely plausible. K. 201 is perhaps the
least satisfying performance here: in the
slow movement the first violins and. in
spots. the oboes should come forward
more: in the Minuet the fortissimo is
flattened out to a forte. But these defects may be due to the engineer. K.
202 receives a reading that is neat and
crisp throughout. The sound on this
disc is slightly muffled compared to
that of the Turnabout. and here too
there is little directionality in the stereo.
Günter Wand's reading of the first
movement of K. 550 is one of the best
I have heard on records. It has the
necessary passion and sweep, and an

110

attention to detail and balance on the
part of conductor and engineer that
makes clear every strand in the complicated texture of the development section. But in the other three movements
Wand moves on a lower plane. The
Andante has less vitality, though it is
hard to say why; the Minuet seems too
fast. the finale too slow. In the last
movement the basses are sometimes
muddy. K. 320 is the well -known
Postltorn Serenade. Mozart seems to
have selected three movements from the
original seven when he needed a symphony in a hurry (he did this with
several other serenades too). It is these
three -the first. fifth. and seventh -that
are played here in a clean. lively, and
entirely convincing performance.
It is true that Kehr's version of K.
183 is not on the same level as. say,
that MüllerKlemperer's (Angel).
Brühl's K. 201 is considerably below
Walter's (Columbia). and that Wand's
"big" G minor is not as consistently fine
as Colin Davis' (Philips). But the diferences. on the whole. are not as great
as might be expected from the difference
N.B.
in price.

PALESTRINA: Works for Double
Choir
Stabat Mater: Hodie beata Virgo: Senex
puerunt portabat: Magnificat primi toni
d 8: Litaniae de Beata Virgin:, Maria.
Choir of King's College, Cambridge,
David Willcocks, dir.
ARGO RG 398. LP. $5.79.
ARGO ZRG 5398. SD. $5.79.
The writing of music for divided or
dispersed choirs (cori spezzati) had been
in existence for just over a c :ntury
when Palestrina published his double choir compositions in the 1590s. Those
early and anonymous antiphonal psalms
dating from the time of Borso d'Este
are as far removed from the suavity of
Palestrina's style as they are in point
of time; yet the basic features of each
are scarcely different. Composers knew
that a phrase or a sentence could be
enhanced through repetition. and when
the repetition took place in such a
manner as to give the listener an added
dimension and a subtle change of timbre.
the magic of polychoralism began to
take a firm hold.
Stabat Mater was traditionally sung
during the Offertory of High Mass on
Palm Sunday by the Papal Choir. though
its liturgical place is now as the Sequence
in the Mass of the Seven Dolours of
the B.V.M. Since the structure of a
Sequence calls for paired verses, antiphonal performance seems most natural
and desirable. and in Palestrina's sensitive deployment of his two choirs there
is a feeling of age -old tradition linked
with the technical zenith of Renaissance
polyphony. This fine performance realizes to the full not only the directional
impact of the choirs by means of well engineered stereo, but also the inherent
tenderness and anguish of the words and
music sublimely wedded together.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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National Aeronautics ana

Now RCA, the

Si.-

-

.radon

company that made
a tape recorder
for Gemini, offers
9 tape recorders
you can buy.

They're from
RCA VICTOR. They
start at $49.95

\

et)

on

00

A

¢a.

IMO

E

B

4 Solid State
snap -in cartridge models

5 Solid State reel -to -reel models

A Snap in a tape cartridge and you're all ready
to record or play -no reels to thread. The Relay I
4 track, 2 -speed recorder has VU meter recording level indicator, fast forward. B The Relay II
snap -in cartridge recorder has big 6" speaker,
VU meter, and controls for volume, record,
rewind /off /play, tone, fast forward, speed and
track selectors, public address and earphone
switches. C Stereo tape recorder, the Relay Ill,
is RCA Victor's finest tape cartridge recorder.
Two 9" oval speakers, two 31/z" tweeters in
swing -out, detachable enclosures. Four -track
recording at 33/4 or lr/e ips. Sound -plus -Sound
permits addition of new sound to a previously
recorded tape. Also available as a modular unit
to play through your own stereo system. See
the Module Mark I.

D The Tiros I
ever you go.
out); has VU
battery level

amplifier- speaker system.

RCA Solid Copper Circuits

are the circuits of the

014:tli

Space Age
they replace old-fashioned hand.

operated- records wher-

All Solid State (no tubes to burn
meter recording level monitor and
indicator. Includes mike, batteries,
earphone, tape and reels. E Reel -to -reel recorder, completely Solid State, battery- operated
-but plays on house current, too, with optional
AC adapter. 4" oval speaker, earphone jack,
tone control, VU meter, fast forward. See the
Tiros II. F Deluxe monaural 4 -track reel -to -reel
recorder, the Score I comes complete with microphone, 7" reel of tape, reel and auxiliary
cable. G Stereo reel-to-reel model, the Score II,
has two 9" oval speakers, two 31/2" tweeters in
swing -out. detachable enclosures. Sound -plusSound feature lets you add sound to previously
recorded tape. Or see the Module Mark II reel to -reel tape deck -plays through your present

',Optional with dealer

.

is battery

.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

writing for better performance, greater dependability, fewer service headaches.
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The eight -part Magnificat and the
Litany are also impressive works for
double choir, and they too benefit from
performances of a calm and flowing
nature, distinguished by perfection of intonation and diction. The two five -part
motets for Candlemas date from 1569.
show that Palestrina was by that
time an unsurpassed master of choral
textures, again faithfully reproduced in
D.S.
this recording.
and

PANUFNIK: Nocturne-See Lopatnikoff: Variazioni concertanti.
PETER: Quintets for Strings: No. l:
No. 6
[Moller: Quartet for Strings, in E flat
fGehot: Quartet for Strings, in D
Moravian Quintet (in the Peter): New
Music Quartet (in the Moller and
Gehot).
FOLKWAYS FH 5109. LP. $5.79.
This disc is entirely devoted to American
instruumental music of the Colonial
period, and well worth hearing it proves.
Although John Frederick Peter is entirely identified with the pioneering religious communities established by the
Moravian Brotherhood in Pennsylvania
and North Carolina in the eighteenth
century, he was born in Germany and
got his training there. His six quintets
were written at Salem, North Carolina.
in 1789 and may well be the earliest
pieces of instrumental chamber music
composed in this country. Peter preached
the word of God. built roads in the
wilderness, and relaxed by playing and
composing concerted music for strings.
His quintets are altogether charming.
although they lack the final stamp of
elegance that marks the trios of his
Moravian contemporary, John Antes.
The Viennese classic models are followed. Like most of the minor composers of his period. Peter is good at
inventing tunes but gives himself away
in his developments. which tend to fall
back upon scales and upon that well worn figuration -formula which goes
"deedle -deedle -deedle -deedle" until the
tonic key returns. to the composer's great
relief. and a recapitulation can be instituted.
John Christopher Moller and Joseph
Baudoin Gehot are cats of a different
breed. They are typical of the European professional musicians who flocked
to this country after the Revolution.
Both were active in New York in the
1790s. Their music is more sophisticated
than Peter's and is full of charming
tunes and touches: it is characteristic of
the work of the lesser composers who
swarmed about Haydn and Mozart and
is best appreciated in that light. The slow
movement of the Gehot Quartet rises to
something like eloquence before it is
through and may be the finest passage
in either of these works.
The performances are excellent and
the recordings are adequate. Those familiar with the recorded repertoire of historic American music will recognize all

these things as o e'
years ago under the
and more recently
the Society for the

.rienus first released
New Records label

obtainable through
Preservation of the
American Musical Heritage.
A.F.

PURCELL: "Chamber Music Anthology"
Yehudi Menuhin. violin: members of the
Bath Festival Chamber Orchestra.
ANGEL 36270. LP. $4.79.
ANGEL

S

36270.

SD.

$5.79.

Purcell may not have regarded his chamber music as a particularly important
facet of his composition (the main works
are two sets of trio sonatas and a group
of fantasias), but they invariably prove
attractive to modern ears since they
successfully contain new harmonic wine
in old bottles shaped as formal classics.
In this program Menuhin and Alberto
Lysy display both their reverence and
enthusiasm for such a marvelous complex of ideas. and play three of the trio
sonatas as if they were new discoveries.
From the 1683 set, we hear Nos. 6 and
8, with contrasting movements
and
tempos finely realized. The other set
1697) is represented by the one-movement Chaconne in G minor, a work
that one cannot play too often. Ambrose
Gauntlett (gamba) and Roy Jesson

suggestions (most of the movements are

titled): La Rameau

was a woman of
spirit and decisive power who probably
won her point more often than not:
La Timide is modest in the most appealing way; La Poule recounts fowl play in
what must be considered a fairly aristocratic barnyard.
Numbers -5 of these Concerts were
originally published as piìce% de clurecin
en concert, for harpsichord with violin
or flute. and viola da gamba or second
violin: an arrangement for six strings
was performed during the composer's
lifetime, and published after his death.
Concert No. 6 (which includes La
Poule) was originally a harpsichord solo.
The present arrangement for string or1

chestra I take to be a modern elaboration and it comes off very well in these
performances. Even Rameau's swift,
light -textured movements. with their
blown -glass ornamentation, do not suffer
from the thickened instrumentation
high compliment to the Chamber Orchestra of Toulouse. Music Guild's
sound. while it might have been drier
and brighter for this music, is nevertheless satisfactory. and the stereo spread
is quite marked. in a pleasant and appropriate sort of way.
S.F.

-a

(

(harpsichord) provide splendid support
in the wide -ranging realm of the continuo.
Four of the fantasias in four parts
are performed by a string quartet as we
know it. or by a combination of 'violin.
two violas. and cello. yielding a slightly
darker "timbre. Also included are the
Fantasia on One Note (middle C is sustained throughout the work by one of
the violas) and a Pavan for three violins.
gamba. and chamber organ. Although
the fantasias are almost certainly for
viols, they sound good as performed
by this expert group. and the recording
offers an ample fullness of sound without obscuring the movement of inner
parts.

D.S.

RAMEAU: Six Concerts en sextuor
Chamber Orchestra of Toulouse. Louis
Auriacombe, cond.
Music GUILD MG 103. LP. $2.49.

Music GUILD MS

103.

SD.

Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: in D, for the left hand
,alone: in G

RAVEL:

Monique Haas. piano: Orchestre National
Paul Paray. cond.

Paris,

de

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LP.

LPM 18988.

$5.79.
DEUTSCHE

138988.

SD.

GRA SIMOPHON

SLPM

$5.79.

Monique Haas has been heard far too
infrequently on records of late. and it is
a real pleasure to welcome this superbly
authoritative disc. The pianist will be
remembered for a fine previous essay
on the G major Concerto (with Hans
Schmidt -Isserstedt and the N.W.D.R. Orchestra for Decca). but although this is
her initial recording of "the other" Ravel
Concerto. she is obviously an old hand
at it too. Both of these flawlessly
integrated readings stress the reserved
classicism of the writing rather than its
jazz or melodramatic facets. Tempos are

$2.49.

It

seems only fair to Rameau. when
listening to these early instrumental
works. to fight the insidious habit of
totaling up similarities. True. there is an
inescapable degree of Vivaldi in the rushing scales of the first movement of the
Fourth Concert. and there is much that
is Handelian in the bright effectiveness
of the occasional arpeggio figuration and
in the unassertiveness of the counterpoint- largely self -effacing. But Rameau
was anything but a composite of contemporary trends. and these works combine a French elegance with the common touch characteristic of the composer. There is. for example. considerable fun to be had in the extramusical

lonique Haas: Ravel with reserve.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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of resistance to skating, too.

But even without the brush, the
Stanton 581 Longhair is today's most
desirable stereo cartridge. Like its
predecessors in the Stanton Calibration
Standard series, it is built to the uniquely stringent tolerances of Stanton professional audio products. Its amazingly
small size and light weight (only 5
grams!) make it possible to take full advantage of the new low -mass tone arms.
And its frequency response is factory
calibrated within db from 20 to 10,000
cps and within 2 db from 10,000 to
20,000 cps. Available with 0.5 -mil diamond (581AA) or elliptical diamond
(581 EL) price $49.50.
For free literature, write to Stanton
Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
1

;

Stanton
7,4

w1

true longhair cartridge.
1L

In this unretouched photograph, the
long. black hair of the brush built into
the new Stanton 581 is shown in action
on a rather dusty record. Note that all
the loose lint. fuzz and dust are kept out
of the groove and away from the stylus.
That's why the Longhair is the ideal
stereo cartridge for your Gesualdo madrigals and Frescobaldi toccatas. Its protective action is completely automatic,
every time you play the record, without
extra gadgets or accessories.
The stem of the brush is ingeniously
hinged on an off- center pivot, so that,
regardless of the stylus force, the bristles
never exert a pressure greater than 1
gram and always stay the right number
of grooves ahead of the stylus point. The
bristles provide just the right amount

n1
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on the fast side, phrasing is definitely
"straight," rubato is kept to a minimum
and, when used at all, is of the greatest
subtlety. Indeed, the surety and sheer
light -handedness of these fleet- fingered
almost
defy description.
statements
Credit for the sophisticated understatement of this whole presentation must of
course go also to M. Paray.
DGG's engineers have placed their

microphones at a respectful distance.
All the detail comes through with fabulous clarity. but there is noteworthy
depth in the acoustics.
H.G.

RAVEL: Daphnis

et Chloë: Suite No.

2; La Valse-See Debussy: La Mer.

fashioned Politeama war whoop . . .
the one jarring element in an otherwise
perfect cast.
R.L.

SCHUMAN: Carols of Death -See
Copland: In the Beginning.

SCHUMANN: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, in A minor. Op. 54:
Symphony No. 1, in B flat, Op. 38
( "Spring ")
Anton Kamper. piano (in the Concerto);
Vienna State Opera Orchestra. Hans
Swarowsky. cond.

Aunlo FIDELITY FCS 30015. LP. $2.50.
AUDIO FIDELITY

ROSSINI: Stahat Mater
Martina Arroyo, soprano: Beverly Wolff,
mezzo: Tito del Bianco. tenor; Justino
Diaz, bass; Camerata Singers: New York
Philharmonic. Thomas Schippers, cond.
Col.UMBIA ML 6142. I.P. $4.79.
COLUMBIA MS 6742.

SD.

$5.79.

For those acquainted with the Gathering
of the Cantons which brings Act ii of
the Guillaume Tell to a tumultuous
close, or the superb choral finale of that
same opera, or the mightier pages in
Mosè, the grandeur of Rossini's Shaun
Mater, infrequently heard in its entirety,
should come as no surprise. Some of the
work, it is true. sounds incongruously
merry even when the most sacred of
texts are being evoked (Rossini was no
iconoclast. just an incorrigible bon
vivant): but these moments cannot upset
the over -all majesty of this inspired
score. Begun three years after the completion of Tell and finished
characteristically unhurried fashion -many seasons after that, the music. though un-

-in

even. represents at its best the aspirations and achievements of Rossini as a
composer in the grand style.
He has a fine interpreter in Thomas
Schippers. This young conductor here
comes near to a full penetration of the
Rossini manner. His direction has elegance. dramatic excitement when needed,
that tingling. needlelike quality so close
to the heart of Rossini, and a grasp
of architectonics. In the Stahat Mater.
performed under his direction last season as part of the New York Philharmonic's regular concert series and pre-

sumably recorded at that time. he drives
his forces to a showy. but not shallow.
victory. Orchestra and chorus perform
splendidly. Of the soloists. Martina Arroyo contributes a stirring "lnfla,nmancs"
(not only the firmly poised high Cs
but the total mood of the piece); Beverly
Wolff sings beautifully throughout: !uslino Diaz projects a mellow awareness
of Rossini's vocal style: and Tito del
Bianco belts his top tones with the old-

ano and Orchestra: No. 2, in G,
Op. 44; No. 3, in E flat, Op. 75
Gary Graffman. piano; Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy. cond.
COLUMBIA ML 6155. LP. $4.79.
COLUMBIA MS 6755.

FCS 50015.

SD.

$2.50.

REGER: Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings, in A: Scherzo -See Brahms:
Quintet for Clarinet and Strings,
in 13 minor.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Concertos for Pi-

are thoroughly vigorous, and
thoroughly likable. accounts of the familiar works. Other versions of the Spring
Symphony are undoubtedly more polThese

ished than Swarowsky's. but in this composition the kind of logic and unaffected
brio he imparts are far more relevant
than polish per se. Szel1's incomparably

more finished presentation. to consider
but one example. sounds weary and contrived by comparison. In matters of
pacing. Swarowsky is not to be faulted:
his grip on the over -all structure remains
absolute through even the most difficult

transitional passages. The conductor. it
should be mentioned, has the opening
fanfare played as written -that is to say,
starting on B flat rather than D.
The override Piano Concerto gets the
same sort of performance -and it sounds
like a performance rather than a worked over studio pastiche. Kamper is a fine

soloist. and a few imprecise details.
as in the Symphony, are permissible here
in view of the general momentum and
vigor of the music making. This is the
sort of Schumann playing that I particularly like: bold, masculine, but compassionate. it is orthodox in the best
sense of that word.
Audio Fidelity's sound has impressive
heft. along with a slight tendency towards raspiness. Everything considered
(including a triangle in the Symphony
which burrs like an overzealous alarm
clock). it is acceptable but not particularly subtle.
H.G.

SCHUMANN: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra. in D minor. Op.

posth. -See Mendelssohn: Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra, in E
minor, Op. 64.

STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka: Suite
See Kodály: Hairy Janos: Suite.

-

STRAVINSKY: Suite italienne after
Pergolesi:
russe -See
Chanson
Couperin: Pièces en concert.

TANSMAN: Suite in Modo Polonico

-See

Esteban: Nana: Intermezzo.

SD.

$5.79.

it

is always pleasant to find major artists showing true initiative. The present
Concerto No. 2 comes as a needed and
most welcome replacement for the fine
Cherkassky /Krauss DGG recording recently deleted. while in recent years the

Third Concerto's music has been only
sporadically available via the Tchaikovsky "Seventh" Symphony and the City
Center's ballet version. (The edit recorded edition by Mewton -Wood on Concert Hall disappeared ages ago.)
Why the Second Concerto should be
so slighted in

relation to the popular No.

flat minor. has always been an
unfathomable mystery to me. It is
I. in

B

patently just

as melodious as its predecessor, and it is certainly written with
equal ingenuity and far greater finesse.

its slow movement, a veritable love trio
among solo piano. violin. and cello. is
of a lush expressivity. while the romping
finale bears much kinship to the ever
popular finale of the Fourth Symphony.
Most soloists opt for the liberally revised
Siloti edition over the composer's original text. indeed. both Moiseiwitsch and
Farnadi. in their recorded renditions.
even subjected Siloti to further excisions.
playing roughly half the music. Tatiana
Nicolaievna.
on
the
other
hand.
stuck doggedly to the original. Graff man combines the two approaches. playing Tchaikovsky in movements one and
three. but reverting to Tchaikovsky /Siloti for the intermezzo. A formidable
technician. this artist is a completely honest pianist. He uses the pedal sparingly,
preferring to let his fingers do the work,
and he pays scrupulous attention to note
values and dynamic markings. Less
warm and mercurial in his playing than
Cherkassky, Graffman is primarily interested in conveying a reserved. arching
line. and does so in exemplary fashion.
Textures are beautifully transparent (and
some of this intellectualized attitude
has apparently spread to Ormandy. who
subdues the usual "Philadelphia sound ").
The Third Concerto. a one -movement
Konzen7.ctiick in effect. begins in the
remote tonality of E flat. and from the
start one can readily see what Sibelius
undoubtedly had running through his
mind when he conceived his own Fifth
Symphony in the same key. But while
Sibelius sustains the chilly remoteness

throughout his score. the sun does eventually rise in the Third Concerto. Even
so. however. its emotional temperature
never quite reaches the tropical intensity
of the B flat minor, or the Italianate
sophistication of the G major: it remains "Northern Tchaikovsky." Graff man hurtles through the bristling passage work with exceptional aplomb and. as
in the Second Concerto. Ormandy is with
him all the way. So are the recording
engineers. who have produced a stunH.G.
ningly well-defined sonic canvas.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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Few components make

such beautiful music;
only one comes in such
a beautiful package.
NEW MODULAR STEREO COMPONENTS BYSYLVANIA
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The Sylvania CS1OW: 80 -watt EIA solid -state amplifier, AM /FM,
FM stereo solid -state tuner, Garrard Custom Professional Changer
and a new air -suspension speaker system.
This new modular stereophonic high fidelity system is designed by Sylvania to be at home wherever performance
and style are appreciated most.
Its balanced components handle sound with complete
honesty, imparting the dimension and depth that characterize outstanding stereo equipment. The elegant cabinet
will be a reflection of your own good taste in functionally
handsome home furnishings.
Here are the specifications
SYLVANIA AIR -SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AS12W Speaker System. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
High compliance 12" bass driver and 6" closed back mid -range with
polyurethane damping and curvilinear cone for wide dispersion.
Specially designed Jensen wide -angle super-dome tweeter with precisely designed dome -shaped diaphragm for maximum dispersion.
6 db. (Shown below)
Frequency Response: 40 to 20,000 CPS
Enclosures are completely sealed. Speakers are
front -mounted to the baffle and the interior is
fitted with sound -absorbing fibre to eliminate
standing waves and provide proper damping.
AS1OW Speaker System has 10" bass driver.
Frequency Response: 50 to
6 db. (Not
20,000 CPS
shown)
AS8OW Speaker System has
8" bass driver.3" special cone
4

design tweeter. Frequency
Response: 60 to 18,000
CPS

6 db. (Shown above)

R14 Solid -State Amplifier
Power Output: 80 Watts EIA. 130 Peak. 65 Watts IHF.
Amplifier Freq. Resp.: 15- 100,000 CPS ± 3 db
Power Response: 20- 30,000 CPS
Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than .7% for 20 watts
each channel
IM Distortion: Less than 1% for 20 watts each channel
T41 Solid -State Tuner
Capture Ratio: 6 db
Cross Modulation Rejection: 75 db
FM Quieting Sensitivity: 2 Microvolts
FM Sensitivity (IHF): 3 Microvolts
Full Limiting: 5 Microvolts
FM Stereo Separation: 35 db
FM -IF Stages: 4
AM -IF Stages: 2
Function Control
Center:
10- Position
Push Button. Dual
Tap Compensated Loudness
Control. Custom Sound Level Control. Cut -Boost Bass
Control. Cut -Boost Treble Control. Stereo Balance
Control. AM/ FM d'Arsenval Tuning Meter. FM/ AFC
Switch. FM Stereo Indicator Light. Mono/ Stereo Tape
Input and Output Jacks. 30 Transistors. 14 Diodes.

Garrard Custom Professional Record Changer:
Pickering Magnetic Cartridge Low mass tone arm
Diamond LP Stylus 11" Turntable 4 -Pole Motor.
The CS1OW Custom Modular Stereo System measures
221/4" X 103/13" X 15'/4 ". The cabinet is genuine Walnut,
veneers and matched solids. Translucent glass panels
glide open. For a complete stereo guide send 25 to
Sylvania Entertainment Products Division, Dept. HS,
Box 7, Station C, Buffalo, N.Y. 14209.

SYLVANIA
GTE
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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TINCTORIS:

,%lissa

tri/NU roCiI,,e

Instrumental and Vocal Ensemble. Roger
Blanchard. cond.
NONESUCH H 1048. LP. $2.50.
NONESUCH H 71048.

NEW RELEA5E5

SD. $2.50.

instruments, a lengthy Latin subtitle making it clear that this was a deliberate
effect. not just accidental.
Stylistically. Tinctoris cleaves to his
senior contemporary Ockeghem, though
he lacks that master's intuitive sense of
design. A 45- minute Mass for three
voices obviously places a strain on any
creative talent, and on his performers.
who emerge here only partly triumphant.
Some of the singing is good, but occasionally the pitch falls in an unaccompanied section, wreaking havoc when the
instruments burst in again, as at the
end of the Credo. Clear recording. D.S.

.Stride la vampa; Condotta
ell'era in ceppi. Aida: Ritorna vinci tor. Don Carlo: Tu che le vanità. Macbeth: Nel di della vittoria . . . Vieni
i'a/fretta: La lure longue; Una ,,racchia
è qui tute ora.

Grace Bumbry. soprano: Orchestra of the
German Opera ( Berlin). Hans Löwlein,
cond.

GRAMMOPHON LPM 18987.

$5.79.

138987.

SD.

Stereo OS -25942
Mono 5942

Stereo CS -6462
Mono CM -9462

Philharmonic Orchestra

KENNETH McKELLAR
CONCERT CLASSICS

Mozart:
DIVERTIMENTO IN
(K. 205)
CASSATION IN
(K. 99)

B

D

MAJOR

Stereo OS -25928
Mono 5928

FLAT MAJOR

Members of the Vienna Octet
Stereo CS -6433
Mono CM -9433

Brahms:
THE COMPLETE PIANO WORKS

Vol. 4
Waltzes (Op. 39); Rhapsodies
(Op. 79, Nos. 1 & 2);
Ballades (Op. 10)- Julius Katchen
Stereo CS -6444
CM -9444

Mozart:
COMPLETE DANCES
AND MARCHES

Vol. 3
Vienna Mozart Ensemble
Willi Boskovsky
Stereo CS-6414
Mono CM -9414
VIOLIN CONCERTO NO.

/I Trovatore:

DEUTSCHE

The Vienna

Adam:
LE DIABLE A QUATRE -Ballet
The London Symphony Orch.
Richard Bonynge
Stereo CS -6454
Mono CM -9454

IN

DEUTSCHE

Sibelius, Grieg, Rangström
The Vienna Opera Orchestra
Bertil Bokstedt

ANSERMET CONDUCTS CHABRIER

Beethoven:

Espana; Suite Pastorale;
Joyeuse Marche; Danse Slave;
Fête Polonaise

QUARTET NO. 10 IN E FLAT
MAJOR (Op. 74)
QUARTET NO. 11
IN F MINOR (Op. 95)

Suisse Romande
Stereo CS -6438
Mono CM -9438

L'Orchestre de

la

The Weller Quartet

Stereo CS -6431
Mono CM -9431

Brahms:

Tchaikovsky: SWAN LAKE -SUITE
SLEEPING BEAUTY -SUITE
The Vienna Philharmonic Orch.
Herbert von Karajan
Stereo CS -6452
Mono CM -9452

(Op. 51, No. 2)
The Weller Quartet

QUARTET IN C MINOR
(Op. 51, No. 1)
QUARTET IN A MINOR

Stereo CS -6432
Mono CM -9432

Viotti:

VERDI: Arias

LP.

ZUBIN MEHTA
Bruckner: SYMPHONY
NO. 9 IN D MINOR

BIRGIT NILSSON
SONGS OF SCANDINAVIA

Johannes Tinctoris, far better known (in
his own time as now) for his theoretical
writings than for his compositions, lived
from about 1436 until 151 I. moving
from Cambrai to Naples and ending his
career in Rome. This disc presents a
three -part Mass scored for an unusually
somber group of male voices and wind

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

A

3

MINOR

Boccherini:
SYMPHONY IN

C

MINOR

Giuseppe Prencipe
Orchestra Rossini di Napoli
Franco Caracciolo
Stereo CS -6445
Mono CM -9445

What's Neic
and Exciting at

$5.79.

Bearing garlands and trophies from all
over Western Europe and much of America, Grace Bumbry has this season arrived at the Metropolitan Opera. Her
voice is rich. free. powerful. and splendid. She has music in her bones and fire
in her soul. Yet. on the evidence of
this record. she still has a matter of
herself, and for
identity to settle
her listeners.
It is as a mezzo soprano that her
career has so far been made. Here she
gives us only two mezzo arias. the
Azucena excerpts from Trovatore, and
rather perfunctorily.
she sings them
Then she goes on to stake out a claim
in the dramatic soprano repertory. with

-for

pieces from Aida. Don Carlo. and Macbeth. The results are variable. Best of
all is Elisabeth's last-act aria from Don

Carlo (though Grace Bumbry's debut
role at the Met was as Princess Eboli ),
which she sings here with total involvement and haunting beauty-the agonizing cry of an innocent woman caught
in an incestuous trap. The Aida scene
is well sung but somewhat cool and
detached: and it is this very detachment
that grievously mars the principal feature of the record, the three scenes from
Macbeth.

LYRKHORD!
Dufay MISSA L'HOMME ARME'
LL
Berkeley Chamber Singers
Haydn SONATAS Raymond Dudley
LL
LL
Nielsen COMMOTIO PRELUDES
Schein CHORAL MUSIC Whikehort Ch. LL
LL
Schubert FANTASIA Op. 159, etc.
Kodaly MISSA BREVIS, JESUS AND
THE TRADERS Whikehort Chorale
LL
LL
Music for the Musical Clock
Chinese Masterpieces for the Cheng
IL
Veracini COMPLETE SONATAS (3 -12) LL
Hyman Bress, violin; indiv. rec. 140, 139,
Japanese Noh Music
LL
Chinese Masterpieces for the Erh -hu
LL
ON ETERNA:
Anselmi & Great Operatic Finales
Verdi & Rossini Tenor Arias
Beniamino Gigli Vol. 3
Joseph Schwarz & Herbert Jansen

Boronat

&

150

VIVALDI

138
137
132

760
759
758

.

CONCERTI SERIES

141

761

a

.

144
143
142

762

Ritter- Ciampi, sopr.

dollar bill, and,
as an introduction, you will
receive the first of a set
of 17 albums from the
,
send

149
148
146
145

conducted by Max Goberman
with a catalog and full information about the complete series.

r

Please specify:
Mono or

E

Stereo

The MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY
1991 Broadway,

New York, N. Y. 10023

Name

Superb English Anthems,

Madrigals on E.A.
Address

$4.98 each, also in stereo $5.95
SEND

mr

LY w.H wq

FOR

FREE

CATALOGS'

LYRICHORD DISCS, INC.
141 Perry St., New York

14, N. Y.
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There is nothing wrong with the singing, as singing. Everything is neat and
straight. But, for this generation, Maria
Callas has burned a new intensity into
every note and word of this material,
she has made it all scratch and kick,
and things can never be the sanie again.
Grace Bumbry just sounds good, like no
Lady Macbeth should. There is no venom. The sleep -walking scene ( "Una mac chia") is not only pre -Callas in feeling.
it is positively pre- Freud. Nice sounds,
splendid singing, no guilt.
Hans Löwlein's conducting is routine.
The recording is good. GEORGE MOVSHON

(citals
aCiscellany

i[e

VERDI: Luisa Miller
Anna Moffo. Carlo Bergonzi. Cornell
MacNeil, Giorgio Tozzi, et al.; RCA
Italiana Chorus and Orchestra, Fausto
Cleva, cond.

For

a

feature review of this recording,

see page 84.

VIVALDI: Concerto in E minor (arr.
D'Indy and Bazelaire) -See Couperin: Pièces en concert.

VIVALDI: Concertos
For Piccolo. String Orchestra, and Cembalo: in C; in A minor; for Viola
d'amore and String Orchestra, in D
minor; for Viola d'amore, Lute, and
String Orchestra, to D minor.
Hans Martin Linde, piccolo; Günter
Lemuren, viola d'amore; Anton Stingl,
lute; Württemberg Chamber Orchestra
(Heilbronn). Jörg Faerber, cond.
TURNABOUT TV 4009. LP. $2.50.
TURNABOUT TV 34009. SD. $2.50.

The lute /viola d'amore concerto perhaps
makes this disc worthwhile, though to me
scarcely anything justifies an entire
record -side of dutiful and incessant piccolo tootling. My guess is that Vivaldi
must have found the flautino (the high
recorder intended here) something of a
trial too. for he gives only sparingly of
his imagination in these two works.
The viola d'amore, on the other hand,
is a beautiful instrument. though I do
not think it records well: on personal
encounter its tone can be gaite sweet;
via recording it tends to sound querulous. But the two D minor Concertos
have their moments. and the lute serves
equally well as an accompanying instrument or as a bona fide soloist. The solo
performers are all good; the orchestral
contributions, unflaggingly stolid.
S.F.

LEONARD BERNSTEIN: "Music of
Our Time"
Ligeti: Atmosphères. Feldman: Out of
"Last Pieces." Austin: improvisations for
Orchestra and Jazz Soloists. Four Improvisations by the Orchestra.

Don Ellis, trumpet, Barre Phillips, bass,
The Cocuzzo, drums (in the Austin);
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 6133. LP. $4.79.
COLUMBIA MS 6733. SD. $5.79.

The New York Philharmonic's 1964 series of "avant -garde concerts" left a somewhat sour taste in nearly everyone's
mouth. The majority of the Philharmonic's subscribers, perfectly content with a
steady diet of classical and romantic
either indignant,
masterpieces, were
amused, or bewildered, while those sincerely concerned with the fortunes of
contemporary music were upset by the
carnival atmosphere surrounding the concerts. Isolating these contemporary pieces
from the mainstream of music in a special series of their own hardly made
them more palatable to the ordinary concertgoer. Surely the works should have
been inserted into regular concert programs without any fuss and fanfare, allowing them the chance to succeed or
fail according to their merits. Moreover,
in a sincere but misguided attempt to
sugarcoat the pill, Leonard Bernstein
gave some preconcert lectures designed
to prepare the audience for a freak show.
By commenting that he had put the orchestra on the honor system to play the
right notes, and by slyly referring to
"that prehistoric, Schoenberg" and to sonatas for herring and tuba, he conditioned the audience for anything but a
sober eva'uation of new and difficult
music. Mistakes were made and, one
learned
hopes.
although the
Philharmonic programs have been notably free of avant -garde music since
these concerts 1.
Thanks to Columbia Records, we now
have three compositions played during
the course of the series. Atmosphères
by György Ligeti (born in Hungary in
1923. now Irving in Vienna) proved to
be the most generally admired piece of
the lot. It is a fascinating study in sound
in which ordinary formal and thematic
developments are thrown to the winds.
The composer has simply aimed at "the

revivification of the sonorous aspect of
musical form." As a structure in sound,
the piece is an enormous success; tonal
colors undulate and interweave kaleidoscopically. Ultimately one may decide
that this is not enough to sustain the
composition through repeated hearings,
but the music's immediate effect is undeniably provocative.
1
am sorry that Morton Feldman's
Out of "Last Pieces" was recorded in
preference to Earle Brown's Available
Forms Il as an example of the so- called
"music of chance." Feldman's quiet and
gentle muse has always struck me as
singularly dull. The Brown piece showed
how dramatic and spontaneous aleatoric
devices can be when handled with imagination and subtle control. Out of "Last
Pieces," notated on graph paper with indications for registers, time values, and
dynamics but not the actual pitches
(these are improvised by the orchestra),
finally bores me by its insistence on quiet
anonymity.
Side 2 of the disc begins with four improvisations by the orchestra, apparently
devised on the spot in the recording
studio. Hearing the orchestra improvise
at the concert was fun, but I see little
point in preserving this sport on records
-except perhaps as bait for playing
"Guess the Composer." With these improvisations you can easily make enemies
of friends who fancy themselves modern
music experts.
Larry Austin's Improvisations for Orchestra and Jazz Soloists, 'commonly
called a "third- stream" composition, utilizes both jazz and serial devices. Sometimes the three jazz soloists improvise,
sometimes the orchestra, or more often
both at once. The idea, in the composer's words, is to "involve the performer and the listener in active music :.
making." The powerful hypnotic drive
of this music is undeniable, even if Austin has not persuaded us that jazz and
symphonic techniques will ever be really
compatible. Too often they seem to be
pulling each other in different directions.
Although you'll find no masterpieces
here, this is an exciting record. I don't
see how anyone can listen to it and remain impassive. Austin's caloric power
and Ligeti's fragrant impressionism are
in themselves effective antidotes to the
more stale and academic concoctions of
the avant -garde. Even if you are only
slightly curious, my advice is to try it.
The sound is absolutely spectacular.
PETER G. DAVIS

EVENSONG FOR ASH WEDNES-

DAY

(

Choir of King's College, Cambridge,
David Willcocks, cond.
ARGO RG 365. LP. $5.79.
ARGO ZRG 5365. SD. $5.79.

American visitors to Cambridge, England, usually have the good sense so to
arrange their tour of the city and university that they are free in the late afternoon to attend Evensong at King's
College. They will be glad to reproduce
for their less fortunate friends at least tre
sound, if not the sight of this experience,
HIGH FIDEI ITV MAGAZINE
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Sounds that whisper, sounds that roar.
The quality of sound you hear from your high fidelity system depends on the sensitivity and
efficiency of the loudspeakers and other component parts. Sometimes that quality lacks the full
dimension of life. JBL components are meticulously crafted to work together as an organic unit,
to express the widest spectrum of sound you can experience.
Discorer what sound is all about.
JAMES

B.
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Introducing a distinctive
new label featuring
the world's finest music
Division of Scepter Records)

for Argo's stereo recording of this Evensong for Ash Wednesday renders the inimitable King's acoustic with wonderful
fidelity. The liturgical portions of the
service are shared by the Chaplain, Dean,
and choir; the musical settings are by
Farrant, Byrd, Caustun, Purcell, and Allegri. No organ is used, as befits the
Perhaps the most remarkable
item is the Miserere of Allegri, provided
with an English text. The ethereal,
stratospheric notes of a choirboy topping
a solo quartet have to be heard to be believed.
D.S.
season.

Music For The Connoisseur
:s \. -,'Ittr-7""w!;
rNrae

DIETRICH FISCHER -DIESKAU:
citai

Re-

Bach: Cantata No. 56, !clt will den
Kreuzstab gerne tragen. Stölzel: Cantata,
Aus der Tiefe rufe ich. Purcell: In
nomine. Gibbons: /n nomine.
BELA

B.RTOK:

MIKROKO30M03,Dtta-

Fasztory -Bartok, 'rano.
M9007
$2.49 Mono or Stereo

\1,6
I.Iti%

I

`Utlt

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone; Festival Strings Lucerne, Rudolf Baumgartner, cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 18969.
LP.

l

$5.79.
DEUTSCHE

138969.

V

SKI: :NIGMA LISZT: MAZEPFA/

Hungarian State Concert Orch. tond. by
Gyula Nemeth.
M8009
$2.49 Mono or Stereo
FRA Nt SCHUBEIJ
"imita- Fr Cw,lin ara l'ima

't

FRANZSCFUBERT:
&

NANO-Nos.

-Violin;

Jean

Mí012

l SONATAS

a

FOR

WOOL

IN

Johanna Mar.zy

1, _ & 3.

Antonietti -P +ana.
12.49 Moro or Stereo.

SD.

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

$5.79.

Fourteen years ago Fischer -Dieskau recorded the Bach cantata; it was issued
here first under the Decca label and later
as Archive 3058. Anyone interested in
the growth of this fine artist will find
a comparison of the two versions instructive. The quality of the voice was
of course already outstanding in 1951.
but there has been a striking increment
in skill and penetration. The line is now
as multifariously colored, as nuanced, as
though each aria were a Lied, each accompanied recitative out of an opera. Attention to detail is not permitted to fragment the line. and where the music requires it Fischer -Dieskau spins long legato phrases. There seem to be no weak
spots in this performance of one of
Bach's most appealing solo cantatas.
Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel was a contemporary of Bach's who turned out
hundreds of cantatas as well as many
operas, Passions, and instrumental works.
If the present cantata is a fair sample,
one would like very much to hear more
from that prolific pen. For here we have
a work whose chief portion, the aria
that begins and ends the cantata, is an
expressive ostinatolike construction that
has considerable emotional impact in
Fischer-Dieskau's dramatic and eloquent
performance. The two English fantasies
for strings are well done also. and the
sound throughout is excellent.
N.B.

RINA AND BENIAMINO GIGLI:
Operatic Recital

CH\MBER MUSIC
V,. F. Bach: J. C.

DF
F

THE

Bach:

3ACH
C. P.

E.

04
E

Bach:

C. Bach.

M9002

-19

Mono or Stereo.

Send for complete FREE catalog. Write Dept. H,
MACE Records, 254 W. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y.
CIF<CLE

57

Bellini: La .Sonnambule,: Ai,! non credea
mirarti. Bizet: / Pescatori di perle: Non
hai compreso. Verdi: La Forza del destino: Pace, puce, elio Dio. Otellu: Gia
dia notte densa. Falstaff: Sul fil d'un
soffio etesio. Mascagni: L'Antico Fritz:
Non mi resta che il piano): Ah! ditela
per me quella parola. Donizetti: L'Elisir

d'arnure: Chiedi al rio. Grieg: Peer Gynt:
Solveig's Song. Boito: Mefistofele: Lorttano, lontano.

Rina Gigli, soprano; Beniamino Gigli,
tenor; orchestra.
ODI_ON QALP 10352.
LP. $5.98.
The emphasis here is on Rina Gigli -her
famous tenor father joins her in the
Pearl Fishers, Otello, L'Amico Fritz.
Elisir, and Mefistofele duets, but the
solo selections are all hers. She was not
one of those aspiring offspring of famous
singers who inherited nothing but the
name; she had a decided, if not overwhelming, talent of her own. Unfortunately, this disc opens with its two least
appetizing iteras
hard and constrained sounding "Ali! nun credea" and a weird
Pearl Fishers duet. stylistically horrid,
and showing neither singer to vocal advantage. The rest of her performances,
though. are first -rate. Her version of the
Falstaff aria is one of the loveliest there
is. and it is nice to see it on LP. Also
very fine is the L'Amico Fritz aria,
which is evenly and affectingly sung,
and Solveig's Song, if one can forgive
the touch of hardness that is common to
many Italian lyric sopranos.
Her contribution to the Otello duet is
excellent in a lyric way, and it is surprising how close Beniamino came to the
demands of the title role. These recordings all date from the declining years
of his career, but there is more vocal
juice and ring in his Otello than in many
a young bull's interpretation,
and the
duet is far above his usual level in terms
of musical accuracy and stylistic dignity.
The L'Antico Fritz duet (not the celebrated "Cherry Duet," but the more
passionate. highly effective one from the
last scene) is a trifle sloppy, and the
tenor's age shows here in the climaxes
but there is plenty of spirit from both
singers. Sound: mostly adequate but with
some distortion on highs, which becomes
quite obtrusive in the Elisir band. C.L.O.
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SYLVIA MARLOWE: Harpsichord
Recital
Vivaldi -Bach: Concerto for harpsichord.
in I). D. Scarlatti: Sonatas for llarpsichord: L. 14. 205, 206. 232, 257, 461.
474: suppl. 27. Couperin: Parfume and
C'hacaule. Byrd: The Bells.
Sylvia

Marlowe, harpischord.

DECCA DL 10113.
LP. $4.79.
DECCA DL 710113. SD. $5.79.

Sylvia Marlowe is a tasteful performer.
and for this recital she has chosen the
kind of music that best suits the sound
she prefers: tinkly, sparkly, and not
very profound. This is a good record,
therefore, for the layman who doesn't
think he likes the harpsichord. if these
very pretty sounds don't convert him,
A.R.
nothing will.

JEAN- PIERRE RAMPAL: "A Musi-

cal Soirée at the Court of Sans-

Souci"
Quantz: Concerto for Flute and Strings,
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in G. Hasse: Concerto for Flute and
Strings, in D. Graun: Concerto for Flute
and Strings, in F. Frederick the Great:
Concerto for Flute and Strings, in C.

Jean -Pierre Rampal, flute; Orchestra Antiqua Musica, Jacques Roussel, cond.
MERCURY MG 50408. LP. $4.79.
MERCURY SR 90408. SD. $5.79.
If you try hard, you may be able to distinguish some individual traits among the
faithfully gray -flanneled residents (and
master) of the little community at SansSouci. Among the decorously poignant
slow movements, there is the King's more
militant and rhetorical one; among the
fountaining arpeggios, there are occasional side -steps into a more daring harmony;
among the jaunty finales, there is the
notably elaborate ornamentation of the
solo part in Graun's. Even so, a whole
evening of music at the court would have
made me long for a walk about the
grounds; but the punctual, brisk, no -nonsense character of the present ensemble
(which occasionally goes at tempos
which I'd be willing to bet that Frederick's instrumentalists -and Frederick's
breath-could never have matched) does
set this music in an attractive frame.
Rampal navigates it all with fine skill
(note the quick descending line in
Quantz's third movement- staccato but
never fragmented), and the sound is
S.F.
clear and bright.

LUIGI FERDINANDO TAGLIAVINI: Recital of Italian Organ
Music of the Seventeenth
Eighteenth Centuries

VARIOUS ARTISTS: "International
Piano Festival"

Rare nowadays are recitals as enjoyable
as this one, played by a virtuoso who is
also a scholar and a worthy guardian of
early Italian organs. Luigi Tagliavini
chose an organ at Piscogne (Brescia) by
one of the numerous and industrious Serassi family. The notes, oddly translated
from Italian via French, do not tell us
which Serassi, nor do they say anything
about the instrument or its registration.
The family specialized in one -manual
instruments, with the typically bright
ripieno sound that is worlds apart from
Northern Europe's mixture stops, and
this comes over loud and clear, especially
in the stereo disc.
What we hear must, however, be a
two -manual organ, for Tagliavini includes
a pair of sonatas by Scarlatti written especially for an organ with two keyboards.
Effects of strong contrast and plaintive
echo have been admirably recorded, and
the program ranges over many styles and
epochs besides recalling the characteristic musical features of several important
Italian towns.
Trabaci, a Neapolitan, is famed for
daring
his Consonanze stravaganti
harmonic essay for its time -but the
work is hardly ever played. Tagliavini's
performance shows us what a fascinating
piece this is: no mere historical curiosity,
but a vital and memorable composition

Brailowsky's square, granitelike account
of the Polonaise has a certain flare, despite its pianistic and tonal deficiencies,
while Janis' playing of the Liszt is
pianistically complete and stylistically
rather ordinary. All have been given
good recorded sound.
The piano collection is being distributed by Everest. who have donated a
second record of their own to accompany it. Ristenpart's performance of the
Vivaldi Concerto for Guitar, Viola
d'amore, and Orchestra is done with
great finesse, and is the outstanding thing
on the disc. The Sorkin-led arrangement
of the Prelude from Bach's E major
Violin Partita is pleasantly ingenious
and of no great consequence. The remaining items range from a stolid Paumgartner -led account of Mozart's K. 417
Horn Concerto to the theatrical Stokowski transcription of Chopin's Waltz in
C sharp minor, Op. 64, No. 2. The
U.N. fund, in my opinion, merited decidely better material. Variable reproduction here.
H.G.

SHIRLEY VERRETT: Recital

Beethoven: Sonata for Piano, No. 14,
in C sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 2 ( "Moonlight"). Chopin: Polonaise No. 6. in A
flat, Op. 53 ( "Heroic "). Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 6, in D flat. Mozart:
Sonata for Piano, No. 13, in B flat,
K. 333. Schubert: Impromptu in G flat,
D. 899, No. 3. Schumann: Fantasiestiicke, Op. 12: Aufschwung; In der
Nacht.

Schubert: An die Musik: An Schwager
Kronos; Ständchen: Die A Ilmacht. Tchaikovsky: Was I Not a Blade of Grass ?:
Again. As Before, I Am Alone. Rachmaninoff: O. Thou Billowy Harvest Field;
Spring Waters. Copland: Zion's Walls;
At the River. Traditional: He's Coin'
Away (arr. John Jacob Niles); Honor,
Honor: Oh, Glory! (arr. Hall Johnson);
Mozart: Exsultate, Jubilate: Alleluia.

Claudio Arrau (in the Schumann). Wilhelm Backhaus (in the Beethoven), Alexander Brailowsky (in the Chopin), Robert Casadesus (in the Mozart), Byron
Janis (in the Liszt), Wilhelm Kempff
(in the Schubert), pianos.
EVEREST 6128/2. Two LP.
$9.96.

Shirley Verrett, mezzo; Charles Wadsworth, piano.
RCA VICTOR LM 2835. LP. $4.79.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2835. SD. $5.79.

and

Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini, organ.
MUSIC GUILD MG 129. LP. $2.49.
MUSIC GUILD MS 129. SD. $2.49.
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penned by a true artist. A Toccata and
a Canto fermo del 2 tono confirm this
initial impression.
Merula, who worked mostly in Cremona and Bologna, also appears in
chromatic garb (a Capriccio and an Intonazione) besides a more conformist
Canzone. Two pieces by the great Frescobaldi give the organist an opportunity
to display his familiarity with the essentially rhapsodic style of a Toccata,
and a complex Canzona embodying strict
and free sections. Michelangelo Rossi's
two toccatas show Frescobaldi's influence
embedded in a personal and inventive
style, while the better -known Pasquini
contributes a homely Christmas Pastorale. But even he was part of the old
tradition: his autograph signature is on
the Brussels copy of Frescobaldi's First
Book of Toccatas. With Scarlatti and Zipoli the recital comes to an end, and it is
clear that classical Italian organ music
has also reached a point after which only
decline is possible.
D.S.

This album, sold as a benefit for the
United Nations' aid to the World's
Refugees. is a spotty affair, noble in
intent. uneven in realization.
The best performances are Arrau's
marvelously detailed accounts of the two
Schumann pieces. These are really technically marvelous, so clear in detail, so
valid in conception. Listen to the clarity
with which all of those strettos emerge
in the "Aufschwung"! Backhaus' familiar
account of the Moonlight is a bit rhetorical and romanticized, but it too is
richly satisfying and tonally magnificent.
Kempff, on the other hand, turns
poetry to prose with his angular, ultraTeutonic treatment of the Schubert Impromptu. Furthermore, he commits the
glaring sin of performing the piece in
the transposed key of G major, and with
a corrupt text to boot! (The music does
glare in the brash tonality of G major;
G flat has. in contrast. a serene repose.)
Nor will Casadesus win any plaudits for
scholarship by his rendition of Mozart's
K. 333 Sonata. Indeed. the French pianist almost goes out of his way to begin
trills on the wrong note and misread
other ornamentation. Otherwise, his
playing of the work is facile and dependable, but rather short on eloquence.

Shirley Verrett has made a place for herself during the past few seasons as among
the most promising of American singers,
but it is not well sustained by this new
disc, a documentary of her January 20,
1965, Carnegie Hall recital. The program
in itself has been built along too traditional lines: the usual opener of Schubert
songs plus a Tchaikovsky /Rachmaninoff
group (bread -and- butter items, though
the latter are sung in Russian), a few
spirituals, the one American composer
(this time, Copland). and a bit of Mozart.
Most of this is good music individually,
but tired and unadventurous in combination.
Vocally, Miss Verrett is a frustrating
artist. displaying at her best a power, sensitivity, and beauty of tone, as well as
imagination, which could put her near
the top of the contemporary list. Her
performance of the Schubert Allmacht
comes off as a recital in itself of her
faults and virtues: sloppy turns. too much
chest, too much tension, impeccable
rhythmic control. and a ravishingly articulated statement of the final melody. In
this recital. the singer keeps pushing most
of the lower notes that come her way
until the chest quality that emerges becomes a mannerism rather than an artistic extension of word into tone. Conversely, the higher portion of the voice
-with which the singer seems less conHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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gorgeous in timbre and freely
cerned
projected. The thought occurs that, were
it not for this emphasis on artificially
colored bottom tones, Miss Verrett might
develop not only as one of our finest
mezzos but perhaps in time as a dramatic soprano of the Crespin complexion.
On the current recording she sings a
wonderfully touching group of spirituals
and offers, by way of conclusion, a performance of the Mozart Alleluia with
sensationally good fioritura and great,
sweeping style up to the final measures,
where she spoils much of the preceding
effect by an Italian opera flourish on
the climactic note. Charles Wadsworth's
cornme
accompaniments are comme
R.L.
fa.

`Reissues
BERLIOZ:

op.

Symphonie

fantastique,

14

Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera,
[from
Vladimir Golschmann, cond.
Vanguard SRV 120 /SRV 120 SD, 1961].
VANGUARD EVERYMAN SRV 170. LP.
$

I.98.
VANGUARD EVERYMAN

SRV 170SD.

SD. $1.98.

With so remarkable a performance as
Pierre Monteux's Vienna Philharmonic
recording already available in the economy department, any new contender
would have to be worthy indeed. Fortunately, Golschmann's is. Whereas Mon teux's is a celebrated classical conception
of the work, Golschmann leads the Fan tastique as a perfervid, yet always
stringently controlled, outpouring of romantic surrealism. While Monteux, for
example, keeps the opening of the first
movement moving at a poised Andante
sostenuto (suggesting the introduction of
a classical symphony), Golschmann permits the tempo to accelerate as the highly
combustible "passions" overcome the
delirious "reveries." Throughout the entire performance, Golschmann tends to
be more subjective and much more extrovert in his re- creation of Berlioi s
notes, though he always has the sensitivity and the sheer technique to keep
things in perfect order. I admire the
masculine "burr" on the low brass in the
"Songe d'une Nuit de Sabbat," the crystalline purity of the strings throughout,
the solidity of the huge bronze bells in
the finale, and the superb detail heard
at all times in the exceptionally realistic
recording. Golschmann's ensemble may
not convey the lushness (and fascinating
Kafka-esque quality) heard in the newer
Munch /Boston
Symphony recording
(RCA Victor LM /LSC 2608), but on
the other hand the celebrated New York

Philharmonic is one among many illustrious groups outclassed in sheer virtuosity by the Vanguard performance.
I have three tiny reservations regarding this fine disc: one is that the "Scene
aux champs" is divided between sides
fault it shares with most other Fan tastiques, Monteux's included; secondly,
the "Marche au supplice" (after a sensationally clear exposition of the opening
percussion scoring) is rather jaunty for
suggesting the gait of a deranged lover
about to be executed for murder; finally,
after making an altogether splendid start
in the demonic finale, Golschmann
doesn't quite get across the last ounce of
venom in the frenetic final pages. (Mo.iteux, curiously, throws his classicism to
the winds here and even permits himself
a generous accelerando, which Golchmann, surprisingly, eschews.)
If possible, get the stereo edition of
this disc; but in whatever format, this is
H.G.
a formidable reissue indeed!
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DVORAK: Trio for Piano and
Strings, in F minor, Op. 65
tHaydn: Trio for Piano and Strings,
No. 3, in C
David Oistrakh, violin; Sviatoslav Knushevitzky, cello; Lev Oborin, piano
[from Westminster XWN 18176, 1956].
MONITOR MC 2071. LP. $1.98.
MONITOR MCS 2071. SD. $1.98.
A further reissue in a series of chamber
music performances by celebrated Soviet
artists (three such discs were reviewed
in these pages in September), the present
installment brings with it the sad announcement on its cover that this fine
ensemble exists no more: Sviatoslav
Knushevitzky, the cellist, died last year.
The present album is especially worth
attention, since both compositions are
strong examples of their creators' finest
work. The C major Trio, though numbered as above in most standard
catalogues, is actually the twenty -seventh
in order of composition. By that time
(c. 1792). Haydn knew well what he
was about! Similarly, the Dvofák
strong, brooding masterpiece, much more
dramatic in tone than the far more
popular Damky. Performances are full
of passionate sweep, and beautifully co-
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ordinated. Unobtrusively reprocessed for
stereophony, the recorded sound is completely adequate.
H.G.

MOZART: Quartets for Strings: No.
20, in D, K. 499; No. 21, in D, K.
575
Stuyvesant String Quartet [from Phil harmonia PH 105, 1952].
NONESUCH H 1035. LP. $2.50.
NONESUCH H 71035. SD. $2.50.

played these works with sensitivity, vitality, and precision.
N.B.

SCHUBERT: Music for Piano, Four
Hands
Military Marches, Op. 51: No. 1, in D;
No. 2, in G; No. 3, in E flat; Andantino
varié in B minor, Op. 84, No. 1; Rondo
in A, Op. 107; Divertissement d la hongroise, in G minor, Op. 54.

Artur Schnabel and Karl Ulrich Schnabel, piano [from various HMV 78 -rpm
releases, 1937].
ODEON E

80872. LP. $5.98.

Before the Second World War, Artur
Schnabel and his son Karl Ulrich recorded a large quantity of Schubert four hand music together-regrettably neglecting the Grand Duo and possibly the
greatest work in the series, the F minor
Fantasy. The present disc presents most
of those performances. In the popular
D major Marche militaire and its two
less well -known siblings, the angular,
slightly brusque, yet always twinkling
style of the Schnabels immediately imparts a strong profile to their renditions.
But it is in the charming Rondo, the
lyrical Theme and Variations, and
most of all -in the extended Divertissement à la hongroise that the true significance of these musicians' artistry makes itself felt.
The transfers are beautifully managed.
Bass tones are round and sonorous, while,
even by today's standards, the treble
comes through with unexpected clarity
and a goodly amount of coloration.
H.G.
Quiet surfaces, too.

-

KARL ERB: Recital
Schubert: Liebesbotschaft; Ihr Grab.
Brahms: O kiihler Wald; Lerchengesang.
Wolf: Lebe wohl; Der Scholar; Der verzweifelte Liebhaber; Unfall; Jägerlied;
Der Gärtner; Auftrag; Frohe Botschaft;
Herz, versage nicht geschwind. Wagner:
Die Meistersinger: Preislied. Goldmark:
Die Königin von Saba: Romanze. Puccini: La Bohème: Che gelida manina.
Offenbach: Les Contes d'Hoffniann: AlIons! Courage et confiance. Flotow:
Alessandro Stradella: Jungfrau Maria.
Donizetti: Don Pasquale: Tornami a dir.
Maria Ivogün, soprano (in the Donizetti); Karl Erb, tenor; Gerald Moore,
piano (in the Songs); Bruno SeidlerWinkler, piano (in the Songs); various
orchestras (in the Arias) [from various
acoustical and electrical recordings].
ODEON 83392. LP. $5.98.

Karl Erb, at least as represented on
this record, is two kinds of tenor. One
intensely poetic musician whose Lieder recordings were justly
prized for decades and who could wring
the heart with Bach and Mozart when
he was well into his seventies. The other
was a romantic operatic tenor of no
particular insight at all, who managed
to sing Walther's Preislied and Rodolfo's
Racconto like so many notes.
is the dignified,

While the "stereo" of this recording
made a dozen years ago is cleverly simulated -there seems to be distinct separation between high and low strings -the
sound in general is cavernous, overreverberant, and distorted. This is a pity,
because the ensemble was strong in every
member, blended well together, and
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can get. See your quality Jensen dealer for the finest sound you've ever heard.
Recommended resale price: $269.50.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING DIVISION /THE MUTER COMPANY /6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60638
Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto
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One quality was common to both
singers, however. With all the beauty
of his phrasing and enunciation in the
repertory congenial to him, Erb never
seems to have had a particularly warm
or ingratiating voice, and his attitude
towards pitch is at times rather cavalier.
This is particularly noticeable in the
arias, although they date from early in
his career (several are acoustically recorded) and the impression of carelessness increases on the later recordings.
Erb's special gifts must be heard. therefore, with a special degree of tolerance.
All the operatic selections are sung
in German. Maria ivogün's participation
in the Don Pasquale duet suggests that
she is recorded considerably off -mike
(or, to be exact, off -horn).
A.R.

HERMANN JADLOWKER: Recital
Gluck: Paride ed Elena: O del ,nia dolce
ardor. Mozart: ldotneneo: Noch tant mir
ein Meer in Busen. Don Giovanni: Bande
der Freundschaft; Tränen uni Freund.
Gounod: Roméo et Juliette: Ah! lève -toi,
soleil. Massenet: Manou: Ah, fuyez.
douce image. Rossini: Il Barbiere di
Siviglia: Ecco ridente. Auber: Stumme
von Portici: Barcarolle. Thomas: Mignon:
Adieu, Mignon! courage! Wagner: Rienzi:
Alhnächt'ger Vater. Kienzl: Evange limann: Selig sind. Mendelssohn: St. Paul:
Sei getreu. Handel: Messiah: Tröstet
Zion.
Hermann Jadlowker, tenor; orchestras
[from various originals].
Rococo 5227. LP. $4.95.
Hermann Jadlowker, the first Bacchus
of Strauss's Ariadne (original version)
and briefly (1910-13) but very successfully a Metropolitan tenor, affords an
example of rare vocal type: the "heavy"
tenor, dark and dramatic in timbre and
large in size, which is capable of all the
fluidity and ease in fioritura of a fine
tenore leggiero. The color of his voice,
shown on his recordings, is rich and
almost baritonal, not unlike Caruso's, but
the outstanding feature of his technical
equipment is perfection in embellishment.
Runs and passagework of all sorts are
handled with exciting ease and dash;
breath is seemingly endless; the trill, for
which he was famous, is astonishingly
clean and even.
In both his accomplishments and his
limitations, he calls to mind a really
first -class cantor-which he was. It
seems to be a peculiarity of many can torially trained voices that they are at
once astoundingly adept with any sort
of melisma or coloratura, yet rather
constricted and squeezed in sound, like a
flexible coil that can be bent or swung,
but which remains in tension. Another
peculiarity common to many good cantors
is a placement which lands them somewhere between baritone and tenor, so
that if they were called upon to sing an
operatic repertoire, one would be hard
put to classify them as spinto tenor (with
a somewhat labored top and a baritonal
thickness of tone) or high baritone (with
a weak low range and most of the hanas

dling characteristics of the higher voice).
That. in fact. pretty well describes the
Jadlowker we hear on records. According
to Leo Riemans, who has written the
biographical liner for this disc, Jadlowker
lost his command of the upper range
rather early, due to his unwise exertions
in the dramatic repertory; from these
records (acousticals, recorded in his
prime years) we might conclude that the
territory above A was never terribly comfortable for him; certainly the high climaxes of "A h! lève -toi, soleil" are not
exactly free and easy.
But the agility was extraordinary for so
weighty a voice. His "Ecco ridente" is a
justly coveted collector's item, with its
dashing runs. finely controlled dynamics,
and perfect trills. No less impressive are
the Mozart arias, especially the killing
exercise in dramatic coloratura from
Idomeneo; even though the quality is not
really beautiful, the wonderfully controlled return to the A section of "Dalla
sua pace" (" Bande der Freundschaft "
I have listed the selections in the languages used) persuades us that the singing is beautiful. The St. Sulpice air from
Manou is also among the finest of all
recorded versions, though
common
with several others
omits the center
section and thereby vitiates the power
of the climax. His very fine "Comfort
ye" stops short just before "Ev'ry valley"
pity, since he must have sung it brilliantly. Quite decent sound, as historical
transfers go.
C.L.O.
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GEORG SOLTI: "Overtures and In-

termezzos from Famous Operas"

Verdi: La Traviata: Preludes to Acts I
and III. Rossini: L'Italiana in Algeri;
Semiramide. Offenbach: Les Contes

d'Hoffmann: Barcarolle. Ponchielli: La
Gioconda: Dance of the Hours.
Royal Opera House Orchestra, Covent
Garden, Georg Solti, cond. [from RCA
Victor LM 2313/LSC 2313, 1959].
RCA VtcTOLA VIC 1119. LP. $2.38.
RCA VICTROLA VICS 1119. SD.
$2.89.
Faced by a covey of familiar excerpts
from well -known operas widely available
in stereo, one is tempted to ask: "Was
this trip really necessary ?" Georg Solti
and the orchestra of Covent Garden give
generally able performances of the works
in question, although the prelude to Act
ill of La Traviata is marred by untidy
phrase endings, and the Dance of the
Hours brings an important cello passage
surprisingly sloppy in ensemble. Otherwise all goes well, with good accounts
of the two Rossini overtures and a prevailingly lush rendition of the Gioconda
ballet. None of it bright enough, however, to justify presenting in tandem this
beat -up repertoire.
R.L.

MIGUEL VILLABELLA: Operatic Recital
Mascagni: Cavalleria rusticana: Sicilienne; C'est toi, Santuzza (with Jany
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Jadlowker: tenor of a rare type.
Delille, ms., and Madeleine Sibille, s).
Verdi: La Traviata: Non, non loin d'elle.
Rigoletto: Qu'une belle; Seigneur ni
prince (with Germaine Féraldy, s.);
Comme la plume au vent. Puccini: La
Bohème: Que cette main est froide; Ils
sont partis (with Ninon Vallin, s.).
Tosca; O de beautés égales; Le ciel
luissit d'étoiles. Leoncavallo: Pagliacci:
Harlequin's Serenade; Pauvre paillasse.
Sérénade française: Mon gentil Pierrot.
Miguel Villabella, tenor; orchestra [from
various originals, 1931 -35].
PATHE DTX 50034. LP. $5.98.
Miguel Villabella was a Spaniard who
made his career in Paris between the two
world wars; he was a mainstay of both
the Opéra and the Opéra -Comique, and
must certainly be ranked along with
Thill, Vezzani, and Micheletti among
the outstanding "French" tenors of that
time. He turned up on LP a few years
ago in the Odéon "Bel Canto" series,
among which the extended selections
from his Faust and Almaviva are especially worth searching out.
He was an excellent, almost irreproachable singer; his tenor has the Spanish
point and ring without the Spanish nasality or thinness, and it has the French
elegance and clarity without the French
whiteness. His singing is pronouncedly
lyrical, yet full- bodied and ringing, always musical and well phrased, always
distinguished by splendid enunciation,
never cold or untemperamental. There
is not a single selection here that will
not compare favorably with the finest
recorded versions. The record's attractiveness is further enhanced by the high
quality of his partners, by the excellent
sound (these are all electricals, of
course), and by the fact that the one unfamiliar item, the Leoncavallo serenade,
is a charming and individual song which
shows the voice to splendid effect. Everything is in French, but when it is so
well and convincingly sung, this merely
becomes an added point of interest.
Recommended, in sum, without reservation.
C.L.O.
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"...THE

FINEST LOW - POWERED

AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET... "*
the Dynakit SCA-35 gives
superlative performance at less than $100

$99.95 kit
$139.95 assembled

Now there's a Dynakit for everyone. Long acknowledged as the
quality leader of the high fidelity industry, with performance directly comparable to the most extravagant designs, Dynakit now
introduces high quality performance concepts at a remarkably
low price. Take the time to listen to this latest Dynakit on your

favorite speakers. Compare it to amplifiers at least twice its
cost. Even with low efficiency speakers, the SCA -35 sounds like
a big, powerful, expensive amplifier.
Why does the SCA -35
sound so much better than higher priced designs? As detailed
and as fine as its specifications are, they cannot adequately define absolute performance. Dyna's painstaking engineering and
consummate concern with quality have evolved unique circuitry
which fully utilizes the superior performance characteristics of
patented Dynaco output transformers -transformers frequently
used in far more expensive equipment than our own. Years of
refinement have produced a new design with the stability, low
noise, low distortion, full power bandwidth, and excellent overload characteristics usually reserved for much more costly
equipment.
One look inside the SCA -35 will convince you
that this is the easiest of all such amplifiers to build. A clean,
uncluttered layout and three factory assembled etched circuit
boards speed assembly and assure consistent performance
from unit to unit, even in the hands of novices. Detailed pictorial
diagrams and step -by -step instructions leave nothing to chance.

Fi Tape Systems Annual, in their Editor's Choice of Hi Fi Systems,
selected the SCA -35 and the FM -3 Dynatuner as offering the "Most Fi per
Dollar" (after choosing other Dynakits unanimously for higher priced
categories) with the following comments: "The SCA -35 is the finest low
powered amplifier on the market, delivers 16 watts (on each channel) from
20 to 20,000 cycles with less than 1% distortion, and below 3 or 4 watts
the distortion is unmeasurable."
High Fidelity Magazine (May 1964) reported: "A kit -built version of the
SCA-35 proved to be an outstanding performer among low power amplifiers. (It) offers performance that belies its cost, meets or exceeds its
specifications, and is in general an excellent high fidelity component."
is perfect for a
Audio Magazine (March 1964) concludes: "The SCA-35
small installation where excellent quality, simplicity of construction and
operation, and attractive appearance are requisites."

*Hi

...

Stereo 35
$59.95 kit
$79.95 assembled

FM -3

$109.95 kit
$169.95 assembled

PAS -3

$69.95 kit
$109.95 assembled

If you prefer the additional flexibility and matchless performance of the renowned
The FM-3 Stereomatic tuner is the ideal
PAS -3 Dyna preamplifier, the Stereo 35 offers the same power output as the SCA-35
companion to the SCA -35 for flawless
with the recognized advantages of a separate power amplifier.
mono and stereo FM automatically!
Complete specifications and impartial test reports are available on request.
In Europe write to Audio Dyne a/s Christian X's vej 42, Aarhus, Denmark.

DYNACO INC.

3912 POWELTON AVFNUE, PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.
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THE MOZART OPERAS
Continued from page 72
ments, and the climaxes call forth a very
disagreeable emphasis on the brass, particularly the trumpet-the end of the
andante in the Overture (bottom of p. 3)
is one instance, the introduction to
Anna's recitative ( "Don Ottavio! son
mortar) is another, the final section of
the Act I finale yet another. When one
bears in mind the fact that the orchestra
is the Vienna Philharmonic, the relatively
thin, blary coloring is all the more surprising. Still, while this first finale never
seems to accumulate much definition or
force, the second is quite powerful, and
there are too many good things in the
reading to put it in the generally negative class.
The two remaining readings are
my own favorites-Ferenc Fricsay's
(Deutsche Grammophon LPM 18580/82
or SLPM 138580/82) and Carlo Maria
Giulini's (Angel). This will no doubt
say something about my prejudices, since
they are both dramatic, heavily accented
readings. Fricsay makes one bad miscalculation-at the allegretto marking
at p. 141 (the little "Si, si, facciamo
core" trio during the first finale), which
is inexplicably driven at half again the
speed it can stand -the shock stays with
us, for fortunately it is an isolated instance, even if he does drive his soloists
a bit in two or three of the arias. But I
am completely won by the incisive, underlined way in which he launches one
section after another and points up the
accompaniments -the moment Elvira
steps on stage for "Alr! chi mi dice
mai," we know that this is an angry
lady, and for once Anna and Ottavio
sing their Scene
duet in such a way,
and are orchestrally supported in such a
way, that we know they are really going
to do something about it (this is important- throughout the first act, we
should have the sense that the opposition
is gradually gathering force against the
Don, to unite finally at " Tutto, tutto
gia si sa" in the first finale). This kind
of tension and dramatic involvement is
maintained throughout the Fricsay reading; of all the interpretations under consideration (1 am speaking of the musical
direction, not the production as a whole),
this is the one that sounds most like high
drama.
Giulini gives us some of this same
darkness and sharply contrasted accent,
and he provides the thing 1 miss in Leinsdorf's reading -some attention to the
dramatic possibilities of orchestral coloration. He secures a full, rich over -all
sound, but beyond this he secures specific textures for specific situations-the
dry, rattling quality to the string tremolando as Anna first sees her father's
body (first bars of p. 24) is an excellent
example. In general Giulini seems to me
more alert than the other conductors to
how a section must sound, as distinct
from how it must go. There is never a
suggestion (as there sometimes is in the
Leinsdorf version) of a number being
played through to the end because the
form must be completed with everything
in place.
The Giulini performance
(again, I am speaking of the orchestra) is
not so melodramatic as that of FricsayI leave to individual taste the decision as
to whether this puts it one up or one
down.
I am going to consider the sopranos
first, as a matter of form, though as is
often the case with matters of form, this
one doesn't make much sense. And of the
1

soprano roles, we must consider Elvira
first, since she is the lead. I know that
Anna is nominally taken for the lead on
many cast lists, but she has nowhere
near the dramatic importance of Elvira,
nor is she by any means as interesting and
fully defined a person. One could, I suppose, assume that Elvira is simply a
gullible and overromantic lady, the sort
who manages to fall in love every couple
of weeks in order to maintain an active
sex life. But there is no evidence in
score or text to support this; there is
only evidence that she is in love with the
Don in a very moon- struck, almost HoIlywoodish way. She is not very happy
over his abandonment of her, of course,
but even through the considerable anger
she displays, we realize that she is largely concerned with getting him back, and
when he at last does make advances to
her (palpably phony to us but not, of
course, to her) she melts completely in
a single terzett's time -p. 197, she is
cursing him out (in her soft, star -gazing
way); p. 200, she does not trust him or
believe him; p. 206, she is meeting him
(as she believes) in the street: p. 207,
she is saying, "Sort per voi tutta foco."
She does not understand him in any
behavioral sense -she cannot tell, for
instance, when he is dissembling-but
she has an instinctual sympathy for him;
she recognizes his strengths and qualities,
and senses the fate in store for him. I
know that she is supposed to be a bit of
a mock- heroine, but I cannot see her
that way -being an open and empathetic
person, she is naturally given to exaggeration, to sudden changes of mood, to
hysterics. I do not agree with a number
of critics who probably know better that
the comments of the Don and Leporello
during "Ah! chi mi dice mai" mean a
thing about the attitude we are supposed
to take towards her; Mozart had the
originality and sense to make her entrance aria into a scene d trois and use
it to maintain and advance a dramatic
situation-that's all.
There are three Elviras (Angel's Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Victor's Leontyne
Price, Epic's Sena Jurinac) who pretty
much stand out from the field, and two
more (London's Lisa Della Casa, Vox's
Suzanne Danco) who win some of the
battles, if not the war. Jurinac, with
her lovely, feminine voice (of exactly
the right weight for the music), her unfailing specificity and theatrical projection in recitative, and her lovely musicality, would be a hands -down winner
were it not for some below -par vocalism
near the beginning of her role -especially
in the opening aria, which is rather tremulous and weak in the low register. Once
she gets under way, she is magnificent,
capping everything with a splendid,
round, relaxed "Mi tradì."
The low- register problems are shared
to some extent by Price and Schwarzkopf
-Price's is simply absent, while Schwarz kopfs turns into a dry chest sound that
is sometimes apropos but not very
healthy -sounding. Both, however, have
plenty to recommend them. Price sings
with unfailing freedom and beauty of
tone, and with light, easy execution; her
projection of the role is intelligent and
if not
memorably personal.
alive
Schwarzkopf is personal -very much the
outraged, wounded lady of Burgos, by
way of her own engaging Central European personality. The singing does not
equal Price's for sheer ease, but it is
solid and commanding, forcefully projected. Her "Mi tradì" has splendid
breath control, good tone, lots of feeling,
and some very odd vowels.

128

I enjoy the lovely quality of Della
I have seen it com-

Casá s soprano, and

bined with her lovely self to make an
endearing Elvira in the theatre, but here
I feel that it is simply too listless and
passive- sounding; Elvira is a very energetic girl. Her entrance aria is well sung,
but where is the thrust of spite, or even
of badly wounded feminity? The "Mi
tradì" is also very well sung, but rather
like an exercise, with everything carefully placed. She is fine in the Mask
Trio and at other inward, quiet points.
Danco has such good spirit, such obvious
understanding of the recitative, such unfailingly good musical execution, that it
seems nasty to suggest that the voice
isn't attractive enough -but I'm afraid
that her lean, rather cold soprano is not
at all my idea of how Elvira should
sound. One respects her work without
really warming to it.
From here the quality falls off rapidly.
This is one of Maria Stader's least happy
recordings (DGG); she sounds sharp and
unrelaxed much of the time, does the
recitative poorly, rates only a C -minus
for her Italian, and slurs "A /r! chi mi
dice mai" with such exaggerated glides
that I would assume it to be deliberate
if I could see any point in it at all. Luise
Helletsgruber (Odeon) shows some life
and musical sensitivity -her "Fuggi,
traditor" has splendid rhythmic sharpness-but the voice is quite light and
colorless. Carla Gavazzi (Cetra) has
temperament and an outgoing spirit that
I like, but the trouble is it goes out and
then all over
is wild, inconsistent
singing.
No one, I guess, has doped out Anna
with any satisfying consistency. One popular theory (supported by text in some
of the older Don Juan plays) is that she
is almost magnetically attracted to the
Don but has repressed the feeling, leaving herself with no out but to seek his
destruction, since his continued presence
would be intolerable. This has a certain
psychological validity, and makes some
sense for a woman of that station in that
social situation. Ottavio, who is sort of
left over in the opera by mistake, is in
some versions her betrothed, but betrothed by state decision -an "arranged"
marriage, as most marriages among people of that class were for several centuries; they have no personal use for
each other at all.
But the opera does not really indicate
all this. The immediate motive for her
actions lies in the happenings of the
opening scene -the Don's attempted seduction of her and the death of her father
at his hands. We must keep in mind
that she does not know who the intruder
is until much later -she is simply resisting forcible entry and a rape attempt
(pretty good grounds for complaint,
after all). What we do know is this:
she pursues the attacker out of doors,
clinging to him as he tries to escape,
which is perhaps a bit peculiar; even
under the circumstances, she is possibly
a trifle bloodthirsty, renouncing all considerations beyond those of swift and
certain vengeance; she seems not at all
interested in Ottavio, or more than distantly acquainted with him; and most of
her music is lovely but cold. She is, it
would appear, an emotionally closed -off
person, fairly selfish, who stifles any
feeling that might be improper for a person of her rank and persuasion. Consequently, she is angry a good deal of the
time, and surely unpleasant to know. But
so far as her feelings about the Don are
concerned, there seems little reason to
suppose that she has any. One would be
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ELECTRO -VOICE,

INC., Dept.

1154H, Buchanai, Mich. 49107

Of Beetles, Beatles, and Beethoven!
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The new E-V SEVEN speaker system
like the VW beetle
not for everyone. You have to be someone special

-is

to appreciate its value.
That's because the E-V SEVEN doesn't
go along with the crowd. There are no
claims that it's the world's finest loudspeaker regardless of size -none of
that malarkey. (You know better, and
so do we.)
So let us show you how much rare
value we've packed into this practical sized cabinet. Value you'd not suspect

a

speaker ;his size.

really fits a bookshelf. Just
9" deep, 10" high, 19" wide. Easier to
park anywhere you want to play it.
Then the sound: it starts with an
honest 50 cps from the 8" acoustic suspension woofer. On up- smoothlyto 15,000 cps f-om the 3"cone tweeter.
And no mere switch or volume control adjusts the highs. An expensive RC
network octuolly "tilts" the E-V SEVEN's
response -up or down -from flat to
whatever your room may need. Con First off: it
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tinuously smooth. Absolutely unique.
You can put up to 50 watts peak
power into the E -V SEVEN: no strain, just
music. Beethoven. The Beatles. Anything!
All this for lust $65.00 list, in an oiled
walnut cabinet finished on four sides.
The E-V SEVEN is carefully engineered, carefully constructed, and for
ahead of the other compacts in value
just like the VW.
There is one big difference. We think you'll
like our styling better!
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fairly careful to avoid using her demitasse saucers as ash trays.

It's a difficult role, yet there are only
two recorded interpretations we must
put down as undistinguished -those of
Mary Curtis -Verna (Cetra), unevenly
sung and hardly hinted at interpretatively,
and Hilde Zadek (Epic), which must be
regarded as a good try by a routined artist who just hasn't the vocal /technical
gifts to put her Anna on an international
level.
One may also have some strong reservations about Danco (London), whose
voice is too thin and small for the part
but whose clean musical articulation,
dignity, and interpretative honesty raise
her Anna to a height it would not otherwise attain; and about Teresa Stich Randall (Vox), who sounds hooty and
white in more than one sustained passage, and who shakes out the runs in a
surprisingly choppy, pecky manner that
bears no relation to a legato. She does,
though, have some temperamental life
and authority, so that all is not lost.
Birgit Nilsson (Victor) has the vocal
equipment for an imperious, domineering
Anna, and yet can soften her voice to a
genuinely beautiful texture. Moreover,
she obviously feels and understands the
shape of a Mozart phrase -there is no
question of a temperamental disaffinity,
as I often feel to be the case with her
Verdi singing. Yet it doesn't add up to a
really gratifying Anna. She is something
to hear in "Or sai chi l'onore," with that
tremendous sense of reserve power lying
behind every phrase, but her runs in the
Act II sextet (pp. 244, 248 -they- are
important) have no dash or definition,
and "Non mi dir" just does not work
the larghetto emerges as lugubrious and
in the allegretto the trills are omitted,
while the runs are acceptable only so
long as she attacks them lightly, from
the top; when the direction is reversed,
they become ungainly and blurry. This
recording also contains the only examples of her singing that I know of where
flatness of pitch is involved.
Joan Sutherland's work (Angel) has a
few moments of uncharacteristic vocal
thinness, but by and large I think her
Anna is a distinct success. There is much
more clarity and thrust in her enunciation, and more brightness in her tone,
than there has recently been -this is
straight, unmannered Mozart singing of
a high order. The "Non mi dir" is a bit
more like some of her later work
beautiful, suspended tone but perhaps
not quite enough movement or urgency.
Her contribution to the Mask Trio is
hauntingly beautiful, and indeed this entire ravishing number is exquisitely rendered by all the participants, so that it
has the proper effect of bringing the first
finale to a brief but absolute halt. a
moment of introspection and dedication
amid all the glittery busyness. This piece
is as supremely difficult as it is supremely beautiful, and this is the only
recorded version that seems to nie near
enough to perfection to pass the white glove inspection.
Jurinac ( DGG) is just a shade overmatched by Anna: she is an Elvira, and
there is no ignoring the fact that "Or
sai chi l'onore" requires just about all
the resources she has at her disposal.
And, to register a genuinely ungrateful
complaint, her voice is too beautiful for
the role: it has a melting, womanly
quality that seems simply wrong (that
is why it is so right for Elvira). Nonetheless, her Anna (like all of this superb
artist's Mozart roles) is an utterly involved, live creature every step of the
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way -she is perfectly wonderful in the
discovery of her father's corpse (pp.
24-25), throughout the rest of the first
scene, and in all the recitative throughout
the opera. I wish she wouldn't pull out
all the stops for "Or sai chi l'onore"; on
the other hand. it is impossible not to
like a singer who "gives," and who will
make the maximum effect where it
might he the better part of valor to do
otherwise. The "Non nu dir" is well
shaped and sung with round. full tone.
Ina Souez (Odeon) is admirable in
almost every respect. The voice is firm
and compact. always centered, with a
bright edge on it which does not seem
to result from squeezed production. Like
the other members of this cast, she is
very much with it rhythmically- listen,
for instance, to the attack at "Fuggi,
crudele" (p. 27). Her steady, gleaming
"Non mi dir" could hardly be better,
and it embraces a gorgeous portando la
Voce effect at the fermata where the
first theme returns (p. 297). Best of all,
possibly, is the fact that her Anna
sounds Latin
Spanish soprano trained
in the best Italian traditions of vocalism
(I have no idea who her teacher was: I
am speaking. of a way of singing). She's
the team to beat. as they say.
Zerlina can drive one to distraction in
the theatre. with all that sniggery Time
Out for Ginger knowing- ingénue innocence. This is another character I wish
people would take seriously. To begin
with, she's a peasant girl, and probably
a good deal earthier :a cookie than she
is ever played. She has a strong maternal
impulse ( "Vedrai, carino"). and an unerring instinct for handing Masetto, who
can be a problem. She also seems genuinely to care for him -there is no hint
of any of the Così ladies in her. She is
caught, though, in a really tough predicament. While Masetto is not the twerp
he usually seems (see below 1, he is,
after all, just a hard -working, rather sullen farmer
village swain, I believe, is
the accepted term. Into their bucolic
little celebration descends the Don, who
is enormously attractive, rich, and powerful. who immediately disposes of the
competition and proposes marriage. She
doesn't believe its happening: she is suddenly in another world, it is My True
Romance. She, much more than Anna. is
truly caught between duty and impulse;
and unlike Anna. she would seem to
have everything to gain by heeding the
impulse. Once she has had some time
to think it over, she recognizes that she
must stay with Masetto and that she
really cares for him; yet the Don represents everything she might wishfully
want -and of course she is afraid of
him too. She is a fairly miserable girl
when the Don comes looking for her in
the arbor, and her "Tra quect'arbori
celata si pub dar the non mi redo"
should be one of the unhappiest lines
in the opera.
Precisely because her two arias are
almost sure -fire in their effect, one is not
satisfied with a Zerlina who will make
is alan attractive effect with them
most impossible not to. There are only
two Zerlinas I positively like-London's
Hilde Gueden and Angel's Graziella
Sciutti. Gueden not only sings it better
than anyone else -both the arias and the
"Là ci darem" are close to perfect lyric
soprano singing -she infuses the recitatives with an entirely irresistible charm
(listen to the warm, pleading quality of
the recitative just before "Batti, batti,"
p. 126, or again on p. 223, just before
"Vedrai. carino"; we can fully understand Masettti s " Guarda un po' cone
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strega sedurmi!",. Sciutti offers
pretty, relaxed singing and a delicious,
teasing quality in her personality, almost
pouty. but not coy. On the Angel recording, she is charming, far outdistancing
her thin, hard singing in the Epic set.
Eugenia Ratti (Victor) has plenty of
vitality and good tone in the upper middle part of her voice, as in the repeated Gs on "baciar" in "Batti, batti."
She also inclines towards a
brittle.
gargly sound that detracts from some of
her singing. She is at her best in the
restored duet with Leporello. Irmgard
Seefried (DGG) is passable in a rather
brash,
pressed -sounding
fashion: the
singing is not really free or relaxed, and
"Vedrai, carino" is much too white to
be attractive: her projection of some of
the recitative and her clever phrasing
save her. Anna Moffo (Vox) sounds
warm and pretty, with a lovely " Vedrai,
carino," but she croons too much of her
music, and in general does not attain the
seppe

level of her Susanna.

Elda Ribetti (Cetra) is a routine Italian
soubrette, on the shrill side: Audrey Mild may (Odeon) is a good deal closer to
the vocal demands of Zerlina than to
those of Susanna, but still is just "man 'aging" the music, which we should never
feel about a singer in this really not
very difficult (vocally) role.
It has been noted that the Don himself
is not characterized much in the music:
he has no big self -revelatory aria, and
most of the music concerns the reactions
of other characters to him. But of course,
that is the point -he is entirely the man
of action, much too busy living by terms
of the pleasure -principle to bother over
introspection. He makes the best of each
situation as it conies along. and has
evolved techniques for handling almost
any occasion, almost any personality.
This is what makes him amoral: he acts
as if he were in a vacuum, as if each
action were sufficient unto itself, with
no logical consequences and no connection to any other action. That is his
downfall: he is oblivious to the obvious
fact that all of the pigeons are eventually
coming home to roost. On the other
hand, it is his great strength -one has
to admire and like the direct, reasoned
way he meets each problem as it comes
along. He is a man who cannot bear a
moment's thought or reflection, who
must be acting and feeling during every
waking second (his only moments of
pause are for the purpose of experiencing a feeling -he lingers momentarily
over the dying Commandant, for instance). It is not that he does not accept
responsibility for what he does: he simply does not see that it exists. He does
not defy the statue -he denies it. for if
it turns out that his actions do have consequences, then his entire life has been
misspent, and is forfeit. And that is, of
course, exactly the case.
We have eight recordings and seven
Dons -Cesare Siepi has recorded it
twice. There aren't seven great Dons in
the world, probably not that many since
the turn of the century. Yet only one of
these can be dismissed as just adequate
Vox's Antonio Campo, a competent,
tubby -sounding baritone with no light
whatever to cast on the role.
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (DGG) casts
plenty of light, all of the wrong sort;
his Don is as completely misconceived
as any interpretation on records. Every
line of recitative must be laden with
what he supposes to be a hitherto unimagined meaning. with the most extraordinarily exaggerated inflections. His Don
snarls constantly -no girl would go near
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him -and at the forte at the end of "La
ci darein" he sounds furious. Presumably
he is trying to seem ingenious and insinuating, but it comes over as angry and
vicious, as scheming in an almost paranoic way. Only in the final scene, where
he forgets all this, pulls out the stops,
and just sings, is he satisfactory.
Eberhard Wächter (Angel) suffers
from some of the same difficulty -the
recitatives are shouted like military commands, and this Don is evidently so unsure of himself that he must rant and
throw tantrums for fear of not getting
his way. It is a shame, for his baritone
is an attractive voice, and when he is
content simply to sing, as in "Là ci
darerri," the effect is amply seductive. In
company with the other baritones who
have recorded the part, Campo excepted,
he essays a high A in the last scene; unlike the others, he makes it an authentic
singing tone. There is a good Don here
somewhere, provided he decides to sing
the notes.

Giuseppe Taddei (Cetra) would have
to be described as solid and satisfying
without being memorable. He has one
tremendous advantage-his baritone is a
truly beautiful instrument; he sounds sexy
without trying. Consequently, he is able
to achieve through tone color what others
try to achieve through "interpretation."
His natural, clear Italian is a joy to hear
in the recitatives. He is not, though, in
his very best voice -the "Finch'han dal
vino" is a bit rough and overopen, and
while I enjoy the baritone timbre in the
role, 1 am not sure I care for the cupo
quality that Taddei's voice often takes
sounds artificial in passages like
on
his plea to Elvira in the Act 11 trio (pp.
199 -201), and the insertion of aspirate
hs adds to the uncomfortableness of the
line. Still, a fine voice, a good, outgoing
temperament.
John Brownlee (Odeon) has the reverse problem -he brings to the part almost everything except the real beauty of
tone and the real Italian flow that one
would like to hear. He cannot be faulted
on musical grounds -his "Finch'han dal
vino" is exactly in rhythm and exactly
on pitch, which happens about once in
five hundred tries -and his understanding of the part shows in every line, e.g.,
at "Lasciar le donne? Pazzo!" etc. in the
opening scene of Act H (p. 194), with a
wonderful little pause and an inflection
of genuine surprise at such an outlandish
suggestion. But his rather harsh, guttural tone simply does not sound like the
Don; we get a picture of a somewhat
crotchety middle -aged fellow, and his
hearty laughter conjures up someone in
a pith helmet and Bermuda shorts, rather
than a cape and tights. Like Danco's
Anna, it is an interpretation to be respected for its musicality and dramatic
intent, while the voice's actual sound
places a limit on one's enjoyment.
George London (Epic) is another serious, intelligent artist; moreover, his voice
makes a good, big sound. It is, though, a
thick, somewhat blustery sound. Even
when he scales it to a pianissimo, it remains a bit sluggish and phlegmatic. The
recitative is correct but ponderous, the
much used mezza voce inclines to mushiness. He is excellent in the big, declamatory moments, and his final scene has
decided stature. But it is not what one
would call a mercurial Don.
Siepi (London and Victor) is without
doubt the foremost Don of our day
the rich beauty of his flowing basso
cantante, its easy handling in the important area of C and D, his unforced
exuberance and conversational way with
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recitatives, his live presence and
physical suitability all combine to make
him the most worthy successor to Pinza;
he lacks only that singer's final larger than -life vocal authority and to -hellwith- you -all stage personality to be the
Don. I have seen him do the role many
times, and have always been a little disappointed by the final scene, which he
solves in a somewhat stagy, external way.
But on records, this is of small concern.
By and large, I prefer him on the
London set; the voice seems a shade
rounder and more unequivocally on pitch,
and the recording is more flattering to
his voice than the later Victor one. He is
particularly impressive in his moments
of sheer legato singing, such as the Act
11
trio and serenade, where for pure
flow and tonal beauty he is unsurpassed
even by Ezio Pinza. This is the one Don
on records that is undeniably majorleague in every respect.
Leporello can be played convincingly
in a variety of ways, which fall into two
general categories -the fat funny man
and the almost Figaro -like shrewdie who
is also a sort of alter ego for the Don.
In either case, he is the audience's confidant, the bridge between the Don's
world and ours. It is a very long role,
and a challenging one vocally, with a
tessitura that demands too much weight
for a baritone but that makes difficult
demands in the way of sustained high
phrases for a bass. While it is a buffo
role, it is much too important, musically
and dramatically, to be given to anything
but a first -rate voice.
Two of these Leporellos do not fill the
bill in basic vocal terms. They are Mar cello Cortis (Vox), whose characterless
baritone cannot maintain our interest
over such a long 'stretch, and Walter
Berry (Epic), whose own baritonish
voice is peculiarly out of focus much of
the time -the Catalogue Aria contains
a good deal of plain bad singing, technically speaking. Neither am
much
won over by Karl Kohn (DGG), who
has a solid, if somewhat heavy, bass
voice but some difficulties on top, and
probably the worst Italian of any singer
on any of these Mozart opera recordings.
That is saying a great deal, and it disfigures his interpretation seriously.
the
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Italo Tajo (Cetra) has his attractive,
even beautiful, light bass to offer, but it
is not in the best possible condition; he
seems overconcerned with keeping the
timbre light and the top notes uncovered,
with the result that some of his singing is
insecure. The basic sound is excellent,
though, and he is an imaginative interpreter of the recitatives. sometimes over-
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doing it, but never sinking into dullness.
Taddei, the erstwhile Giovanni on the
Cetra set, becomes Leporello on the
Angel edition. Yes and no: the voice is
as fine as ever, but it sounds muddy on
anything below an E or so, and Leporello
has a good deal to do down there
baritone just hasn't the necessary thrust
in that area. The Madamina is excellent
(he has no top difficulties), with a wonderfully solicitous beginning, and "Ah.
pietà, Signori mid" is also first -rate.
Sometimes he goes in too much for stock
buffo inflections, but he makes it all up
with splendid work in the cemetery
scene and in the final scene, especially
his description of the approaching statue
(p. 318) -this Leporello is genuinely,
believably frightened out of his wits.
We are left with Salvatore Baccaloni
(Odeon) and his successor as the Met's
primo buffo, Fernando Corena (London
and Victor). I was brought up on the
Baccaloni Leporello, not only on records

,
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but in the theatre. and though his work
had become much campier and less well
sung than it is here by the time I saw
it, there are still so many inimitable
things brought back to mind by the recording that I cannot be sure which are
really imaginative and funny, and which
merely the way I first grew accustomed
to. The singing is quite fine, not faked
or cheated, but truly vocalized in a
cantante way. He is very much the fat
rascal, and a shameless one at times, as
in his slapstick -blubbery cemetery scene.
But a lot of it really is funny. not least
his last -scene lines with a full mouth
( "Non mi lascia una Jlussione," etc., p.
308) .
Corena is more straightforward; indeed, on the London recording he is almost grave. But that is all right, and the
recitatives certainly do not lack for variety or color. He compares very well
with the other Leporellos in terms of
voice: one is aware immediately of the
heft and bite of his bass, and of the
admirable clarity of the words. For anyone who regards Baccaloni as a bit excessive, Corena would be the obvious
choice. The first annual CLO Gold
Medal will.go to the first bass to sing the
three ascending "Ja's" at the end of the
Catalogue Aria without a hum. nasalization, or other "traditional" gimmick. Is
this exhausted habit written into the
standard buffo contract?
What can one say of Ottavio? He must
sing two arias and a few bits of ensemble,
and he had better sing them awfully
well, because he has no other excuse for
existence. Both arias are terribly hard;
"Dalla sua pace" was written as a replacement for "// ratio tesoro" because
the first Vienna tenor found that piece
too challenging, but Mozart did him no
favor by giving him a song of such simplicity, with such demands on perfect
dynamic control in a difficult tessitura.
Since we judge almost entirely on the
basis of vocalism in the arias, a number
of Ottavios fall by the wayside straight
off. These include the callow, lifeless
Koloman von Pataky (Odeon); the nasal,
husky Anton Dermota (London); the
heavy, dry, and sometimes flat Ernst
Häfliger (DGG): the sour, white, flat
Nicolai Gedda (Vox, very possibly his
worst recording), and even, as a marginal case. the rather extended Valletti
of the Cetra edition. There is no point
ill discussing an Ottavio that does not
sing with ease, beauty of tone, certain
pitch, and a sense of reserve -he stands
or falls on these matters.
The Valletti of the Victor set is a
different singer. One is aware, in this
company, that the voice is on the thin,
small side even for this very lyrical role;
but he has such an aristocratic way with
the phrasing, such a charming warmth
of tone, and such an unusual command
of the long runs in "// mio tesoro" as to
make one ignore any other shortcomings.
This is lovely singing.
Luigi Alva (Angel) is hard to fault;
the only drawback I can see is that his
lean, pointed tenor is not a ravishing instrument; it has a touch of nasality. But
this is the most incisively vocalized
Ottavio on records -free, consistent,
easy- sounding, with no slacking off into
falsetto or breaking the runs for breath.
He also brings strength and vigor to
the recitatives, so that his Ottavio at
least makes a pretense at taking the
Léopold
lead from time to tine.
Simoneau (Epic) has more beautiful, fat
tone to give than any of the others; he
can finish off a phrase and then fool us
by continuing and increasing the vol-

His low tones are a hit weak,
and he has a habit of "hooking" into
some of the upper phrases from below;
otherwise, this Ottavio is as good as one
will ever hear.
Masetto is a minor role, in the sense
that he has comparatively little to sing,
and only one short aria. But it is comunie.

monly misinterpreted: he is often represented as a dim-witted hayseed, and
sometimes as a fey, rather childish male
soubrette. Why? His one aria shows
him to be a suspicious, masculine person with an enjoyable sense of irony
and some courage. Nowhere is there any
indication that he is stupid; he is gullible, of course. or he would not turn over
his weapons to the man he supposes to
he Leporello. But there are no grounds
for playing him as a dolt. and his place
in the dramatic scheme is much more
secure if he is given some strength and
good sense. The part can be sung by a
bass or a baritone: at the Prague premiere, it was doubled with the role of the

Commendatore, which would indicate a
dark bass. Nowadays, with the Don so
often sung by a bass, Masetto is often
cast with a lighter voice to afford some
relief from the prevailing murkiness of
timbre. There is no Masetto on records
that gives the character the stature I
would like it to have. Heinz Blankenburg (Victor), a light baritone, has the
most pleasant voice of this selection, but
gives almost no hint of who Masetto is.
Piero Cappuccilli (Angel) also has a fine
baritone of somewhat heftier, more
ltalianate color, and has a gcod deal of
generalized life, which he sometimes
carries to a bangy extreme. I like the
treatment that Odeon's Roy Henderson
gives to the aria: he captures the irony
of it in his inflections and in the little
chuckle he uses over the staccato string
figures; later on, though, he exaggerates
the complaining after the beating, so that
it becomes too obvious a plea for pity.
Among the others, there is none that
really captures much: perhaps Vito
Susca (Cetra, a bass and an Italian)
comes closest. André Vessières (Vox)
buffoes it, which is surely wrong. Berry
(London) and Wächter (Epic) both
sing it perfectly well.
Good Commendatores are also hard to
come by. The role calls for a major
voice, for someone who can dominate
the last scene. But what second bass is
going to dominate a Pinza or Siepi or
London or Nicolai Ghiaurov? One would
think that recordings would be the logical place to hear it, and there have
been several attempts to meet the problems with a major singer. But we can
hardly accept the muffled Antonio Zerbini (Cetra), or the spread, light -toned
Arnold Van Mill (Victor), or the wobbly
Kurt Böhme (London). Odeon's David
Franklin is solid but rather stodgy, and
Raphael Arié (Vox), with his basically
excellent instrument, sounds ponderous
and strained on top. Walter Kreppel
(DGG) is a pleasant singer with a
steady, light bass voice and pinched sounding Italian -obviously not the
answer. Gottlob Frick (Angel) ought to

-and to be sure, the general timbre and weight of his voice are
welcome. But his Italian is no bargain,
either, and the actual quality of the
voice is on the tough side. I am afraid
that this leaves us with the veteran
Ludwig Weber (Epic), who has not only
the black color and the steadiness required, but some beauty of tone and
genuine legato as well. He runs into peculiar patches of vocal dryness or weakness, but rises to all the climaxes very
be the answer

impressively -the top E natural on
"Verrai ?" (p. 325), for instance, has
crushing weight. This is as close as we
come to a Commendatore who can face
down his opposition.

Così Fan Tutte -1790

THERE ARE SIGNS that Cos) has overcome the attitudes of indifference and
downright hostility which it seems to
have aroused almost from the time of
its birth until well into the twentieth
century. It is not hard to see why audiences persuaded of the presence of moral
imperatives in art might find it a tough
morsel, for the joke is a hard one
harder, I think. than is usually apparent
in the playing of the piece.
The opera's highly stylized structure
and the general good humor of the
libretto lend themselves easily to a treatment that results in falsification. I any
not thinking of the farcical externals
with which Così is often laden. but of
the basic assumption made by many
directors and performers that Così
is fakery. This assumption wrecks the
point of the piece; it destroys Alfonsò s
moral, which is not that women are
constantly pretending to feel things they
don't really feel but that, although they
really feel them, they will feel something else any second now, with equal
sincerity. The sisters do love Ferrando
and Guglielmo -they want desperately
to be faithful, to live up to their image
of themselves. But it does not take
few hours' absence. a feeling
much
of abandonment, some fresh opportunities, some handy rationalizations
channel all these feelings in another direction, amid a good deal of emotional
confusion and some stubbornness about
admitting the truth. After all, Da Ponte
and Mozart were talented enough craftsmen to have written fake -sounding verse
and music had they intended that. These
characters are sincere -that is the point.
Words and music, "Soave sia it rento"
is one of the truly magical moments in
all opera; but the mood passes, its spell
is replaced by another. In the main.
Così does not mock people's feelings.
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It simply says that not even the deepest
of them are of final importance in the
scheme of things. Things may be rough
today, but tomorrow the world will still
be here, and so will you, making a

damned fool of yourself again.
I know that many distinguished commentators regard much of this music as
parody music. as take -off on opera seria
grandiloquence ( "Come scoglio" is an
oft cited example). But I don't see much
internal evidence to support this view.
No one proposes "Marter,, aller Arten"
as parody: yet between that aria and
"Come scoglio," I would place no bets as
to which is mock and which for real.
Alfonso alone continually dissembles. and
he is so accomplished at it that it is not
necessary to write parody -music for him.
though he lays it on fairly thick with
"Vorrei dir" and one or two other passages.

To be sure, there are moments of
exaggeration and mock- tragedy, e.g.,
"Smartie implacabili"- moments where
the sisters' reactions are all out of proportion to the situation -we always set
up the most terrible howls about proper
conduct when we are least sure of our
own motives in the matter. And behind
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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this there is a hint of a decadent social
milieu: these people have nothing better
to do than propose preposterous wagers,
spend untold sums of energy and money
on pointless masquerades and practical
jokes, simply to have something to get
worked up about. One is reminded a bit
of the fading Old South- gallantry, elegance, nothing much to do, the girls constantly giggling and exclaiming over
nothing at all. This is not the point of
Così (it is not even the point of Figaro,
as all those wonderfully irrelevant "social
comedy" stagings demonstrate), but it is
there.
I don't think "the message" is the
real reason for Così's popularity troubles,
because I suspect that very few people
take it in this light-they simply don't
see much of any point, so that the opera
becomes only an artificial comedy with
some much better than average music,
most of which seems a little out of place.
At that, many listeners succeed in reducing Don Giovanni to the level of a
simple morality play, while many more
see little genuine point to that opera; this
has never resulted in bad box office
for Don Giovanni. A more solid reason
for Così's difficulties lies in the nature
of its music. First, it is not as immediately memorable, on the whole, as that
of Nozze, or Don Giovanni, or Zauberflöte- indeed, it is not unfair to say
that the level of sheer melodic inspiration in Così is not quite up to the level
of the other "big" Mozart operas. Strike
one. Second, the glory of Così lies
(even more than with the other operas)
in its ensembles, not in its arias. The
appreciation of an ensemble depends
upon at least some elementary musical
knowledge and a willingness to listen
analytically a part of the time. Strike
two.
But there is almost an embarrassment
of riches in Così, for anyone willing
to seek it out. Even in the great ensemble finales of Nozze di Figaro, there is
nothing to surpass the Act I finale of
Così, or, for that matter, the wonderful
sextet beginning with Alfonso's "Alla
bella Despinetta" (No. 13), which looks
so much like a slightly miniaturized ensemble finale. In Alfonso we have perhaps Mozart's most sharply defined character -and he is drawn without aid of
anything that might properly be called
an aria. The sisters are beautifully differentiated, though the customary cuts
tend to obscure the difference somewhat
only "Smanie implacabili" is allowed
Dorabella, and the teasing, playful
"E amor un ladroncello" is omitted,
then there is a tendency for her to become simply a sort of small -scale Fiordiligi. Only Despina seems to me a relative failure. She serves her dramatic
purpose, but she is just a stock soubrette,
with nicer arias than most of them get.
Her chief use is to throw into better
relief the two sisters, both of whom are
much realer people than is generally
supposed.
Così is another opera referred to by
musicians as "perfect" but treated by
them as a borderline musical, heading
into Broadway after some bad reviews in
New Haven. The Cosìs that have been
recorded to date all reflect this-none is
complete. Cuts in the secco recitative
are much too numerous and confused
to disentangle here, except to note
that the Deutsche Grammophon version
(LPM 18861;63 or SLPM 138861/63)
includes substantially more of it than
any other. Two of the musical numbers
are omitted from all the recordings: No.
7 (the duet "Al fato dan legge quegli
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with which Ferrando and
Guglielmo conclude the farewell to their
fiancees that had begun with the "Sento,
O Dio" quintet), and No. 24, Ferrando's
"Ah lo veggio quell' anima bella," in
which he presses his suit with Fiordiligi.
Two more, Ferrando's "Tradito, schernito" (No. 27) and Dorabella's "E amor
un ladroncello" (No. 28), are omitted
from the Odeon (80681/3), Columbia
(SL 122), and London (4318 or 1312)
versions. These two arias apart, the only
significant differences in the cuts made
in musical numbers occur in the London
recording, and these are so severe as to
disfigure the entire performance and to
remove it from competitive consideration
terrible pity, because the performance has many merits otherwise. To
simply list the excisions would require
disproportionate space, but I will cite
a few as a key to their seriousness-read
'em and weep (page numbers refer to
the Schirmer edition of the vocal score):
the repeat of the heart of the "Sento, O
Dio" quintet, beginning with Dorabella's
"Ah, no, no, non partirai" (pp. 47 -51) ;
approximately half
of Dorabella's
"Smanie implacabili"; about one -third
of Guglielmo's "Donne mie, la fate a
tanti"; and, most incredible of all, Alfonso's recitative after "Soave sia it
vento" and his "Nel mare solca" (pp.
71 -72), two of the best and most important pages in the opera. Given
London's recent passion for absolutely
complete opera recordings, it is not
inconceivable that the company will
make all this up to us with the first
occhi,"
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all- inclusive Così.
Così has a dangling musical participle -the aria "Rivolgete a lui lo
sguardo," which Guglielmo was originally
supposed to sing as No. 15, in the slot
now occupied by his much shorter and
dramatically more sensible "Non siate
ritrosi." "Rivolgete" is now officially
a concert aria, listed as K. 584. It is
a perfectly wonderful piece of music,
not simply unduly neglected, but one
of Mozart's very finest arias, full of
delicious braggadocio and splendid descriptive contrasts. There are three accessible recordings of it, on DGG (LPEM
19278 or SLPEM 136278), on London (5585 or OS 25219), and on London OS 2511. The first is the highlights
disc taken from the complete DGG recording (which does not, however, include this aria), so the Guglielmo is
Hermann Prey, who sings the aria
smoothly and brightly. On the whole,
though, I prefer Fernando Corenás singing of it on the first London disc. He does
not have Prey's vocal ease and fluidity,
but he has far more idiomatic pointed
Italian, and brings more color and variety
to the piece. Manuel Ausensi, on the second London disc, has the richest voice of
the three, and sings the aria most effectively; interpretatively, however, he is
relatively pale. It might be noted that
Guglielmo really is a bass part -Benucci,
who sang it at the premiere, was the
original Leporello and Figaro. Indeed,
by all the evidence in the score, Guglielmo's voice should be darker and lower
than Alfonso's: he sings below Alfonso
nearly all the time in ensemble, and
his compass reaches a full tone lower
than Alfonso's. Nowadays, Guglielmo is
nearly always sung by a Kavalierbariton,
Alfonso by a darker character baritone
or bass -baritone, with some of the lines

transposed or otherwise adjusted, according to the needs and abilities of the
singers. (I am reasonably sure that Paul
Schoeffler and Erich Kunz exchange
lines on the London recording and
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Giuseppe Taddei and Walter Berry on
the Böhm /Angel set, though of course
it is very hard to be absolutely sure,
when the lower lines of multipart ensembles are involved.) Certainly it would
be interesting to find what different
colorations the ensembles might take on
in the original vocal balance.
One of the nice things about Così
on records is that it has attracted the
attention of a most distinguished group
of conductors: Fritz Busch (Odeon),
Fritz Stiedry (Columbia), Herbert von
Karajan (Angel 3522, hereafter referred
to as Angel 1), Karl Böhm (London and
Angel 3631 or S 3631, hereafter referred
to as Angel II), and Eugen Jochum
(DGG). There is not a weak reading
in the lot, though the very Metropolitan ish Columbia performance is such a different kettle of fish from any of the others
that it is a little hard to judge Stiedry
fairly -his reading of the overture suffers rather badly by comparison with
the others, and the whole performance
has a somewhat rough, blustery air that
I do not like, but which is perhaps
inevitable in an English -language production put together from one of the world's
largest opera houses.
I have very high regard for all the
other readings, so if I devote prime time
here to some comparative notes on the
two Angel versions, it is primarily because they seem to me the most individual interpretations, not necessarily
the best. They represent extremes. The
Karajan is the most intimately scaled
and chamberlike of the performances,
the Böhm the grandest and "biggest"
(though not the loudest, for that distinction belongs to the Stiedry /Metropolitan
performance). Karajan is velvety, extremely cultivated, a little indulgent sounding, fairly quick -paced in general;
Böhm is somewhat more severe, very
precise and incisive, more extroverted.
In the Karajan reading, things arc
held down and smoothed out. An example is the opening scene. An argument
is in progress-an argument which the
two soldiers feel called upon to take to
heart, and which can with perfect sense
be played in a rather loud, bangy sort
of way. Here, no voice is raised. Three
gentlemen converse over breakfast. They
dispute, they grow upset, but they never
lose their politesse, they would not dream
of shouting. Sesto Bruscantini, the Alfonso, does not sing above a mezzo
forte more than two or three times
throughout the opera, and a good
seventy -five per cent of his music is held
to an oily, hypercultivated mezzo voce.
This is surely a valid point, for Alfonso
is much too sure of himself, much too at
peace with his cynicism to find it necessary to say anything loudly or ill naturedly.
Other symptoms, simply as examples:
the strings in the accompaniment to
"Smanie implacabili," where the gap
between forte and piano, which can
be used for very strong contrast, is
narrowed to a much subtler alternation
of emphases; the building of nearly all
the ensembles, which arrive at climaxes
farther on than is usually the case (compare, for instance, pp. 181 -83, in the
midst of the first -act finale, with almost
any other performance, and note the
decided chamber quality of the sound;
or the very final ensemble, where one
has a definite sense of a small group
can sound like a medium singing
sized mixed chorus); the actual sound
of the orchestra all through the opera,
invariably warm and soft, luscious in a
quiet way -listen to the accompaniment
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to "Un aura amoro.ta," or to any of the
woodwind -and -string introducseveral

tions to numbers.
Böhm is, in general, slower than
Karajan. In some instances, such as the
overture, the opening scene, "Nel inure
wlca," or in rcomirti," the contrast is
startling. Böhm also holds the dynamics
down in the early pages, but he does it
to lend extra point to the climaxes, and
when we arrive at the first "big" moments- "Sntrutie implacabili" and the
conclusion of the "Seim), O Dio" quintet,
we realize that the treatment is to be
grander and bigger -framed than most
Coss. It cones off brilliantly. The
slow tempos add up to an impression
of weight, and while the ensembles are
exceedingly exact and balanced. each
performer brings an outgoing, "operatic"
excitement to his individual numbers. It
is instructive in this respect to compare
the performances of Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Christa Ludwig with their
previous recordings of their roles-as
"e will do below.
Böhm's own first recording of Cost
is the mutilated London edition. It is
notably faster at a number of points
perhaps both cuts and tempos were
dictated by a decision to hold the recording to three records. It is another balanced, lovely performance, but not so
distinctive as the later one. The Busch
reading (Glyndebourne 1935) is a famous one. and it holds up well despite
the recording's age. In truth. though, its
famed qualities of ensemble singing and
polished phrasing have been matched,
and perhaps more, by Böhm, Karajan,
and Jochum (partly, no doubt, because
of the standards set by Busch and
Glyndebourne), and the chief distinction
of the reading nowadays is the naturalness of its phrasing -everything moves
together in a way that suggests the difference between the conductor who
"knows" style and the one who feels
It as part of his nature -there are no
eccentricities. An example is the launching of the presto in the overture (p.
it seems to grow right out of the opening
andante, and another is the " Sento, O
Dio" quintet, where all the elements are
kept in absolutely clear balance without
anyone sounding extended or careful
about it. One becomes aware of the
fact that the production has been
thoroughly rehearsed and sung many
times before the recording, so that the
perfection seems perfectly natural. whereas in even the excellent Karajan and
Böhm readings, it sometimes sounds
meticulous. Both the Busch and Stiedry
recordings, incidentally, use piano in
the secco recitatives. The sound clanks
strangely on the ear nowadays.
The Jochum reading has qualities of
lightness and quickness which are most
welcome. The allegros really move, the
military chorus has an interestingly delicate, almost staccato quality, and there
is some real, unforced hilarity in the
wonderful "laughing trio" (No. 16). In
the recitative, though, there is often a
feeling of literalness, with every note
value and rest value punctiliously observed; it is like a very good reading,
which in fact it may be, since much of
this recitative is often omitted in performance.
A word about the quality of the vocal
ensemble sound, since it is of such importance in Così. The most impressive
achievement of all is in the Karajan
performance (Angel I), where the soloists' voices not only blend extremely
well but conform perfectly to the sort
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of atmosphere the conductor is trying
to produce. All the men (Léopold
Simoneau, Rolando Panerai, Bruscantini)
have voices of round, warm quality,
which they produce with smoothness and
an ear for the conductor's dynamic
framework. Also admirable is the rich,
beautiful ensemble sound achieved in the
London performance, where the principals share a Germanic tone coloring and
approach to the music. The second Böhm
performance (Angel ll) is an example of
doing well with voices that are somewhat too individual to be perfectly
matched; the liner notes speak of the
fine blend of voices between tenor
Alfredo Kraus and baritone Taddei, but
curiously enough, this is the one pairing
where this is by no means the case,
Kraus's voice being lean and pointed.
Taddei's fat and rich -they do not blend
at all. Nonetheless. with these principals
letting go in the arias, the ensembles are
still brought together into a lovely
general sound.
Among the Fiordiligis, it is Schwarz kopf (Angel I and Angel 11) who commands our attention most thoroughly,
not least because of the considerable
difference between her two renditions.
The recordings are separated by about
eight years -eight crucial years in the
life of a soprano. Schwarzkopf has come
through them well, but there is no
doubt that her vocalism on the earlier
recording is measurably freer and easier
than on the later one. The sound is
lighter and brighter. the execution more
fluent, the extreme top notes in a more
relaxed placement. This is not to say
that the first Schwarzkopf Fiordiligi is
unequivocally better than the second;
she is nothing if not shrewd, and in the
bigger -boned Böhm performance she
turns her darker, heavier tone to advantage in a more dramatic. larger a way
scaled approach to the music
it is a more exciting traversal of the
role. But in terms of vocal freedom and
purity, her performance for Karajan is
altogether remarkable. No other soprano
approaches her in the big runs, such as
the fearsome one in "Come scoglio" (p.
I18), with its almost unvocal intervals,
its triplets, its turn over high C, and
finishing trill -she alone makes it sound
like music. (The trills, incidentally. are
markedly better on the earlier recording.)
It is interesting to note that the two
Angel /Schwarzkopf performances are
the only ones to make any consistent
use of the appoggiatura (a conviction of
Walter Legge's, perhaps ?). The recitative
before "Come scoglio," for instance, is
thoroughly appoggiatura -ed, and in the
Karajan performance the "Per pietà"
even includes connecting notes (almost
cadenzas), first to connect the octave
between B naturals at the fermata just
before the return of the first theme (p.
254, line 2), and again to connect the
held low A with the fresh start of the
allegro moderato ( "Alt chi mai manco di
Pule," p. 256, line 3). The first example
I do not care for, as it seems to reduce
somehow the magical effect of the
horn entry; the second I think is very
effective, and in general the observance
of the appoggiaturas seems to fit well
with the languid rococo-ness of the
whole performance. Surely this is not
anything to legislate on, but to leave
to the convictions of conductors and
singers and to the over -all flavor they
decide a production should have. I am
not even sure that consistency is necessary. Sometimes the written notes seem
to carry a strength and directness that
should be preserved, and at others the
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"leaning note" sounds altogether more
natural and "right." Anyway, what fun
is there if we have nothing to squabble
over?
I was a little surprised to find how
well Ina Souez's Fiordiligi (Odeon) held
its own against the competition. In rehearing it, I was again won by the
fire and warm -bloodedness of her singing, by the powerful, dark color of the
voice, and by the even, rich legato,
especially in "Per pietà." Souez is also
the only soprano on these complete
recordings to possess any real strength
in the low area of her voice -her well cultivated chest tones give her an advantage at many points over her colleagues, and to hear the low runs in
"Come scoglio" done with equivalent
authority one must turn to Teresa
Berganza's rendition on London's recital
disc (5782 or OS 25782). She, of course,
is a mezzo.
Both Lisa Della Casa (London) and
Eleanor Steber (Columbia) are, in their
very different ways, quite fine -indeed,
this is one of Della Casa's best recordings, and for sheer loveliness and
purity of tone she is unsurpassed, lacking
only a final touch of dash and virtuosity
really to galvanize things. Irmgard
Seefried's effort (DGG) is by and large
an unfortunate one, tired -sounding and
colorless, noticeably extended at nearly
all the difficult points, and partially
salvaged only by the liveliness and
dramatic involvement of her work in
recitative.
Among the Dorabellas (none less than
competent), two have recorded the part
twice- Ludwig (London and Angel II)
and Nan Merriman (Angel I and DGG).
The other two seem to me to offer
relatively little in the way of anything
personal or memorable: Luise Helletsgruber (Odeon) is reliable and musical,
a
good ensemble performer, while
Blanche Thebom (Columbia) offers
some quiet phrases of notable beauty,
but has a rather characterless top and
suffers from the ha -ha, punch -line
bacteria that infect this performance.
Ludwig seems to me the most solid
and vocally secure of the Dorabellas;
none of them has altogether caught the
cotton-headedness and playfulness that
distinguishes her from Fiordiligi, and
which is the burden of her second aria.
On the whole, I prefer Ludwig's first
recording to her second, except for the
fact that the London omits "E am or
un ladroncello" and a good hunk of
" Smanie implacabili," thus leaving Dora bella as the inner line in the ensembles
and the lower half of some duets. But
her earlier version is better -scaled, more
evenly sung -everything is in focus. In
the second, she overdoes the bigness a
bit, stepping out of even the roomy
frame of the second Böhm reading. The
tone becomes occasionally blowsy and
overblown, and the exaggeration often
seems to be the singer's, not the character's. It is, in stem. a trifle oversung,
as if every phrase had to he an aria
the sort of thing that soon fatigues both
singer and listener. In view of the open
wounds in the London version, perhaps
the most desirable Dorabella is Merriman's DGG performance, which includes almost every note of the role.
Merriman is always a musical and intelligent singer; she never trespasses.
The quick tremolo that often besets her
tone, and the somewhat unsettled, closed
state of her high register keep her from
being as satisfying as Ludwig in purely
vocal terms, but both her Dorabellas
have everything in place, and her DGG
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performance, in addition to being more
complete than the Karajan, is marginally
better sung too-more even and secure.
Despina would seem to be a role that
almost any light soprano could handle
with ease, but it can easily be just another tiresome soubrette part, and has not
really been handled with much imagination in most of the recorded performances. Lisa Otto (Angel I) is, for me,

easily the best of the lot: she sings with
a bright, full tone, does more to point
the words than her competitors, and
manages to make the fake- doctor -andnotary business sound as if it were an
idea of hers rather than a slavishly
adopted "tradition." Emmy Loose (London) also gets a nice flavor into the
part, but does not sing it as well as
Otto, while Erika Köth (DGG) is attractive without being memorable, either
vocally or interpretatively. The others

are neither here nor there, though a
kind word should be said about the
very competent job Roberta Peters (Columbia) does within the limits of that
production.
As with all other roles in the opera,
Ferrando depends a great deal on good
ensemble sense and musical sensitivity.
But it also demands good tone -he is
sentimental and idealistic, and passages
like "Utz aura amorosa" or "Secondate,
aurette amiche" are much too lovely to
be spoiled by unattractive vocalism.
Consequently, the interpretations of
Heddle Nash (Odeon) and Anton Der mota (London) disqualify themselves;
both tenors are justly respected artists,
but Nash brings a constricted, pressed
tone to his best solo moments (the aria
is quite ugly), and Dermota employs a
nasal tone that becomes attractive only
at the very top. The heady, easy singing
of Ernst Häfliger (DGG) and the
pointed, focused vocalism of Kraus
(Angel II) are both easy to listen to;
but it is Simoneau (Angel I) who really
does the music full justice, and the work
of Richard Tucker (Columbia), while
in a quite different frame, deserves some
comment. Simoneau's is the most beautiful of these voices, and because it is so
freely and easily handled, it is capable
of a dynamic range that the others only
approach. His singing of the aria is full
and warm, with a lovely release of tone
on the crescendos (as at the dotted
quarter D natural on "Ristoro," p. 134,
bottom line) and excellent control on
the turns over high A. He uses, incidentally, a pianissimo double appoggiatura as a lead -in to the second verse,
and it is altogether beautiful. He also
sings the " Tradito, schernito," where his
only competition is Kraus, who also
does it well, but without the real fatness and beauty of tone that is
Simoneau's.
Tucker's approach would have a bull in- the -china -shop effect in any other
production, but in the Met /Columbia
version, he is simply a bull in the barnyard, and there is no gainsaying the
security and firmness of his singing. It
is far from unmusical or unstylish
there is a wealth of true legato, some
fine, accurate runs, crystal -clear enunciation, and of course some honest tenor
ring, which brings values to the aria and
the more dramatic moments (i.e., the
exciting B flat on "indi it sangue scorrerà," p. 349) that are normally missing.
It's a remarkably good piece of Mozart
singing for a tenor of Tucker's sort,
and one of his best recordings.
Guglielmo is not a problematic role.
Dramatically it is unsubtle, and vocally
it can pose no serious problems for any
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good lyric baritone. I find myself liking
the two Italians best (Panerai and
Taddei, Angel I and H), because so
much depends on rendering the words
with some relish and an idiomatic flavor,
and only an Italian can do this and make
it sound natural. Taddei is especially
fine -he keeps his big, rolling baritone
under firm control most of the time,
fitting into the ensembles well, but then
has the reserves of tone to turn on in
"Donne tnie," which is really splendid.
Panerai presents the same virtues on a
slightly smaller scale; with both baritones, things sound easy and natural,
never calculated. Prey (DGG) and Kunz
(London) both give us pleasant, enjoyable Guglielmos, Prey's somewhat
more smoothly and richly vocalized,
Kunz's a little more alive theatrically.
Frank Guarrera (Columbia) is acceptable in a blustery sort of way, but I have
never cared for the Guglielmo of Willi
Domgraf -Fassbänder (Odeon). He was
a fine singer and a good Mozartean, but
he apparently had his troubles singing in
Italian, for the vowel formation is exceedingly strange, and the tone nowhere
near as focused or lovely as in his
German -language recordings.
Alfonso is the key role dramatically,
and while he does not have extended
arias, he is constantly leading off the
ensembles, and his three significant solo
moments ( "Vorrei dir," "Nel mare
solca," and "Tutti accusait le donne ")
are extremely important ones. Everything he does is restrained, yet he must
dominate the situations when he is on
stage. Only two of the Alfonsos seem to
me actually on the negative side, and
these are interesting failures. One is
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's (DGG). Here
is a great artist falling all over himself
to "interpret," without ever finding the
calmness and simplicity that are required.
There is much too much display-playing with tone colors and dynamics, and
so on -and Alfonso winds up sounding
like a young snot, rather than a mature,
likable cynic. I recall enjoying the
Alfonso of Lorenzo Alvary (Columbia)
in the theatre about ten years ago, but
the recording is handicapped by the
artist's accent (something he can do
nothing about, but there it is) and by a
good deal of mushy, characterless tone
above the staff-he is a bass, not a
baritone, and the tessitura is not easy.
Among the others, I like best
Bruscantini (Angel I) and Schoeffler
(London), both of whom seem to me
exemplary in their ways. Bruscantini,
as I have already noted, is muted, oily,
highly cultivated, and very Italian.
Schoeffler is more extroverted and
overtly domineering, rather raspy (we
get the picture of an occasionally
curmudgeonly, irascible old fellow).
He is not very Italian, with his "qvellos"
and "gvales," but that is the flavor of the
entire London production. He is in excellent vocal condition, making a beautiful contribution to "Soave sia it vento"
(an extremely hard piece of music,
especially for Alfonso), and having
plenty of strength for "Ripettete con me,
così fan tutte." Also very fine is the
dark -voiced Alfonso of Walter Berry
(Angel II), though at times he seems to
me to be "putting on," not entirely inside the role as yet. John Brownlee
(Odeon) is musically and interpretatively
excellent, but I do not like the throaty,
closed quality of his singing, even if he
turns it to advantage for a rather nasty sounding Alfonso.
A final word about the Columbia

production as a whole, since it is impossible to judge its participants out of
context. It is based on the Met's 1951

revival of Così, which was sung in the
Martin translation and staged by Alfred
Lunt, and was highly successful, making
Così a repertory opera at the Met for
the first time. Except for Lorenzo Alvary
(instead of Brownlee) and Peters (instead of Patrice Munsel), the Columbia
cast is the original Met cast. Two factors
must be considered in a fair judgment
on the recording: 1) the use of the
translation, which was undoubtedly
sensible in trying to "sell" what was
then an unfamiliar opera to the Met
audience; and 2) the size of the Met,
which rules out anything chamberlike or
intimate, or which rather demands huge
voices to sound at all intimate. The
translation is, I think, the best of all the
Martins' librettos. It is good- humored,
it "plays," it has moments of wit, and it
has found good singers' solutions
(matching of original vowel sounds, in
particular) a surprising share of the
time. But it lends itself easily to childishness and to a level of comedy that would
be hissed out of any decent burlesque
house. It is simply awful to hear the
light mocking tone of the two soldiers'
"Signor Don Alfonsetto!" (p. 24) replaced by the loud, infantile leering with
which Tucker and Guarrera sing "You
connoisseur of women!," and it is discouraging to see genuine elegance and
sophistication replaced by summer -stock
imitations of same, all rendered in
American accents that cannot even be
called standard "stage English." These
qualities in the translation could be
played down, but they are not, and the
conclusion is inescapable: the sisters
live in a two -family house in Queens,
Ferrando and Guglielmo are Pfcs stationed at Governor's Island, and Despina
comes in once a week to scrub the floors
and do the laundry. The translation has
merit, and so do the performances, but
the result is still not recognizable as
Cos).
Most memorable special effect: the
clinking of glasses in the last scene of
the Odeon Glyndebourne recording, obviously accomplished with anvils left
over from Trovatore or Rheingold.

Die Zauberflöte-1791
IWONDER if there is a more difficult
opera to do well than Zauberflöte? From
the standpoint of director and designer,
it poses the problems of the Handel
operas combined with those of Wagner's
-the presentation of childlike "magical"
effects and scenes of fantasy, which
must at once be charming and delightful,
yet meaningfully symbolic-but adds the
element of a coarse grade of colloquial
humor, and that of straight dialogue for
both comic and serious scenes. The principal parts demand singers on the highest
vocal and musical level; yet they are
expected to be natural, convincing actors too. It never happens. If perchance
the Papageno does not simper and leer
embarrassingly, the Tamino is sure to
render the scene of the portals as if it
were an elementary school declamation
contest; if we escape both these traps, we
are still left with the milieu created by
a dozen small roles which, if done badly,
can reduce the whole thing to the level
of a Halloween masquerade.
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Another difficulty is that the important
happenings are left on a ritualistic level
-the most obvious example is the trial
by fire and water. This means that for
these scenes to have any impact, the
basic intent of the symbolism must be
clear, as in a religious service. An example: there is a great deal of what
looks like simple antifeminist sentiment
in the libretto. "A woman," says The
Speaker to Tamino, "does little and babbles much, and you, young man, put
faith in all this play of tongues ?" Sarastro, the exemplar of human wisdom, is
regarded as justified in abducting Pamina
from her mother's care because the
Queen is proud and does not know her
place; Tamino must, among other things,

remove himself entirely from the influence of women in order to become one
of the initiate. But this is really no different from one of the basic tenets of
daughter (or son,
modern psychology
for the Queen of the Night stands clearly
in a mother /son relationship to Tamino
at the beginning of the opera) cannot
make mature decisions while still under
the mother's domination. Tamino falls
in love, not with Pamina, but with her
portrait -with an idealized woman, in
other words. But his mentors tell him that
this is not wise; he must reject this
idealism and endure certain tests entirely
on his own. Only then wilt he deserve
Pamina, because only then will he see
her at all clearly. As for Pamina, she
must accept his temporary rejection of
her, must realize that there are areas he
must explore without her. She cannot
quite do this -she is driven to the brink
of suicide. But her willingness to face
death for Tamino proves her worthy of
him, so they may face the trials together.
Only now does the magic flute itself (the
gift, remember, of the Queen's ladies,
whose secret Pamina now reveals to
Tamino) prove its use, for it is through
the power of its music that Tamino and
Pamina pass through the 'final tests.
Nothing in the opera can be taken on
a literal level, including the business of
the Moor Monostatos and the other black
slaves, which seems to embarrass everyone so thoroughly nowadays, translators
not excepted ( "weil ein Schwarzer
hässlich ist" and phrases with similar
references are circumlocuted entirely in
the oft-used Martin translation). Guilty
conscience, I guess- surely the history
of blackness, or darkness, or night, as
symbolic representations of evil and mystery need not be traced or explicated.
But the ritual quality of the work does
not mean that it must be performed as if
it were an impossibly long funeral. Ritualism is immensely theatrical, provided
it is really played. The presence of specific locales and recognizable people on
the stage will not vitiate the quality of
the opera, but reinforce it, whereas nothing will kill it deader than the This -Is -aSublime- Work -of- Western -Civilization assumption. It's a theatre piece, and in the
theatre, sublime is as sublime plays.
This particular conviction of mine
should, I suppose, be borne in mind in
this discussion of the various conductors'
approaches to Zauberflöte. It means, first
of all, that if I were to pick just one
recording of the opera for my library,
my choice would be limited to two recordings- Deutsche Grammophon LPEM
18267, cited below as DGG I, and
Deutsche Grammophon LPM 18981/83
or SLPM 138981/83, DGG II-since
only these versions include any substantial amount of dialogue. Leaving the dialogue out of Zauberflöte is as sensible
as leaving the songs out of South Pacific

-a

(no wisecracks. please). It also means
that I do not like pretentious readings of
the score, and that, I think, is why I
resist Otto Klemperer's highly regarded
version (Angel 3651 or S 3651). Both
his Fidelio and his Zauberflöte left me
dissatisfied from the start, for all their
distinct musical qualities, their technical
finish, and above all, their clarity of
structure. I think I have finally pinned
down the quality I do not like. It is a
sort of self-conscious nobility, combined
with didacticism: he is not so much
playing Zauberflöte as he is explaining
it, and the burden of his explanation is
that this is a noble and terribly important
piece, towards which we should feel
reverence. It is not dramatic at all
quite apart from the omission of the
dialogue, none of the remaining sections
sound like scenes. These are not characters, but singers: this is not an opera, but
a perfectly designed piece of musical
architecture (it is, but that is not what
should be in the listener's mind as the
work goes forward). There is not much,
of course, that one can point to to explain such a feeling-it's a reaction that
one gets to the over -all flavor of the
reading, and in this instance it is precisely the conductor's greatest strengths
that seem to me undesirable. I don't want
to hear a Grand Design, I want to hear
an opera. to feel some genuine engagement with the situations and the people,
to sense that a drama is being played.
That is why I have such high respect
for DGG II, under Karl Böhm. Here the
opera sounds not like a progressive series
of musical movements (as in the Klemperer) but like a progressive series of
scenes. The dialogue, of course, is
partly responsible, for one of its chief
functions is to set the frame for the succeeding musical numbers. Credit is due
the producers too, for their dramatically
alive "staging." But largely it is Böhm,
for he shows in his attention to graphic
details and in his fresh attack on each
new section that he is out to give us as
much of the picture as he can. A testing
place for me is the rise of the curtain
Tamino's entrance, with the "listige
Schlange in pursuit. If it is "pretty" or
neat -sounding, we are generally in for
a dull time; if we sense the plight of the
breathless Prince and the presence of the
monster in the rushing string figures,
there is hope. Not that Dr. Böhm's reading is in any way technically or architectonically inferior; but it is not the
perfection we are aware of, it's the unfolding of the drama. This is the only
recording of Zauberflöte that can, on
repeated hearings, exert a real dramatic
grip and keep the imagination stewing.
The famous old Sir Thomas Beecham
recording (Odeon 80471/3S, referred to
below as Odeon I), despite the narrow
sound and the absence of the dialogue,
captures a good deal of the same spirit.
His singers mean what they say, they
are not simply making nice sounds. And
wherever there is a legitimate sense,
Beecham underlines the orchestra commentary to build dramatic tension -the
scene between The Speaker and Tamino
is an instance: notice the bite in the
sudden tremolando& at "dich täuschet
ein Betrug" and "Sarastro hasset du?"
(p. 59, Schirmer vocal score), or the
way the wonderfully descriptive bar at
the tempo change to adagio (p. 57) opens
out, like the temple door itself, at once
giving us an aural painting and setting a
new mood for the crucial colloquy to
follow. Where the set fails, it is precisely
because this approach is not sustained.
The beginning of the second finale,
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through Pamina's suicide scene, is the
worst example; the three spirits sing
along in a pecky, pallid cheep, and if this
Pamina (Tiana Lemnitz) is committing
suicide, it must be via barbiturates (a
frequent failing among Paminas, by the
way). The scene falls on its face, but it
is an exception in a reading which is
alive and dramatic without ever sounding forced or overdone.
Herbert von Karajan (Odeon 90296/8,
designated hereafter as Odeon H) has
some great moments but does not sustain
a consistent level. The adagio introduction of the overture. for instance, is very
carefully done, and the movement into
the allegro is natural -sounding and unforced; but the allegro development after
the return of the horn blasts (top of p.
6) is restless, not quite settled -sounding.
Things are fine again in the opening
scene, until we arrive at the allegretto
on page 16 ( "Ich sollte fort ? "), where
the tension suddenly sags-this is always
a hard scene, because there is not any
valid dramatic excuse for this trio, yet
the situation must hold up. There are
other instances of this sort of restlessness-e.g., No. 11, the duet of the two
priests-alternating with sections that
have fine life and incisiveness, such as
the allegro that marks the last section
of the Act I finale ( p. 76, entrance of
Monostatos and Tamino), or the wonderfully sustained "O Isis and Osiris"
chorus (No. 18), which has true sublimity (listen to the wonderful contrast
at "Die diistre Nacht rerscheucht der
Glanz der Sonne"-a swelling not merely of volume, but of intensity).
The other two readings -Böhm's earlier one (London 4319) and Ferenc
Fricsay's (DGG I) are on a more ordinary level. The Fricsay is quite clean,
balanced. and a little on the dry side,
though this impression can be laid in
part to DGG's mono engineering of the
505, which was close -up and not very
resonant. Böhm's first version is, unsurprisingly, similar to his later one. but
noticeably inferior at some points-the
overture, for instance, sounds picky
and a bit stiff alongside the later reading, and there are sections where things
go slack, as in the andante passage embracing Taminó s calling for Pamina
with the flute (p. 63). or the quintet for
Pagageno, Tamino, and the three ladies
(No. 5. p. 33), which lacks energy.
Pamina is an extremely difficult role.
The vocal challenge is obvious to anyone who has ever taken a look at the
fiendish intervals and suspended high
tones that are supposed to be turned into
the sustained. even, winding melody of
"Ach, ich Mil's." But beyond that is the
problem of making us care something
for Pamina, and here the difficulty is
even greater, for dramatically the character is a virtual monochrome -she simply
hangs around in a pining, mournful way,
waiting for the -plot to happen. Even the
beauty of the music cannot make us feel
terribly involved with her unless every
opportunity to animate her and give her
some spirit is capitalized on. For sheer
vocal purity and control. Gundula Janowitz (Angel) and Maria Stader (DGG I)
are altogether admirable; indeed, for
sheer, centered beauty of vocal line,
Janowitz's Pamina is a great performance-she must be an extraordinary Bach
singer. The interpretations of Lemnitz
(Odeon I) and Hilde Gueden (London)
also have much to recommend them;
Lemnitz's limpid but full lyric soprano
is exactly the right timbre for the part,
while the unique focus and beauty of
Gueden's upper register are most ve1-

come. But Lemnitz is. nonetheless, a bit
colorless, not sufficiently animated to
bring Pamina truly alive, while Gueden's
low voice has a white, unattractive effect.
and there is enough sense of effort in her
"Ach, ich lu/il's" to keep it from the
very top class. I very much like what
Evelyn Lear (DGG II) has done towards
giving us a character-her dialogue is
done with real involvement, and her
singing is never lacking in feeling. In
her case. it is a lack of absolute ease
and relaxation. particularly on top, that
makes her work less than ideal. This
leaves us with Irmgard Seefried (Odeon
II), towards whom I have been working
up. I am often less than enthusiastic
about her Mozart singing, particularly
that of relatively recent origin. There is,
for my taste, one moment of failure in
her interpretation -her reply of "Die
Wahrheit, die Wahrheit!" to Papageno
just before Sarastro s entrance (p. 72),
where for some reason she sounds timid
and constrained when she should sound
firm and committed. Otherwise, her
Pamina is lovely vocally and extremely
moving from an interpretative standpoint. Her "Ach, ich flail's" shows understanding of both the words and the
music
is
mournful and haunting
without becoming white or flat. Her contribution to "Bei Miinnern" is also very
fine. and throughout the opera she demonstrates. in countless little inflections
and tone colors (none of them "applied"- sounding), that she is invariably
"with" the dramatic situation. I must
also call attention to the lovely, if incomplete. Pamina of Elisabeth Grümmer
on an Odeon highlights disc (80830); her
even, cool singing has a soft, feminine
quality that I find immensely appealing.
Queens of the Night do not now exist,
if they ever did. Voices of even slightly
dramatic timbre just do not ascend to
staccato Fs above high C, or tear off
runs that center somewhere in the vicinity of A or B. Maria Callas, had she
improved on her young self rather than
going in the other direction, could have
been it. Joan Sutherland. with some sharpening of tone and diction. could still be
indeed, she comes rather close with
"O Zittre nicht" on London A 4157 or
OSA 1257. Among the complete Queens,
we have several who sing exceedingly
well without fooling us for a minute.
Erna Berger. for instance, is her fresh.
young self on Odeon I. sailing through
everything with joyful. beautiful tones.
It is musically delightful. but she is no
more Queen of the Night than, say, Leslie
Caron. Rita Streich (DGG I) offers
singing that is clear and bright and absolutely accurate: the coloratura and the
staccatos in "Hi;lle Rache" are simply
wonderful. but the beginning of the aria
fails to capture any hint of vengefulness.
Lucia Popp ( Angel) has some of the
bite and ring called for, and is musically
very accurate; I have the feeling that
Klemperer is holding her back a little,
for one suspects that she could bring
more dash and fire to the runs than she
shows here. Wilma Lipp (Odeon II and
London) sounds like a good operetta
soubrette with an unusual high extension;
her work under Karajan is generally
considerably better than that under
Böhm (Karajan gives "Hiille Rache" a
fine boost with his ferocious accompaniment), but she still slurs the words,
rushes the runs in "O zittre nicht," and
lacks real musical or vocal incisiveness.
Roberta Peters (DGG II) at least throws
herself into the music, for which we can
be grateful -she sounds genuinely angry
and spiteful. She makes a brave assault
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on the arias, but unfortunately her tone
loses character and body as it climbs;
the thinness of her high register and the
unevenness of her scale sabotage her
good intentions. For a reversal of the
usual situation. one might listen to Mado
(Pathé highlights 30509 or
Robin
130509) -singing the arias in French.
She is perfectly at home from high C
up, and she gives us some dazzling pas sagework in that neighborhood. But
everything down in normal soprano territory sounds limp and colorless, and she
does not seem to grasp the reason for all
the pyrotechnics. Certainly one can settle for the good vocalism of Berger.
Streich, or Popp, or for the spirit of
Peters. But none of them adds up to
the authentic article.
Great admirer as I am of Helge

I), it is Fritz Wunwho seems to nie
the finest among a good lot of Taurinos.
Not only does he have a good measure
of that warm, schmaltzy tone that marks
the best German lyric tenors-he approaches everything with a true lyric
feeling. The vocalism is easy and flexible
without ever sounding innocuous or
slack-as Léopold Simoneau's (London),
for instance, sometimes does; the enunciation is crystal clear. Roswaenge, of
course, makes quite a sound, but in
truth a good deal of his Tamino sounds
a little heavy and labored. His was not
a pure lyric tenor, of Wunderlich's variety, but a spinto, with quite enough
heft and ring for the more lyrical Wagner roles or for Florestan. He certainly
had the capacity for coloring and for
dynamic shading, but a straight, pure
lyric line did not come easily to him,
especially when it hovered (as Tamino's
does) in the vicinity of the upper- middle
break, where Roswaenge used a fairly
extreme form of cover.
Among the others, there are no outright failures-Nicolai Gedda (Angel),
Simoneau, Ernst Häfliger (DGG I), and
Anton Dermota (Odeon II) (in my
own order of preference) are all musicianly, capable tenors. Tamino is one
of Gedda's finest recorded roles; his
lean, pointed vocalism and clean style
are much to the point. Only in the scene
of the portals, though, does he seem to
nie to bring things dramatically alive. I
like the round. cushioned quality of
Simoneau's singing, and his admirable
control of dynamics, especially in his
use of mezza voce top tones. He does
not, however, sound very German, and
there isn't much heroic ring to his
prince's prouder moments. Häfliger is a
bit dry, a bit careful, a bit lacking in
dramatic urgency where it is most
needed, as in "Wie stark ist deine Zauberton," etc. (p. 63). He is best in the
quiet, reflective moments. Dermota has
some welcome ring on top, and in general sounds very pleasant, but there is
enough vocal insecurity to make one a
bit uncomfortable, particularly at inbetween dynamics in the upper -middle
range (the first section of the Bildni.sarie, for example, has a walking -oneggs feeling about it). If anyone is unacquainted with Richard Tauber's classic
version of the aria, let him remedy the
condition quickly by listening to Odeon
1031. I would also recommend the
beautifully sung and surprisingly "correct" Bildnisarie of Josef Schmidt, available on Telefunken 97007.
There are two Papagenos who pretty
much divide the virtues between them:
Gerhard Hüsch (Odeon I) and Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau (DGG II). Hüsch is
simple and hearty, velvety -smooth in the

of his dark lyric baritone.
touch of beguiling romanti-

handling
There is

a

cism

his

in

inflections- listen to

the

third verse of his entrance aria (p. 22)
for a Papageno who is really longing
after his simple dream of domestic
warmth. Fischer-Dieskau's is a more
aware, rascally sort of bird-catcher,

rather nimble- witted so long as he is on
the safe ground of everyday things and
events, undisturbed by any abstractions.
The singing could not be better -his
voice simply dances through this music,
and is in its most beautiful estate from
start to finish, being extended not at all.
He has a head start on his competitors
in that dialogue is present (the dialogue
is of more importance to Papageno than
to any other character), and Fischer Dieskau responds with a genuinely bril-

Roswaenge's (Odeon

derlich (DGG

liant piece of acting that makes the fey,
infantile approach of most Papagenos
all the more distasteful by comparison.
Walter Berry, like Fischer -Dieskau,
has recorded the role twice (London
and Angel). Again like Fischer -Dieskau,
this gifted baritone has recently turned
to more dramatic challenges than the
light Mozart roles, but unlike him, he
has not kept all the lightness and ease
of his salad years. His Papageno for
London is a very good one -solidly
sung, unpretentious, straightforward, with
ample spirit of a generalized kind. His
Angel remake is comparatively gummy
and heavy in tone, and rather dull interpretatively, as if he were singing an
oratorio. But then, that is symptomatic
of the Klemperer edition.
Erich Kunz (Odeon II) is inimitable

II)
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(a delicious suicide scene) but wispy toned, as if singing were beside the point.
It isn't. Fischer -Dieskau's earlier attempt
(DGG I) is of course well sung, but is
no match for his later one, being fussy
and overcharacterized. If Papageno is
not kept uncomplicated, he just gets in
the way; evidently this came home to
Fischer - Dieskau sometime between the
making of DGG I and the making of
DGG II
rare example of a genuine
maturing of concept.
Sarastro is a terrible problem. The
only genuine bassos around these days
are Wagnerian -style singers, and the bellowing that often passes for Wagnerian
singing is even more excruciating in Mozart than on home ground. Such is the
case with Kurt Böhme (London), with
Josef Greindl (DGG I), and even with
Gottlob Frick (Angel), though he is
shown to better advantage on the Odeon
highlights disc (80830). None of these
is an insensitive performer, but neither
has any of them learned to sing with a
simple, steady legato, so that one is
quite prepared to side with the Queen.
Get him! Wilhelm Strienz (Odeon I)
knew the secret of "line" singing, and
has a distinguished concept of the role;
the trouble is, he is no bass, so that
every time Sarastro dips below C (which
is often), we get a guttural Strohbass in
place of a singing tone. Ludwig Weber
(Odeon H) must once have been a truly
great Sarastro, and there are times here
(notably in "O Isis rend Osiris" and in
the "farewell" trio, No. 19) when he
rises to the occasion-his sense of the
music is always distinguished, the basic
sound of the voice quite beautiful. "In
diesen heil'gen Hallett," however. is a
tentative, tired piece of singing, afflicted
must have been done
by hoarseness
in a single take. The winner and new
champeen-Franz Crass (DGG II), the
only bass to combine the proper weight
and ease in the low range with some
real singing tone and genuine line. I do
not find anything memorable in his treatis good, intelliment of the music
gent phrasing-but the vocalism is so far
superior to that of his competitors as to
make it no contest. Sarastro simply must
sound impressive and at ease; he's the
good guy, after all. The best thing about
Pathé's French -language highlights disc,
incidentally, is the Sarastro of Xavier
Depraz, though only the second aria and
the trio are present. His singing is steady,
smooth, and rich, with splendid low
notes -except for Crass, he is the only
authentic Sarastro on current recordings.
Someone, I am sure. will take pen in
hand to tell me about Alexander Kipnis'
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of "In diesen hei!gen
Hallett," but I don't agree. The essential
thing in stately. stationary music of this
sort is an on -going vibrato that will keep
a sense of flow going. and it is the one
thing missing in this justly admired
basso's recording. A younger Kipnis, no
doubt, was an ideal solution.
To run down the supporting roles:
The Speaker. Crass again (Angel),
George London (Odeon II), and Kim
Borg (DGG I) are on the plus side, with
Borg's interpretation perhaps best of all
from the standpoint of comprehension
of this figure's function -every line carries authority and meaning. London offers considerable vocal beauty of a
78 -rpm recording

round, plush sort he seems to have lost
since, and Crass too sings very well. if
not with all of Borg's projection of the
text. Neither Hans Hotter (DGG II)
nor Paul Schoeffler (London) is in good
voice. Walter Grossman, the Speaker of
the Beecham set (Odeon I), has presence

and is not afraid really to sing his lines,
but the voice itself is an ordinary one.
Can anyone tell me why most of these
recordings substitute the chorus for the
Speaker's voice in the warning to Tam ino ( "Zuriick!" etc., p. 57)? A difference

in editions?
Monostatos. Gerhard Unger (Angel)
is easily the best, with genuinely fine
light lyric tenorizing and a great deal of
life. Heinrich Tessmer (Odeon I) and
Friedrich Lenz (DGG II) are also to
the point, having sufficient nastiness to
make the Moor a proper threat. I find
the approach of Martin Vantin (DGG I)
interesting in that he makes his little
aria a plea for pity, thus enlisting our
sympathies. A good point, with a logical
foundation in the text.
Papagena. A virtually foolproof part
on records, though not in the theatre. I
have a particular liking, though, for Lisa
Otto in both DGG versions. and more
specifically for her work on DGG I. She
is fresh and engaging and spirited both
times, but in the earlier version we see
a bit of a family squabble already in
progress over the children- marriage is
going to be a mixed blessing.
The Three Ladies. As trios go, it is
hard to face down Angel's line -up of
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Marga Höffgen,
and Christa Ludwig, and indeed it is a
well -balanced grouping, as well as a
glamorous one. London's casting of Judith Hellwig, Ludwig, and Hilde RösslMajdan is also very strong, though Hell wig is a little light for ideal balance.
Outstanding individual
contributions:
The First Ladies of Marianne Schech
(DGG I) and Sena Jurinac (Odeon II),
and the Third Lady of Rut Berglund
(Odeon I).
The Armed Men. Extremely impressive is the coupling of James King and
Martti Talvela on DGG II -two major
voices, which is what the chorale needs
but seldom gets. The DGG I pairing of
Howard Vandenberg and Kim Borg is
also strong, with Vandenberg. an American Heldentenor who died just as his
career was really getting under way, especially good. Erich Majkut and Harald
Pröglhöf (Odeon II) sound fine, though
I think microphone placement has a
good deal to do with it. The similarity
of timbre between Majkut and the Tam ino (Dermota) is an advantage for the
exchanges in the trio.

The Three Spirits (or Three Boys).
Disaster overtakes us. The use of boy
sopranos is ridiculous -they cannot possibly carry their share of the load among
adult opera singers. On the other hand,
it is no improvement to use female singers who are so feeble that they sound
like boy sopranos. The extant recordings
waver between these self -destructive solutions. the only exceptions being DGG II
(with Antonia Fahberg, Rosl Schwaiger,
and Raili Kostia) and Angel (with Agnes Giebel, Anna Reynolds, and Josephine Veasey). The former group is adequate, the latter outstanding.
Best rendering of dialogue -DGG II,
by far.
Best use of "staging" and magical ef-

fects- Ditto.

Worst-The thundersheet on DGG I.
Most musical bells -Odeon I.
Zauberfliite is, incidentally, the only
Mozart opera to get a musically complete treatment on each of its recordings, the only omission being the horn
blasts following the March of the Priests
at the opening of Act II (p. 82) from
the London recording. The deplorable
situation with respect to the dialogue
has already been outlined.
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"Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli at the London
Palladium." Capitol WBO 2295, $9.58 (Two LP);
SWBO 2295, $11.58 (Two SD).

enthusiasts, who comprise one of the
claques in the international world of
vehement
most
show business, turned out in full cry for the concert
at London's Palladium in November 1964, recorded
live in this album. Greeting Miss Garland and her
daughter Liza Minnelli with affectionate barrages of
cheers and applause, the audience adds communicable dimensions of excitement and emotional involvement to the recording, and quite obviously affects the performances by Miss Garland and Miss
Minnelli.
But quite aside from the setting and the interaction
of audience and performers, these discs have a
unique fascination. On one hand, we have one of
the great popular singers of our day, past her prime
perhaps, but with a wily knowledge of all the tricks
of her trade; on the other, a daughter bred in her
mother's singing image, standing on the edge of a
very promising career of her own (at the time, Miss
Minnelli had not yet made her successful Broadway
debut in Flora, the Red Menace, but she had made
GARLAND

Family enterprise: before their Palladium appearance, daughter Liza rehearses while Judy looks on.

Yaw
m

1.

i

her impact off -Broadway). Their concert is made up
of duets, solos, medleys (in which snatchs of various songs are adapted to comment on the motherdaughter relationship), and, as encores, four of Miss
Garland's blockbusters -Swanee, Chicago, San Francisco, and the inevitable Over the Rainbow.
Hearing them sing together, one will quickly detect the strong family relationship in the basic timbre
of their voices. Miss Garland's voice, however, has
grown husky and slightly worn, and what was once
a vibrato has become a wobbling quaver that often
threatens to go out of control. Miss Minnelli, eighteen years old, sings with clear, youthful vivacity
and with the confidence and assurance of one who
knows she can reach any note or produce any extravagant quantity of volume. In this, she is often
guilty of overconfidence (or possibly overenthusiasm), for her belting finales are sometimes reduced
to strident shrieks. But if she is pushing, it is understandable because she is in a particularly challenging
situation.
Miss Garland knows better than to be caught in
this trap. Although she too sings with great gusto
and expends tremendous amounts of energy in the
course of the concert, she also husbands her resources,
working craftily around the potential danger spots.
After her daughter has exhausted both herself and
her audience by tearing a song to tatters, Miss Garland moves in, displaying all the sure and subtle skill
of her calm, cool, easygoing delivery (the style in
which she functions with the most certainty these
days). The result is that, even though Miss Minnelli
has the better voice and the broader range, Miss Garland has the experience that allows her to walk off
with the finest moments in the set, particularly in her
old pro delivery of Smile, Make Someone Happy,
and The Music That Makes Me Dance. Despite her
overplaying, Miss Minnelli projects a warm and winning personality and. in the early portions of most
of the songs heard here, shows the control and individuality that have since blossomed in Flora, the Red
J.S.W.
Menace.
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Mel Tonne: "That's All." Columbia CL
2318, $3.79 (LP); CS 9118, $4.79 (SD).
For the last twenty years Mel Tormé
has been threatening to become a brilliant popular singer. But, on records,
one element or another has always undercut his potential. Sometimes the huskiness of his voice (hence his nickname
"The Velvet Fog ") simply turned into
hoarseness; sometimes he sabotaged himself by using supposedly hip attitudes;
sometimes the way he was recorded or
what he recorded seemed incompatible
with his talents. Now, at last, here is
the disc that Tormé always seemed on
the verge of making -the record that
shows his musicianship, taste, vocal control, and the true range of his singing.
The Velvet Fog still swirls in, but now
it is backed by depth and range and
control. Lyrics are beautifully articulated, melodies beautifully phrased
and shaded. This is superbly controlled
singing, yet one is never conscious of
control being exerted. And what a fine
group of songs Tormé has chosen
That's All, Vernon Duke's gorgeous
What Is There To Say, the Gershwins'
Isn't It a Pity. He even breathes fresh
life into songs that might be dismissed
as staid or stereotyped -The Nearness
of You, My Romance, The Second Time
Around. Since Robert Mersey wrote the
arrangements,
conducted the accompanying orchestra, and also produced
the disc, he must be credited with a big
assist in so successfully bringing out the

-

ultimate Tormé.
Lena Home: "Feelin' Good." United
Artists 3433, $3.79 (LP); 6433, $4.79
(SD).
The brashly sensuous projection that
is
Lena Horne's special trademark
shines out of this disc with neon brilliance. All the healthy joy and animal
vitality that is part of Miss Home's
professional presence has rarely been
caught as consistently on a record as it
is in this set, a happy conjunction of
songs, arrangements (by Ray Ellis), and
top -form Home. She sweeps along from
the exuberant joy of A Wonderful Day
Like Today and The Roar of the Greasepaint to the almost tactile sensations of
Feelin' Good (from the same Anthony
Newley show), the Beatles' And I Love
Him, and an ideal Horne bossa nova,
The Girl (in this case, Boy) from
Ipanema. Here is one of the great
individualistic interpreters of popular music at her peak.

Charlie Walker: "Born To Lose." Epic
LN 24153, $3.79 (LP); BN 26153,
$4.79 (SD).
Singing the lyrics

of Fast Way of
Livia', Charlie Walker describes himself as "a honky -tonk man in a honky tonk town." And that, on this disc,
is what he is
particularly blithe honky tonk man who seems to be having a
hell of a time in his honky -tonk town.
His songs are essentially sad, built on
sentimental clichés Walking the Floor
Over You, Drivin' Nails in My Coffin,
Born To Lose, and I'll Go Down Swinging, in which, having outlined his emo-

-a

-

of the musical theatre on this disc. She
has a big vibrant voice capable of the

most delicate shadings, and she succeeds
brilliantly when dealing with lyrics that
are meaningful to her (i.e., lyrics reflecting her folk -song background). But she
misses by a mile with those glib and
glossy songs Lena Home does so effectively: Night and Day, Speak Low, Old
Devil Moon. Obviously there is nothing
wrong with these songs; their slick sophistication is just not for Miss Ofarim.
But give her Somewhere from West Side
Story, Is It Really Me from 110 in the
Shade, A Taste of Honey or Here I'll
Stay from Love Life and her voice turns
from brittle glassiness to warm reality.
She has a fine interpretative sense, a voice
of great flexibility, and, when she is
paired with the right songs, an imposing
personality.

Lena Horne: really "Feelin' Good."

tional woes, he declares: "I'm here at
the tavern gettin' stoned /Because if
I've got to go, I'll go down swingin'."
Backed by guitars, drums, and bass,
Walker sings with a joyful, lively rhythm
that, on the surface, seems to contradict
the often lachrymose lyrics. But, as he
says, he's "goin' down swingin'" and,
on the evidence of this set, there could
hardly be a better way to go.

"Carousel." John Raitt, Eileen Christy,
Susan Watson. RCA Victor LOC 1114,
$4.79 (LP); LSO 1114. $5.79 (SD).
For all the sentimentality of its book
and lyrics, Carousel, after twenty years,
still retains its high place in the Rodgers
and Hammerstein canon. I can think of
no other score in our musical theatre
that boasts such a succession of brilliant
and varied melodies. Only the stodgy
Highest Judge of All falls below Rodgers'
otherwise almost perfect score. Last
summer's Lincoln Center production of
Carousel has been given a strong and vigorous recording that has, unfortunately,
one crucial weak point: John Raitt's
singing of the leading role, Billy Bigelow.
Raitt is no longer the singer he was
twenty years ago when he created this
role on Broadway. He manages to cover
himself fairly well until he comes to
the challenge of Soliloquy, which leaves
him cruelly exposed. A recording of
Carousel with a weak Soliloquy cannot
really be counted as an effective recording of the score. This is doubly unfortunate because the rest of the cast
is extremely good -notably Susan Watson, whose brightness and sparkle light
up You're a Queer One, Julie Jordan;
Eileen Christy, who has the properly
vocalized starry -eyedness for If I Loved
You and What's the Use of Wonderin';
and Katherine Hilgenberg, who brings joy
to June Is Bustin' Out All Over and
an imposing authority to You'll Never
Walk Alone.
Esther Ofarim: "Is It Really Me!" Philips
200 -185, $3.79 (LP); 600-185, $4.79
(SD).
Miss Ofarim, previously known solely as
a folk singer, moves into the world
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Joan Toliver: "The Most Unusual."
Philips 200 -186, $3.79 (LP); 600 -186,
$4.79 (SD).
Joan Toliver has a dark, warm, contralto voice that, properly guided, can be
very effective. With a sustained melodic
line and a comfortable beat to ride on,
she is an appealing and enlivening singer
(for instance, in the slow, expressive
treatment of Feelin' Good, the easy
amble of One -Room Paradise, or an unusual merry gallop of Careless Love).
When skirting the dangerous line between saucy vigor and overplaying, she
sometimes falls directly into the trap.
Faced with the dramatic horrors of A
Sunday Kind of Love, she becomes so
outrageously hammy that Sophie Tucker
seems staid in comparison. For the most
part, however, Jimmy Jones's fine arrangements keep Miss Toliver on the
right track.

Andre Benichou and His Well- Tempered
Three: "Jazz Guitar Bach." Nonesuch
1069, $2.50 (LP); 71069. $2.50 (SD).
The title "Jazz Guitar Bach" is a bit misleading, for Benichou's playing (on an
electric guitar) does not in any sense
reflect a jazz idiom. Rather, he performs
transcriptions of Bach in a relatively
straight fashion. The suggestion of jazz
is provided by the presence of a bassist
and drummer who play rhythms associated with jazz and popular dance muTheir accompaniments, however,
sic.
force Benichou into situations where
he must skimp on shading and expression. Much of the time his electric
guitar sounds like a loud harpsichord.
particularly in the upper register, and it
is evident that there are some apt and
interesting possibilities in
transcribing
Bach for this instrument. But the addition of a rhythm section merely interferes
with and dilutes Benichou's otherwise
stylish performances.
Bernie Leighton and Moe Wechsler:
"Puccini, Rossini, Verdi. Bellini, and
Blitzstein." Westminster XWN 19108,
$4.79 (LP); WST 17108, $4.79 (SD).
According to Bernie Leighton, one objective of these two -piano arrangements
of operatic themes is "to find new meaning in the thematic material," to accomHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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organ available today. Its 32 voices (plus amazing "Library of Stops"), 6 couplers and 5 pitch
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ready -built organs selling from $5000 to $6000.

The pride and satisfaction of building one of
these most pipe -like of electronic organs can
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You can buy the organ section by section... so
you needn't spend the whole amount at once.
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the album falls superficially into much
the same category as the recent rash of
jazz interpretations of Bach and Mozart.
In this case, however, the styling is
closer to cocktail piano than to jazz
(and I do not use "cocktail piano" in a
pejorative sense -there are some highly
skilled and imaginative practitioners of
this special art. and Leighton and
Wechsler do the craft credit). The difficulty in this case is that Puccini, Rossini,
Verdi, and Bellini do not lend themselves
readily to this particular style. There
are moments here and there -individual
choruses that come alive, usually when
the two pianists get as far away from
the theme as they can and swing along
on their own. Not too surprisingly, the
one selection that fits in most readily
with their format is Marc Blitzstein's
Nickel Under the Foot, the raw and
nagging torch song he wrote for The
Cradle Will Rock. Here the music and
the musicians can meet on common
ground and the results are far more
valid than, say, forcing "La donna è
mobile" into a light swing idiom.
The Ink Spots: "The Best of the Ink
Spots." Decca DXB 182, $7.58 (Two
LP); DXSB 7182, $9.58 (Two SD).
When one considers how many singing
groups have achieved some degree of
popularity by milking a formula that
eventually went dry, the undiminished
appeal of the Ink Spots is nothing short
of startling. Most vocal groups have a
general style that can be adapted to the
demands of any song. The Ink Spots, on
the other hand, work in an ironbound
strait jacket that never changes: the inevitable guitar vamp introduction, a first
chorus by Bill Kenny singing high tenor
with exaggerated diction and full quavers,
then the offhand, talking bass ("honey chile") for half a chorus, and back to
Kenny for the windup. How often can
you repeat that one? This set is made up
of twenty -four selections, only two or
three of which vary from this formula.
Yet here they are, fifteen to twenty -five
years after most of the performances
were recorded, holding up better than
most of Decca's recapitulations in its
"The Best of . . ." series. This is even
more amazing in view of the fact that
Kenny is the only Ink Spot who stays
all through the series. Reason tells me
that song after song done in this very
restricted fashion should eventually result in total boaedom. Yet, although I
am at a loss to explain why, the set has
a haunting appeal. It includes most of
the Ink Spot classics
I Didn't Care,
We Three, To Each His Own, Do I
Worry, Address Unknown, The Gypsy,
and Java Jive.

-/f

Enclosed find $2.00 for 10 -inch quality LP
record of Schober Organ music. ($2.00
refunded with purchase of first kit.)

City

plish what annotator David Garett Berger
refers to as "a modern reinterpretation of
works of the brilliant operatic composers." With Milt Hinton on bass and Osie
Johnson on drums to complete the group,

No._

J

The Bitter End Singers: "Through Our
Eyes." Mercury 21018, $3.79 (LP);
61018, $4.79 (SD).
The Bitter End Singers take a little
bit of everything that is currently popular, mix it all together, and hope it will

blend into something viable. Thus, they
use folk material, pop songs old and
new, rhythm. and blues in treatments
that involve folk -Dixie (à la the Village
Stompers), twangy guitar, twist, community sing, organ- guitar, and harmonica- piano. Often these elements are
teamed in an unexpected fashion, sometimes very successfully (twangy guitar
with smooth, polished vocal ensemble
on Tite Joker), sometimes less so (joining two old pop tunes, Red Sails in
the Sunset and Wrap Your Troubles in
Dreams, to a routine twist back -beat).
The group occasionally falls into the trap
of being different simply for the sake
of being different, but they balance these
miscarriages with several enlivening efforts, including a zestful / Ain't Gonna
Take It Sittin' Down and a burlesqued
soft-shoe dance on Who Calls You Darling Now.
Stu Phillips: "Feels Like Lovin'." Capitol
2356, $3.79 (LP); S 2356, $4.79 (SD).
Arranger and conductor Stu Phillips and
his Hollyridge Strings have turned out
several collections containing calm versions of current teen -oriented hit songs.
Phillips has now carried his brand of
mood music a step or two further by
bringing together three of the elements
most frequently used to create a mood
package -ethereal voices, the lonely
trumpet or trombone à la Jackie Gleason,
and the ever -present strings (he also
favors an occasional flash of the guitar).
Superficially, this might seem to be overdoing something that is already being
done to death. But Phillips has used the
various devices judiciously -the voices,
for instance, appear as accents, singing
only key lines rather than an entire
chorus. This, plus a similar use of the
solo horns, creates a variety of sounds
and textures that is very welcome in a
field that tends towards monotony. The
tunes, as with the Hollyridge Strings.
are current pop favorites. and here
Phillips has brought out their melodic
merits in settings of consistent interest
and variety.

Yvonne Printemps: "Les Trois Valses."
Pathé 30320, $5.98 (LP).
The warmly lyrical voice of Miss Printemps glows through these recordings.
which show their age in some of the
orchestrations and in general recording
quality but, surprisingly, never in the
vibrant power of her singing. One side
is devoted to six songs from Oscar
Straus's summation of three periods of
the waltz, The Three Waltzes -two songs
in the style of Johann Strauss père, two
in the manner of Strauss fils. and two
representing Oscar Straus. There are
also songs from a pair of Sacha Guitry
musicals, Mozart and L'Autour masqué
(one with Guitry speaking some counterpoint, just as Pierre Fresnay does in
The Three Waltzes), and two of Miss
Printemps's most successful discs -Le
Pot pourri d'A lain Gerbault, a beautifully
nostalgic medley, and Plaisir d'amour,
gorgeous in its simplicity. In any language, in any era, Miss Printemps can
make her points through these recordings.
JOHN S. WILSON
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At $530, this Ampex Tape Recorder is

buy

it... and we'll

real buy. So,

include $100 worth of stereo tapes!

THE AMPEX 2070 STEREO TAPE RECORDER is a completely automatic, easy -to -use, self- contained portable. It threads itself automatically;
just drop the tape into the slot. It records 4 track stereo or mono, and plays
back through its self- contained speakers. And, it reverses itself automatically at the end of the reel; allows up to 4 full hours of continuous hi -fi
listening, without switching reels. (For the technically minded: this 3 speed,
4 track model features dual capstan drive, a hysteresis synchronous motor,
die -cast aluminum construction ... professional Ampex quality throughout.)

CHOOSE FROM TAPES
LIKE THESE

D Ravel's Bolero, Polovtsian
Dances -Black, London

Festival Orchestra
D Respighi: Pines A Fountains of
Rome

-Ansermet, Suisse

Romande
D Ray Charles- Recipe for Soul
D Italy -Roger Laredo Orchestra
D Adventures in Paradise, Vol. IV D Stanley Black -Film Spectacular D Joan Sutherland
Operatic Recital
D Knuckles O'Toole Plays Again
G Glory, Glory Hallelujah!
D Messiah Highlights w. Sutherland
Eric Rogers
D Lawrence of Arabia, Sound Track
-London Symphony, Boult
Montovani- Kismet
D Definitive Jazz Scene, Vol. I
D Let's Dance Again
D Westward Ho!
D Best of Chad Mitchell Trio
David Carroll Orchestra
D New Ebb Tide -Frank Chacksfield
D Hello Dolly -Louis Armstrong
D Smothers Brothers
D The Keating Sound D Irresponsible -Jack Jones
Curb Your Tongue, Knave
Johnny Keating
D Academy Award Winners
D 1812 Overture, Nutcracker Suite G Wonderful World of Make
Roger Williams
Believe -Johnny Mathis
-Sharpies, London Festival
D Incomparable Montovanl
Orchestra
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto
D Exotic Percussion
G Grand Canyon Suite -Black,
No. 2- Janis, Minneapolis
Stanley Black
London Festival Orchestra
Symphony, Dorati

-

-

-

-

AMPEX CORPORADON.

a

CHOOSE YOUR $100 STEREO
TAPE LIBRARY
from best -selling tapes like those listed below. When you mail in your warranty card,
we'll send you an order blank listing 100 of
the most popular of the 1300 titles in the
Ampex Stereotape Catalog. Choose $100
worth of Stereotape, return the order blank,
receive your selections by return mail.

G Porgy A Bess Symphonic Picture ri Spain -Stanley Black
Dorati, Minn. Sym. & LatinD Ted Heath -Satin, Saxes & Brass

American Symphonette-

Hanson, Eastman- Rochester
Gigi -Sound Track

Sound Track
G Unsinkable Molly Brown Sound Track
D How the West Was Won

D New Kind of Connie

-

Connie Francis
D Dancing at Discotheque
Lester Lavin
D Dance Beat, 23 Selections

-

(DoublePlay)

Ci Mood Music, 26

selections

(DoublePlay)
O The Sound of Vanguard /Bach
Guild -5 Centuries of Music

2201 LANCMPER ROAD. ELI( GROVE VILLAGE. ILL.NOIS 60007

Get:- Gilberto

D Spike Jones in Stereo
D George Greeley- Popular Piano
Concertos of Famous Films
Capriccio Italien.
Capriccio Espagnol
D Giant Pipes, 5 Manual Wurlitzer

-Gus Farney
D Peter, Paul & Mary -In the Wind
Stra'ge Interlude

-

Persuasive Percussion

-

D Command Performance
Enoch Light
D Torch Songs for Trumpet
Severissen
D Joan Baez /5
Lil 01' Groovemaker -Basie

-

ask anyone who knows
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the Sound of a Cymbal
The True Test of a Speaker?
Is

You've probably had the experience of witnessing a "high fidelity"
demonstration which is climaxed by the "expert" saying something
like, "Did you notice how these speakers handled the cymbal ?"
Or maybe a friend, seeking your approval of his new system, has

said, "How do you like the way those Brand
the tympani ?"

X

speakers reproduce

Being a music knowledgeable, you've probably side -stepped
answer to the question. You know there's more to judging a
loudspeaker than listening for a single instrument.

a

direct

The Real Test
Mind you, what has been said about Brand X or Brand Y speakers is
true. They really can reproduce a cymbal or a kettle drum. The real
question is, "How well can they reproduce an orchestra ?" After all,
there are precious few recordings of cymbal or tympani solos.
As a music lover, you know what the real purpose of a loudspeaker
is
to enable you to share an emotional experience with the

-

composer and the conductor. That is the purpose the composer
had in writing the music. That is the purpose the conductor has in
playing the music. That is the purpose you have when you buy
your concert tickets.
If the words "emotional experience" seem a little intangible to you,
they describe the effect you feel when you automatically stand and
applaud loud and long after a thunderous orchestral finale.

To Stir the Emotions
Deep emotional experiences are seldom produced by

a single
instrument. It takes a full orchestra and all the skill and
knowledge available to the composer and conductor.
The same thing is true of loudspeakers. The design engineers must
have as their primary standard the creation of emotions. They must
strive to create the entire range of orchestral effects. Only then
should they apply their measuring instruments.
Fortunately, there is one loudspeaker line which has always been
built to this standard. As you might expect, its sales have
constantly increased since the day high fidelity began. Today it is
enjoying the greatest popularity in its 15 -year history.
Its name is

If you're not familiar with
recordings that do run the full gamut of
orchestral effects, we've selected a pair
of records which, we believe, really
test the ability of loudspeakers to stir
the listener's emotions. They are
commercially available almost anywhere.
We'll gladly send you the names of
these recordings, if you request them,
along with a catalog and the name of
your dearer. Bozak, Box 1166, Darien,
Connecticut.
P. S.
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Shopping for
a tape recorder?
Here's all
you need to know:

apex is

the one

onals use!
ar every day was

)ment. And now,
Du a full line to
ur lowest priced
it features dual
uction. It makes
back in shimmer$300, complete
ust

a

little more,

1100 SERIES

you can have our #1160, which is even easier to use; it
has automatic threading and automatic reversing. (You
don't have to switch reels to play the other tracks!) And,
if you're a "nothing but the best" believer, believe us:
you'll be more than happy with our #2070. It offers sound
quality on a par with professional equipment and power
enough to thrill a small auditorium. To round out the picture, there's also a full line of accessories
all in the
professional tradition of Ampex.

...

2000 SERIES

:rophones /headsets /blank tape/ accessories stereotapes

/

ask anyone who knows

AMPEX
www.americanradiohistory.com

New tape recorders continue to appear
on the market at a fantastic rate. Each
year brings its design changes, innovations, and trends. This year might well
be called the year of the

transistor.
More and more manufacturers are adding solid -state electronics to their lines.
And as transistors are used more by
manufacturers the term "portable" begins to have real meaning. It's not
impossible to find a stereo record and
playback machine that weighs in the
neighborhood of 20 lb.
But, tape recorder terminology remains a morass of confusion. Inputs
are a case in point. While this year's
Tape Recorder Guide gives inputs for
all machines listed in terms of use
(microphone or radio -phono) there's
more to it than that. Check with your
dealer as to whether the inputs are low
impedance or high impedance -for
microphones. In addition, ask him
whether the radio -phono input requires
an amplified and equalized signal or
will you be able to record directly from
your magnetic cartridge- equipped turntable, for example, without going
through an amplifier system first.
The frequency response figures were
supplied to us by the manufacturers
and importers. However, occasionally
response is quoted for a laboratory
model -with considerable variation to
be expected in actual production machines. We've quoted the frequency response for the highest speed -and all
other specifications just as they were
supplied by manufacturers.
But -just how does one go about
buying a tape recorder? First rule of the
game is not to be misled by the
enthusiasm of friends. A machine that
may have all the features and sound
quality your neighbor requires may be
an unfortunate mistake for you. Let
your own ear tell you if the machine
suits your needs. Once you've settled
on a number of machines whose sound
you really like, decide which features
you need.
If you already own a high fidelity
system you may be interested in a
deck
machine lacking playback
amplifiers. You'll save money because
you won't be duplicating equipment you
already have. In addition, the amplifiers
and speakers in many tape recorders
are less satisfying than regular high

AC Operated

Recorders

- --

Tape speeds

--

33/4 and 71/2 ips.

Heads

-

six

Motors
three. Record
4 -track mono. 4
track stereo. Playback
4-track mono, 4 track
stereo. Frequency response
30 18,000 cps.
Indicators
2 meters. Weight
60 lb. Other
features
walnut case; 2 microphone and 2
radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp cnd 2 stereo headphone outputs; automatic reverse record and
play; echo effects; sound -on-sound; two separate,
bookshelf speakers. Price
$699.50. Deck
Model 806, preamps only, $549.50.

--

-

Tape speeds

--

--

11/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

-

one Record
three. Motors
4 -track mono
and 4 track stereo. Playback
2 -4 track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
37 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying
case; 2 microphone and 2 radio phono i-iputs; 2
speaker and headphone outputs; manual reverse
play; all transistor. Price
$369; Model 865,
without reverse play (wood cabinet), $309;
Model 860 (self-contained carrying case), $289;
Model 850, deck with preamps only, $269.

--

--

-

-a

fidelity units.
Do you need a machine that's designed for maximum portability? Then
you're in the market for a batteryoperated unit. Here again, you'll find
variations in features and performance.
But as a rule the more you pay the
better machine you'll have in any class.
But if all you plan are casual recordings
on vacation or Et the beach or for note
taking, a moderately priced machine
might just do the trick.
-MYRON A. MATZKIN
-

-

Tape speeds

- 17/11,

33/4

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads

one. Record
three. Motors
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2 and
4-track mono and 4 track stereo. Frequency
response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicators
2
38 lb. Other features
meters. Weight
selfcontained carrying case; 2 microp' one
and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 speaker, accessory
slide projector sync, headphone outputs; auto-

- -

www.americanradiohistory.com

--

CIPHER

-I

Tape speeds
two. Motors

-

17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

-

Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
70- 13,000 cps. Indicator
neon light. Weight
26 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case, microphone and radio -phono inputs;
earphone and external speaker output; built -in
speaker. Price
$129.95. Cipher 21, with

--

transistorized

Tape speeds

--

--

178, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

-

three. Motors
three. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2- and 4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30- 20,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
40 lb. Other features
deck, with recording
preamps only; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono
inputs; 2 preamp and 2 stereo headphone monitoring outputs; sound -on- sound; and built -in
tape splicer. Price
$399.50.

--

-

-

BRYAN TK1

--

one.

--

-

preamp, $139.95.

CIPHER II

-

--

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two
Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
100- 10,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
17
lb. Other features
self- contained carrying

--

case; microphone and radio-phono inputs; monitor earphone and external speaker outputs;
pause control, and built-in speaker. Price
$109.95.

-

-

-- -

Tape speeds
178, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
80-

-

-

15,000 cps. Indicators
two electric eyes.
Weight
29 lb. Other features
self- contained
carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono
inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs; built -in speakers. Price
$199.95.

- -

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two
Motors
one Record
4 -track mono and 4
track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono and
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
60- 14,000
cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
38 lb.
Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2
microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 pre
amp, 2 speaker outputs and stereo headphone;
speakers in wing carrying case covers. Price

--

--

-

CHANNEL MASTER

- -

Tape speeds

-

6410

- -

---

and 71/2. Heads
two.
Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono and
4 -track stereo. Playback
2-track mono and
4 -track stereo.
Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
meter. Weight
28.5 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono
inputs; 2 heads and 2 extension speaker outputs; 2 speakers in split carrying case cover.
Price
$219.95.
33/4

-

CHANNEL

-

MASTER

-

6541

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two
Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
150- 10,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
12 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; microphone and radio -phono inputs;
built-in speaker. Price
$99.95.

-

CHANNEL

MASTER

-

--

6548

--

-

-

CIPHER

-

VII

--

-

-

Tape speeds
17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2- and 4-track
mono and 2- and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
35-15,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters.
Weight
45 lb. Other features
self -con-

--

--

-

tained carrying case; 2 microphone, 2 radio
phono and 2 auxiliary inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker and headphone outputs; sound
on- sound; automatic shutoff; speakers in wing
carrying case covers. Price
$274.95. Transistorized version, Model 77, $259.95. Also available as deck, $199.95.
-

-

-

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two.
Motors
one Record
2-track mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
50. 12,000 cps. Indicator
magic eye. Weight
17.6 lb. Other features
self- contained
carrying case; microphone and radio -phono in
puts; automatic level control; built-in speaker.
Price
$159.95.

-

$239.95.

-

Tape speeds

-1

%8, 33/4

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads

-

three. Motors
one. Record
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Frequency response
35-

www.americanradiohistory.com

-

Now, there's a tape that lets you

record twice the music per foot.
How? It's so sensitive you can cut
recording speed in half with no loss in
fidelity. Your budget will applaud.
Savings start with this box.

Scotch
1f

SCOTCH

°

Brand "Dynarange" Series Re-

cording Tape

the name on the box. The tape
that just prepared your recorder for the best
performance of its life. This new tape makes all
music come clearer, particularly in the critical
soprano or high- frequency range. So much
clearer, you can now record at 33/4 ips and enjoy
all the fidelity until now possible only at 71/2 on
your recorder. Your dealer has a demonstration
reel that proves the case.
And by cutting your recording speed in half,
you won't need as much tape -can save 25% or
more in costs. Or, you can use new "Dynarange"
Tape at 7Y2 -and discover sound quality you
didn't know your recorder had.
The technical achievement behind all this ...
is

f,,f111 _

f

we've cut background tape noise (what little
there is in "SCOTCH" Recording Tape) in half
so the listening's better. And we made the wear life better, too! 15 times greater than ordinary
tape. Exceedingly low rub -off keeps equipment
clean. Lifetime Silicone lubrication assures
smooth tape travel, protects against head wear
and extends tape life. Comes in new sealed pack
so the tape is untouched from factory to you.
Hear new "Dynarange" Tape demonstrated at
your dealer. Then try a roll on your own recorder.
"5.70iCN

AND

LHEELF '.D

DES

.:Y1Pf

PCG

1M5OP114

CO

Si

P11;,

MiMY

55113

magnetic Products Division

C.13.,5

3M CO

3m

Reprint of advertisement appearing in "Popular Photography," Oct.; "Modern Photography," "Audio," Nov.; "New Yorker,"
Nov. 6; "Sports Illustrated," Nov. 29; "Hi -Fi /Stereo Review," "High Fidelity," Dec.; 1965 issues. (65 -1701)
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-

--

15,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
36.7 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone, 2 radio-phono, cnd 2
auxiliary inputs; 2 preamp, 2 speaker, headphone outputs; sound -on- sound; sound-withsound; speakers in wing carrying case covers.
Price
$350.

-

--

--

Tape speeds

1r/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
50.12,000 cps. Indicator
neon light.
Weight
17 lb. Other features
self- contained
carrying case; microphone and radio phono

- inputs;
speaker.

-

earphone monitoring
Price
$99.95.

-

output;

----

Tape speeds

--

-

built -in

CONCORD

-

Tape speeds

- -

--

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two
Motors
one. Record
2-track
mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency
response
40- 15,000 cps. Indicator
electric
eye. Weight
22 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying case; microphone and radio
phono inputs; built -in speaker. Price
$149.95.

1%e, 33/4

--

-

--

-

-

15,000 cps. Indicators
2 neon lights. Weight
30 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs;
sound-with-sound; track transfer; 1 speaker built
into machine and 1 speaker in case lid. Price
$199.95.

-

CONCORD

-

Tape speeds

/e,

and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
4016,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
341/2 lb. Other features
self-contained mahogany carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio
phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker
outputs; sound -on- sound; two speakers in split
carrying case lid. Price
$249.95.

--

---

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
four
4-track mono and
Motors
three. Record
4-track mono and
4-track stereo. Playback
40- 16,000
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
46 lb.
cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
2 microphone and 2 radio
Other features
phono inputs, 2 preamp, 2 speaker and headphone outputs; sound -on- sound; A/B monitoring;
remote control; automatic reverse play; echo
effects; two speakers in split carrying case cover.
Price
$495. Also available as deck, Model
preamps only, $450.
R -1000, with

--

--4 --

Tape speeds

four.

--

33/4

and 71/2

three. Motors

- -

-- -

--

-

$795.

Tape speeds

one. Record

-

Heads
4 -track mono

ips.

-

-4

-

--

two Motors
mono. Playback

17/8, 33/4 and

--

-

-

radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 extension
speaker outputs; 2 built -in speakers. Price
$169.95.

ips. Heads

4-track
Motors
three. Record
mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
4-track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
-30- 16,000 cps. Indicators 2 meters. Weight
46 lb. Other features
deck, with record
and playback preamplifiers; 2 microphone and 2
radio -phono inputs; 2 preamplifier stereo headphone outputs;
automatic
sound -on- sound;
reverse play; remote control; AIB monitoring.

CROWN SS701
11/2

-

- -

Price

1% and

--

and 71/2 ips Heads

--

--

-

--

12/8, 33/4

three. Motors
three. Record
4-track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 track
mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response
50-30,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters.
Weight
60 lb. Other features
deck with
preamps; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; preamplifier and headphone output. Price
$1,295; 2 -track stereo version available.

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
-track mono and
one. Record
4 track record. Playback
4-track mono and
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2
50- 12,000 cps. Indicators
meters. Weight
55 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying cases; 2 microphone and 2

-

Tape speeds

--

-

33/4

-

--

- - -

555

- -1

-

--

25,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
50 lb. Other features
deck, with preamps
only; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs;
2 preamp, and mono and stereo headphone
outputs; automatic stop. 4 -track model also
available. Price
$995.

Tape speeds

Tape speeds

-

--

Tape speeds
17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
three. Record
2-track mono
and 2 -track stereo. Playback
2 -track mono
and 2-track stereo. Frequency response
50-

CROWN SS824

R -1100

--

CROWN

-

CONCORD

--

-

Heads

-

Tape speeds
17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50-

--

50-25,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Other features
deck with
preamps only; microphone and radio -phono inputs; preamp and headphone output. Price
$795.
46 lb.

--

and 71/2 ips.

four. Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
40- 16,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
44 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp; 2 external speoeer and stereo
headphone outputs; automatic reverse record
and play; sound -on sound; automatic stop; automatic threading; 2 speakers in split carrying case
lid. Price
$449.95.

-

--

response
Weight

SS722

994

-

220
lr/8,

CONCORD

-

- -

120

CONCORD

-

and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
3020,000 cps. Indicators
2 neon lights. Weight
43 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker, and headphone outputs; sound -on- sound; monitoring;
automatic shutoff; one speaker built into machine and second into carrying case cover. Price
$450.

71/2

three. Record
2 -track mono.

-

ips.

Heads
2

track

Frequency

www.americanradiohistory.com

DYNACO BEOCORD
Tape speeds

--

2000

--

17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

-

Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
4016,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
wood cabinet console
41 lb. Other features
or self -contained carrying case; 2 microphone,
2 radio, 2 phono inputs; 2 preamp, headphone
outputs; slide projector sync; 3 sliding potentiometer mixing controls; automatic shutoff;
sound -on- sound; provision for remote operation;
echo effects. Price
console model, $498.
Portable, with speakers in split carrying case
cover, $525.
three.

--

-

--

only; 2 microphone, 2 radio phono, 2 auxilliary
inputs and 4 low level inputs; 2 preamp and
monitoring headphone outputs; source and tape
monitoring. Price
not available.
-

-

Tape speeds

--

and 71/2

33/4

ips.

Heads

-

three. Motors
three. Record -- 4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2 and
4 -track mono and 4-track stereo
Frequency
response
25- 18,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
48 lb. Other features
deck with preamps; 2 microphone and 2
radio-phono inputs; 2 preamplifier and headphone ouptuts; sound -on-sound. Price
in
semi kit form, $299.95.

-

- -

EMERSON

- -

--

-

-

33/4

-

EMERSON

-

--

-

-

- -

and 71/2 ips.
Motors
2one. Record
track mono. Playback
2 -track mono.
Frequency response
50- 12,000 cps. Indicator
neon light. Weight
18 lb. Other features
-self -contained carrying case; microphone input, external speaker output; built-in speaker.
Price
$99.95.

--

--

GELOSO

15/16, 1/8,

--

1 %8,
33/4 and 71/2. Heads
two. Motor
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
40.14,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
39 lb. Other features
2 microphone and
2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external
speaker outputs;
sound-with-sound;
built -in
speakers. Price
$229.95.

-- -

MM516

Tape speeds
Heads
two

Tape speeds

4.10

--

-2

-

- -

Other features
self- contained carrying
case; microphone and radio phono inputs; pre
amp, external speaker. and monitoring earphone
outputs; remote control mike, built -in speaker.
Price
$269.95.
12 lb.

-

-

--

--

-

-

-- --

-

--

15/16, 1r/8. 33/4 and 11/2 ips.
Motors
one Record
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50- 18,000 cps. Indicator
matar.
Weight
26 lb. Other features
self- contained
carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono
inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker out
puts; sound -on- sound, sound-with- sound; auto
matit shutoff; 2 built-in speakers. Price
$179.95.

- -

-

EMERSON SS544

- -

-

Tape speeds
15/16,
Heads
two. Motors

1

7/8,

one

--

and 71/2 ips.
Record
-track

33/4

-4

-

mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50- 18,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
30 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs;
sound -on- sound; sound -with -sound; 2 built -in
speakers. Price
$229.95.

-

-

--

1

-

GRUNDIG TK

--

Tape speeds

46

- IN,-

33/4

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads

--

-

-

GRUNDIG TK

-

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two.
one Record
Motors
4 -track mono. Playback
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo (with
external amp and speaker). Frequency response
50- 12,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
13 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; microphone and radio -phono inputs;
extension speaker; preamp and sound head outputs; automatic shutoff. Price
$99.95.

Tape speeds
Heads
two.

-

--

one Record
4-track
three. Motors
mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
4-track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
electric eye. Weight
40- 18,000 cps Meter
33 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs;
sound -on- sound; sound -with-sound; echo; built
in speakers. Model TM 45V, deck with preamps
only.

517

Tape speeds
- 15/16, lr/8, 33/4 and 7/2 ips.
Heads
two Motors
2-track
one. Record
mono. Playback
Frequency
2 -track mono.
response
neon
50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
light. Weight
21 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying case; microphone input; two
built -in speakers. Price
$129.95.

-

--

33/4 and P/2 fps. Heads
one Record
two. Motors
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo (with accessory speaker).
Frequency response
40- 20,000 cps. Indicator
-electric eye. Weight
23 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case;
microphone
and 2 radio -phono inputs; 1 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs; adapter available for
sound -on -sound or sound -with -sound; one built.
in speaker with
ability to play two stereo
channels when adapter cord is used; 1 extension speaker. Price
$400.

-

-

Tape speeds
15/16, 1%e and 33/4 fps. Heads
one. Motors
one Record
-track mono.
Playback
2 track mono.
Frequency response
40 -12000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight

-

Tape speeds

GEMSONIC

- -

802

--

Tape speeds

---

-

-

GEMSONIC

804

--

--

-

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one Record
three. Motors
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response -402 meters. Weight
17,000 cps. Indicators
131/2 lb. Other features
deck with preamps

speeds

- -

--
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-

-

- -

-

puts; sound -with -sound (with
fiar); built-in speaker.

GRUNDIG

33/4 and 71/2 ips.

400

TK200
---

Heads
two.
Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono and
4 track stereo. Playback
2 and 4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
14 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying
case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2
preamp and 2 extension speaker outputs; sound
on-sound; automatic shutoff; 2 built in speakers;
all- transistor. Price
$189.95. Model, 803
deck, with preamps only, $109.95.

Tape

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
4 -track mono.
and 4 -track stereo (with external amp and
40-16,000 cps.
speaker. Frequency response
none. Weight
18 lb. Other features
Meter
self- contained carrying case; automatic level
control on record; 1 microphone and 1 radio
phono inputs; preamp and external speaker out-

external

ampli-

-

two.
Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
2 -track mono. PlayMotors
2-track mono. Frequency response
back

-

electric eye. Weight
60- 13,000 cps. Indicator
self- contained carry18 lb. Other features
ing case; microphone and radio -phono inputs;
external speaker output; built -in speaker.

Tape speeds

--

33/4

and 71/2

--

ips.

Heads

-

three. Motors
two. Record
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
35
20,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
30 lb. Other features
deck kit with preamps only; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, headphone outputs; mixing;
sound-on-sound; echo; monitoring; all transistor.
Price
$249.95.

--

-

-

-

4000

KORTING

-

Tape speeds

- 17/8,

--

33/4 and 7'/2 ips

Heads

three. Motors
one. Record
4 track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2 and
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
response
30- 20,000 cps. Indicators
2
electric eyes. Weight
33 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone,
2 radio phono, and 2 auxiliary inputs; 2 tape
head, 2 external speaker, 2 preamp, 2 European
radio and headphone outputs; monitor; sound
on- sound; echo; provision for slide projector
sync; sound -with- sound; tape duplication; built
in speakers. Price
$399.95.

-

-

-

-

--

mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
-50. 15,000 cps. Indicators
2 VU. Weight
43 lb. Other features
teakwood cabinet;
2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs; sound -withsound; automatic shutoff; 2 built -in speakers.
Price
$189.95.

-

-

-

-

-

--

Tape speeds

--

33/4 and 11/2 ips.

Heads

-

-

two.

Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono and
4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono and
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50-15,000
cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
31 lb.
Other features
deck with preamps only; 2
microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp,
2 tape head outputs. Price
$169.95.

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2 -track
mono. Frequency response
50-15,000 cps. Indicator
2 neon
lamps. Weight
28 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying case; microphone and radio phono inputs; external speaker output; slide

- -

--

-

-

projector syn- pulse; speaker built into carry$375.

ing case covet. Price

LAFAYETTE RK-600A

--

-

-

Tape speeds
two. Motors
Playback

33/4 and 1 1/2
one Record
2 and 4 -track mono
with external preamplifier and
quency response
30- 20,000

ips. Heads

- -

- -

- -

4-track mono.
(4 -track stereo
amplifier) Frecps. Indicator
electric eye. Weight
22 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; microphone
and radio -phono inputs; 2 stereo head outputs;
2 preamp and external speaker outputs; built -in
speaker. Price
$199.95.

--

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
2
and 4
track mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Fre-

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two
Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
not available. Indicator
meter. Weight
19 Ib. Other features
self- contained carrying
case; microphone and radio -phono inputs; earphone output; built -in speaker; all transistor.
Price
$99.95.

--

-

1010

MAGNECORD

- -

Tape speeds

---

00,00,00 ips. Heads
three.
Motors
three. Record
4 -track mono and
4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono and
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50-18,000
cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
40 lb.
Other features
optional wood base; deck with
preamps only; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono
inputs; 2 preamp; 2 headphone outputs; monitoring. Price
$570.

--

quency response
40-15,000 cps. Indicators
2 neon lights. Weight
31 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and
headphone outputs; monitoring; sound -on- sound;
2 built -in speakers. Price
$99.88.

-

-

--

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
three. Record
full track mono. Playback
full and 2 -track mono. Frequency response
45- 18,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
47 Ib. Other features
deck, with preamp
and monitoring amp; 3 microphone and 1 radio
phono input; preamp, speaker, headphone and

--

--

-

--

--

33/4 and 71/2 ips
Tape speeds
Heads
two Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
and 42
track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30-20.000 cps. Indicator
electric
30 lb. Other features
self
eye. Weight
contained carrying case; 2 microphone, 2 radio
phono, and 2 auxiliary inputs; 2 tape head, 2
preamp, 2 external speaker, and headphone outputs; monitor; sound -on- sound; provision for
slide projector sync; 2 built -in speakers. Price

- -

--

--

-

-

speeds
33/4 and 7'/2 isp. Heads
Motors
one. Record -4-track mono
4-track mono
4 -track stero. Playback
4 -track stereo. Frequency response -Weight
35 lb.
40- 18,000 cps. Indicator
Other features
self-contained carrying case;
2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker and headphone outputs;
2 built -in speakers. Price
$159.95; Model
RK -650,
deck with preamps only, $109.95.
Tape
two.
and
and

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$299.95.

LAFAYETTE

10008

Tape speeds

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

Motors

4-track

--

one

stereo.

Record

--

Playback

2

-

two
mono and
and 4 -track

4 -track
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sound -on- sound; monitoring speaker. Price
$708.

MAGNECORD

1022

Tape speeds

71/2

--

and

--

15

ips.

Heads

-

-

four. Motors
three. Record
2 -track mono
and 2 -track stereo. Playback
2 -track mono
and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
35- 22,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
47 lb. Other features
deck, with preamps
only; 2 microphone, 2 radio-phono and 2 auxiliary inputs; 4 preamp and headphone outputs;
sound -on-sound. Price
$788.

--

-

-

MAGNECORD
Tape speeds

three. Motors

--

1024
33/4

and 71/2

three. Record

-

-

ips. Heads
4 -track mono

-

-- -

and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5018,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
47 lb. Other features
deck, with preamps
only; 2 microphone, 2 radiophono and 2 auxiliary inputs; 4 preamp and headphone outputs.
Price
$648.

--

-

--

and 4 -track mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo.
Frequency response
30-18,000 cps. Indicator
2 meters. Weight
361/2 lb. Other features
deck, with preamps only; 2 microphone and
2 radio -phono inputs;
2 preamp,
monitoring
headphone outputs; mixing controls; sound -onsound; monitoring; automatic shutoff. Price
$750 (unmounted); Model TX 10 -215, 2 -track
stereo record and playback with 7'/2 and 15 ips,
$825.
2

-

NORELCO

201

---

-

Tape speeds

-

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4-track stereo
(with external preamp and amplifier). Frequency
response
electric
60-16,000 cps. Indicator
self
eye. Weight
18 lb. Other features
contained carrying case; microphone and radio
phono inputs; preamp, sound head, speaker, and
headphone outputs; built-in speaker.

--

-

-

--

Tape speeds

-- -

71/2
and 15 ips. Heads
three. Motors
three. Record
2-track
mono and 2 -track stereo. Playback
2-track
mono and 2 -track stereo. Frequency response
35-18,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters.
Weight
47 lb. Other features
deck, with
preamps and 2 monitoring amplifiers; 2 microphone, 2 radio-phono and 2 auxiliary inputs;
preamp outputs. Price
$995.

- -

--

new
mph in
A

performance

-

- --

--

-

Tape speeds
15/16, 17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips.
Heads
one. Record
4two. Motors
track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
response
50-18,000 cps. Indicator- neon

-

self light. Weight
39 lb. Other features
contained carrying case; microphone, 2 radio
phono inputs; 1 preamplifier, 2 external speaker
outputs; sound-on-sound; automatic shutoff;
monitoring; 1 speaker in recorder and 1 in
carrying case cover.
-

--

-

Tape speeds
two Motors

-

12/a, 33/4

and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
-100-10,000 cps. Meter
Indicator
meter.
25 lb. Other features
Weight
self-contained carrying case; microphone and radio
phono inputs; external speaker and earphone
outputs; monitoring; built-in speaker. Price

-

--

-

-

$99.95.

MASTERWORK

-

Tape speeds

- -1

M810

/e,

33/4 and

--

71/2 ips.

Heads

four. Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
40and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2 meters. Weight
15,000 cps. Indicators
30 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying
case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs: 2
preamp, 2 external speaker, earphone outputs:
2 speakers built into split carrying case cover.
Price
$275.

--

OKI

111

-

-

-

and 71/2 ips. Heads
Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
meter. Weight
-60- 13,000 cps Indicator
13.2 lb. Other features -self -contained carrying case; microphone and radio-phono inputs;
preamplifier output; built-in speaker. Price
Tape speeds
two. Motors

33/4

one

-

$129.95.

--

Formula 10
Now there's a higl -performance all purpose sound recording tape that
brings to your recorder the quality
materials and precise techniques
used in making computer and in-

strumentation tape. It's called
Formula 10 Audiotape. Here's why:
Fully compatible with all recorders. 2. No bias adjustments necessary. 3. All standard widths, lengths,
base materials and thickness -all
1.

-

electrically interchangeable.

Ks

NEWCOMB

TK10

ye*

-

three. Motors

--

-

33/4 and 71/2
one. Record

-

ips. Heads
2 and 4 -track

mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Playback

-

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
4 -track mono.
two. Motors
one. Record
Playback
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo
(with external preamplifier and amplifier). Frequency response
50 15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
151/2 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; microphone and
radio-phono inputs; phono and radio -phono inputs; preamplifier and tape head outputs; sound
on- sound; sound-with- sound; built -in speaker.
Price
$179.95.

Tape speeds

-

Tape speeds

--

-

-
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4.

Oxide will not rub off or smear.
5. Polished surfaces for reduced
friction and head wear. 6. Strict uniformity from reel tp reel. 7. Exceeds
govt specs for minimum dropouts,
even in slow speed, edge track recording. 8. Greater sensitivity at all

frequencies.

9.

Higher signal to

noise ratios. 10. Smoother overload
at all frequencies. Test it today.
AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 235 East 42 Street, New York

OM

300

--

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo: Frequency response

-

-

40- 15,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
16.2 lb. Other features -self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs;
sound -on-sound; sound -with -sound; 2 speakers
built into split carrying case cover. Price
$219.95; Model 300D, deck with preamps only,

-

-

and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
4015,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
45 lb. Other feautres
deck with preamps
and monitor amplifiers only; 2 microphone and
2 radio-phono inputs. Preamp output. Price
$500.

--

-

-

-

- -

17/e and 33/4 ips. Heads
one. Record
4 -track mono.
Playback
4-track mono. Frequency response
50-15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight

four. Motors

--

--

-

radio -phono inputs; 2 external speaker outputs; sound -on- sound; sound -with- sound; speakers built into split carrying case covers. Price
Less than $289.95.

OKI

555

Tape speeds

--

-

--

RCA YGB

11

-

Tape speeds

- -

-

--

-

--

-

--

50-15,000. Indicator
meter. Weight
not available. Other features
self-contained
carrying case; microphone and radio -phono in
puts; preamp output; built -in speaker. Price
$129.95.

-- -

and

33/4

71/2

ips. Heads

--

-

-

636

Tape speeds

three Motors

--

33/4

and

71/2

three. Record

-

- -

-

-- -

--

-

-

--

3110

-

-

Tape speeds
1 %8. 33/4 and
71/2 (15 optional)
ips. Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response
40-18.000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
30 lb. Otfm features
2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; deck with
preamps and monitoring amplifiers only; 2 preamp, 2 speaker and 2 headphone outputs. Price

--.

-

--

$189.95.

-

one Record
4-track mono
three. Motor
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
and 4-track stereo. Frequency response
402 meters. Weight
18,000 cps. Indicators
not available. Other feaures
walnut base;
2 microphone, 2 radio phono, and 2 auxiliary inputs; 2 preamp and 2 speaker outputs; sound
on- sound; sound-with-sound; 2 bookshelf speak$489.85.
ers in walnut enclosures. Price

REVOX

Re-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
two Motors
one Record
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 track mono. Frequency response
40. 18.000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
26 lb. Other features
deck with preamps
only; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs;
2 preamp outputs and 2 headphone outputs;
sound-with- sound; soundon- sound. Price

RHEEM CALIFONE

Tape speeds
1 %8, 334 and 71/2 ips
Heads
one Record
two. Motors
4-track mono.
Playback
4 -track mono. Frequency response

--

ips.

$249.95.

-

Tape speeds

and 71/2

33/4

-

12/8 and 33/4. Heads
four.
one. Record
4 -track mono. Playback
4-track mono. Frequency response
50-15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
not available. Other features
self -contained carrying case; cartridge machine; microphone and radio-phono inputs; preamp output; automatic shutoff; built-in speaker; all
transistor. Price
$99.95.

Motors

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2022,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
241/2 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamplifier and 2 speaker outputs;
automatic shutoff; sound -on- sound; speakers
built into split carrying case. Price
$349.95.

--

12/8,

not available. Other features
cartridge
machine; self- contained carrying case; microphone and radio -phono inputs; preamp outputs;
and earphone; remote control mike; built -in
speaker. Price
$129.95.

-- -

2

-- ---

4-track mono and 4-track stereo.
Playback
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo.
Frequency response
50-15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
not available. Other
features
self-contained carrying case; 2
microphone and 2 radio phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker, headphone outputs;
sound -with -sound; automatic shutoff. Price -$229.95; Model MGG 72, deck with preamps
only, $189.95.
cord

Tape speeds

--

45

Tape speeds

$159.95.

--

-

RCA YGG

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
4-track mono
two. Motors
one. Records
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo
Frequency response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
22 lb. Other features
2 microphone and

-

not available. Other features
cartridge machine; self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2
external speaker. headphone outputs: automatic
shutoff; sound -with-sound; 2 speakers in split
carrying case covers. Price
$229.95. Model
MGC71, deck with preamps only, $159.95

Tape speeds

-

ips. Heads
4 -track mono

--

12/8

--

and 33/4

ips. Heads

-

four. Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 track mono
and 4-track record. Frequency response
50meter. Weight
15,000 cps. Indicator

--
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--

- - -

-

---

Tape speeds
31/2 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
three. Motors
three. Record
4 track mono and 4 -track stereo Playback
4 track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
response
40- 18,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
54 lb. Other features
deck, with preamps only. 2 microphone and 2
radio phono inputs; 2 preamp. headphone out-

puts. Automatic shutoff; sound-on-sound; sound

-

with- sound; automatic reverse play. Price
$499.95. Model 3160, with automatic reverse
play, $599.95.

3200

CALIFONE

RHEEM

- -

--

Tape speeds

33/4 and 71/3 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response

-40- 18,000

-

cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
33 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs;
2 preamp, 2 external speaker and headphone

-

outputs; sound -with- sound; and
ers. Price
$269.95.

built -in speak-

3550

RHEEM CALIFONE

--

-

2

--

Tape speeds
1 7/8, 33/4
and 71/2 ips. Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track record. Playback
4-track mono
and 4 -track record. Frequency response
4015,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
25 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying

--

--

case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs;
2 preamp and 2 speaker outputs; 2 built -in
speaker. Price
$169.95.

-

- - - -

---

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency
response
40- 17,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
49 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; 2 microphone and
2 radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp, 4 headphone,
2 extension speaker, 2 sound head outputs;
sound -with -sound; sound -on- sound; monitoring:

automatic shutoff. Price

-

$359.95.

710

ROBERTS

--

--

Tape speeds
1 7/8,
33/4 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips. Heads
three. Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4-track stereo.
Playback
2 and 4 -track mono and 2 and

--

-

4 -track stereo.

and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker, and 2 headphone outputs; 2 built
in speakers; automatic shutoff. Price
$299.95.

-

1650

ROBERTS

- -

--

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2- and 4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30- 18,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
33 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2
radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, headphone and
2 external speaker outputs; monitoring; sound

--

-

-

-

with- sound; automatic stop; 2 built -in speakers.
Price
$299.95 Also available with wing speakers (Model 1670), $359.95.

Frequency response
40 -22,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
49
lb. Other features -selfcontained carrying case;
2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 tape
head, 2 preamp, 2 external speaker and headphone outputs; cross field head; monitor; automatic shutoff; built -in speakers. Price
$499.95-

-

--

-

33/4 and 71/2 (15 optional)
three. Motors
three. Record
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
full, 2- and 4 -track mono and 2- and
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
3022,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
not available. Other features
2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp,
2 external speaker, headphone outputs; cross
field head; sound -on- sound; all transistor; 2
built -in speakers. Price
$699.95.

Tape speeds
ips. Heads

-- -

-

Tape speeds
33/ and 71/2 (15 optional) ips.
Heads
three. Motors
three. Record
4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
2 and 4-track mono, 2- and 4 -track stereo. Fre-

--

--

--

quency response
40-22,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
62 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone
and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp; 2 external
speaker and headphone outputs; cross field
head; monitoring; sound-on-sound; sound -withsound; automatic reverse and repeat; 2 built -in
speakers; all transistor. Price
$699.95. Also
available as deck, Model 4000-D, $599.95.

-

ROBERTS

110

--

Tape speeds
al) ips. Heads

12/8, 33/4

-

and 71/2 (15 optiontwo. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
response
40- 19,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
461/2 lb. Other features
2 microphone and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 tape
head, 2 preamp, headphone, and 2 external
speaker outputs; sound-with- sound; automatic

--

- -

stop; built -in speakers.

-

Tape speeds
two. Motors

-

--

12/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
-50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
lb. Other features
microphone and

-22

-

radio -phono inputs; external speaker output;
built-in speaker. Price
$169.95.

ROBERTS

1620

--

--

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
25 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono

--

-

inputs;
Price

--

Price

-

preamps outputs;
$199.95.

2

--

built-in speakers.

-

-

-

-

1000

ROSSCORDER

--

-

-

Tape speeds
33/ and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
2 -track mono.
one. Record
Playback
mono. Frequency re2 -track
sponse
80- 15,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
151/2 lb. Other features
self contained carrying case; microphone and radio
phono inputs; headphone output; and built-in
less than $100.
speaker. Price

---

--

-

-

SHARP

-

RD701

--- -

--

Tape speeds
12/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
2 -track
one. Record
mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
60- 10,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
13 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying case; microphone and radio
phono inputs; preamp and external speaker
outputs; mixing; monitor; and built -in speaker;
all transistor. Price
$99.95.
-

-

...^c

ROBERTS

$399.95.

-

e-'

1630

..,,,
vir

--

-

-

Tape speeds
12/8, 33% and 71/2 (15 optional
ips. Heads
two. Motor
one. Record
4 -track mono and 4 -track
stereo. Playback
4 -track mono and 4 -track stereo. Fre-

--

--

quency response
40- 18,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
331/2 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; 2 microphone
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Tape speeds

-

12/e,

33%

and 71/2

ips. Heads

- -

---

-

two Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
60- 14,000 cps. Indicator
meters.
2
Weight
26 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2
radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 speaker
outputs; monitoring; 2 built -in speakers; all
$189.95.
transistor. Price

--

SONY

102

-

263

Tape speeds

E

--

--

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads
three. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30- 18,000 cps. Indicators
none. Weight
12 lb. Other features
deck with transport
33/4

--

-

-

-

Price- $119.95.

only; designed for use with Sony Amplifier (SRA2L). Price
less than $119.50.

33/4 and P/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
-50- 12,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
18 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; microphone and radio-phono inputs;
preamp and external speaker outputs; built -in
less than $129.50.
speaker. Price

-

SYMPHONIC
R -800

-

- -

--

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads

--

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

--

250

A

--

-

-- -

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips
Heads
one Record
4 -track mono
two. Motors
4-track mono
and 4 track stereo. Playback
and 4-track stereo. Frequency response
50.15.000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
walnut base;
not available Other features
deck, with preamp only; 2 microphone and 2

-

radio -phono inputs;
matic shutoff. Price

2

SONY

600

Tape speeds

--

33/4

and

--

71/2

ips.

Heads

--

-

---

-

-

$239.50.

-

puts; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker headphone
outputs; automatic shutoff; electric braking;
all transistor. Price
$249 95.

-

Tape speeds

--

33/4

and 71/2

--

ips. Heads

-

three. Motors
three. Record
4 -track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track record. Frequency response
35.22,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
58 lb. Other features -self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono
inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker, and
stereo headphone
outputs; sound -on- sound;
sound-with- sound; mixing; monitoring; illuminated control panel; 2 speakers in split carrying case cover; all transistor. Price
$449.95.

-

-

-

preamp outputs; auto
less than $139.50.

and 71/2 ips. Heads
4-track mono
one Record
two. Motors
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2 meters. Weight
50- 15,000 cps. Indicators
2 microphone
31% lb. Other features
and 2 radio-phono inputs; 2 external speaker
less than
outputs. Built -in speakers. Price
33/4

--

-

-

--

33/4

and 71/2

-- --

ips. Heads

three. Motors
4 track
three. Record
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2 -track
mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Frequency re30. 18,000 cps. Indicators
2
sponse
meters. Weight
43 lb. Other features
deck with preamps only; designed for use with
SSA-777 amplifier /speaker combinations); self contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2
radio-phono inputs; 2 preamp and headphone
outputs; monitoring; sound -on-sound; remote
less than $695.
control. Price

- -

--

--

-

three. Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
3018,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
44 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; deck, with preamps only; 2 micro
phone (or magnetic cartridge) and 2 radio
phono inputs; 2 preamp and headphone outputs,
sound-on- sound; automatic shutoff; and monless than $450.
itoring. Price

Tape speeds

Tape speeds

--

Tape speeds
1%8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
35 lb. Other features
self- contained carry
ing case; 2 microphone and 2 radio-phono in-

-

-

SONY

--

-

two
Motors
one Record
4-track mono and
4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono and
4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30 -18.000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
56
lb. Other features
self- contained carrying
case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs;
2 preamp, headphone and 2 external speaker
outputs; sound -on-sound; automatic shutoff;
mixer; and two speakers built into split carrying case cover. Price
less than $399.50.
Tape speeds

Tape speeds
33A and 71/2 ips. Heads
4 -track mono
two. Motors
one Record
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4-trcck stereo. Frequency response
50
14,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
27 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs;
sound -on- sound; 2 speakers in split carrying
less than $199.50.
casa cover. Price

--

mono. Playback
4 -track mono. Frequency
response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
22 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying casa; microphone and radio
phono inputs; preamp, external speaker, and
headphone outputs; monitoring; plays stereo
monophonically; built -in speaker; all transistor.

-

--

Tape speeds

SONY

-

SYMPHONIC R-200

-

--

Tape speeds
two. Motors

1

%8,

33/4

one.

-

Tape speeds

-

1%8, 33/4

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads

three. Motors -one. Record
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono
40and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
16,000 cps. Indicators
2 electric eyes. Weight
wood base; deck
25 lb. Other features
with preamps only; 2 microphone, 2 radio
phono and 2 auxiliary inputs; 2 preamp out-

--

-

-

-

-

and 71/2 ips. Heads
Record
4 -track
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-

puts; sound -on -sound echo, sound -with -sound.
Price
$498.

-

$279.95. Model
carrying case cover. Price
96, 4 -track mono playback and record, $229.

--

response

Weight

--

40- 16,000 cps. Indicator
lb. Other features

13

meter.

self -con
microphone (1 low

tained carrying case; 2
impedance) and 1 radio -phono input; slide
projector sync; remote control; built -in speaker.
Price

--

-

--

Tape speeds
17/s, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
4 track
two. Motors
4-track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
mono and 4 track stereo. Frequency response
electric eye.
40- 16,000 cps. Indicators
wood base,
Weight
27 lb. Other features
2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2

--

-

preamp and

-

2

external speaker outputs; sound -

monitor;

on- sound;

2

built -in

speaker. Price

$449.50.

-

--

-

$299.95.

-

Tape speeds
15/16, 1%a and 33/6 ips. Heads
two Motor
one. Record
2 -track
mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency

This is a recorded advertisement.
When you come to the large dot on the page begin reading.

--- -

-

--

and 71/2 ips. Heads
1 %a, 33/4
2 -track
two. Motors
one. Record
mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency
electric
response
40- 16,000 cps. Indicator
microeye. Weight
22 Ib. Other features
phone and radio -phono inputs; speaker output;
remote control; built -in speaker. Price
$344.50; without remote control and remote
control foot pedal, $269.50.
Tape speeds

843F

TANDBERG

-We

-- -

-

-

There are three new tape recorders by Uher
The new Uher 9000
"The most revolutionary tape deck"
Its secret is the exclusive solid state computer designed modules [five separate plug -in panels:
record, playback, equalizer, power supply and
push -pull RF bias oscillator circuit). This assures
extremely simple servicing ... if it ever needs it.
In addition, each tape deck comes with its own
testing certificate and original frequency response curve sheet. Other exclusive features
are: powerful hysteresis synchronous motor for
greater stability, separate erase, record and playback heads, and tape tension control (guaranteeing lowest wow and flutter while automatically
removing any foreign particles of dust). The new
Uher 9000 tape deck is one of the most precisely
engineered sound products ever to be designed.

The new Uher Royal Stereo 8000
The one tape recorder that can do everything.
Completely redesigned from its case to the instrument panel to its circuitry. Utilizing all solid
state, the new Uher Royal 8000, outperforms all
other tape recorders. It features: a "swing- away"
chassis for instant inspection, two built -in loudspeakers for perfect channel separation, console
sound that can fill an auditorium, 4 track stereo
and mono recording and playback, 4 speeds, 4
heads, synchronous sound with sound, multiplay
sound on sound, echo effects, pause control,
automatic end of tape stop, AB monitoring and
the exclusive "Dia- pilot" (built -in automatic slide

-

Tape speeds
and 33/4 ips. Heads
4 -track mono.
two. Motors
one. Record
Playback
2 and 4-track mono. Frequency

--

20-13,000 cps. Meter
electric
wood
21 lb. Other features
base; microphone and radio -phono inputs; speaker output; remote control; built -in speaker.
Price
$296. Models 823 and 823F with
response
eye. Weight

-

2

-track record and playback.

projector synchronizer). Audio Magazine

summed it up perfectly "...practically any use
that can be imagined is possible."

--

Tape speeds
1r/8, 33/u nd 71 ips. Heads
two Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
30- 18,000 cps. Indicator
electric eye.
29 Ib. Other features
self -conWeight
tained carrying case; 2 microphone and 4 radio
phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker
and 2 headphone outputs; sound -on- sound;
sound -with- sound; one speaker built -in, one in

-

- -

--

--

-

The new Tiber 4000L
It does everything the 4000 -S does -only better.
Some of its new features are: new brushed aluminum front panel, digit counter and the quietest, most efficient brushless motors ever to be
placed in a fully transistorized battery or AC
operated tape recorder. Its frequency response
goes beyond 22,000 CPS. Like its predecessor, it
too, will probably travel to the highest points of
the Earth (Mt. Everest), Universe (Gemini Program). and to the bottomless pits of Africa (130').
It, too, will be used by more scientists, ornithologists, anthropologists, doctors, radio and T.V.
commentators, and tape recorder enthusiasts
than any other portable tape recorder. Its performance is incomparable, yet it weighs lesa
than 9 pounds.
For a live demo -visit your Iii -Fi Dealer or write for complete literature.
Sound Begins & Ends with a Uher tape recorder (pronounced U -er)

iti,Imattead
ELECTRONICS

Los ANGELES: 2356 SOUTH COTNER, NEW

YORK C. "Y: 1199 BROADWAY. CHICAGO 5445 NORY.- LINCOLN AVE
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--

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 fps. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5018,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
16 lb. Other features
self-contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp and headphone outputs; slide

--

--

-

sync provision; sound -on-sound; automatic shutnot available.
off; 2 built -in speakers. Price
2-track mono record and playModel 6000

-

and 4 -track mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo
(depending on head configuration chosen).
full, 2 and 4 -track mono and 2 and
Playback
4 -track stereo (depending on head configura30- 16,000 cps.
tion). Frequency response
50 lb. Other
none. Weight
Indicators

--

-

radio-phono inputs; 2 extension speaker outputs; 2 built in speakers. Price
$179.95.
2

--

tape transport only designed for
features
use with Viking RP110 or RP120 preamps. Price
from $585.45.

-

back.

- - -- --

- - -

-

---

Tape speeds
15/16, PA, 33/4 and 71/2 ips.
Heads
four. Motors
one. Record
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback

4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency
response
50- 20,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
19 lb. Other features
self
contained carrying case; microphone. radio
and phono inputs; 2 remote control; external
speakers, headphone outputs; sound-on- sound;
sound with-sound; echo effects; slide projector
sync; monitoring; 2 built-in speakers. Price
$419.95.
-

-

--

33/4 and 11/2 ips. Heads
Tape speeds
4 -track mono
three. Record
four. Motors
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo Playback
20and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2
meters. Weight
25,000 cps. Indicators
2 microphone and
45 lb. Other features
2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external
speaker, and headphone outputs; automatic
reverse playback; remote control; sound-with$860.
sound; automatic shutoff. Price

--

Tape speeds
1P/8, 33/4 and 71/2 fps. Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
-track mono.
Playback
4 -track mono. Frequency response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
electric eye.
Weight
22 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying case; microphone input; preamp,
external speaker, and headphone output; slide
projector sync provision; built-in speaker. Price

-

-

-

--

-

9000

Tape speeds

--

33/4

- -

--

--

33/4

and

71/2

-

ips.

Heads

-

-

--

-

17/8,

-

33/4 and

71/2

and 15 ips

-

-

Tape speeds
1%e, 334 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
-track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
4-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
47 lb. Other features
selfcontained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external speaker and headphone outputs; sound -with -sound slide projector
sync provision; built -in AM /FM tuner; automatic
shutoff; 2 speakers in split carrying case covers.
Price
$419.95. Model 744, without AM /FM
radio, $319.95.

-

Tape speeds

-

910

-

-

and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
4 -track stereo.
two. Motors
Playback
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo.
Frequency response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
26 lb. Other featursn
selfcontained carrying case; 2 microphone and
Tape speeds

-

--

VISTA

(depending on drive shaft and pulley). Heads
full, 2
-three. Motors
three. Record

-

-

-

Tape speeds

--4 --

2 or 4 -track
two. Record
three. Motors
2
mono and 2 or 4 -track stereo. Playback
and 4 -track mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo.
30- 18.000 cps. Indicators
Frequency response
45 Ib. Other features
2 meters. Weight
self-contained carrying case (recorder removable for custom installation); 2 microphone and
2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 external
speaker and headphone outputs; monitoring;
automatic transport stop; built -in speakers.
Price
$425. Model 88, deck with preamps
only, $339.95.

-- - -

and 71/2 ips. Heads
three. Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono and 4-track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
20- 20,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters.
22 lb. Other features
deck, with
Weight
preamps only: metal or wood base; 2 microphone (low impedance), 2 radio, and 2 phono
inputs; 2 preamp and headphone outputs; voice
actuated recording; slide sync provision; automatic shutoff. Price
not available.
Tape speeds

Tape speeds
PA. 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
-track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
5015,000 cps. Indicators
2 neon lights. Weight
28 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone inputs; 2 preamp and
2 external speaker outputs; slide projector sync
provision; sound-with- sound; 2 speakers built
into split carrying case cover. Price
$209.95.

-

,'

-

--

$169.95.

-

UHER

-4

-

33/4

--
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--4 --

-

WEBCOR
two. Motors

2500-1

--

-

33/4 and P/2
one. Record

-

ips. Heads
2 -track mono.

-

-

--

-

Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
300-7,000 cps. Indicator
none. Weight
15 Ib. Other features
self- contained carrying case; microphone input; built -in speaker.
Price
$109.95.

-

WEBCOR

- -

-

4ra
/.
.770

-

WOIIENSAK 1288

--

-

- -

--

mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4 -track
mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
2 meters.
40- 18,000 cps. Indicators
self -conWeight
72 lb. Other features
tained carying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio phono inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker
sound -with -sound;
sound -on- sound;
outputs;
speakers in wing carrying case covers. Price
Under $500.

2502

Tape speeds
3% and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
150 -12,000 cps. Meter
none. Weight
19 Ib. Other features
self-contained carrying case; microphone input; preamp headphone
outputs; slide sync provision; built-in speaker.
Price
$109.95.

--

-

speaker outputs; sound -with -sound; automatic
shut -off; built -in speakers. Price
$259.95.

-

- lr-

Tapa speeds
two. Motors

-

--

33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
Tape speeds
4 -track mono
one. Motors
one. Record
4 -track mono
and 4 -track stereo. Playback
50and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response

/8, 31/4 and
one.

71/2

Record

Utie (UlonQd's

-

--

17,000 cps. Indicators
23 lb. Other features

ips. Heads
4 -track

--

meters. Weight
walnut base; 2 micro2

linst Stem() Sew(' Onckesotn
4

-

TRACK -7'12 IPS

STEREO
TAPE

$495
-

--

--

Tape speeds
17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
4 -track
mono. Playback
4 -track mono. Frequency
response
100-15,000 cps. Indicator
meter.

Weight
21 lb. Other features
self contained carrying case; microphone and radio phono inputs; preamp and external speaker
outputs; 2 built-in speakers. Price
$159.95.

THE FINEST IN SOUND

...

..

AT SENSIBLE PRICES

from popular to classic, Broadway shows
Every program preference
.
is yours with AUDIO SPECTRUM TAPES. The magnificence
to travel
and stereo depth of these tapes will thrill and delight the connoisseur. You
will note that neither the melody line nor the full counter line is sacrificed.

You will also appreciate the unparalleled dimension and fidelity that the technicians and artists working on AUDIO SPECTRUM bring into your home. The
by AUDIO SPECTRUM .. .
and maintained
highest standards are set
Hear it for yourself ... now!
A Partial List of Available Stereo Tapes...

...

...

PIPE ORGAN PLUS
THE MONTY KELLY ORCHESTRA (AS1.210)
PIPE ORGAN PLUS GOLDEN AGE

THE SOUL OF SPAIN (AST-105)
GRAND CANYON SUITE (AST -106)
BROADWAY COCKTAIL PARTY (AST -112)
I LOVE PARIS
(AST-114)
ITALIAN HITS (AST -117)
MILLION SELLERS OF THE 40'S (AST -122)
MILLION SELLERS OF THE 50'5 (AST -123)
THE SOUL OF MEXICO (AST -119)
VICTORY AT SEA (UT-204)

--

-

--

Tape speeds
334 and 71/2 ips. Heads
4 -track mono
one. Motors
one. Record
4-track mono
and 4-track stereo. Playback
and 4 -track stereo. Frequency response
50- 15,000 cps. Indicator
electric eye. Weight
27 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone inputs; 2 external
speaker outputs; 2 built -in speakers. Price

--

-

-

$ 199.95.

WEBCOR

1512

--

--

-

Tape speeds
1r/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
4-track mono
two. Motors
one. Record
2 and 4 -track
and 4-track stereo. Playback
mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
meter.
response
50-15,000 cps. Indicator
Weight
34 lb. Other features
self -contained carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio
phono inputs; 2 preamplifier and 2 external

--

--

-

WRITE
FOR FREE
CA TALOG

OF THE DANCE BAND (AST-211)

PIPE ORGAN PLUS
BEST OF AMERICAN THEATRE (AST -212)
PIPE ORGAN PLUS SOUSA MARCHES (AST -213)
MARCHES FROM THE OPERA (AST -301)
GAITE PARISIENNE (AST -302)

-f

America's Fastest

audio fiMM

M

For those who enjoy gracious

Selling
Pre- Recorded
Tapes

lu

living!

Cartridge Stereo Tapes for the Auto
Breeze along in your car

...

listen to the true

-

fidelity sounds of the music you love
undistorted, undisturbed by commercials! It's
the newest line by AUDIO SPECTRUM
auto cartridge tapes! We have a complete
selection for your listening pleasure
hear
they're most sensibly priced.
them all
.

.

.

.

r

.

.

Mfd. by MILLER INTERNATIONAL CO., DEPT. TRG,
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$495
Mono or

Stereo

RUNNEMEDE, N.J.

¡

gars can

R
HEAR
VON can
SPEAK IT/

----

phone and 2 radio -phono inputs; 2 preamp
and 2 external speaker outputs; monitoring;
automatic shutoff; 2 speakers in bookshelf
cabinets. Price
$259.95.

-

5200

deck

with

preamps

only,

cabinet,

no

turner provision, $179.95.

WOLLENSAK

7100

62.

----WOLLENSAK

:-

1980

It

'

--

G

t,

:

< t.,

o

-

-

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 fps. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2 and 4-track
mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo. Playback
2
and 4 -track mono and 2 and 4 -track stereo
Frequency response
40- 18,000 cps. Indicators
2 meters. Weight
42 lb. Other features
self- contained carrying case; 2 microphone
and 2 radio phono (low impedance) inputs; 2
preamp and 2 external speaker outputs; sound
with- sound;
monitoring; automatic shutoff;
built-in speakers. Price
$379. Also available
without speaker (Model 1981), $339.95.

-

--

--

D

:

-

-

-- -

-

-

Tape speeds
17/a fps. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
2-track mono and 2 -track
stereo. Playback
2 track mono and 2-track
stereo. Frequency response
40-15,000 cps.
Indicator
2 neon lights. Weight
32 lb.
Other features
uses special Wollensak cartridge containing r/8 in tape; self -contained
carrying case; 2 microphone and 2 radio -phono
(low impedance) inputs; 2 preamp and 2 external speaker outputs; sound -with-sound; automatic loading; automatic and delayed shutoff; 2 built -in speakers. Price
$399.95;
Model 7200, wood cabinets, bookshelf speakers,
$459.95; Model 7000, deck with preamps only,
$339.95.

- -

REPEATING

MAGNETIC TAPE
MAGAZINE
Converts most standard tape
recorders to continuous operating message repeaters.
Loaded for 3, 5, 8, 12, and
15- minute capacities at 33/4
ips. Repeats message, lesson, or other recorded material as long as desired. Ideal
for sleep learning, language
study, or wherever a repeated
message is of value. Packed
in clear plastic dust -proof,
stand -up cases.

WOLLENSAK

5150

4

- ----

Battery Operated
Portables

- -

Tape speeds
15/16, 1%e, 334 and 71/2 ips.
Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
2 -track
mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency
response
40- 17,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
20 lb. Other features
microphone
and radio -phono inputs; preamp output; automatic shutoff; monitoring; built-in speaker, all
transistor. Price
$149.95.

-T

L*41

CHANNEL
MASTER

6545

41P

-- -Tape speeds

WOLLENSAK

- -

-

ips. Heads
two
Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
150 -7000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
6 lb. Other features
powered by 6 C cell
batteries; remote control microphone and radio
phono inputs; earphone output; built-in speaker.
Price
$109.95.

Motors

5300

one.

1

7/8, 33/4

-

- -

AT YOUR DEALERS

first ,lame in automatic audio

-

-- --

Tape speeds
15/16, 17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips.
Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
4track mono and 4 -track stereo. Playback
4-track mono and 4 -track stereo. Frequency
response
40- 17,000 cps. Indicators
2
meters. Weight
45 lb. Other features
walnut cabinet; 2 microphone and 2 radio
phono inputs; 2 preamp, 2 speaker and headphone outputs; automatic shutoff; tuner provision; 2 bookshelf speakers; enclosures all transistor. Price
$279.95. Model 5280, smaller
speaker cabinets, $219.95; Model 5250, built
in speakers, no tuner provision, $189.95; Model

- -

-

ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

Dept. TRG
1941

Franklin Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43624

-

-
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-

-

-

-

Tape speeds
IN and 33/4 ips. Heads
two. Motors
2-track mono.
one. Record
Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
50- 10,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
6 lb. Other features
powered by 6 D cell

Tape speed

batteries or AC adapter; remote control microphone input; external speaker output; voice
actuated recording; slide projector sync; manual
tape speed control for movies. Price
$179.95.
Model 320, without slide projector sync, but with
built -in AC adapter, $129.95.

Other features
cartridge machine; operates
on 1 T-12 Burgess battery; microphone input;
preamp and earphone outputs. Price
$393.95.
Model 500X, $330; Model 400 17/8 ips, microphone input, earphone output, $269.50.

--

500M

-

33/4 ips.

-- -

-

-- -

Heads
one. Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2-track mono Frequency response
10010,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
3 lb.

- -

-

--

--

(with special capstan
ips. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
2 track mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
65- 15,000
cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
81/2 lb.
Other features
powered by 6 penlight batteries or AC with built -in adapter; remote control microphone and radio -phono inputs; earphone and external speaker outputs; strobo
scope control 33/4 and 71/2 ips; and builtin
$199.50.
speaker. Price
Tape

speeds

-

sleeve) 33/4 and

17/e

71/2

-

MINITAPE M9

-- -

- -

-

-

MIDGETAPE

--

-

Tape speed
71/2 ips. Heads
three. Motors
one. Record
2-track mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
50- 15,000
cps. Indicator
none. Weight
13 lb. Other
features
powered by 8 nickel- cadmium batteries; metal attache case; two microphone inputs; preamp output; monitoring. Price
$499;

full

track stereo,

lip sync

(motion

-

pictures)

models available.

--

Tape speeds
1/8 and 33/4 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2 track mono
Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
150 -6000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
5 lb. Other features
powered by 6 penlight

--

-

-

batteries or with optional AC adapter; remote
control microphone and radio-phono inputs; external speaker output; built -in speaker. Price
$99 95.

-

- --

--

and 33/4 ips. Heads Record
2 -track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
100-5000 cps. Indicator
electric eye.
Weight
6 lb. Other features
powered by
Tape speeds

17/8

one. Motors

-

-

--

Tape speeds
33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
50.12,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
63/4 lb. Other features
powered by 7

--

1.4 -volt mercury batteries. or AC or car battery
with accessory adapters; microphone input: preamplifier and external speaker outputs; remote
control; built -in speaker. Price
$350.

-

10 penlight batteries or AC; remote control
microphone and radio -phono inputs; extension
speaker output; 2 built-in speakers; and strobe
disc for manually controlled sync with 8mm
projector. Price
$149.95.

-

GELOSO

--

-

--

- -

-

--

-

-

2-track mono. Frequency response
80-6.003.
Indicator
meter. Weight
5 lb. Other features
powered by 8 C-cell batteries or AC.
Remote control mike and radio-phono input; earphone output; built-in speaker. Price
$149.95.

TR-711

-

- -

-

--

-

NAGRA HIP

-- --

15 ips. Heads
full track
Record
mono. Playback
full track mono. Frequency
response
30-18,000 cps. Indicators
three
meters. Weight
15 lb. Other features
powered by 12 D -cell batteries; 4 microphone
inputs; preamplifier output; monitor; neo -pilot
fur motion picture sync (4th head) driven by
$1,049.60.
camera generator. Price
33/4, 7'/2 and

Motors

--

one

- -

-

NORELCO

101

-

1

7/8,

w

33/4

- - --

--

penlight batteries or AC with adapter; remote
control microphone and radio-phono inputs; earphone and external speaker outputs: built in
speaker. Price
$159.50.

-

--

four.

Tape speeds
1 %8
and 33/4 ips. Heads
one Record
2.track mono.
one Motors
2.track mono. Frequency response
Playback
meter. Weight
100 -5,000 cps. Indicator
4 lb. Other features
powered by 6 penlight
batteries; remote control microphone and radio
phono inputs; earphone output; built-in speaker.
Price
$199.95.

and P/2 ips. (with
optional capstan bushing and pinch wheel kit).
Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2 -track
mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
65-12,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
5'/2 lb. Other features
powered by
6

540

Tape speed
17/8 ips. Heads
one Motors
one. Record
2-track mono. Playback

-

-

lr/e and 33/4 ips. Heads
one Record
2 track mono.
two. Motors
Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
200-6,000 cps. Indicator
meter Weight
71/4 lb. Other features
powered by 4
D-cell batteries or AC: remote control micro
phone input; extension speaker output; built -in
$169.95.
speaker. Price
Tape speeds

Tape speeds

GELOSO

Tape speeds

one

6

GRUNDIG TK

-

--

-

--tick - -- -

ips. Heads
two
Record
2-track mono. Play2 track mono. Frequency response
back
meter. Weight
50- 13,000 cps. Indicator
13 lb. Other features
powered by 6 D cells
AC, or car battery; microphone input; preamp
earphone. outputs; built -in speaker.
Tape speeds
one
Motors

1

r/8, 33/4
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--

-

two Motors
17/8 ips. Heads
Record
2 track mono. Playback
mono. Frequency response
80 -8,000
2
meter. Weight
7 lb. Other
cps. Indicator
features
powered by 6 D-cell batteries or
AC with adapter; microphone and radio-phono
inputs; preamp output; remote control pro
vision; built -in speaker.
Tape speed
one

--

MINIFON

978 -H

- ---

-- -

Tape speed
one. Record

--

ips. Heads
one. Motors
2-track mono. Playback
2
track mono. Frequency response
40. 12,000
cps. Indicator
none. Weight
28 oz. Other
features
cartridge loaded; operates on 12volt, dry cell car battery or AC with adapter;
remote control microphone input; earphone
output; monitoring. Price
$329.95. Model
178A with 250 -4500 cps. response, $259.95.
17/8

--

sponse
40- 20,000 cps. Indicator
meter.
Weight
11 lb. 2 oz. Other features
16 -volt
rechargeable battery or AC with adapter. Microphone and radio-phono inputs; external speaker
and headphone output; cross field head; built -in
speaker; all transistor. Price
$359.95. Model
6000M, mono, $299.95.

-

-

--

-

- -

Tape speeds

1z/a, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
50- 12,000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
13 lb. Other features
4 D cell batteries or
AC. Remote control microphone input; earphone
output; automatic record level control; and
built -in speaker. Price
less than $225.

-

-- -

-

--

AC

speaker.

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

not available. Indicator
meter. Weight
61/4 lb. Other features
powered by 6 C -cell
batteries or AC with adapter; remote control
microphone and radio -phono inputs; earphone
output; built -in speaker. Price
$159.95.
524 -F, without counter, $139.95; 524, without

-

-

-

$159.50.

SAXON

-

555

--

- -

Tape speeds
17/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads
one. Record
2 -track
two. Motors
mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency
response
meter.
60-14,000 cps. Indicator

Weight
13 lb. Other features
powered by
6 D -cell batteries, auto battery or AC; remote
control microphone and radio -phono inputs; extension speaker output; built-in speakers. Price
not available.

- -- --

-

- -

Tape speeds
15/16, 1r/8, 33/4 and 71/2 ips.
Heads
two Motors
one. Record
2 -track
mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
50-22,000 cps. Indicator
meter.

Weight
7 lb. 61/2 oz. Other features
powered by 5 nickel- cadmium batteries, or 5 Dcell, or rechargeable storage battery or AC (with
combination power and recharger unit); remote
control microphone and radio -phono inputs; pre
amp and external speaker outputs; provision
for slide sync accessory; provision for voice
controlled operation; built -in speaker. Price
$419.95.
-

-

-

V-M 160

fast forward, $119.95.

PANASONIC

-

-

-

Tape speeds
17/8 and 33/4 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2-track mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
-9500 cps. Indicator
none. Weight
recorder, 41/4 lb.; amplifier 3% lb. Other features
powered by 4 rechargeable nickel
cadmium batteries; piggy -back unit that can be
separated into recorder and amplifier- speaker
sections; remote control microphone input; earphone output, automatic record level adjustment; voice activated mike. 1 speaker in recorder
section and 1 speaker in amplifier section. Price

-90

Tape speeds
1r/8 and 33/4 ips. Heads
two. Motors one Record
2 -track
mono.
Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response

--

-

-

Tape speed
1 7/8 ips.
Heads
two Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
100 -7,000
cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
3 lb. Other
features
powered by 5 C -cell batteries or

with adapter; uses special Norelco tape cartridge loaded with 1/8 in. tape; remote control
microphone input; preamp output; remote unit
may be separated from microphone; built-in

---

Tape speed
33/4 ips. Heads
two. Motors
one. Record
2 -track mono. Playback
2-track mono. Frequency response
40-14,000
cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
71/2 lb.
Other features
powered by 5 D -cell batteries
or rechargeable nickel- cadmium battery or AC
(with battery charger); microphone, and radio
and phono inputs; preamp and earphone outputs; built-in speaker. Price
$169.95.

rif

-

R0.151

--

Tape speeds
11/4 and 33/4 ips. Heads -one.
Motors
one. Record
2-track mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response
100 -7000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
71/4 lb. Other features
powered by 6 D cell
batteries; remote control microphone and radio

--

-

phono inputs; extension speaker output; moni
toring; built -in speaker. Price
$99.95.

--

-

Tape speeds
17/8 and 33/4 ips. Heads
one.
Motors
one Record
2-track mono. Playback
2 -track mono. Frequency response

- -

Tape speeds
Heads
three.
track mono and
track mono and

15/16,
Motors

-

--

and 71/2 ips.
one. Record
44 -track stereo. Playback
44 -track stereo. Frequency re11/8, 33/4
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--

200 -6000 cps. Indicator
meter. Weight
5 lb. Other features
powered by 10 -volt
nickel- cadmium battery; rechargeable; microphone and radio-phono inputs; external speaker
(or earphone) output; built -in speaker. Price
$129.95.

-

SOMEDAY, THERE MAY BE OTHER FULLY AUTOMATIC
TAPE RECORDERS LIKE THE NEW CONCORD

994

The 994 gives you automatic reversing
Plays or records automatically three different ways
Stops by itself where you want it
to Threads itself automatically
And, the 994 is available nowl
With the transistorized 994, Concord introduces a new
dimension to tape recording. Some might call it modernization, some might call it automation. We think of it as
convenience -in playing, in recording, in starting and
stopping, in threading, in hours of uninterrupted listening.
You can't compare it to anything because the 994 is as different from the conventional stereo recorder as the old crank type Gramophone is from the modern record changer.
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING. You can program the 994 to play or record one side of
a tape from beginning to end and stop
automatically. Or, to play /record first one
side of the tape, reverse, play the other
side, then stop automatically. Or, to play/
1
record forward and back, forward and
back, continuously, as long as you like -an hour, six hours,
or all day. You may change direction of tape any time you
like by merely pressing the direction change buttons.
These same lighted buttons automatically show you direction of tape travel.
PUSH -BUTTON KEYBOARD. The operating controls are literally at your fingertips. This is the one
recorder you can operate without arm
waving, and with one hand! As far as
threading, that's even simpler -the 994
threads itself automatically.

After all this, we didn't just stop in designing the 994.
We kept going. As a result, the 994 offers superb performance and every conceivable feature required for your listening and recording pleasure. Here's a brief sample:
three speeds with automatic equalization, four professional heads, two VU meters, digital tape counter, cue
control, sound -on- sound, exclusive Concord Trans -A-

'Rack recording, 15 -watt stereo amplifier, professional
record/monitoring system. The 994 may also be used as a
portable PA system, with or without simultaneous taping.
The
split lid of the 994 houses a pair
of true two -way speaker systems,
each containing a tweeter, woofer,
and crossover network. A pair of
TWO -WAY STEREO SPEAKERS.

highly sensitive
dynamic micro-

i

The 994 is priced under $450.* An identical recorder,
Model 990 comes without speakers or microphones and is
priced under $400.* Both are at your dealer's now. So why
wait? Drop in for a demonstration and find out for yourself what fully automatic tape recording by Concord is all
about! Or, for complete information, write Dept. TR.

C 0 NC D R
For Connoisseurs

phones is included.

of Sound

Ai ELECTRONICS

994

Other Concord models from $50 to $800.

CORPORATION, 1935 Armacost Avenue, Los Angeles. California 90025
*Prices slightly higher in Canada.
(st)
IN CANADA: Magnasonic Industries, Ltd., Toronto /Montreal
Tape Recorders /Industrial Sound Equipment /Dictation Systems/Communications Devices /Closed Circuit Television
THE SIGNATURE OF QUALITY

CONCORD
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NEW SLEEK LOOK IN SUPERB SOUND -WHAT YOU WANT IS A WOLLENSAK! 3111

Be sure to show the price tag, because most customers will think
it's twice that price! And no wonder -this is the most strikingly beautiful tape recorder at any price. Magnificent walnut furniture six
and one -half feet long. Modern sectional construction allows you to
hang it on the wall, stack it, or put it in a bookshelf. And this slim
styling contains the most advanced solid -state stereo tape recorder
and two powerful stereo speakers. AM -FM stereo tuner is optional at extra cost. Uniquely designed Control Central is a sound
studio in a hand -span: new power activated push buttons, two VU
meters, 4 speed -4 track, four digit tape counter, monitor facility,
stereo headphone jack, FM multiplex -ready, finest Wollensak construction. And the biggest advertising promotion in tape recorder
history will tell the world about the new Wollensak "Sleek Look"
line. So stock up now. Your Wollensak salesman has all the details.

Over six feet of beautiful furniture, most advanced
tape features: New Wollensak 5300 Stereo Recorder

www.americanradiohistory.com

"City of a Million Dreams." GHB 10,
$4.98 (LP).
Six bands-three native New Orleans
groups and three English bands in the
New Orleans tradition -are gathered in
this sampler which, for all its New
Orleans orientation, is quite diversified
in tone. The genuine New Orleans articles are the Kid Thomas George
Lewis Ragtime Stompers and Sayles's
Silver Leaf Ragtimers (essentially the
same groups), plus the Lakefront Loungers (the Johnny WiggsRaymond Burke
Doc Souchon ensemble). Kid Thomas'
pungent trumpet drives the Ragtime
Stompers through In the Sweet Bye and
Bye, but the Silver Leaf Ragtimers founder on Emanuel Sayles's routine singing,
which is the focal point of the group's
one selection. Additional unfortunate
singing by bassist Sherwood Mangiapane,
compounded by dreadful lyrics, undermines two pieces by the Loungers -although when the instrumentalists take
over (and particularly when Raymond
Burke plays a beautifully velvet -toned
clarinet solo), the pieces flow along with
grace and elegance. Surprisingly, two of
the English groups, which draw their
very lifeblood from the New Orleans
musicians, play rings around their presumed mentors. The Kid Martyn New
Orleans Ragtime Band plays Careless
Love and Dinah with brash enthusiasm,
while the Zenith Six, spurred by Martin
Rodger's clarinet and Alan Pendlebury's
trombone, lights into three pieces with
crispness and vigor. The only weak English entries are two hymns by Rodger,
both of which repeat the too familiar
George Lewis approach to blues and
hymns.
Wild Bill Davis and Johnny Hodges:
"Con-Soul and Sax." RCA Victor LPM
3393, $3.79 (LP); LSP 3393, $4.79
(SD).
Although Davis is given top billing over
Hodges, this disc really belongs to
Hodges, and it is a beauty. Band after
band is filled with his powdery, sinuous,
and utterly inimitable playing: standards from the Ellington repertory (l'tn
Beginning To See the Light, Sophisticated Lady, Drop Me Off in Harlem,
Johnny Come Lately); a Hodges favorite
of many years standing, On the Sunny

Side of the Street;

a pair of tunes one
would not normally associate with him,
On Green Dolphin Street and L'il Dar lin'; and completing an excellent program, two originals. Davis' contributions
are not to be slighted, however: his tasteful and swinging use of the organ not
only provides an admirable background
for Hodges, but his stabbing fills and
surging solo spots add to the momentum
of the pieces. Dickie Thompson on guitar
adds another complementary color to the
performances. But Hodges is so overpowering that, good as Davis and
Thompson are, their roles are really
only contributory.

Duke Ellington: "Jumpin' Pumpkins."
RCA Victor LPV 517, $4.79 (LP).
There is always room for argument about
which of the various phases in Duke
Ellington's career was the most brilliant.
The period that seems most favored by
Ellington specialists is the early Forties,
when he was writing and recording a
dazzling series of pieces for Victor. This
set is drawn from Ellington's recordings
of 1940 and 1941 and, although these
two years have already provided reissues
for In a Mellotone (RCA Victor LPM
1364), At His Very Best (RCA Victor
1715), and The Indispensable Duke Ellington (RCA Victor LPM 6009), the
fact that there is still enough top -grade
Ellington left to make up this excellent
disc is indicative of the unusual fruitfulness of these years. Most of the pieces
on this disc are less familiar but no less
meritorious than those already reissued.
There is, for instance, a superb bit of
Ellingtonian misterioso, Dusk; a romping
piece called Me and You with a crisp
and cool Ivie Anderson vocal and a
passage at arms between Lawrence
Brown and Johnny Hodges; the roaring
Conga Brava, which fell into obscurity
because, on the original issue, it was on
the opposite side of the much celebrated
Koko; Blue Goose, on which Hodges
makes one of his rare appearances on
soprano saxophone; Billy Strayhorn's
Clementine; the thoroughly
familiar
Jump for Joy (but this version is sung
by Ivie Anderson instead of Herb Jeffries, who was heard in the earlier issued
take); and, finally, the Ellington classic,
Sidewalks of New York. All the fabled
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Ellingtonians of that day are present
Rex Stewart, Barney Bigard, Joe Nanton,
Ben Webster, Cootie Williams, Jimmy
Blanton, Juan Tizol, among others. All
this and Stanley Dance's learned notes
add up to quite an impressive package.

Friedrich Gulda: "Ineffable." Columbia
CL 2346, $3.79 (LP); CS 9146, $4.79
(SD).

Following his return to jazz as a pianist
(and composer) with a large band on
From Vienna with Jazz (Columbia CL
2251/CS 9051), Gulda turns on this
disc to the more demanding requirements
of performing as a piano soloist, both
unaccompanied and with Bob Cranshaw
(bass) and Albert Heath (drums). He
comes through with flying colors. When
he wants to, Gulda can produce a valid
jazz performance. I make this qualification because on two of his unaccompanied
selections, Lament and Quartet, his approach seems to be somewhat outside
of jazz. But even on two slow ballads,
I'll Remember April and I Only Have
Eyes for You -and this is the kind of
music that stifles many jazz pianists
Gulda builds some expressive jazz qualities. And when the material is in a
real jazz vein, he digs in with enthusiasm,
bringing his technique (an exceptional
one for jazz) to bear on performances
that flow and swing delightfully. Aside
from the two pop tunes mentioned above,
the material has been written either by
Guida (three selections) or by other jazz
musicians
J. Johnson, Jimmy Heath,
Joe Zawinul, and the Viennese trombonist, Erich Kleinschuster, whose Plant
Some Flowers proves to be a very enlivening vehicle for Gulda.

-

-J.

Art Hodes and Truck Parham: "Plain
Old Blues." Emarcy 26005, $3.98
(LP); 66005, $4.98 (SD).
Among the very few LP discs made
by Art Hodes, this present set stands
out as the pick of the lot. Never before
has he been given the completely open
exposure that he has here and for this,
according to Hodes, we can thank Jack
Tracy, the set's producer. "Art, I know
you," Hodes reports Tracy told him. "If
I give you a hand, you'll get everybody to play and you'll loaf. I want you
to work." So the only associate Hodes

169
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New Ideas For Christmas Giving...
Now Choose From

2

Heathkit Transistor Stereo Receivers

New 30 -Watt Transistor FM Stereo Receiver
Less Than $100!
Features 31 transistors, 11 diodes for cool, natural
transistor sound; 20 watts RMS, 30 watts IHF music
power @ ±l db, 15 to 60,000 cps; wideband FM /FM
stereo tuner plus two preamplifiers & two power
amplifiers; front panel stereo headphone jack; compact 37/e" H x 151/4" W x 12" D size. Assembles in
20 hours or less. Custom mount it in a wall, or
optional Heath cabinets (walnut $9.95, beige metal
$3.95) 16 lbs.

.

.

66 -Watt

.

Kit AR -14

$9995
(less cabinet)

Just add 2 speakers for a complete stereo system.
Boasts AM /FM /FM Stereo tuning; 46- transistor,
17 -diode circuit for cool, instant operation and natural transistor sound; 66 watts IHF music power
(40 watts RMS) at ±1 db from 15 to 30,000 cps;
automatic switching to stereo; preassembled &
aligned "front -end" and AM -FM IF strip; walnut
cabinet. 35 lbs.

Kit AR -13A
Now Only

$184 °°

...New Low Cost Transistor Stereo Twins!

Best Hi -Fi News Of '65

New Transistor FM /FM Stereo Tuner
. takes
Heath's easiest to build stereo /hi -fi kit
only 4 to 6 hours! 14 transistor, 5 diode circuit for
cool instant operation, transparent transistor sound.
Phase control assures best stereo performance. 3
transistor "front -end" plus 4 -stage IF section. Filtered outputs for direct stereo recording. Automatic
stereo indicator light. Preassembled & aligned "front end." Install in a wall or either Heath cabinet (walnut
$7.95, beige metal $3.50). 6 lbs.

Kit Ai -14

Matching 30 -Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
Assembles in 10 hours or less! 17 transistors, 6
diodes. 20 watts RMS, 30 watts 1HF music power
@ ±
db, 15 to 60,000 cps. No audio transformers
. assures minimum phase shift, extended response,
lower distortion. Solid -state power supply plus elec1

$4995
(less cabinet)

tronic filter for regulation within

10 %.

Accommo-

Kit AA -14

$5995
(less cabinet)

dates phono, tuner, auxiliary...4, 8, 16 ohm speaker
impedances. Lighted control panel. Installs in wall,
or Heath cabinets (walnut $7.95, metal $3.50). 10
lbs.

.,.1111111Da

Acclaimed

Transistor AM/FM Stereo Receiver

By Hi -Fi Experts &

Owners Alike...Heathkit "Solid -State Stereo!

Transistor AM /FM /FM Stereo Tuner
Features 23-transistor, 8 -diode circuit; built -in stereo
demodulator; automatic switching to stereo; stereo
indicator light; stereo phase control; filtered outputs for beat -free stereo recording; preassembled &
aligned FM "front -end" & AM -FM I.F. circuit;
walnut cabinet. 17 lbs.

a+.11.a

Kit Ai -33A
Now Only

$945°

Matching 66 -Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
20- transistor, 10 -diode circuit delivers full 66 watts
IHF music, 40 watts RMS power at ±1 db from 15
to 30,000 cps. Less than 1% distortion; 5 stereo
inputs for any program source; 4, 8, and 16 ohm

Kit

AA -22

$9995

speaker impedances; simple circuit board assembly;
walnut cabinet. 23 lbs.

CIRCLE 40 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

170
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... "Do -It- Yourself" Heathgifts!
Now Install

3

Ways ...Wall, Custom Or Heath Cabinets!

Deluxe Transistor AM /FM /FM Stereo Tuner
25- transistor, 9 -diode circuit assures cool operation,

Kit A1-430

natural transistor sound; automatic switching to
stereo; stereo indicator light; stereo phase control;
filtered outputs for direct stereo recording. Optional
cabinets, walnut $12.95, metal $6.95. 15 lbs.

Now Only

Matching 100 -Watt Transistor Stereo Amplifier
70 watts RMS power at -±1 db from 13 to 25,000
cps; 26- transistor, 10 -diode circuit; inputs and outputs for any source; 4, 8, & 16 ohm speaker im-

$10000

pedances; assembled encapsulated modules for fast,
simple assembly. Optional cabinets, walnut $12.95,
metal $6.95. 23 lbs.

(less cabinet)

Kit AA -21 D

$131 °°
(less cabinet)

.1111111111111m,

New Heathkit Deluxe

01)

\J

3 -Way

System With 4 Special Design Speakers!

New design for the new trend to larger speaker systems! Boasts 12"
high compliance, low resonance woofer; two special design 2" direct
radiator dome -type mid -range speakers; special design 1" direct radiator dome -type ultra -high frequency tweeter; response 40 to 20,000
cps; 50 watt power capability; high and middle frequency attenuators;
3-way LC & RC crossover networks @ 1 kc & 10 kc; preassembled
walnut finish cabinet -181/2" W x 19" D x 323/4" H; tube vented, bass
reflex design. 74 lbs.

Kit

'1449'

Make Your Own Music This Christmas With A Heathkit /Thomas Organ!

_-----.--,
_

Deluxe "Coronado"
Transistor Organ
Kit

GD -232B
Now Only

Kit GD -983
Now Only

$332 °°

$199 °°

(less bench)

Low -Cost

"Artiste" Transistor

All genuine Thomas factory- fabricated components.

Organ

1966

New!
.

describe these and
over 250 easy -tobuild Heathkits. Save
up to 50 %. Mail
...

.....,,,

El Please send FREE 1966 Heathkit Catalog
Enclosed is $_
_
plus shipping.
Please send models)

.

...
.

Now -Use This Order Blank

Heath Company, Dept. 8 -11
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023

1966 Catalog
Free! 108 pages
many in full color

true organ

...

- Buy
HEATHKIT

17

voices; two 44 -note keyboards; Leslie plus 2-unit main speaker
systems; 28 notes of chimes, 13 -note heel & toe pedalboard; color tone attack, repeat and sustain percussion; reverb; vibrato; manual
balance; stereo chorus control; expression pedal; full- bodied,
walnut- finished cabinet, factory assembled with matching bench;
5 -year warranty on transistor tone generators
the heart of the
organ. 242 lbs.

As easy to build as it is to play. Features 10 organ voices, repeat
percussion for additional banjo, mandolin, etc., effects; two 37 -note
keyboards; 13 -note heel & toe bass pedal; 50-watt EIA peak music
power amplifier and speaker; luxurious hand -crafted, preassembled
walnut cabinet. All genuine Thomas factory- fabricated parts. 154
lbs. Matching bench, GDA- 232 -1, 19 lbs.... $24.95

coupon for your free
copy.

Name
Address_

City

State

Zip

SHIP VIA:

Parcel Post

Express Collect

Freight

20% Included, C.O.D.

All prices & specifications subject to change without notice.

Best Way
HF -187

L
CIRCLE 40 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Yank Lawson: "Big Yank Is Here!"
ABC -Paramount 518, $3.79 (LP);

/

S-518,

SHARPE HEADPHONES

give dynamic new
range to stereo listening
Only Sharpe Headphones have the
patented combination noise- attenuation cup and cavity divider with
three harmonic dampers to produce
the unequaled flat frequency response. Sharpe Headphones `shut
out" random noise that masks the
very highs, the very lows. Sharpe
Headphones reproduce the audio
frequency ranges smoothly and
distortion -free, outperforming the
finest loud -speakers. Professional in
every detail, from comfortable, dual slide headband to liquid- filled, noise attenuating ear seals.
Complete with strain relief cord
Dynamic driver Inner and outer
frequency dampers Acoustic sealing ring Full spectrum frequency
dampers and resonance attenuator.
Life time guarantee on performance,
workmanship, material.
Frequency response: fiat from 20. 20,000
cps ± 3 db. Impedance: 8 ohms per phone,
use(r with 4, 8, 16 ohm outputs. Power output: 2 watts per phone. Noise attenuation:
40 db at 1000 cps.
MODEL HA- 660/PRO: $60.00
MODEL HA -10: $43.50
MODEL HA- 8; S24.50
Look for

colorful

_

pUTLM
ON'

14,eK

or

Sharpe Headphone

demonstration
display at leading Hi -Fi
stores. For specifications and the nome of
your nearest Sharpe
dealer write:

or, S
...,

has is bassist Truck Parham -and Hodes
works. He plays a dozen blues that not
only show how much variety is possible
in this seemingly elementary idiom, but
showcases the impressive range of
Hodes's playing -from a smoky, after hours approach to the romping gaiety
that he finds in, of all things, Pine Top's
Blues. Hodes has included several blues
classics-How Long How Long, Chimes,
Snowy Morning, Royal Garden, Buddy
Bolden
well as his own Randolph
Street Shuffle and a tribute to Jimmy
Yancey, Mister Blues. This is pure,
idiomatic Hodes from start to finish.

í
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Instruments, Inc.
DEPT. A

955 MARYVALE DRIVE
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14225
Sharpe of Canada, 79 Manin

Ross

Ave .,Toronto, Ont.

mond Hall, Peanuts Hucko, Lou McGarity, Joe Thomas, and Max Kaminsky), cut a rousing Royal Garden Blues.
Here George Wein, filling in at piano
for the ailing Joe Sullivan, even sounds
a bit like Sullivan, and At the Jazz
Band Ball really lives again. Peanuts
Hucko builds Stealin' Apples into a
brilliant one -man, flag- waving finale,
but Wein, who, in addition to his piano
playing, produced both the record and
the festival, must have had the wrong
hat on when, in his liner notes, he refers
to this piece as "the old Benny Goodman standard." Like so many other
"Goodman standards," Stealin' Apples
was given its big-band format by the
Fletcher Henderson ensemble.

$4.79 (SD).

Lawson's trumpet was a powerful force
in the Bob Crosby band of the late
Thirties and in the rollicking recordings by the Lawson -Haggart Jazz Band
in the early Fifties. He has been heard
on records relatively infrequently since
then and so it is disappointing to report
that on this disc, even though he plays
with undiminished bite and fire, he is involved in an extremely uneven mishmash. He has several good colleagues
with him -Bob Haggart (bass), Cutty
Cutshall (trombone), Bill Stegmeyer
(clarinet), Dave McKenna (piano), Osie
Johnson (drums) -and they slide into
fine formation on Lawson's Five Point
Blues, Jelly Roll Morton's Sidewalk
Blues. and a new piece by Haggart,
Beverly Hills, L. A. However, Clancy
Hayes is also present on banjo -brought
from San Francisco to New York just
to make this LP -and his plodding
plunk -plunk stifles several potentially
possible pieces: Come Back Sweet Papa,
Breezin' Along with the Breeze, and
Hot Lips. Hayes sings twice (creditably
on Bury Me on Basin Street), but he
is unable to make anything of a long,
uninspired musical biography of Louis
Armstrong called Boy from New Orleans. Lawson cuts through the murk
often enough to make the disc worth
hearing. though.

Newport Jazz Festival: "Great Moments
in Jazz Re-Created." RCA Victor LPM
3369, $3.79 (LP); LSP 3369, $4.79
(SD).
The performances on this disc (recorded
live at the 1964 Newport Jazz Festival)
sound even better than I had remembered from the concert itself. The idea
was to get together some of the stars
of prewar jazz to play their more

famous numbers -Muggsy Spanier and
Relaxin' at the Touro, Wingy Manone
and Isle of Capri, Bud Freeman and
I've Found a New Baby, George Brunis
and Sister Kate, Bob Haggart and Big
Noise from Winnetka. Despite the inevitable inroads of the aging process
and the fact that these musicians have
run through these pieces innumerable
times, they responded to the presence of
the vast Newport audience by playing
with great foie de vivre (and, predictably,
the ham in Manone and Brunis responded by becoming just a bit
hammier). Aside from the specialties,
the varying ensembles (including Ed-

Oz Smith: "The Wizardry of Oz Smith."
Capitol 2288, $3.79 (LP); S 2288,
$4.79 (SD).
Smith is a singer with a big, rich voice
who sings blues, spirituals, and other
relatively unsophisticated material in a
highly sophisticated manner without
destroying the basic quality of the songs.
This is quite an achievement. I don't
think I have ever heard anyone quite
like him before. His imposing masculine
voice is extremely supple, allowing him
to use nuances that produce the type of
phrasing appropriate to his songs. Such
simple, direct blues as Key to Highway
and Midnight Special are not designed to
sustain Smith's particular brand of
powerful vocal potential, yet far from
ruining the songs, he gives them an exciting new dimension. A great deal of
credit must go to the provocative arrangements by Robert Smith, who makes
imaginative use of a muted trumpet, a
banjo, and an African drum, all adding
to the unique accents of Smith's singing.
Aside from the two songs mentioned
above and Careless Love (and how he
revitalizes this well -worn blues!), his
songs are unfamiliar although brilliantly
suited to the purposes of this disc.

Denny Zeitlin: "Carnival." Columbia CL
2340, $3.79 (LP): CS 9140, $4.79 (SD).
Zeitlin's second disc, on which he is
accompanied by Charlie Haden (bass)
and Jerry Granelli (drums), provides a
good cross section of his pianistic skills.
His playing is founded on an excellent
technique and a positive, firmly stated
attack that makes itself felt even in his
most reflective, subdued moments. He
reveals a variety of approaches in this
set
slow and dreamy treatment of a
ballad, Once Upon a Sutntnertime; a
sunlit, flowing development of another
popular tune, The Boy Next Door; a
delightful, sprightly riff -based creation
called Carole's Garden; and a complex
investigation of All the Things You Are
that manages to be expansive without
ever losing track of itself. There are
also two sit -up- and -listen -to -this showpieces- Carnival and Minority -in which
Zeitlin and Haden ebb and flow in
surging waves of furious sound and
gently provocative interplay. Zeitlin has
a fine sense of the flamboyant, but this
resource begins to pall when the button
is pushed too many times.

-a

JOHN S. WILSON
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Condescend to
observe honorable
tape recorder.
unnecessary to give what our honored American
friends call "snow job" in pointing out superiority of
new Cipher 98 four -track stereo recorder. Specifications are own best advertisement. Honorable audiophiles will recognize Cipher 98 as number one sun of
world's fastest-rising tape recorder industry. New
solid -state Cipher 98 inccrporates nearly every feature of very expensive professional machine, at price
significantly lower than comparable recorders made
across Pacific or in Europe. Observe: 3 heads (erase,
record, playback); no pressure pads; tape speeds 71/2
Is

and 33/4 ips with knob change, 1'/8 ips with capstan
sleeve change; wow and flutter less than 0.2 %; signal to -noise ratio better than 52 db; two VU -type panel
meters; automatic shutoff; digital tape index; pause
control; plays horizontally or vertically; comes with
own detachable stereo speakers and two dynamic
microphones. Honorable dealer most happy to demonstrate; list price mere $350.00. (Ah so! Our honored
American friends wonder where we learned to speak
well English. We studied electronic engineering at

University of California!) CIPHER 98

$350.00

WITH HANDSOME CARRYING CASE AND WALNUT COLOR CONTROL PANEL.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE TO INTER MARK CORPORATION,
29 WEST 36TH STREET, NEW YORK. N. Y. 10018.

19, ONT.
IN CANADA: INTER -MARK ELECTRON,CS LTD., 298 BRIDGELAND AVE., TORONTO

CIRCLE 43 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Unless specifically noted otherwise, the
following reviews are of standard openreel 4 -track 7.5 -ips stereo tapes.

BRITTEN: Peter Grimes: Four Sea
Interludes, Op. 33a; Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra,
Op. 34

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies: No. 2,
in D, Op. 36; No. 6, in F, Op. 68
( "Pastoral ")

Philharmonia Orchestra, Carlo
Giulini, cond.

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert
von Karajan, cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON DGA 8805.
66 min. $8.95.

Since many collectors primarily of orchestral reels are not likely to have the
complete Peter Grimes from London
(December 1964), there is a genuine
need for these first tape editions of the
vividly evocative Sea Interludes. But
they would have been better accompanied
by the same opera's companion instrumental -only excerpts, the Passacaglia, Op.
33b, than by another version of the popular Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra-especially since the latter work
is given so mannered and slapdash a performance by Giulini. For that matter, he
tends to exaggerate the tone painting of
the Interludes and the usually restrained
Angel engineering tolerates here some
frank spotlighting of the percussion instruments. Brilliant as the resulting sonics
may be, and immaculate as the tape
processing certainly is, I can recommend
the Interludes side only as a faute de
mieux choice and advise anyone who
wants a Young Person's Guide without
narration to get Britten's own (London
LCL 80148, February 1965).

The third installment of Von Karajan's
complete Beethoven symphony series
brings its first real surprise
Pastoral
quite unlike what one might expect from
his bold, "big-sound," often decidedly
vehement treatments of Nos. 4 and 5
(September), Nos. 8 and 9 (October),
and the present No. 2. This sturdy D
major work is mighty exhilarating, to be
sure. in Von Karajan's high -powered
reading, but between this approach and
the use of what sounds like a full -sized
"modern" orchestra, the breezy symphony is to my ears
not exactly
grossly inflated
least disconcertingly supercharged.
In the Sixth, however. the conductor's
touch is unexpectedly lighter and more
gracious. Indeed, his is one of the most
beautifully balanced and proportioned,
as well as one of the most liltingly songful, performances I know. And since the
recording here, as throughout the series,
is both superbly spacious and brightly
luminous (particularly notable for a
dynamic range that extends to deliciously
soft pps captured intact in flawlessly
quiet tape processing), this version of
the Pastoral must be ranked among the
best of those available in the magnetic
medium. Interpretatively. I don't dare
suggest any exact order of precedence
(Walter for Columbia. Ansermet for
London, and Reiner for RCA Victor are
other strong contenders). but for sheer
sonic appeal the combination of the
Berlin orchestra and DGG engineers is
unmatched.

-a

-at

-if

ANGEL ZS 36215.

36 min.

Maria
$7.98.

GLINKA: Ruslan and Ludmilla:
Overture; Valse fantaisie; Jota Ara gonesa
-Mussorgsky: Night on Bald Mountain; Khovanshchina: Prelude;
Dance of the Persian Slaves
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON LCL 80153. 47 min. $7.95.
Like Ansermet's 1962 Russian program
(LCL 80087), which included Glinka's
Kancarinskaya and Life for the Tsar
Overture, this sequel reel too suggests

NOVEMBER 1965

that the music at hand fails to command
from the conductor any sense of personal
involvement. The selections here are all
played well enough, I hasten to add, and
the varicolored scores are glowingly recorded in an immaculately processed
taping. But everything is rather remote
in psychological rather than physical distance-and lacking in dramatic immediacy. This is of course a fatal lack where
the diabolical Night on Bald Mountain
is concerned; though the other pieces
aren't as severely handicapped, they
aren't very stimulating either.

-

LISZT: Sonata for Piano, in B minor
tSchubert: Sonata for Piano, No. 14,
in A minor, Op. 143, D. 784
Emil Gilds, piano.
RCA VICTOR FTC 2200.
$7.95.

52 min.

Not surprisingly, the "beautiful but
rather thin" piano sound (noted by
Harris Goldsmith in his July review
of this program's disc edition) assumes
more tonal body in the present tape
transfer. Indeed in the climactic moments
here, when Gilels is playing in his grandest manner, the sonics are very impressive. I'm afraid I share Mr. Goldsmith's
criticisms of the interpretations themselves: the Liszt reading too often seems
stolid and lacking in vital dramatic tension; that of the lovely Schubert Sonata
is much too methodical. Technically,
however, the pianism throughout is magnificently authoritative.

SIBELIUS: Symphonies: No. 1, in E
minor, Op. 39; No. 2, in D, Op. 43;
Karelia: Suite, Op. 11
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Lorin
Maazel, cond.
LONDON LCK 80162 (double -play).
94 min. $11.95.
By mischance Maazel's Sibelius First

Continued on page 178
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Operas on Tape-A Bumper Harvest
AS

USUAL, the opening of the opera
season coincides with a bumper harvest
of new complete opera recordings on
tape. This year there is a fascinatingly
wide range of repertoire.
The first taped Parsifal (Philips 950,
three reels: 93. 82. and 73 min., $33.95)
is the latest and greatest of a long series
of Bayreuth Festival recordings begun
in 1928 with Karl Muck's excerpts from
this same last work by Wagner. Although
it's only too evident that the audience on
this 1962 occasion was one of those
Philip Hale used to describe as "appreciative and bronchial," the technology is
impressively evocative of the Bayreuth
atmosphere. The engineering self- effacingly enhances the eloquence of the
performance itself, one conducted by
Knappertshusch even more thrillingly
than in his famous version of 1951, and
one notable above all for its magnificent
Gurnemanz by Hans Hotter. Jess Thomas
is a fresh-voiced Parsifal, George London
an ever reliable Amfortas, Irene Dalis
a moving if not especially sensual Kundry; but even such fine soloists are
overshadowed by the grandeurs and
fervency of the chorus and orchestra.
Not every listener may be willing to
submit himself -suspending disbelief
completely to the ritual magic here. but
for those who do this Parsifal can be
one of the most poignant and profound
experiences of one's whole musical life.
Another opera recorded live in the
theatre is Richard Strauss's 1938 "pastoral
tragedy." Daphne, in its May 1964 Viennese production conducted by Karl
Böhm and starring Hilde Gueden in the
title role (DGG DGH 8956, double -play,
94 min.. $12.95). Dramatically slight and
idiomatically reminiscent as it may be.
this novelty boasts a gracious charm all
its own. And its appeal is incalculably
intensified by as richly luminous. auditorium- authentic stereoism as can be
heard anywhere today. Here the audience
is quieter. beautifully behaved indeed. and
the combined musical and sonic delights
guarantee the set's success for its own
sake as well as an example of superb
live- performance audio technology.

-

Britten's divertissement of 1947, on the
other hand, while scarcely less funny in
its very British way, is of more specialized interest -but notable for Peter
Pears's superb Albert and the composer conductor's imaginative handling of a
very small orchestra.
Also of more limited appeal are two
other earlier releases which have, for
one reason or another, escaped prompter
"Tape Deck" attention. One is Renata
Tebaldi's return-in recovered health and
voice -to recording activities in a recital
of Verdi and other arias, only one of
which she has ever recorded previously
(London LOL 90093, 51 min., $7.95).
The other. one of Angel's last standard speed releases. is a high- tensioned Bohème
starring Mirella Freni and Nicolai Gedda with the Rome Opera Chorus and
Orchestra under Thomas Schippers (ZB
3643, double -play, 103 min., $15.98).
For many home listeners this well may
be the most exciting tape version of the
Puccini favorite, but personally I still
prefer the Moffo-Tucker -Leinsdorf RCA
Victor reel of November 1962 as both
a more poetic performance and a less

coarse recording.
There is surely less opportunity for
controversy over the comparative merits
of the long awaited two first tapings of
Der Rosenkavalier. Despite the double
advantages of slightly more recent (195960) and standard -speed technology, the
DGG version (R 8040. two reels: 94 and
93 min., $21.95), conducted by Karl
Böhm and starring Marianne Schech,
Irmgard Seefried, and Rita Streich, is
no real match for Angel's (Y4S 3653,
33/ -ips quadruple -play, 192 min., $23.98)
with Von Karajan (conducting), Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Christa Ludwig,
and Teresa Stich -Randall. The latter recording dates all the way back to 1957,
yet its stereoism still seems admirably
vital, if perhaps less richly luminous than
DGG's, while the orchestral playing is
distinctively superior, the women's voices

OPERATIC COMEDIES are
rare
enough anywhere to ensure a lively welcome for two other tape firsts among the
more conventional studio recordings:
Donizetti's Don Pasquale (London LOS
90100, two reels, 43 and 76 min., $16.95)
and Britten's Albert Herring (London
LOR 90090, two reels, 90 and 47 min.,
$21.95). The gayest of all Italian buffo
operas should be widely popular, since
the many minor weaknesses of the Kertesz performance are more than compensated by such major attractions as Fernando Corena's inexhaustibly amusing
realization of Pasquale himself and the
fine, robustly recorded orchestral playing.
GOOD

more magical, and the romantic drama
itself more sweeping. There are many
fine things (not least, Kurt Böhme's
subtler Baron Ochs) in the DGG version,
but for the essential Straussian enchantment, to say nothing of a Schwarzkopf
Marschallin that challenges even the fabulous one of Lotte Lehmann, the 33/4-ips
Angel reel must be the preferred choice
for a musical work without which any
tape library would be poor indeed.

opera reels must be
winning a generally favorable public response if Angel's mushrooming activity
is a fair criterion. The most recent recording at the 33/4 -ips speed is Verdi's
Trovatore conducted by Schippers, starring Gabriella Tucci, Giulietta Simionato,
Franco Corelli, and Robert Merrill (Y3S
3653, 33 -ips triple -play, 123 min.,
$17.98). Its boldly vivid conics seem a
bit heavy to my ears, which also prefer
the less erratic and overtly melodramatic
Basile performance (with Price, Elias,
Tucker, and Tozzi) for RCA Victor
(April 1961). It's by a much closer margin, though, that another old favorite,
the Krips Mozart Don Giovanni for
London (1955 LPs; September 1960 taping), staves off the strong challenge of
Giulini's 1960 version for Angel (now
Y4S 3605, 33/4 -ips quadruple -play, 161
min., $23.98). The latter actually excels
for its women's singing (Schwarzkopf,
Sutherland, and Sciutti), but except for
Frick's Commendatore, the vital male
roles are better done by London's Siepi
and Corena than by Angel's Wächter and
Taddei. Luckily there is no tape-or
stereo -competition for Bizet's early
Pîcheurs de perles (Angel Y2S 3603,
33/4 -ips double -play, 104 min., $11.98)
since it is neither very well sung (by
Micheau, Gedda. Blanc, et al.) nor
conducted (by Dervaux). The main virtues here are the fascinations of a
somewhat pallidly exotic score and tape
processing notably superior to that of the
generally criticized disc edition.
This last virtue is a notable added
attraction of the three remaining Angel
reels. but their quintessential, often
irresistibly magnetic appeal (and their
vocal faults and excesses as well) can
be summed up in a single word: Callas!
Love her or hate her, you still just have
to hear her in Bellini's Norma (Y3S
3615. 33/4 -ips triple -play, 162 min.,
$17.98); Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor (Y2S 3601, 334-ips double -play,
511.98); and a coupling of her first
stereo recital programs. "Verdi Heroines"
and "Mad Scenes" (Y2S 36298, 33/4 -ips
double -play, $11.98). There are more
beautifully sung Sutherland tapings available of the two operas (for RCA Victor
and London respectively), but all three
Callas reels are sui generis.
R. D. DARRELL
INDEED SLOW-SPEED
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Some plain talk from Kodak about tape:

The meat of the matter...
and some boxing news
Undistorted output from a tape -as
from any other link in the chain of
at the very heart
audio components
of high fidelity enjoyment. Distortion
(or the lack of it) is in theory simple
enough to evaluate. You start out with

-is

something measurable, or worth listening to, and you reproduce it. Everything added, subtracted or modified
by the reproduction, that can be measured or heard, is distortion. Since most
kinds of distortion increase as you
push any component of your system
closer to its maximum power capability, you have to label your distortion
value to tell whether you (lid this while
coasting or at a hard pant.
Cry "uncle"

To make the distortions contributed by
the tape itself big enough to measure
and control, the simply drive the tape
until it hollers "uncle" and use that
power reference as our benchmark.
Here's the procedure. Record a 400 cycle signal (37.5 -mil wavelength at
15 ips) and increase its level until in a
playback, which is itself pristine, you
can measure enough 1200 -cycle signal
(third harmonic) to represent 2% of
The great

unveiling- Kodak's

the 400- cycle signal level. This spells
"uncle!" We use 400 cycles for convenience, but insist upon a reasonably
long wavelength because we want to
affect the entire oxide depth.
The more output level we can get
(holding the reproduce gain constant,
of course) before reaching "uncle,"
the higher the undistorted output potential of the tape.
Simple, what?
"Wadayamean -undistorted
output at two percent ?"

That's tvhat makes

a Miss America
Contest. Two percent third harmonic
is a reference point that the like to contemplate for a picture of oxide performance. Since distortion changes the
original sound, it becomes a matter of
acumen and definition how little a
change is recognizable. If you're listening, two percent is a compromise between a trained and an untrained ear.
If you're measuring, it contes at a convenient point oit the meter. It's like a
manufacturer testing all sports cars at
150 mph, even though sorte cars are
driven by connoisseurs and sorte by
cowboys. Same goes for tape. Two per-

new library box with removable sleeve!

M.dY

KODAK
Sound Recording Tope''

SOUND

ECUING
TAPE

cent tells us a lot about a tape even if,
on the average, you never exceed the
0.5% level.
Because undistorted output helps to
define the upper limit of the dynamic
range, it has a further effect on the
realism of the recording. The higher
the undistorted output, the easier it is
to reproduce the massed timpani and
the solo triangle each at its own concert ball level. And this is just another
our
area where Kodak tapes excel
general-purpose/low-print tape (Type
31A) gives you up to 3 decibels more
crisp, clean output range than conventional tapes.

...
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2% third harmonic distortion represents
the practical limit to linear recording.

Kodak tapes -in the five- and seven inch sizes -now look as good as they
sound. 1Ve've put package identification on a removable sleeve and designed
a tape library box with a smart new
look. This box features durable one piece construction, full index space,
plus detailed tape use instructions on
the inside. Kodak Sound Recording
Tapes are available at most electronic,
causera, and department stores.
New `24 -page, comprehensive "Plain
Talk" booklet covers all the important
aspects of tape performance, and is free
on request. Write: Department 8,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. 14650.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

Rochester, N.Y.
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Apolex RC -600

The SUNWAVE Apolex RC -600

tape recorder is a fully transistorized machine of advanced design

...A STAR

*2 speeds,

PERFORMER.

and 1 % ". *Positive speed
change lever.
Dynamic microphone with remote stop /start
switch.
Six transistors.
Flat,
lightweight design.
Optional
equipment: 4" reels, adaptors for
AC current and telephone recording.
Another SUNWAVE STAR
PERFORMER is the Apolex RA -18.
These machines are both moderately priced. For more information
write to:
334"

*

*

*

*

when it first appeared
around a year ago in a double -play
coupling with his Tchaikovsky Fifth. On
hearing it again, I'm much more conscious of. its interpretative uncertainties
and self- conscious mannerisms. Maazel
attempts a conventional -enough reading
which may seem quite effective atmospherically, but which on close examination discloses a lack of consistent dramatic integration. The performance is.
however, richly recorded; it is the first
tape edition; and in this release it is accompanied (as in the disc edition) by the
Karelia Suite (also a tape first).
The main coupling. of course. is the
even more popular Second Symphony. a
work in which Maazel's intentions again
are better than his actual accomplishments: too many details are overdranTatized and the over -all continuity lacks
true smoothness. Yet although the bestselling Ormandy /Columbia taping is by
no means superseded (despite its considerable age), it should be said to the
present version's credit that the London /Ampex tape processing is free from
some of the faults that Harris Goldsmith noted in the disc edition: there
certainly is no high -level "blare" here,
nor do I hear any noticeable sonic thinning -out at low playback levels. Nevertheless, the stereo recording never is as
pure and luminous as that of Ansermet's
Sibelius reel of last April, and too often
in the fortissimo tuttis the brasses dominate unduly the rest of the orchestra.

VIVALDI:

Concertos for Violin and
Strings, Op. 8: Nos. 1 -4 ("Le Quattro Stagione")

Virtuosi di Roma, Renato Fasano. cond.
ANGEL ZS 35877.

41

min.

$7.98.

Angel missed a real opportunity here by
transferring to tape only the popular
Four Seasons from its complete Virtuosi di Roma recording of Vivaldi's Op.
8. Il Cimento dell' Armonia e dell' Inrencione, originally released on discs in
1960. Concertos Nos. 5 through 12 of
this series would be new -and most welcome-to tape. As it is, the present
versions of the better -known Nos.
-4
must compete with three existing Sea1

RA-18 Specifications:

transistors. Reel drive.
Push button controls
Remote control on

5

off microphone.
Weight 1.5 kgs.
Adapter for
AC
operation and foot
controlled on,'off switch
are optional.

UNWAVE
/hole/JIM,/ /
/d.
Electrical Appliance Division

sons reels: those by the Solisti di Zagreb

for Vanguard, Società Corelli for RCA
Victor. and I Musici for Epic. It must
be noted. though. that the present performances are attractive ones and their
extremely transparent recording gives
little hint of its age. This edition well
may be the first choice of any tape collector still lacking The Seasons, but for
myself I'll continue to give a slight edge
of preference to the Solisti di Zagreb
version for its more exhilarating
perhaps overtense- vivacity.

valuable slow -speed double -play resuscitations of long out -of -print two-track
tape programs originally issued in 1958:
Stokowski's somewhat theatrical but very
exciting performance of the Holst Planets, now coupled with his "Landmarks of
a Distinguished Career," which includes
such all -time Stokowski triumphs as his
own transcriptions of the Bach organ
Toccata and Fugue in D minor and the
Debussy piano Clair de lune, plus the
Debussy Prélude à l'après -midi d'un
faune, Johann Strauss On the Beautiful
Blue Danube Waltz, Sibelius Finlandia
and The Swan of Tuonela (Capitol Y2P
8621, 33/ -ips double -play, 98 min.,

$I1.98).

"Beatles '65" / "The Early Beatles." The
Beatles. Capitol Y2T 2365, 33/ -ips
double -play, 53 min., $9.98.
There was a five -inch slow -speed reel of
last year's famous "Meet the Beatles"
program, but the present double -barreled
blast is tape's first major representation
of the fabulous Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and
Seventh B's. And while most of the
performances are as unconscionably
hard -plugged, metallically twanged, and
raucously ya -ya'd as every deafened parent might be braced for, there are a few
moments when the amazing Liverpudlians actually sound almost relaxed and
even piquantly lilting-as in /'l/ Follow
the Sun, Honey Don't, and Do You Want
To Know a Secret? Nevertheless, tender eared listeners will be well advised to
defer their Beatle researches until they
have been first softened up by exposure
to those insidiously disarming films A
Hard Day's Night and Help!

"Bob Brookmeyer and Friends." Columbia CQ 693, 42 min., $7.95.
The "friends" are Stan Getz on tenor
sax, Herbie Hancock on piano, Ron Carter on bass, Gary Burton on vibes, and
Elvin Jones on drums -but it is Getz
who costars most often with the trombonist- leader in three of the latter's originals (most notably the exhilarating Jive
Hoot) and several standards (topped by
the expressive Misty and Skylark). Yet
all of the others are given occasional

-if

opportunities to contribute distinctively
individual solo bits, and the consistently
inventive performances are all captured
in genuinely lovely stereoism.

Marginalia: New Formats. Three of the
D'Oyly Carte Company Gilbert & Sulli-

"Carousel "; "The King and I"; "Oklahoma." Original Cast Recordings. Decca ST74 9020, 41 min.; 9008, 38 min.;
and 9017. 36 min.: $7.95 each.
Well, fancy meeting these historical

Ca.

2.27. Himonya, Meguro ku, Tokyo
Cable Address APLINCO TOKYO
CIRCLE 83 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

productions,
originally released
(1960) in London complete tapings, are
now also made available in highlights
reductions: The Mikado (London LOL
90099, 44 min.), H. M. S. Pinafore (LOL
90103, 45 min.), and The Pirates of
Pentance (LOL 90102. 41 min.), $7.95
each. Another highlights reel is drawn
from London's complete Bizet Carmen
of March 1964, with Thomas Schippers
conducting, Regina Resnik in the title
role, Joan Sutherland as Micaela, and
Mario del Monaco as Don José (LOL
90099, 44 min., $7.95).
From Capitol conies one of its most
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landmarks (of 1945, 1951, and 1943 respectively), more appealing than ever
in scrubbed -up "enhancements for stereo
tape "! Collectors of all tastes will surely
share my delight in welcoming Decca
back to active tape production and es-

pecially the present examples of this
company's pioneering triumphs of original cast recordings. All of these Rodgers
& Hammerstein masterpieces have been
recorded many times, but no later interpreters have ever effaced the memory of
such creators of the original roles as
John Raitt, Gertrude Lawrence, Alfred
Drake, Celeste Holm, et al. Happily, the
technical updatings have been discreetly
confined to some mild frequency division and sonic -panorama expansion,
while at the same time the considerable
noise and distortion of the first 78 -rpm
and LP processings have been largely
eliminated. What a joy it is to be enabled at last to replace one's worn -out
disc copies of these standards with wear resistant tapes!

"Carol Channing Entertains." Carol
Channing; orchestra. Command C 880,
32 min.. $7.95.
"My Name Is Barbra." Barbra Streisand;
orchestra. Peter Matz, cond. Columbia CQ 725, 31 min., $7.95.
"Mannerisms" are the sins for which
I've criticized earlier Streisand programs.
Of the present two releases it is Chanfling's that is by far the more mannered
-and yet it delights me better than
"My Name Is Barbra." To give Barbra
her due, even a nonidolator like myself
must concede that she is at her best here,
even though she devotes the entire first
side of her reel to kid songs -sung as if
by a kid, too: a real tour de force. But
I have no hankering to listen over again
to anything she does, whereas I can go
on repeating with undiminished relish
such astonishing personality projections
as Elegance, Widows Weeds, Homesick
Blues, and practically everything else
the inimitable Carol does on this reel.
Just to hear her imitating Louis Arm strong's imitation of her (in When You're
Smiling) is alone worth the price of admission; the variety of vocalization -and
near voicelessness -in I'll Die Happy
must be unsurpassed anywhere in the
recorded repertory. Miss Channing surely would have been hanged as a witch
if she had been born a few centuries ago!
But, despite my personal bias (which
perhaps also favors the Command stereoism's transparency over Columbia's rather oppressively close vividness), both of
these programs are rich in witchery.

Lonely Hearts" / "Those Lazy Hazy -Crazy Days of Summer." Nat
"King" Cole; orchestra. Belford Hendricks and Ralph Carmichael, conds.
Capitol Y2T 2360. 33/4-ips (double play), 57 min., $9.98.
Capitol's burgeoning slow -speed pop series gives us still another Cole memorial
release of two programs dating ( in disc
editions) from 1963. "Dear Lonely
Hearts" is a frank tear jerker, recorded
rather heavily with obvious echo cham-

"Dear
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THE TAPE DECK

laboratory standard

Continued from preceding page
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bering. which might have been best forgotten. But the coupling is a sheer delight
throughout both musically and (in far
brighter and more natural recording)
technically. Except for the specially composed title song (a lustily swinging one
itself). the selections are all old -time
back -porch perennials (On a Bicycle
Built for Two. On the Sidewalks of New
York, In the Good Old Summertime,
etc.) and they are sung with irresistible
jauntiness.

.

VEGA
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complete somart.-cry

You capture the
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Ultra low distortion. Exciting fidelity,
transparency and clarity. 10- 20,000 hz
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$315
Write for free brochure. Vega Electronics
Corp. (creator of the world- famous
Vega -Mike® wireless microphone),
1161 Richard Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95050. (Ask any franchised
Vega dealer for a demonstration.)
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"Early Morning Rain." Ian and Sylvia.
Vanguard VTC P703. 36 min., $7.95.
In their third tape release, the fresh voiced, highly individualistic Canadian
husband-and -wife duo continue stubbornly to resist all temptations to commercialize on their fast -growing reputations.
Their present program is topped by two
lovely new airs composed by Gordon
Lightfoot. the title song and For Lorin'
Me; but Sylvia achieves two genuine
tours de force in her partially unaccompanied Awake Ye Drowsy Sleepers and
a wholly unaccompanied I'll Bid My
Heart Be Still. For that matter, ian too
has a pair of engaging solos: Marl borough Street Blues and Red Velvetthe last -named augmented by Sylvia's
wordless obbligato in its second verse.
I also liked the more conventionally
"country" ballad Nancy Whisky and the
synthetic yet very charming cowboy song
Darcy Farrow; but the highly touted
Song for Canada by Ian and Pete
Growski struck me as less effective. for
all its idealistic sincerity, than the duo
performances in more casual, less earnest
mood. Again the accompaniments (with

guitarist Monte Dunn and bassist Russ
Savakus backing up the soloists' own
guitar and autoharp), recording, and
tape processing all are well -nigh ideal.

"Ferrante and Teicher with Percussion."
ABC -Paramount ABCT 1001, 33 min.,
$7.95.

It's been some time since I've heard the
poor man's Henry Cowell and John Cage,
who have long since graduated from their
early prepared -piano novelties to become regular pop -hit purveyors. Their
brash originals, Va Va Voom and Parade
of the Bobbies, as well as many of their
arrangements may be synthetically contrived and often far too fancy, but
another original, Aflame, has considerable charm. Certainly, there never is any
lack of more or less effective sound
effects, in which the strictly pianistic
trickery is augmented by "real" percussion playing. Indeed some of this
program's strongest audiophile fascinations are its challenges to exact timbre
identifications. The recording is powerfully realistic with marked channel separation, and it features the channel-switching of ostinato passages in the old-time
ping -pong fashion which is heard so
seldom nowadays that some veteran
stereophiles may even welcome it hack

like
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"Licorice Stick." Pete Fountain, clarinet;
Charles Bud Dant and His Orchestra;
the Jordanaires. Coral ST 74 57460,
32 min.. $7.95.
Fellow admirers of Fountain's distinctively unmannered clarinet playing can only
regret that he has been saddled here
with "Nashville sound" accompaniments
which include wordless choral obbligatos
and some often hard -to- tolerate twanging from an electronic guitar. But they
also can rejoice with me that the soloist
takes such handicaps in his stride and
that he sounds as engaging as ever both
in such tear -jerking selections as Young
Maiden's Prayer. Fountain Bitte. and /
Lore You So Much It Hurts, and in the
brisker Gravy Waltz and Hello. Dolly!
The last piece indeed, given an arrangement and a performance which fairly
bubble over with Dixieland buoyancy, is
a minor masterpiece of its kind.
"Tire Mantovani Sound: Big Hits from
Broadway and Hollywood." Mantovani
and His Orchestra. London LPM
70093, 37 min., $6.95.
While there is no lack of schmaltz in
Mantovani's latest batch of stage and
screen hit tunes, what saves the program
are the deftly scored arrangements (particularly the notably fine ones of Fiddler
on the Roof and Charade), the consistently enchanting orchestral playing

(with special kudos to the occasional

ac-

cordion soloist), and perhaps above all
the luscious stereo sound itself. What's
the best single adjective to suggest the
balminess of the aural appeals here
emollient, perhaps?

-

of America." Billy Edd
Wheeler, with ensemble. Kapp KTL
41093. 33 min.. $7.95.
I remained a bit dubious through the
opening Chic -Sale -derived monologue,
Ode to the Little Brown.Shock Out Back,
recorded before an enthusiastic live audience at the Mountain State Art &
Craft Fair, in Ripley. West Virginia.
And some of the later studio (and technically much better) recordings of "talking" blues and country ballads struck me
as hovering on the dangerous verge hetween genuine sentiment and corny sentimentality. But at his best Wheeler
sounds like the Real McCoy in authentic
homespun Americana, a real discovery
(on tape, anyway; he has made a couple
of Monitor disc releases previously) in
the realm of folk music.

"Memories

"My Kinda Groove." Herbie Mann.
flute; various ensembles. Atlantic ALC
1932, 33 min., $7.95.
These generally Latin -colored selections
range from jaunty, mildly jazzy divertissements (Spanish Grits, Blues in the
Closet, etc.) to warmly atmospheric little
tone poems, like Mann's own Morning
After Carnival and the Caymmi- Nelson
Saudade de Bahia. But while the former
feature pleasant rambling improvisations
by the flutist-leader and such able sidemen as Attila Zoller on guitar, Dave
Pike on vibes. and Clark Terry on flu gethorn. it is the beautifully restrained
and e,nressive lyricism of the latter (especially when Mann shifts to a bass
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flute for his most haunting solos) which
gives this reel its very special distinction.
And even apart from strictly musical attractions, the sonics alone-thanks both
to the players' concern for tonal nuance
and to the engineers' provision of immaculately pure stereoism-are a consistent aural delight.

"Our Shining Hour." Sammy Davis;
Count Basie and His Orchestra. Verve
VSTC 324, 36 min., $7.95.
Entertainers as superskilled as the extroverted Davis and introverted (at least
in comparison) Basie couldn't be uninteresting if they tried, but their collaborative program unfortunately promises
more than it produces. Except for the
Work Song and the She's a Woman
talking blues, the performances here are
seldom much more than routine until
suddenly everybody comes to genuine
life in the very last selection, a casually
improvised Bill Basic, Won't You Please
Come Home, in which Davis' soft -shoe
dancing is a sheer delight.

if it weren't for

some special technical
attractions. Audiophiles should be fascinated by the skill with which the organ
passages have been dubbed in with the
prerecorded (in a different location too)
orchestral playing. Another rather unusual feature is the alteration in frequency- spectrum balance from the stereo
disc edition, which has considerably
sharper highs but far less substantial lows.

"A Portrait of Johnny Mathis." Robert
Farnon and His Orchestra. Philips PTC

Cole, organ; Monte Kelly Orchestra.
Audio Spectrum SAS 601, 36 min.,

600167, 36 min., $7.95.
While there have been at least thirteen
Columbia tape releases (plus one from
Mercury) by Mathis in person, I have
deliberately passed up most, if not all
of them, for review -simply because
I've never been able to find anything in
particular to say about them. Magical as
the star's musical attractions apparently
are for innumerable listeners, they seem
to have no power for me. Yet the story
would have been very different, I'm sure,
if the original vocal performances of the
Mathis hit songs transcribed here had
been sung with as much skill and tastefulness as they are given by Farnon. His
outstanding arranging talents are dis-

$4.98.
There's pleasant enough listening in this
dance orchestra cunt pipe organ program
of classical transcriptions (Carmen medleys, Galloping Comedians), pops standards (Carousel Waltz, Holiday for
Strings, etc.), and a Monte Kelly original
(Tibia). But it would be primarily of interest to devotees of the late Buddy Cole

played again in these luscious scorings
of Misty, It's Not for Me To Say, Small
World, etc., all of which are warmly
and spaciously, if perhaps somewhat
thickly, recorded. Few mood music tapes
can match this one either for successful
background usefulness or in genuine aural
interest for anyone who takes the trouble
to listen intently.

" 'Pops' Concert Extravaganza." Buddy

"The Yellow Rolls-Royce." Katyna Ranieri, vocalist; Band and Orchestra, Riz
Ortolani, cond. M -G -M 4292, 36 min.,
$7.95.
One might expect that the score for
a successful film comedy would include
a mellifluous potential hit song, some
pop- flavored tunes, and a few novelty
numbers-as indeed this one does. What
one would hardly expect (unless, of
course, the composer were Henry Mancini) is as much imaginative inventiveness, lilting vivacity, and sonic varicoloring as Riz Ortolani (of Mondo Cane
fame) gives us here. There are good
grounds for naming Ortolani as Europe's
answer to Mancini, but lie is highly individual in his own right and to my
ears particularly effective in the pieces he
has sonorously scored for band: part of
the opening Theme music, Military Band
(Ascot), Military Band (Eloise), and part
of the Finale. The suave hit song, Forget
Domani, is one of the better examples
of its kind, well sung by the composer's
wife and repeated (perhaps a bit too
often) in various tempos and instrumentations. Ingenious use is made of mandolins in most of the strictly orchestral
selections, best of all perhaps in the
high- stepping Going to Soriano, and Kenny Baker contributes an appropriately
vulgar trumpet solo to Mae. This may
not be, strictly speaking, a sound track
recording (a claim not made on the reel
and box labeling), but it is all the better
its bright and open recordfor that
ing qualities as well as in its flexible
variety of performing forces.

-in

The Tape Recorder Friends Recommend
Eight out of ten owners told us they bought
their Tandberg on a friend's recommendation.
What better way to judge a tape recorder than
to hear the unbiased comments of users whose
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There are many important reasons why friends
do recommend Tandberg its precision components are carefully assembled and meticu-

-

lously pretested to insure years of continuous,
care -free operation.
And you hear more than just plain sound
Tandberg projects a vivid dimension that stirs
your senses makes fine music come to life.
Find a friend with a Tandberg -he'll tell you.
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"THAT TRUE PHOENIX"

is an end and a beginning.
But neither end, beginning, nor serene
coherence could have been found by
Mozart alone. Less than justice is done to
a man like Mozart -so human, hardworking, reasonable, and perceptive
when we try to make him into a god.
The wonder of art on earth is that it is
made by men, and in the theatre made
by men together. Where we err in the
case of opera is in our definitions, the
sweeping way in which we permit words
to stand for drama. Were the librettist's
task only a matter of word spinning,
then, indeed, music could make the
miracle alone. But it is never so simple.
The poet's importance lies less in the
actual words he provides than it does
in the world lying behind them. Words,
as such, are only the outward signs
of text, the necessary filigree before
drama can be developed: the most obvious indications to the audience that
the singers are, in fact, saying something. Without them, only abstraction
would exist, and we would have neither
opera nor drama. Yet used as competently, often imaginatively, as Da Ponte
used them, they become what they must
be: bricks placed upon a firm, considered structure.
Art often plays strange tricks with
artists' ambitions. Some, like Wagner and
Hofmannsthal, began by climbing mountains; touching peaks, yet often as not
just missing summits. Others, like Da
Ponte, are content to nestle in valley
and city, wine on the table, a woman in
one arm, and a wild intrigue growing in
the mind. In the end, each type -the
profound planner and the modest
schemer -may well produce as effectively as the other. Talent finally represents an unreasonable confluence of
instincts, the true artist making discoveries only as he works.
Mozart's able poet may not have had
a deeply philosophical mind. But, as he
worked and developed, he became the
right man at the right time for Mozart
and opera. No one else was doing what
he could do, and indeed few after him
did half so well. His is not a moving
or inspiring story. He did not tear passions. He did not scream ritual rage to
the world. What he did do, however, in
serving Mozart, was quite enough. The
phoenix, as Mozart feared before he
met Da Ponte, is the emblem of immortality that rises all too seldom from
the ashes. To the composer's credit, he
found, in Da Ponte, material for his
emblem. And to give a minor poet and
major librettist his equal due, Da Ponte
brought the splendor of craft to the emblem, and helped beyond measure to
make it sing.
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MOZART ON THE
18-TH CENTURY STAGE
Continued from page 64

river which sweeps with it any
streams that flow into it. No one
previously has surpassed him, and
he will never lack profound respect
and admiration from posterity. But
one has to be an expert to appreciate
him. What a masterpiece, this opera!
How enchanting the wind instruments! Also for the broad public?
That's another question... .
In reading the remarks of German
critics one is again and again struck by
their preoccupation with Mozart's use
of the wind instruments. When Don
Giovanni was first produced in Berlin, in
December 1790, the Journal des Luxas
and der Moden wrote: "The composition
is beautiful, but now and then too artificial, difficult and overladen in its orchestration." It seems obvious that Mozart's
wind parts were simply too difficult for
the average provincial German theatre
orchestra.
It is a particularly sad finale to Mozart's operatic career that his next -to -last
work, La Clemenza di Tito, was literally
sabotaged by the Viennese court. It was
customary for the out -of -town coronation ceremonies (e.g.. Prague) to include
an official opera, and in Prague it was
the city fathers who commissioned the
work to be given. Since Mozart's music
was wildly popular in the Bohemian capital, they naturally turned to him for
the opera to celebrate Leopold 11's accession to the throne. The court authorities
in Vienna were very slow in giving
final permission, and consequently Mozart had to compose the work in a
rush. Recently, Czech scholars have uncovered new evidence about the whole
affair. When. after the performances
were over, the opera company applied to
the Prague officials for additional money,
the petition noted that "because of the
opposition at court to Mozart" attendance had been thin. This phrase, "because
of hard opposition," recurs several times
in the documents. As we have seen. the
court couldn't actually refuse to attend
the opera; instead, they chose the one
sure -fire weapon to ruin the performance:
they arrived some two hours late. Afterwards, the Empress remarked: " Questa
una porch eria tedesca" (that was a
German swinishness)- certainly a classic
description of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's operas.
There is no doubt in my mind that
most of the opposition to Mozart's operas
in Austria stemmed from court circles.
But the whole story of Mozart's relations
to the Austrian court is a book which has
never been written, and which. when all
the evidence has been assembled. will
undoubtedly make for far more fascinating and horrifying reading than any of
the accounts of the mystery surrounding
his death. Mozart was no doubt poisoned,
but the poison was administered not by
Salieri or some other unfortunate but
in slow doses from the Hofburg and
Schönbrunn.
è
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Almost every luxury
feature we offer on our
$66
and $120
MODEL
12TRXB

j

111

o- - -

three -way 12" speakers
can be found on the
E-V/Wolverine LT12
...yet all you pay
is
©E

$36.00!

First compare the E -V/ Wolverine LT12 with the

. very best integrated multi -way speakers you can
buy, the Electro -Voice 12TRXB and 12TRX. You'll
find it so close in features, performance, and sound
quality that you may wonder why anyone pays more!

For instance, the LT12 boasts a one -piece diecast
frame. The finest speakers are all diecast to assure
permanently perfect alignment of every moving part
no twisting, bending, or sagging can add distortion or
shorten speaker life. The tolerances can be held tightly
for higher efficiency, smoother response, and more uniform performance.
The LT12 long -throw suspension system, plus "deep dish" woofer cone design significantly reduces distortion even at high listening levels. Solid, well -balanced
mid -range is assured by the exclusive E -V Radax® dual cone design.
To complete the LT12, a compression -type tweeter
with its patented E -V diffraction horn* spreads pure,
sweet highs throughout the listening area. A separate
tonal balance control permits remote adjustment of
LT12 response to match your room acoustics.
You'll find these same features and more on
our higher -priced E -V three -way speakers. The difference here is in degree, not in basic design. Our more
expensive units have larger magnets and even tighter
tolerances for smoother, wider range and higher efficiency. They are well worth the higher investment.
But the similarity of the E -V /Wolverine LTI2 to
these fine speakers points up a basic advantage over all
other competitively priced units and a matter of
deep-seated design philosophy. The question was not
"What can we leave out ?" but rather, "What more can
we include in this remarkable speaker ?"
Our advantage is most apparent when you listen and
compare the LT12 with other speakers in the same price
class. No question about it, unless you pay two or three
times more, the E -V /Wolverine LTI2 is the finest 12'
three -way value you can buy. Hear it now at your
*Pet. No. 197,716
nearby high fidelity dealer.
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ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
Dept. 1154H, 619 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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Compare these Sherwood specs! S -3300 IHF sensitivity 1.5 y v (30 db quieting), Stereo frequency response 20-15 kc
'4 db., Capture ratio
70 db, 16 silicon transistors plus 15 silicon diodes. $167.50. Companion ALL -SILICON Solid -State amplifiers S-9900[
.015 %, Hum and noise
90

watts $229.50,

S -9500 50

watts $179.50,

S -9000a

160

a-Nee

EIR

.I R8

90

92

94

96

98

100

2.4

db.. Drift

watts $309.50.

alLa1lIGOM

102. /04

/06

/08

tc

WHY DID SHERWOOD
SAY "NO" TO

GERMANIUM
No germanium transistors or nuvistor -tube hybrid designs for Sherwood!
Instead, Sherwood insisted on the acknowledged reliability of ALL -SILICON
Solid -State circuitry to make the new Model S -3300 the industry's FIRST ALL SILICON Solid -State tuner. The S -3300 achieves the pacesetting sensitivity of
1.512v (IHF) with newly developed circuits that are immune to overloading.
Sherwood's engineers even included an amplified dual automatic -gain -control
system to maintain proper selectivity under the strongest signals, automatic
stereo /mono switching, and silent- action interchannel hush. All reasons why
we dare to say, "Sherwood ALL -SILICON Solid -State High Fidelity is the best."

SAd

Another first from Sherwood: The
Tanglewood II 4 -way speaker system features Sherwood's revolutionary omnipolarL high- frequency radiator with 160°
dispersion to 22 kc. A pair of 10 -inch
woofers extends response to 24 cps 6,
6db. In oiled walnut: $219.50.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618

Write Dept.

1IH

Sherwood New York Area Dealers 4a, Sa, 2e, 1g, 2e, li, 21, 2i, II, Im, In, lo, 29, Ir, It, lw. la. ly, Iz, lu, 2aa, 3aa, 25a, Ica, lu, Sra,Sca, Sc., lea. 24, lea, lha, 21a. 3ja. 2ma.3ma. loa. Ipa. 21a, lus, lea, Ova, Iwa,2wa
9wa, 2aa. III, lab, Ibb. 1db. Ifb, lob, 2eb. lhb, 211b, 3hb, lib, 210, Ipb, lib, ltD, 21b, lab, lzb, 70, gob, Syb, lzb, Sib, 7zb, 2ac, lac, Sac, tac. 2bc, abc, 4bc, bbc. 7bc, 5cc, 9cc, 7dc, 8dc, 9dc, 2ec,3ec, 4ec, Sec, 9ec, tic,lje, tic,
llc, 21c. Imc, Inc, la, Ipc, 2qc, 11c, 31c, 51c, Suc.
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